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PREFACE

*Phonetics of English and Dutch* is aimed at Dutch-speaking students, from both the Netherlands and Belgium, taking phonetics as part of courses in English at university and teacher-training institutes. In addition, it is hoped that the book will prove useful to English speakers who wish to gain an insight into the present-day pronunciation of Dutch.

The course provides a complete introduction to the phonetics of English and Dutch based on an essentially practical approach to the subject. No previous knowledge of phonetics is assumed of the reader, and all technical terms are explained in straightforward language as they are introduced. There is an emphasis throughout on the application of phonetics in second language acquisition; students are shown how a knowledge of phonetics can help them improve their own pronunciation and how this know-how can be passed on to pupils. Theoretical and practical aspects of the subject are clarified for the reader by means of numerous self-study exercises in articulation and transcription.

The book contains a detailed contrastive description of British English (Received Pronunciation) and of Dutch (in both the Netherlands and Belgian standard varieties). In addition to a full discussion of the individual vowels and consonants, there is an extensive treatment of features of connected speech, e.g. intonation, assimilation and elision, stress and articulatory setting. There are sections on sound/spelling relationships in English, and an analysis of the commonest pronunciation errors in the English of Dutch speakers, plus criteria for evaluating the pronunciation of advanced learners of English. A guide to the technique of phonemic transcription is also provided, with numerous transcription passages for which correction keys are available (see pp. 315-22).

One chapter is devoted to differences between English and American pronunciation and another provides a survey of a range of British regional accents. An illustrative audio recording is available for purchase, which contains self-study articulatory exercises, examples of vowels, consonants and intonation patterns, and a selection of accents spoken by native speakers of these varieties. Readers are recommended to obtain the workbook complementary to the present volume, *Working with the Phonetics of English and Dutch*.

*Phonetics of English and Dutch* is based on an earlier book, *Sounds of English and Dutch*, originally published in 1981, appearing in a second revised edition in 1984. The present volume has been rewritten throughout and much new information has been added whilst outdated material has been removed. One important new element is that full attention is now paid to Bel-
gian Dutch in its standard variety. In addition, the whole appearance of the book has been totally altered and improved, and the content rearranged in smaller, more manageable units. We believe it is now not only more attractive to the eye but also far easier for students to use.
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Recorded material is available to accompany exercises and examples in *Phonetics of English and Dutch*. The recording also contains samples of the ten regional accents of English described in Chapter 27; dictation exercises; and a selection of the sounds of the International Phonetic Alphabet (including the Cardinal Vowels). The audio recording is available from the authors via the English Department, Rijksuniversiteit Leiden, Postbus 9515, 2300 RA Leiden.

A workbook, *Working with the Phonetics of English and Dutch*, is on sale to accompany the present volume. It provides the keys to transcriptions and allophonic description exercises. In addition, it supplies the keys to dictation exercises, transcripts of the regional accents and further passages for phonemic transcription. The book also includes a set of over 300 questions, designed to act as a revision guide to the material, which can be used by students preparing for written and oral examinations in phonetics.
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PREFACE TO THE FIFTH EDITION

The essential content of this fifth revised edition remains the same notwithstanding the fact that numerous corrections and emendations have been made throughout the text.

Beverley Collins and Inger M. Mees

Leiden and Copenhagen, 27 March 2003
Phonetics, the study of speech sound, can be investigated in many different ways. And today there is a vast amount of complex instrumentation available to help us gain more accurate information about the nature of speech. However, we can still get a very long way into some aspects of the subject just by using three very useful bits of apparatus which we all normally possess, namely, our mouths, our ears and our eyes. The emphasis in this book is going to be on speaking, listening and — quite often — looking. This is because we believe that this forms the most useful introduction to phonetics for those who are learning the subject as a component of a foreign-language course, and who are going to be using their knowledge in part to improve their pronunciation performance.

To help us in our aims, two other pieces of equipment are also quite invaluable and will be called into service again and again. The first is a cassette or minidisc recorder. This need not be tremendously elaborate or expensive. In fact, for our purposes, an ordinary ‘Walkman’ will be quite adequate — providing it comes with a reasonable set of headphones. If you can get hold of one which can record your voice, then so much the better.

One other very simple but very useful object to have at your disposal is a mirror. You will be using this to look at your lips and the inside of your mouth. The most convenient sort is a little make-up mirror which will slip into your pocket, or your bag, and which you can easily obtain for a small sum. But any mirror will do, providing there is good source of illumination. You need nothing else. Now we can get down to business.

Phonetics, as we want to present it, is essentially a matter of practice as well as theory. In other words, we want you to produce sounds as well as read about them. So let us start as we mean to go on. Say the Dutch word *mam*. We are going to examine the sound at the beginning and end of the word: [m]. Note that we place the symbol between square brackets [ ] to indicate that we are concerned with the sound [m], and not the letter <m>. Orthographic symbols (i.e. the letters of ordinary spelling) can be placed between angled brackets < >, as in the example above. Alternatively, as is normally the case in this book, they can be shown in bold face: m.
EXERCISE 1
Say the word *mam* a number of times. Use a small mirror to look at your mouth while you say the word. Now say a long [m]. Keep it going for five seconds or so.

There is a great deal we can say about the sound [m]. Firstly, it can be short, or we can make it go on for quite a long period of time. Secondly, you can see and feel that the lips are closed.

EXERCISE 2
Say a long [m]. This time pinch your nostrils tightly, blocking the escape of air. What happens?
(With [m], the air escapes from the nose.)

EXERCISE 3
Say a long [m]. Put your fingers in your ears. You should be able to hear a buzz inside your head, which is called voice. Try alternating [m] with silence [m...m...m...m...]. You should be able to hear the voice being switched on and off.

So we have seen that [m] is:
1. A sound that can be prolonged.
2. A sound made with the lips (bilabial).
3. A sound said through the nose (nasal).
4. A sound said with voice (voiced).

Now try the same tests for another sound — the sound [t] as in Dutch *auto*.

EXERCISE 4
Say [t] in the word *auto*, looking in a mirror. What happens if you try to prolong the sound? If you put your fingers in your ears, can you hear any buzz this time? If you pinch your nostrils, does this have any effect on the sound?

We can say for [t] that it is:
1. A sound that cannot be prolonged.
2. A sound that is made with the tongue-tip against the teeth-ridge (alveolar).
3. A sound where the air escapes from the mouth (oral).
4. A sound said without voice (voiceless).

Later, we shall look at many more sounds in Dutch, English and other languages and elaborate on this description. An important part of phonetics is describing what speech sounds are like and, in particular, how they are made.

Human beings are able to make a vast variety of sounds with their vocal apparatus. A surprisingly large number of these are actually found in human speech. Sounds like clicks or lip trills — which may seem bizarre to Europeans — are part of everyday speech in languages spoken elsewhere in the world. No language uses more than a small number of the possible sounds available. To illustrate this, let us compare Dutch, English and a few other European languages.

English has no regular sound equivalent to the Dutch sound spelt *g* or *ch* as
A similar sound occurs in Spanish, German and Welsh, but not in French. Dutch has no sound such as that represented by \texttt{th} in English \textit{think}. German and French also lack this sound but it does exist in Spanish and Welsh. Standard English has no equivalent to the Dutch vowel in the pronoun \textit{U}. Similar sounds to this can be heard in French, German and Danish, though not in Spanish or Welsh. We could continue at length, but these examples are enough to illustrate that each language selects a limited number of sounds from the total possible range.

Another point to consider is how the available sounds form patterns in the language. For instance, neither English nor French has words beginning with [kn], like Dutch \textit{knie} or German \textit{Knabe}. On the other hand, English has words ending in [d], contrasting with others ending in [t], e.g. \textit{bed} and \textit{bet}. Though Dutch has spelling differences of this sort, there is no contrast in the pronunciation of, for instance, \textit{nood} and \textit{noot}. French is like English in this respect; German is similar to Dutch. French and Spanish have initial [fw], as in \textit{foire} and \textit{fuente}; this does not occur in English, Dutch or German.

The study of the selection and patterns of sounds in a single language we term phonology. The study of sounds in language in general is phonetics. To get a full idea of the way the sounds of a language work, we need to study both the phonetics and the phonological system of the language concerned. Both phonetics and phonology are important components of linguistics, which is the science that is concerned with the general study of language. A specialist in linguistics is termed a linguist. Phonetician and phonologist are the terms used for those who study phonetics and phonology respectively.

Speech sounds can be described in various ways, corresponding to the different stages of what is often called the speech chain. Look at Fig. 1.1, which shows in simplified form the linked processes involved.

---

1. This sound does exist in Scottish English (spelt \texttt{ch}), e.g. \textit{loch}, and is used by some English speakers in words borrowed from other languages, e.g. German and Yiddish.
2. Note that this is different from the general English usage of the word \textit{linguist} to mean a ‘polyglot’, i.e. someone who speaks a lot of languages.
3. This concept was developed by Denes and Pinson (1963) in \textit{The Speech Chain}. 

---
We can study speech at any one of the points specified. Point 1 and point 5, which consider the formulation and interpretation of the message in the brains of the speaker and listener, form the link between phonetics and the science of linguistics, particularly psycholinguistics. Whilst we are speaking, we constantly monitor our own speech by listening to our performance. This is termed audio-feedback, and is shown on the diagram as the feedback link. Point 2 considers how the speech organs move, or articulate, to form speech sounds; this branch of the science is termed articulatory phonetics. Point 3 is where we can examine the physical nature of speech sounds and how they are transmitted through the air as sound waves. This branch is termed acoustic phonetics. Point 4 studies the way in which the ear of the listener receives the speech signal; this is called auditory phonetics. In this book, our emphasis will be on the articulatory branch of the subject, because this is the aspect which is generally considered most useful to the language learner.

1.3 What sort of English and what sort of Dutch?

The idea of accent and dialect is a familiar one. Any living language has a number of ways in which it can be pronounced; these we term accents. If there are also differences in grammar, and the choice of vocabulary (also termed lexis), we use the term dialects. Linguists distinguish two types of dialect: regional dialect, which covers variation from one place to another, and social dialect, which reflects differences between one social group and another.

The first variation is usually accepted by everyone without question. It is common knowledge that people from Rotterdam do not speak Dutch in the same way as people from Breda; nor, for that matter, in the same way as people from Amsterdam, Antwerp, Bruges, Ghent, Groningen, Leuven or Utrecht.

What is more controversial is the question of social dialects. Some people take offence when linguists and sociologists state that accent and dialect are closely connected with social class, but it would be very difficult to deny this claim. In the Netherlands, it is fair to say that one variety of Dutch can be regarded as being connected with the better-off section of the population. As a result, it has tended to become what is termed the prestige dialect, i.e. a standard variety of the language which is highly regarded even by those who do not speak it, and which is associated with high status, education, and wealth. This dialect of Dutch is called ABN or Algemeen Beschaafd Nederlands. Unlike the others mentioned above, it is not a regional dialect,

---

4 Some writers prefer the term Algemeen Nederlands (abbreviated to AN). We have retained the term ABN since it is in general use in the Netherlands. We have employed AN for the standard variety of Belgian Dutch since this term is nowadays in common usage in Flanders.
and even though it probably has more speakers in the provinces of Noord-Holland, Zuid-Holland and Utrecht (especially in the Randstad), this perhaps only reflects the economic development of that part of the Netherlands.

It is difficult, often impossible, to tell where ABN speakers were born or brought up. It is possible, though, to work out their social backgrounds; one can be fairly certain that they belong to the professional classes and have received a better than average kind of education. Until recently, it was extremely difficult for non-ABN speaking people to progress socially unless they modified their accents towards ABN, and though things are changing, this is still to a certain extent true. Although it is possible to find university professors with, for example, broad Rotterdam accents, these people are the exception and definitely not the rule.

In Belgium, where over 5 million people living in Flanders speak Dutch as their mother tongue, the standard variety of Dutch is known as Algemeen Nederlands (abbreviated to AN). In its written form, AN is in most respects identical to the ABN of the Netherlands — except for certain preferences of grammar and vocabulary. As regards its spoken form, a prestige variety of Belgian Dutch has been evolving in the twentieth century, which, whilst having much in common with the traditional ABN of the Netherlands, has nevertheless developed its own distinctive character. The overwhelming majority of newscasters and announcers of the Flemish services of Belgian radio and TV speak Dutch of this type — which is reflected by the fact that the term BRT-Nederlands has recently come into vogue. It is this standard variety which we shall use as the Belgian reference model in this book.

In addition, the Dutch-speaking area of Belgium has a wealth of vigorous local dialects, some of which (especially in West Flanders) are far removed from the standard language. Many educated people are effectively bidialectal, and are able to switch with ease from AN (employed for professional purposes and formal occasions) to a local dialect (used informally with family and intimate friends).

Throughout the book, when we mention ‘Dutch’, we shall normally be referring to the two standard varieties, Netherlands ABN and Belgian AN. Whenever it is necessary to distinguish between the two, we shall, for convenience, employ the labels (NL) ABN and (B) AN.

Some of what has been said about the Dutch-speaking world also applies in large measure to England. Once again, there are a large number of different local and social varieties, but one accent has a pre-eminent position. It is variously referred to as ‘Standard English’, ‘Oxford English’, ‘BBC English’, even the ‘Queen’s English’, but none of these names can be considered really accurate. For a long time, phoneticians have called this kind of British speech Received Pronunciation and just recently this term has started to be taken up by a wider public. The word ‘received’ implies ‘socially acceptable’, which was one meaning of the word in Victorian times. The full form is little used by modern phoneticians, who prefer the abbreviation RP.
RP is the classic example of a prestige accent, since although it is spoken only by a relatively small number of people, it has high status all over England and, to a certain extent, the world. Like the Dutch standard varieties, RP is not a regional accent but is to be heard all over the country. RP is often associated with the London area but again this may only reflect the greater wealth and development of the South East of England. RP speakers are to be found all over England. RP is used on the stage and at one time was virtually the only speech used by national BBC radio and television announcers. Like the Dutch prestige varieties, RP is a social accent. If you doubt this, then tune in to the BBC television and radio transmissions from Parliament and listen to the speech of MPs. You will find that the vast majority of Conservatives speak RP, or something close to it, whilst, very largely, Labour MPs, perhaps on principle, retain more of the flavour of their local speech. Welsh and Scottish Nationalists tend to hold on to their Welsh and Scots accents, perhaps in order to emphasise their regional identity.

English is not just spoken in England; it is a world language. In Scotland, Ireland and Wales, notwithstanding the fact that there are actually relatively few speakers of RP, the accent retains considerable status. This is also true of the former colonial countries such as Australia, New Zealand and South Africa. Although few people there still consciously imitate British English, as was once the case, nevertheless the speech of newscasters and announcers in these countries clearly has close relationships with RP. Even in the USA, there was formerly a tradition of using a special artificial type of English, based on RP, for the stage; today, the ‘British accent’ (by which Americans mean RP) still has a degree of prestige in the United States.

In this book, we use RP as our model; that is to say, it is the accent that we assume students will choose to imitate. Our main reason for selecting RP is that it is known and understood easily all over Britain and elsewhere. It is traditionally the kind of English taught to foreign students in most countries of the world. This is still true of Europe, though nowadays an American model is common in Latin America, Japan and a number of other countries. Because of this, RP has been more thoroughly described than any other accent of English. If you master this variety of English, you will speak in a way which is acceptable to educated people anywhere in the English-speaking world.

---

5 The BBC now has a conscious policy of employing announcers with (modified) regional accents.
6 When Parliament is sitting, live transmissions from Westminster are regularly screened; Today in Parliament is broadcast on radio every evening.
Within RP itself, we can distinguish a number of different types. The traditional narrow definition would only include persons who have been educated at one of the famous English public schools, like Eton or Winchester. It was always true, however, that for social reasons many English people modified their speech and so ended up with something very close to RP, even if not RP in the traditional sense. Over the years, most writers on phonetics have extended their definition to take in this modified speech, and, consequently, RP is today best regarded as educated British English speech lacking regional characteristics. Nowadays, many millions of English people speak a type of English which is closer to RP than to any local accent, although it is often possible (if you have a sharp ear) to detect some geographical influences. It is this type — sometimes termed ‘general’ or ‘mainstream’ RP — that we describe in this book. We shall allow for the range of variation to be heard from middle and younger generation speakers in England who have a pronunciation without any obvious regional associations.

Just recently, there’s been talk of a ‘new’ variety of British accent which has been dubbed ‘Estuary English’ — a term which has to an extent caught on with the media. The estuary in question is that of the Thames, and the name has been given to the speech of those whose accents are a compromise between RP and popular London speech (Cockney, see pp. 294, 299). Claims have been made that Estuary English now rivals RP and in the future will replace it as the prestige British accent, but evidence for this is vague at the moment. Although RP is indeed no longer as narrowly defined as previously, and the speech of some younger RP speakers in the south east of England may show a degree of London influence, it is certainly far too early to predict a mass flight away from RP to this other variety. See Rosewarne (1994) for an opposing viewpoint.

In addition, we shall from time to time refer to some other kinds of variation. It is often possible to hear old-fashioned features in a person’s speech. These may include forms which were once prestigious but which can nowadays sound outdated, or even comical. One can also distinguish a type of pronunciation which is often disparagingly called ‘affected’. We shall use affected as a term to cover exaggerated forms which may sound unattractive to many people, including RP speakers themselves. Speech with neither of these tendencies is termed neutral, and it is this type that the student of English as a foreign language is recommended to imitate. The reason for this is plain. It is the kind of English which is easiest for the vast majority of English-speaking people to understand without any risk of distraction or irritation.

---

7 See Wells (1982: 279-95) for a detailed discussion.
8 This was a definition proposed by Daniel Jones in 1917, who used the term ‘Public School Pronunciation’ or ‘PSP’. But Jones said, even at that point, that many other people ‘use either this pronunciation or a pronunciation not differing very greatly from it’ (Jones 1917: viii).
2

THE PHONEME

2.1 PHONEMES AND ALLOPHONES

When listening to any utterance (i.e. any stretch of speech), we hear a continuous stream of sound, broken up only by pauses for breath. Speech is therefore a continuum, i.e. there is a constant change without sharp divisions between one state and the next. One of the tasks of phonetics is to divide up this continuum into smaller chunks which are easier to describe. This process of splitting up the continuum into smaller units is called segmentation, and the resulting smaller units of sound are termed segments.

The segments correspond well to what we know from everyday usage as the vowels and consonants. If you ask Dutch speakers how many speech sounds there are in *zit*, they will almost certainly reply three, and name them as [z], [i] and [t]. It is improbable that anyone would consider there to be two or four units of sound.

In dealing with a given language, we are usually interested in discovering what function its sounds have. Segments do not usually operate in isolation. In the example of *zit*, [z] [i] and [t] can only be said to mean something if they are combined to form a word which has meaning: [z], [i] or [t] have no meaning taken on their own.

In all languages, certain variations in sound are especially significant because they can change the meaning of words. Other variations are of less significance since they cannot affect meaning. Look at a few words in Dutch and see how this works. Take the Dutch word *maan*. If we replace [m] by [l], we produce a new word *laan*. This gives a pair of words distinguished in meaning by a single sound difference. Two words of this kind are termed a minimal pair.

**EXERCISE 1**

Find minimal pairs in Dutch using these words: *gaat, lief, kijken, zee, luid, heen, moeten, niet*.

It is possible to take this process further. In addition to *laan*, we could also produce *baan, haan, gaan*. This is termed a minimal set.

Instead of the initial consonant, the vowel can be changed, e.g. *meen, man, men, min, mijn*, which provides us with another minimal set. We can also change the final sound, giving a third minimal set of this kind: *maan, maak, Maas, maaig*, etc. Through such processes, we can eventually determine those speech sounds which are phonologically significant. These contrastive units of sound which can be used to change meaning are termed
phonemes. The word *maan* consists of the three phonemes /m/, /a:/ and /n/. Note that phonemes are placed between slant brackets //.

Using the process of discovering minimal pairs, we can establish a phonemic inventory for Dutch, giving us 22 vowels and 20 consonants. The same can be done for English, giving 20 vowels and 24 consonants (see Section 2.4, pp. 12, 14).

Not every small difference that can be heard between one sound and another is enough to change the meaning of words. All languages have a certain degree of variation in each phoneme. Sometimes this is very easy to hear and can be quite striking. The Dutch /r/ is a good example. It can range from sounds made by the tip of the tongue (’tong-r’) to various types of articulations involving the uvula (’huig-r’).

**EXERCISE 2**

1. Listen to a number of individual native speakers of Dutch, e.g. the members of your group or some of your friends, saying the word *raam*. Describe the articulations that you hear. For instance, is the /r/ alveolar (tong-r) or uvular (huig-r)? Is it a trill involving vibration of the tongue-tip or uvula, or is it a vowel-type sound?
2. Now do the same for word-final /r/, as in *maar*. Do you notice any difference in the way the same speaker articulates word-initial /r/ as compared with word-final /r/?
3. In the word *raar*, we find /r/ in initial and final position. Listen to how you and other people say these /r/ sounds. Are they similar or different?

Each phoneme is therefore really a compound of a number of different sounds which are interpreted as one meaningful unit by a native speaker of the language. This range is termed allophonic variation, and the variants themselves are called allophones.

It must be understood that it is actually only the allophones of a phoneme that exist in reality. They are concrete entities. Allophones can be recorded, stored and reproduced, and analysed in acoustic or articulatory terms. Phonemes, on the other hand, are abstract units. Their existence is only in the mind of the speaker/listener. It is, in fact, impossible to ‘pronounce a phoneme’, though this phrase is often loosely employed; one can only produce an allophone of the phoneme in question. As the phoneme is an abstraction, we often speak of it being realised as a particular allophone. The most frequently occurring realisation of a phoneme is termed the phonemic norm. Remember that phonemic transcription is enclosed within slant brackets //. Phonetic transcription, used to represent allophones, is enclosed in square brackets [].

Although the phoneme units contain a range of variation, the allophones of any single phoneme generally have considerable phonetic similarity in both acoustic and articulatory terms; that is to say, the allophones of any given phoneme (1) sound similar, and (2) are articulated in a similar way.

We can now proceed to a working definition of the phoneme as: *a member of a set of abstract units which together form the sound system of a given language and through which contrasts of meaning are produced.*
2.2 The phoneme in Dutch and English

The speech of a single individual is termed an idiolect. Generally speaking, it is easy for one native speaker to interpret the phoneme system of another native speaker’s idiolect, even if he or she speaks a different variety of the language. Problems may sometimes arise, but they are few, since broadly the phoneme systems will be similar. Difficulties occur for the foreign learner, however, because there are always important differences between the phoneme system of one language and that of another.

Take the example of an English native speaker learning Dutch. The Dutch are often surprised when they discover that an English person has difficulty in hearing the difference between words like Dutch *huid* and *hout*, because the Dutch vowel phonemes /œy/ and /au/ sound alike to English ears. The reason is that both seem to the English native speaker similar to the allophones of the English vowel phoneme /aU/ as in *out*. This can be represented as follows (using – to mean contrasts with):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dutch</th>
<th>huid /œy/ – hout /au/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>out /aU/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same applies to the vowels D /a/ and D /ɔ/ in *mat* and *mot*. To a Dutch ear, these are two distinct phonemes, but an English person may at first interpret them as allophones of E /æ/ in *not*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dutch</th>
<th>mat /a/ – mot /ɔ/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>not /æ/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the other hand, Dutch learners of English also have their problems. The English words *men* and *man* sound alike to Dutch ears, the vowels E /e/ and E /æ/ being heard as if they were allophones of D /ɛ/, as in Dutch *men*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>men /e/ – man /æ/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dutch</td>
<td><em>men</em> /ɛ/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another example is the contrast of E /ʊ – u/ as in the words *pull* and *pool*:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>pull /ʊ/ – pool /u/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dutch</td>
<td><em>poel</em> /u/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dutch speakers tend to hear the two English vowels in terms of D /u/, as in *poel*.

---

1 Throughout this book, we use the abbreviations D (for Dutch) and E (for English) before the phoneme brackets, where such indications are necessary to avoid possible confusion.
Of course, we need not confine this to vowel sounds. Dutch learners often have trouble with some of the consonants of English, for instance, E /ð/, as in then. Dutch students have to learn to make a contrast between then and den. Dutch has no /ð/, and Dutch speakers are likely to interpret E /ð/ as D /d/, this being the phoneme which to a Dutch ear sounds closest to E /ð/.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{English} & \quad \text{then} /\dot{\text{ð}}/ \quad \text{– den} /\text{d}/ \\
\text{Dutch} & \quad \text{den} /\text{d}/
\end{align*}
\]

From the moment children start learning to talk, they are taught to listen for those sound contrasts which are important for their own language and to ignore those which are not significant. The result is that we all interpret the sounds we hear in terms of the phonemes of our mother tongue. There are many rather surprising examples of this. For instance, the Japanese hear no difference between the contrasting phonemes /r/ and /l/ of English; Greeks cannot distinguish /s/ and /ʃ/ as in same and shame; Cantonese Chinese learners of English may confuse /l/ with /n/, so finding it difficult to hear the contrast between Leeds and needs.

The Dutch learner must learn to interpret the sound system of English as heard by English ears and ignore the patterns imposed by years of speaking and listening to Dutch.

### 2.3 Summary

A phoneme is a member of a set of abstract units which together form the sound system of a given language, and through which contrasts of meaning are produced.

Each phoneme shows allophonic variation, i.e. there will be a number of variant sounds (phonetic realisations) which may represent the phonemic unit. Normally, there will be considerable phonetic similarity between these variant sounds. The allophones are easily placed in phoneme categories by a native speaker, but learning to do this is one of the chief problems of the learner of a foreign language.

The most frequently occurring allophone of a phoneme is termed the phonemic norm. Phonemic transcription is placed within slant brackets / / . Phonetic transcription (representing allophones) is placed in square brackets [ ]. Phonemic contrasts are shown by – – .

### 2.4 The English and Dutch phonemic systems

**The consonants of English and Dutch**

Certain of the consonants in both English and Dutch function as pairs, being in most respects similar, but differing in the energy used in their production.
For instance, E /p/ and E /b/ are produced in the same manner, but /p/ is a strong, energetic articulation (fortis), whereas /b/ is weak and less energetic (lenis). Other phonetic differences (e.g. voicing, aspiration) are discussed in Chapter 6. The English consonants /h, m, n, η, l, w, j, r/ and the Dutch consonants /h, m, n, η, l, v, j, r/ do not enter into the fortis/lenis opposition. Table 2.1 shows the English and Dutch consonant phonemes. Note that the sounds enclosed in brackets can be considered for certain speakers as marginal phonemes. See Sections 19.1 and 19.5.

Table 2.1 The consonant systems of English and Dutch

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consonants of English</th>
<th>Consonants of Dutch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fortis Example</strong></td>
<td><strong>Lenis Example</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p pipe</td>
<td>b bob</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t tight</td>
<td>d died</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k cake</td>
<td>g gag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tf church</td>
<td>dʒ judge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f fife</td>
<td>v verve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ thirteenth</td>
<td>ð they breathe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s sauce</td>
<td>z zoos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j shortish</td>
<td>ʒ pleasure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h hitch-hike</td>
<td>h hoed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m mime</td>
<td>m mat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n noon</td>
<td>n nat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>η banking</td>
<td>η bang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l legal</td>
<td>l laat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r rural</td>
<td>r raar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w wigwam</td>
<td>v waar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j yoyo</td>
<td>j jaar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The vowels of English and Dutch

The vowels in both English and Dutch fall into three groups:

1. Checked vowels
2. Free steady-state vowels
3. Free diphthongs

Those termed checked vowels are for the most part shorter, and are not found at the end of a word-final stressed syllable. Consequently, we do not find words such as */zi/ or */ze/ in Dutch or */si/ and */se/ in English (* is used to indicate an unacceptable or unrecorded form). Checked vowels are always represented by a single phonemic symbol.
Free vowels are typically longer than checked vowels and may occur in any context, including word-final. Words such as zie /zi/ and zee /zei/ exist in Dutch and see /si:/ and saw /sɔ:/ in English. Free vowels may be of two types:

1. Those which consist of a single sound are termed steady-state vowels. They are represented by a symbol followed by a length mark, e.g. D /ei/ or E /ɔi/. D /i, y, u/ are exceptions; except before /r/, they are typically short.²

2. In Dutch, we also find a pair of marginal phonemes used in loanwords: /ei/, as in bèta, and /œi/, as in manoeuvre. Most varieties of Netherlands Dutch, including (NL) ABN, also have an extra vowel /ɔi/ in words such as zone. See Section 14.5.

Free vowels which include a movement from one vowel sound to another are termed diphthongs. These are shown as two symbols, e.g. D /ei/ or E /əʊi/. (The Dutch vowels /e; ø; œ/ have traditionally been treated as steady-state vowels. This still holds for (B) AN, but in (NL) ABN these vowels are in most contexts realised as diphthongal glides. We shall term them potential diphthongs. See Section 14.3.)

In addition, Dutch has a set of free vowel sequences. These are combinations of free steady-state vowels, e.g. D /e:u/, as in meeuw, which is a sequence of D /e/u/ and D /u/.

The vowel E /ɔ/, as in the final syllable of bonus, is referred to as shwa, from the name of the sound in Hebrew.³ A similar sound is to be heard in Dutch, as in the second and third syllables of werkelijk. In both English and Dutch, /ɔ/ is normally to be found only in unstressed syllables and does not fit into the checked/free categories. Since it is usually short, we have chosen to group it with the checked vowels.

In Table 2.2, we have given a keyword for each vowel, so that the sound concerned can be conveniently specified.⁴ Throughout the book, these keywords have been shown in small capitals (e.g. KIT, DRESS).

Formerly, some RP speakers distinguished saw – sore, giving an extra phoneme contrast /ɔː – ɔɔ/. This is no longer heard.

A small minority of Dutch speakers have an additional vowel in their system, so making a difference between bod – bot, etc. See Cohen et al. (1972: 17) for further details of what has been termed ‘het rijkere systeem’.

---

² For many speakers of (B) AN, these vowels are long and could be represented as /i, y, u/.
³ Also spelt schwa. In some older books, this sound is referred to as the ‘murmur vowel’.
⁴ The English keywords are based on those found in Wells (1982).
2.5 The syllable

Phonemes can be regarded as the basic phonological elements. Above the phoneme, we can consider units larger in extent, namely the syllable and the word.

Table 2.2 The vowels of English and Dutch

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Checked</th>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Free steady-state</th>
<th>Checked</th>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Free steady-state</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>KIT</td>
<td>i:</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ZIT</td>
<td>i:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>DRESS</td>
<td>ø:</td>
<td>ε</td>
<td>ZET</td>
<td>y:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æ</td>
<td>TRAP</td>
<td>ø:</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>ZAT</td>
<td>u:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>FOOT</td>
<td>ø:</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>ZOT</td>
<td>e:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ø</td>
<td>STRUT</td>
<td>œ:</td>
<td>œ</td>
<td>werkE-</td>
<td>o:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>œ</td>
<td>bonUs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Free diphthongs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Checked</th>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Free steady-state</th>
<th>Checked</th>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Free steady-state</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eI</td>
<td>FACE</td>
<td></td>
<td>eI</td>
<td>MEI</td>
<td>a:i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aI</td>
<td>PRICE</td>
<td></td>
<td>øey</td>
<td>LUI</td>
<td>o:i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>øI</td>
<td>CHOICE</td>
<td></td>
<td>øau</td>
<td>KOU</td>
<td>ui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>øø</td>
<td>GOAT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>iu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aø</td>
<td>MOUTH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>yu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>òø</td>
<td>NEAR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>e:u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>øø</td>
<td>CURE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>øø</td>
<td>SQUARE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Free vowel sequences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Checked</th>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Free steady-state</th>
<th>Checked</th>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Free steady-state</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>øø</td>
<td>ZIE</td>
<td></td>
<td>iøø</td>
<td>SAAI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>øø</td>
<td>ZIE</td>
<td></td>
<td>iøø</td>
<td>MOOI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>øø</td>
<td>ZIE</td>
<td></td>
<td>iøø</td>
<td>BOEI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>øø</td>
<td>ZIE</td>
<td></td>
<td>iøø</td>
<td>NIEUW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>øø</td>
<td>ZIE</td>
<td></td>
<td>iøø</td>
<td>RUW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>øø</td>
<td>ZIE</td>
<td></td>
<td>iøø</td>
<td>MEEUW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.1 Diagram to illustrate segment, syllable and word
The syllable is a unit difficult to define, though native speakers of a language generally have a good intuitive feeling for the concept, and are usually able to state how many syllables there are in a particular word. For instance, if native speakers of Dutch are asked how many syllables there are in the word *spinazie* they usually have little doubt that there are three. For many words, however, they would find it difficult to say where one syllable ends and another begins.

**EXERCISE 3**

In a word like *spinazie*, a Dutch native speaker would be inclined to place the syllable boundaries as follows: spi | na | zie. However, in some other examples the syllable boundaries may be more doubtful. How would you divide the syllables in words like *expres* and *extreem*?

There is considerable support for the idea of the syllable as a ‘natural’ phonological unit. For instance, traditional verse forms of a great many languages are based on arrangements of syllables in various patterns. Furthermore, most writing systems are either based on the syllable (e.g. Japanese) or have passed through a syllabic stage (e.g. our own Roman alphabet, which is ultimately derived from Semitic syllabaries).

We have said the syllable is regarded as a phonological unit. This means that we can define it in terms of how it functions in a given language. In Dutch, the syllable can be said to consist of an essential element at the centre termed the (syllable) nucleus. Vowels normally form this nuclear element. At either side of the nucleus, at the margins of the syllable, there may be one or more consonants. The possible syllable structures can be illustrated by these examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
  &ei & V \\
  &rij & C V \\
  &eis & V C \\
  &reis & C V C \\
  &krijs & CC V C \\
  &reist & C V CC \\
  &krijst & CC V CC \\
\end{align*}
\]

This gives only a selection of the possibilities. The following examples give more complex structures:

\[
\begin{align*}
  &spring & CCC V C \\
  &markt & C V CCC \\
\end{align*}
\]

In Dutch, it is possible to have from zero to three consonants in syllable-initial position, and from zero to four consonants syllable-finally. This can be stated in the following form:

\[\text{Syllable} \rightarrow C^{0-3} V C^{0-4}\]
A word which provides an exemplification of the most complex syllable structure in Dutch is striktst.

English has a similar C⁰⁻³ V C⁰⁻⁴ syllable structure to that of Dutch:

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my</td>
<td>C V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ice</td>
<td>V C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nice</td>
<td>C V C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spy</td>
<td>CC V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spice</td>
<td>CC V C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spiced</td>
<td>CC V CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spliced</td>
<td>CCC V CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fifths</td>
<td>C V CCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sixths</td>
<td>C V CCCC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, the rules for syllable structure are not exactly the same for Dutch and English, inasmuch as there are different restrictions on the possible consonant clusters (i.e. combinations of consonants) to be found at the beginning or end of the syllable. We have mentioned elsewhere that Dutch has the syllable-initial cluster /kn/, as in knie, which English does not have. On the other hand, English has the initial cluster /hj/, as in huge, which has no counterpart in Dutch. In addition, there are a large number of syllable-final clusters, e.g. /dz, bz, gz, vz, ndz/, as in roads, robes, rogues, saves, bands, to give but a few examples, which occur in English but not in Dutch.

In other languages, we may find very different kinds of restrictions on syllable structures. Dutch and English have both closed syllables (i.e. syllables ending in one or more consonants) and open syllables (i.e. syllables ending in a vowel). Many languages allow only open syllables, or alternatively, allow syllables to be closed by only a restricted range of consonants. For instance, Samoan (spoken on islands in the Pacific Ocean) allows only open syllables; and Yoruba (one of the major languages of Nigeria) permits only open syllables, or syllables closed by /m/ or /n/. When one language borrows words from another language, these are usually changed to conform in terms of phoneme and syllable structure. Consequently, in Yoruba, Christmas turns into Kérésìmesì and stone⁵ is sítònù. Samoan has numerous words borrowed from English and adapted to the Samoan (thirteen consonant) open syllable phonological system.

**EXERCISE 4**

The following are Samoan loanwords, all derived from familiar English items. See if you can guess the English originals. The first two are done for you. (Answers on p. 341.)

- sosi — ‘sauce’
- lipoti — ‘report’

⁵ In the sense of a unit of weight.
Many languages have more complex consonant clusters than English and Dutch, e.g. Russian, Czech and Georgian. Georgian permits as many as six consonants in syllable-initial clusters, as in /prtskvnə/ ‘to peel’ (Catford 1988: 208).

2.6 Syllabic consonants

Certain consonants are capable of acting as the nuclear elements of syllables; for instance, in English, the nasals /m, n, ŋ/ and the lateral /l/: kitten /'kɪttn/, rhythm /'rɪðm/, bacon /'beɪkn/, battle /'bætl/. Here the syllabic element is not formed by the vowel, but by the consonants /m, n, ŋ, l/, which are longer and more prominent than they normally would be. These consonants are termed syllabic consonants, and are marked by the diacritic [\] beneath the symbol in transcription. Sometimes, as with the examples rhythm and bacon, alternative pronunciations with /ə/ are also possible: /'rɪðmə, 'beɪknə/.

In Dutch, /tr/ and /l/ are often syllabic, e.g. bakker /'bakər/, beter /'betər/, makkelijk /'makələk/. /tr/ can also be syllabic in certain types of English, e.g. General American: baker /'beɪkər/.

---

6 /ts/ is regarded as a single phoneme.

7 Although practice varies, syllabic consonants are treated in this book as phonemic entities. They are indicated wherever they occur, and may be placed in slant or square brackets depending on the nature of the remainder of the transcription.
3

TRANSCRIPTION

3.1 Phonemic and phonetic transcription

One of the most familiar applications of phonetics is the use of transcription in dictionaries and language textbooks for the representation of the pronunciation of words. It is specially helpful in a language like English, where the orthography is complicated and sometimes misleading.

However, transcription need not be confined to individual words. It can also be used to represent whole stretches of speech. In all languages, there is a great difference between the way words are pronounced in isolation and the way they appear in connected speech. Section 3.4 covers these differences in some detail. Transcription enables us to show these effects with a degree of accuracy that would otherwise be beyond our reach. For this reason, it is one of the most useful exercises in training students of phonetics.

There is an important difference between phonetic and phonemic transcription. A phonetic transcription is one which can, potentially, indicate the minute articulatory detail of any particular sound. On the other hand, a phonemic transcription is confined to representing phonemes. It does not tell us precisely how each phoneme is realised, but shows only the distinctive contrasts.

This difference can be illustrated by returning to the example of Dutch /r/. Two of the main types, i.e. tong-r and huig-r, can be shown in phonetic transcription as [r] and [R] respectively, e.g.: [rɔk] and [ɔk] rook.¹ Phonemically, we would simply show the word as /rɔkl/. Here we are not concerned with whether somebody pronounces /r/ as a tong-r or a huig-r, since the replacement of one by the other does not result in words with different meanings. We merely want to establish that there is a sound /r/ which contrasts with other sounds such as /k, p, l, m/.

Phonetic and phonemic transcription are both useful to the phonetician. In practice, since we are usually most interested in the phonemic contrasts, phonemic transcription is used far more frequently. Phonemic transcription is not in any way a poor substitute for phonetic transcription. In fact, it could be regarded as a far more sophisticated system, since it eliminates all detail, leaving only the information necessary to meaning.

Very often, even in a phonetic transcription, we content ourselves with

¹ Note that the phonetic symbol for tong-r is the same as the symbol used for the phoneme /r/.
showing only a very small proportion of the phonetic variation that occurs — what is most important in the particular context. A transcription of this type is termed **broad**. If a great deal of minor allophonic variation is shown, it is termed **narrow** and is normally shown with more elaborate symbols and additional small marks known as **diacritics**. Note that once we introduce phonetic symbols — even a single diacritic — then the transcription must be enclosed in square brackets.

### 3.2 Stress

Any word in its **citation form** (i.e. spoken in isolation, as opposed to occurring in connected speech) has at least one syllable which has more prominence than the others. We perceive this **stressed** syllable, as it is termed, as standing out from those around it. Stress, which can partly be related to the energy with which a syllable is articulated, is indicated by placing a mark ['] before the syllable concerned, e.g. `language /læŋgwɪdʒ/`, `translation /trænsˈleɪʃn/`.

**EXERCISE 1**

Say these Dutch words. Which syllable is stressed? `Veronderstelling, klinker, maatschappij, twijfel, gevangenis, bedrijf, plotseling, ondernemer, handenarbeid, belachelijk.`

(Answers on p. 341)

Stress in the isolated word is termed **word stress**. However, we can also hear stress in connected speech (**sentence stress**). Here not every word has the same degree of stress; certain words carry strong stress, whilst others are weakly stressed or completely unstressed.

We shall return to consider both word stress and sentence stress in greater detail in Chapter 22. For the moment, we need only note that the words which are most likely to be stressed are those which are termed **lexical words**: nouns, adjectives, adverbs and main verbs. These are the words that normally carry a high information load. We can contrast these with **grammatical words**, i.e. determiners (e.g. `the, a`), conjunctions (e.g. `and, but`), pronouns (e.g. `me, them`), prepositions (e.g. `from, with`), auxiliary verbs (e.g. `do, be, can`). Words of this kind carry little information, although they are important for ‘cementing’ the sentence together. The lexical words are the ‘bricks’ of information. Only two sets of grammatical words, namely the demonstratives (e.g. `this, that, there`) and wh-interrogatives (e.g. `where, why, how, which`), are stressed with any frequency.\(^3\)

\(^2\) Formerly, many writers used ‘broad’ to imply ‘phonemic’ and ‘narrow’ to mean ‘phonetic’. In modern usage, phonemic transcriptions are always broad; phonetic transcriptions may be relatively broad or narrow, depending on the amount of phonetic detail.

\(^3\) When wh-words and that are used as relatives, e.g. `the fellow who gave the talk last night that we all found so boring`, they are normally unstressed.
3.3 Strong, weak and contracted forms

In both English and Dutch, there are a number of grammatical words which are pronounced in different ways according to whether they are stressed or unstressed. These words are very small in number, but they occur very frequently — hence their importance. Consider a typical pronunciation of the Dutch sentence: Zij hadden het hem gezegd, maar dat had hij niet gehoord /za/ haden at om xa/zext ma:t dat hat i ni xa/hort/. Here the words zij, het, hem, hij, niet are unstressed and take reduced forms /za, at, om, i, ni/. If the words were stressed, they would be pronounced /zei, het, hem, hei, nit/. We term the form characteristic of the unstressed position the weak form (WF) and the form characteristic of the stressed context the strong form (SF).

English operates in a similar manner. Take the utterance: Jack would prefer to meet them at the station /d3æk ød pr3fә tә 'mi:t Dәm øt Dә 'steISn/. Here the words would, to, them, at, the are all pronounced with WFs: /ød, tә, Dәm, øt, Dә/. If these were uttered as citation forms they would instead have the SFs: /wUd, tu:, Dem, {t, Di:. A list of the most common WFs is given in Table 3.1.

Many grammatical words combine with other grammatical words, so producing contracted forms (CFs). Unlike weak forms, contracted forms can be stressed — and indeed frequently are. These forms are essential in spoken English. Without them, your English will sound stilted and unnatural to native speakers, and is also likely to give unintended emphasis to the grammatical words concerned. Not using CFs is perhaps even more immediately noticeable than not using WFs. Note that all the CFs have special spellings, though these are generally used mostly in informal writing and representations of dialogue. See Table 3.2 for a list of CFs.

The use of WFs is easier for the Dutch speaker than for many foreign learners (e.g. French, Spanish, Finnish or Hindi speakers) since WFs also play an important part in Dutch (see Section 22.5). Nevertheless, the excessive use of SFs is one of the main sources of error for Dutch-speaking students of English. Remember that SFs are rare in connected speech and must only be used in certain special circumstances (see below).

3.4 The use of weak forms and contracted forms

Weak forms and contracted forms are overwhelmingly more common than strong forms in connected speech. This applies to all styles of speech — formal or informal — at both slow and rapid tempo.

1. If a word is stressed for any reason, a WF cannot be used.

2. SFs are used at the end of the intonation group (see Chapter 23.4), even if the word is unstressed.

Where do you come from? /weә dә jo 'kәm frәml/. 
### Table 3.1 Select list of essential weak forms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Weak forms</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Determiners</strong></td>
<td>a</td>
<td>/ə/</td>
<td>Not before vowels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>an</td>
<td>/ən, ə/</td>
<td>Only before vowels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the</td>
<td>/ðə, ðə/</td>
<td>/ðə, ðə/ before vowels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>some</td>
<td>/səm/</td>
<td>If unstressed and meaning an undefined amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conjunctions</strong></td>
<td>and</td>
<td>/ænd, ən/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>as</td>
<td>/əz/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>than</td>
<td>/ðən/</td>
<td>SF /ðən/ is hardly ever used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>that</td>
<td>/ðət/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prepositions</strong></td>
<td>at</td>
<td>/ət/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for</td>
<td>/fər/</td>
<td>/fər/ before vowels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>from</td>
<td>/frəm/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of</td>
<td>/əv, ə/</td>
<td>/ə/ is often used before /ðə/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>to</td>
<td>/tə, tu/</td>
<td>/tu/ or /tənz/ used before vowels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Verb</strong></td>
<td>be</td>
<td>/əm, m/</td>
<td>/m/; see Contracted Forms (CFs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>are</td>
<td>/ə/</td>
<td>/ə/ before vowels. See CFs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>is</td>
<td>/s, z/</td>
<td>See CFs; see 3.4.8 (pp. 23-4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>was</td>
<td>/wəz/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>were</td>
<td>/wə/</td>
<td>/wə/ before vowels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Auxiliary verb</strong></td>
<td>has</td>
<td>/əz, s, z/</td>
<td>See 3.4.8 (pp. 23-4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>verb</strong></td>
<td>have</td>
<td>/əv, v/</td>
<td>See CFs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>had</td>
<td>/əd, d/</td>
<td>See CFs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other auxiliary verbs</strong></td>
<td>do</td>
<td>/də, do/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>does</td>
<td>/dəz/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>can</td>
<td>/kən/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>will</td>
<td>/əl, l/</td>
<td>See CFs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>shall</td>
<td>/ʃəl, l/</td>
<td>See CFs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>would</td>
<td>/əd, d/</td>
<td>See CFs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>should</td>
<td>/əd, d/</td>
<td>See CFs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pronouns</strong></td>
<td>that</td>
<td>/ðət/</td>
<td>If a relative. See 3.4.3 (p. 23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>them</td>
<td>/θəm, ðəm/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>us</td>
<td>/əs/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>our</td>
<td>/əz/</td>
<td>/əz/ is also used in stressed contexts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Negative particle</strong></td>
<td>n’t</td>
<td>/nt/</td>
<td>See CFs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.2  Select list of contracted forms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Form</th>
<th>Written CF</th>
<th>Spoken CF</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>be</td>
<td>I am</td>
<td>/aim/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>you are</td>
<td>/jo:/</td>
<td>/joə/ before vowels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>he is</td>
<td>/hi:z/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>she is</td>
<td>/fi:z/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>it is</td>
<td>/i/ts/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>we are</td>
<td>/wi:ə/</td>
<td>/wiər/ before vowels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>they are</td>
<td>/θeər/</td>
<td>/θeər/ before vowels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have</td>
<td>I have</td>
<td>/aiv/</td>
<td>Not necessarily used if have is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>you have</td>
<td>/ju:v/</td>
<td>a main verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>he has</td>
<td>/hi:z/</td>
<td>Cannot be used if have is a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>she has</td>
<td>/fi:z/</td>
<td>main verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>it has</td>
<td>/i/ts/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>we have</td>
<td>/wi:əv/</td>
<td>Not necessarily used if have is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>they have</td>
<td>/θeərv/</td>
<td>a main verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shall/</td>
<td>I shall/will</td>
<td>/ai/l/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>will</td>
<td>you will</td>
<td>/ju:l/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>he will</td>
<td>/hi:l/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>she will</td>
<td>/fi:l/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>it will</td>
<td>/i tl/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>we shall/will</td>
<td>/wi:l/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>they will</td>
<td>/θeəl/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>had/</td>
<td>I had/ would</td>
<td>/aId/</td>
<td>There is no way of telling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>would</td>
<td>you had/would</td>
<td>/ju:d/</td>
<td>whether had or would is meant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>he had/would</td>
<td>/hi:d/</td>
<td>from pronunciation. Context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>she had/would</td>
<td>/fi:d/</td>
<td>usually makes the underlying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>it had/would</td>
<td>/i:t/</td>
<td>form clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>we had/would</td>
<td>/wi:d/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>they had/would</td>
<td>/θeəd/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not</td>
<td>are not</td>
<td>/ænt/</td>
<td>Also used in aren’t I? All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>were not</td>
<td>/wənt/</td>
<td>auxiliaries may combine with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>do not</td>
<td>/daon/</td>
<td>n’t to form CFs and only the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>shall not</td>
<td>/ʃənt/</td>
<td>most significant and/or irregu-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>will not</td>
<td>/wənt/</td>
<td>lar are given here. There are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cannot</td>
<td>/kənt/</td>
<td>many more, such as isn’t,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>must not</td>
<td>/məst/</td>
<td>wasn’t, couldn’t, shouldn’t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dare not</td>
<td>/dənt/</td>
<td>/iznt, woznt, kudnt, tʊdnt/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>let</td>
<td>let us</td>
<td>/lets/</td>
<td>Only as an auxiliary verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>there</td>
<td>there is</td>
<td>/θeər, θeə, əz/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>there are</td>
<td>/θeər, θeə, əz/</td>
<td>/θeər, θeə, əz/ before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>/θeər, θeə, əz/</td>
<td>/əz/ vowels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>there will</td>
<td>/θeəl, θəl/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>there would</td>
<td>/θeəd, θəd/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 These may be reduced to /hɪz, fɪz, wɪə, jʊə, wɪə, jʊə, jʊd, wɪd/.  
5 The older CF of aren’t and isn’t was ain’t. This is now heard only in dialects.
Pronouns are exceptional in this respect. They retain the WF even in final position.

Tony rather likes us /tøʊni 'raɪðə 'laɪks əs/.
Tony rather likes them /tøʊni 'raɪðə 'laɪks ðəm/.

3. Demonstrative that always has the SF (even if not stressed).

That’s exactly what I want /ðəts ɪg'zæktlɪ wɒt ət 'wɒnt/.
That play I saw was appalling /ðæt 'pleɪ ət 'sæ: wəz ə'pɔːlɪŋ/.

Note that the relative pronoun that always has the WF, e.g. The play that we saw /ðə 'pleɪ ðæt wɪ 'sæ:/.

3. Demonstrative that always has the SF (even if not stressed).

That’s exactly what I want /ðəts ɪg'zæktlɪ wɒt ət 'wɒnt/.
That play I saw was appalling /ðæt 'pleɪ ət 'sæ: wəz ə'pɔːlɪŋ/.

4. WFs ending in /ə/ are not used before vowels (see Table 3.1 for special forms).

5. For the WFs of words in Table 3.1 which begin with h, i.e. have, has, and had, pronunciation with /h/ is optional. The same is true of other pronouns not included in this list, i.e. he, his, him, her. The /h/ is invariably used following a pause, e.g. at the beginning of a sentence. In other cases, both the /h/ forms and /h/-less forms can be heard. However, although it is difficult to state any rules, the use of too many /h/ forms sounds somewhat over-careful.

6. WFs which include /ə/ preceding /m, n, l/ are regularly pronounced as syllabic consonants.

John’ll come /dʒɔnəl 'kæm/
Bread and butter /bredən 'bɔtə/

7. Have as a main verb is normally pronounced as a SF, e.g. We have a bit of a problem /wi: hæv ə 'bɪt əv ə 'prɒbləm/.

8. Third person forms of have and be follow regular rules for pronunciation of s or 's (see also p. 314):

a. Following the consonants /b, d, g, v, ð/ (i.e. the lenis consonants excluding /z, ʒ, ðʒ/, see p. 46), /m, n, ŋ, l/ and all vowels:

't's → /z/.

David’s working /ˈdɛvɪdʒ ˈwɜkɪŋ/
The dog’s barking /dɒɡz ˈbɑːkɪŋ/
Jill’s arrived /dʒɪlz əˈraɪvd/
b. Following the consonants /p, t, k, f, θ/ (i.e. the fortis consonants, excluding /s, ʃ, tʃ/, see p. 46):

's → /s/.

Jack's arrived /dʒæks əraɪv’d/
Geoff's coming later /dʒæfs kæmɪŋ 'leɪtə/
Robert's decided to leave /rɔbəts dr'saɪdɪd tə 'liːv/  

c. Following /s, z, ʃ, ʒ, tʃ, dʒ/, is becomes /ɪz/, has becomes /əz/.

Max is coming later /mæks iz kæmɪŋ 'leɪtə/
Mr Hodge has arrived /mɪstə ˈhɒdʒ əz əraɪv’d/
Jones has decided to leave /dʒɔnəz əz dr'saɪdɪd tə 'liːv/  

9. Some common grammatical words do not have a regular WF, e.g. on, in, if, up, when, what, then, one.

3.5 Transcription sample

The following is a transcription showing WFs and CFs in connected speech. For further detail on the technique of phonemic transcription, see pp. 311-15. Note that the transcription below is only one possible version. There is considerable flexibility in, for instance, the placing of intonation group boundaries, stress, incidence of certain phonemes such as /l/ and /s/, etc.

The Guardian newspaper is famous for its misprints. Why, there is even a Guardian misprint preserved in brass for posterity. Some years ago the El Vino wine bar decided to put up a plaque in honour of Philip Hope-Wallace, its most faithful and probably wittiest habitué. And so, mentioning his eminence as a wit, raconteur and critic, it was duly placed above his usual seat on the wall and unveiled at a small ritual. ‘I don’t want to seem ungrateful,’ said the recipient, peering at it closely, ‘but there’s only one l in Philip and you’ve put in two.’ ‘How can that be?’ gasped the management. ‘We were careful to check with the Guardian.’

4

THE SPEECH MECHANISM

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The speech mechanism can be compared to the functioning of a church organ, where air is put under pressure by the operation of a set of bellows. The airstream thus produced activates a reed, which functions as the sound source. The sound waves then pass through the organ pipe, which acts as a resonator, amplifying the sound and modifying its quality. In speech, a similar process takes place, as shown in Fig. 4.1.

In human speech, the airstream is set in motion by the action of the lungs. The air passes through the larynx (‘Adam’s apple’), which converts the energy of the airstream into a sound source. This is amplified and has its character modified by the resonator — the passageway formed by the throat, mouth and nose.

Figure 4.1 Comparison of human speech mechanism and a church organ.
(1) Respiratory system (2) phonatory system (3) articulatory system.

4.2 THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

The respiratory system consists of the lungs and the bronchial\(^1\) tubes. The lungs are sponge-like and can be partially collapsed by the action of the chest-wall muscles and the diaphragm\(^2\). In this way, the air which is necessary for the production of the speech sound is pushed out of the lungs. Speech can be

\[^1\] /brɒŋkɪəl/
\[^2\] /dəɪfræm/
regarded in a sense as controlled breathing: the lungs take in air rapidly and let it out slowly and under careful control. For normal respiration, breathing in (inhalation) and breathing out (exhalation) both take about the same length of time. In speech, the ratio varies but is typically about 1:8 in favour of exhalation.

Although some languages use ingressive sounds like ‘clicks’ and ‘implosives’, these do not use lung air.

**EXERCISE 1**

Breathe in and out sharply a few times. Then make a Dutch /a:/ vowel as in LA. Hold it for as long as you can. Try making the same noise breathing in. What differences do you notice? Try producing speech breathing in. Using just one breath, for how many seconds can you continue?

Nearly all speech sounds are made by using air that is pushed out of the lungs. This is termed a **pulmonic egressive** airstream. When you did Exercise 1 above, you will have noticed that it is very difficult to speak on an ingressive airstream for a long stretch of time. Sometimes an ingressive airstream is used involuntarily, for example when one is crying, or out of breath (try talking while you walk up a long flight of stairs) or in counting quickly, but no known language regularly uses ingressive pulmonic sounds in its phonemic system.³

³ Although some languages use ingressive sounds like ‘clicks’ and ‘implosives’, these do not use lung air.
EXERCISE 2
Using a normal pulmonic egressive airstream, count up to ten in English or Dutch without taking in a breath. Then try the same on a pulmonic ingressive airstream. Notice how much more difficult it is to talk breathing inwards and how odd your voice sounds.

4.3 The phonatory system

The bronchial tubes lead into the windpipe or trachea. At the top of the trachea, we find the larynx, which is a framework of cartilages containing the vocal folds. The larynx of a man is far larger than that of a woman, or a child, and can easily be seen as a projecting lump. The space between the vocal folds is termed the glottis. In swallowing, food is directed into the stomach via the oesophagus. The vocal folds seal off the entrance to the trachea and protect the lungs from inhaling small particles of food. Sometimes this mechanism fails and we say that ‘food has gone the wrong way’.

In order to provide the vibrating sound source of speech, the larynx has had to evolve into something far more sophisticated than is necessary for its primary function described above. The vocal folds can vibrate very rapidly when an airstream is allowed to pass between them. These rapid vibrations (averaging about 120 times a second in men, and around twice that figure in women) produce what is termed voice — that is, a sort of ‘buzz’ one can hear and feel in vowels and in most consonant sounds.

EXERCISE 3

Say a vowel [a:] as in LA. Prolong it. Press your hand on your larynx, and feel the buzz — the voicing. Now say a long [m] and feel the same thing. Now say a long [s]. Go on to say a [z]. Prolong it. Can you feel and hear the voicing for the [z] sound? Say [s z s z s z] and feel the contrast of voiceless and voiced in these sounds.

The mechanism of the larynx will be dealt with in Chapter 10. The function of the larynx as a vibration source is termed phonation. For the moment, we shall consider only the two states of voiceless and voiced. Throughout this book, in all cross-section diagrams, a plus sign (+) will be used to indicate potentially voiced, and a minus (–) to indicate voiceless (see, for instance, Figs 4.4.1 and 5.3). Variation in the speed of vibration of the vocal folds (termed frequency) is the vital factor in producing changes of pitch, i.e. the way in which we perceive sounds as being high or low. The higher the frequency (i.e. the more rapid the speed of vibration), the higher we perceive the pitch of a sound to be. Longer and larger vocal folds tend to produce slower vibrations (i.e. lower frequency, hence perceived as lower pitch). Consequently, the larger larynxes of men mean that their voices are usually much

---

4 /trəˈkiə/ or /ˈtreɪkɪə/.
5 /ɪˈsɒfəɡəs/.
6 /fəˈneɪʃən/.
deeper in pitch than those of women. **Intonation** is the term used for variation in pitch over a stretch of speech (see Section 23.3).

### 4.4 The articulatory system

The articulatory system is formed by the area above the glottis known as the **supraglottal vocal tract** (generally shortened to **vocal tract**), and consists of three cavities, i.e. the spaces inside the pharynx (i.e. the throat), the mouth and the nose. These act as resonators, modifying the ‘buzz’ produced by the vocal folds. Alterations in the shape of the cavities are particularly important in making different types of vowel sounds. It is convenient to examine the vocal tract by means of **sagittal cross-sections**. ‘Sagittal’ is an anatomical term meaning a plane of the body running from front to back. A relatively detailed sagittal cross-section is shown in Fig. 4.3.1. For our purposes we can use a much simplified version, as in Fig. 4.3.2, in which the resonating cavities have been indicated. Throughout the book, similar simple cross-sections will be used to illustrate consonant sounds.

![Sagittal cross-section of supraglottal organs of speech.](image)

![Simplified model of sagittal cross-section, showing nasal, oral and pharyngeal cavities.](image)

The pharyngeal cavity, i.e. the space enclosed by the pharynx, is the portion of the vocal tract immediately above the vocal folds. The **epiglottis** is at the lower end of the pharynx and plays a part in the swallowing process, diverting the chewed-up food away from the vocal folds and the trachea. At the top of the pharynx, the passageway forks, with one part leading to the **oral cavity** (the space inside the mouth) and the other to the **nasal cavity** (the space in-
side the nose). The soft palate acts rather like a railway points mechanism. The airstream can be switched to pass either: (1) through both the oral and nasal cavities simultaneously or, alternatively, (2) through the oral cavity only. In the latter case, the soft palate rises and forms a closure against the back of the pharynx, thus shutting off the entrance to the nasal cavity. For normal breathing, when one is not speaking, the soft palate remains lowered.

![Figure 4.4.1 Cross-section illustrating articulation of /n/, showing soft palate lowered (absence of velic closure). Note that (+) means voiced (see p. 27).](image)

![Figure 4.4.2 Articulation of /d/, showing soft palate raised (giving velic closure).](image)

Most speech sounds are oral, being made with the soft palate raised, and so having only the resonance of the oral cavity. However, virtually all languages have at least one nasal consonant, e.g. [m, n, ñ], and many have nasal vowels, e.g. the vowels in French un bon vin blanc. For nasal sounds, the soft palate is lowered, allowing the air to escape through the nose.

**EXERCISE 4**

Say a prolonged [m]. Now pinch your nostrils sharply. What happens? Do the same with [n] and [ñ]. These consonants, where the airstream is allowed to resonate in the nasal cavity, are called nasals. When you block the point of the release at the nostrils, the airstream can no longer escape and the sound suddenly ceases.

**The oral cavity**

We shall now examine in greater detail the oral cavity, i.e. the space inside the mouth, beginning with the lips.

**Lips**

The Latin word for lips is *labia*, giving us the adjectives *labial* and *bilabial*

---

7 *Points* = Dutch ‘wissel’.
The lips are flexible in several directions and can be rounded or spread. A simplified model for lip shape is shown in Fig. 4.5.

The two lips can close to block the airstream, as for bilabial /p, b, m/ in Dutch and English. Or the lips can allow air through, being so close together that audible friction is produced, as for the bilabial sound [β] in Spanish Habana ‘Havana’ or aviso ‘warning’. The lower lip can also be held close to the upper teeth, as for D /f, v/ (e.g. fee, vee), or E /f, v/ (e.g. fine, vine).

In the production of vowels, the lips may be spread, e.g. D /i: in zie, E /i:/ in see, or neutral, e.g. D /a:/ in laan, E /a/ in car. The lips may also be rounded, often with protrusion for many speech sounds. This may take the form of open rounding, e.g. E /o/ in box, or close rounding, e.g. D /y/ in nu.

Consonants may also have lip-rounding, for instance, E /w/ in we has strongly rounded lips. For most English speakers, /r/ in red has lip-rounding. E /ɾ/ in she and E /ɾ/ in chew have lip-rounding and protrusion with the lips forming a distinctive type of outer lip-rounded trumpet shape. The somewhat similar D /ʃ/ in sjaal has less lip-rounding — with some speakers, virtually none at all.

**EXERCISE 5**

Use a small mirror to practise lip-rounding and spreading with vowel sounds. Say D /i:/ as in zie. Now say it and round your lips. What sort of vowel do you now get? Say the vowel in nu. Unround your lips. What sort of vowel do you hear? Say the sound /ʃ/ in sjaal. Observe whether you have your lips rounded or spread. Try adding or removing the lip-rounding from /ʃ/ and note what difference (if any) it makes to the sound.

---

(1) Closure, e.g. D /p, b, m/.

(2) Narrowing, e.g. Spanish [β] in Habana

(3) Spread, e.g. D /i:/ in zie

(4) Neutral, e.g. D /a:/ in laan

(5) Open rounding, e.g. E /o/ in box

(6) Close rounding, e.g. D /y/ in nu

Figure 4.5 Simplified model of lip shapes
Teeth

The teeth are fixed in position, acting as obstacles to the airstream when it is directed against them by the positioning of the tongue. The upper front teeth are the most important for speech. They are particularly important in the generation of the friction required for sounds like /s, z/ in Dutch and English, and it is very difficult to talk without them. (Ask anyone with false teeth.)

The tip of the tongue is held close to the front teeth in the articulation of the English sounds /θ/ in think and /ð/ in rather. Such articulations are termed dental, and usually pose a problem for Dutch speakers. In the languages of the world, dental fricatives similar to /θ/ and /ð/ are not uncommon; they are found, for example, in Spanish, Greek, Icelandic and Welsh.

As we have seen, the lips can articulate against the teeth for labio-dental sounds like E /f/ and /v/.

**EXERCISE 6**

Try saying the dental sounds [θ] and [ð]. Use your mirror to check the position of your tongue and teeth. See if you can say the dental sounds by placing the tongue just behind the back of the upper front teeth. You should find it quite easy to produce [θ] and [ð] in this way.

Alveolar ridge

In English, a large number of speech sounds are made with the tongue pressing against or moving towards the alveolar ridge, e.g. /t, d, n, s, z, l/. Dutch has similar sounds, differing in details which will be discussed later. In addition, D /r/ is frequently made by the tongue tapping against the alveolar ridge. Sounds involving the alveolar ridge are termed alveolar.

**EXERCISE 7**

If you put a finger into the mouth, the (upper) alveolar ridge can be felt as a corrugated ridge just behind the upper front teeth. You can easily feel it with the tip of the tongue.

Hard palate

For Dutch and English /j/, e.g. jaar, yes, the tongue makes a movement towards the hard palate. Such articulations involving the tongue and the hard palate are termed palatal. For D /sj/ in sjaal and /tj/ in gaatje, a large portion of the tongue rises to articulate with the front of the palate and the rear of the alveolar ridge. Such articulations are termed alveolo-palatal.

Rather similar articulations are heard in E /ʃ/ in ship, E /ʒ/ in measure, E /tʃ/ in choke, E /ʣ/ in joke; but these are produced by the tongue rising towards the alveolar ridge and the frontmost part of the hard palate, and are

---

8 /ælvəʊlə/. 
termed palato-alveolar. They are different from D /sj, tj/ in that a smaller portion of the front of the palate is involved.

**EXERCISE 8**
First run your finger, and then your tongue, back from the alveolar ridge. This will enable you to feel the dome of the hard palate. Say the word ja and feel the tongue come up for the /j/ as it moves towards the hard palate.

**Soft palate**

**EXERCISE 9**
If you feel brave, run your finger further back to feel where the hard palate joins the soft palate. It may make you feel — momentarily — sick! There is a reflex, called the ‘gag reflex’, the purpose of which is to deter you from swallowing large objects.

The alternative name for the soft palate — velum — gives us two further terms velar and velic, and it is important to distinguish between them.

We have already discussed how the soft palate can move up to form a closure against the back wall of the pharynx, and so block off the nasal cavity. We term this a velic closure, and it is part of the articulation of all non-nasal sounds. But the velum, like the other parts of the roof of the mouth, can have the tongue articulating against it. Such a closure is used for [k, g, η] and is termed a velar closure. Consequently, the articulations for [k, g] have a velic and a velar closure; [η] has a velar closure, but since it is a nasal, it has no velic closure.

---

9 Note that, following Cruttenden (1994: 160) we have retained the term ‘palato-alveolar’ instead of ‘post-alveolar’ as recommended in the latest versions of the IPA chart (see pp. 352-53). This allows us to distinguish E /t/ as ‘post-alveolar’ (labelled as ‘alveolar’ in the IPA chart).

10 /ˈviːləm, ˈviːlə, ˈviːlIk/. 
**Uvula**

At the back of the velum is the **uvula**, which can easily be seen in a mirror as a hanging lump of tissue at the back of the mouth. It is possible to make it vibrate and so produce a **uvular trill** \([\text{r}]\). A similar sort of effect is obtained by gargling with water.

**EXERCISE 10**

Try to produce a uvular trill \([\text{r}]\). If you have difficulty, try going through the motions of gargling.

In many types of Dutch, including much (NL) ABN, the /r/ phoneme is a uvular sound with the airstream channelled between the uvula and the back of the tongue. Several other western European languages, e.g. French, German, and Danish (but not English), have a uvular articulation for /r/.

**EXERCISE 11**

Is your own D /r/ normally a uvular or an alveolar sound? Check with a number of Dutch speakers — other students in your class, and your friends and relations. Are their articulations of /r/ made in the same way as yours? (See also pp. 199-201.)

**Tongue**

Let us now examine one of the most interesting and complex of the organs of speech — the tongue. The tongue-body consists almost entirely of muscle. The whole of the upper surface of the tongue (termed the **dorsum**) is covered with a mucous membrane containing the taste nerve endings and the saliva-producing glands.

**EXERCISE 12**

Take your mirror and use it to look at your tongue. Put your tongue out and examine the tip. Touch your upper lip with the tongue-tip and see how easily the tongue can be made to elongate and curl back so that the underside shows.

The tongue is extremely mobile and flexible, and the tip is a very sensitive organ of touch — much more sensitive, in fact, than the finger tips. Both this sensitivity and our ability to detect movement (i.e. **kinaesthetic** sense) diminish greatly towards the back of the tongue. Consequently, although we can easily control the tip of the tongue, it is very hard to make any conscious adjustments to the rear portion.

**EXERCISE 13**

Looking in a mirror, run the tip of the tongue back from the teeth along the hard palate. How far back can you get the tongue-tip to go? Try saying [t] type sounds with your tongue at various points along the roof of the mouth. Can you make a trilled [r] with the tip of your tongue?

The tongue is one organ, with no natural divisions. But for phonetic purposes, it is usual to divide it up into parts, as shown in Fig. 4.7.1. It is important to note that the **front** of the tongue is actually **behind** the **tip** and **blade**. If we
look at the tongue in another of its postures — with the tip down and the
tongue-body raised, as for many vowel sounds — the reason for the label
‘front’ becomes clear (see Fig. 4.7.2).

Table 4.1 lists the standard terminology used in phonetics for the divisions
of the tongue. In addition, the table shows the Latin-derived anatomical terms
(nouns and adjectives) which you may encounter if you go on to read more
advanced works on phonetics and phonology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Portion of tongue</th>
<th>Latin term</th>
<th>Adjective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tip</td>
<td>Apex</td>
<td>Apical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blade</td>
<td>Lamina</td>
<td>Laminal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front/Back</td>
<td>Dorsum</td>
<td>Dorsal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root</td>
<td>Radix</td>
<td>Radical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the portions of the tongue are controlled by the complex mass of muscles
located in the tongue-body. It is possible for the tongue to assume a variety of
shapes. For instance, as we shall see in Chapter 8, the dorsum can be arched
into various shapes to articulate vowel sounds. Alternatively, a groove can be
formed along the **septum** or mid-line of the tongue, as is the case for [s, z].

**EXERCISE 14**

Say [s] and then breathe in sharply. Feel how the cold air rushes in via the channel
formed along the septum of your tongue.

**EXERCISE 15**

Stick your tongue out and, looking in a mirror, see if there is a natural tendency for it
to form a channel along the septum. Some people have more control over this than others
and can raise the sides and depress the mid-line with ease.

For /l/, the sides of the tongue are depressed.

---

11 *Septum* is an anatomical term used for the mid-line of any organ of the body.
EXERCISE 16
Say [l] and then breathe in sharply. Where do you feel the cold air coming in? Along the septum, or along one or both sides?

In Table 4.2, an indication is given of some of the different movements and postures that the tongue can take up in speech.

Table 4.2 Postures of the tongue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tongue posture</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Tongue-tip placed just behind front teeth (or slightly protruding).</td>
<td>E /θ, ð/; Spanish /t, d/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Tip/blade of tongue to alveolar ridge.</td>
<td>E /t, d, n, s, z, l/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Blade/front of tongue to alveolar ridge.</td>
<td>D /s, z/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Tongue-tip vibrating against alveolar ridge.</td>
<td>D tong-r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Centre of tongue raised along mid-line, sides lowered.</td>
<td>E /l/; D /l/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Centre of tongue grooved along mid-line, sides raised.</td>
<td>E /s, z/; D /s, z/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Front of tongue raised to hard palate.</td>
<td>D /j/; E /j/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Back of tongue raised to velum.</td>
<td>D /k, x/; E /k, g/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Back of tongue to uvula.</td>
<td>D huig-r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Tongue-tip curled back so that underside approaches or touches the palate (retroflex).</td>
<td>Some varieties of American /r/; /l, d/ in Indian languages.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXERCISE 17
Fill in the blanks by consulting the text. Answers on p. 341.

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18.
5

CLASSIFICATION OF CONSONANTS

5.1 Descriptive labels

Consonants are often referred to by a brief descriptive label providing a useful ‘shorthand’ way of referring to them. These labels consist of two or three descriptive terms containing the following information:

1. Energy of articulation (where applicable)
2. Place of articulation
3. Manner of articulation

For instance, E /b/ can be described as a lenis bilabial plosive, E /s/ as a fortis alveolar fricative and E /n/ as a velar nasal. This chapter will deal with the meanings of these terms.

5.2 Place of articulation

An essential part of the description of consonant sounds is place of articulation. This tells us where in the vocal tract the sound is articulated.

Active and passive articulators

The active articulator is the term for the organ that moves in the articulation. The passive articulator is the target of the articulation — the point towards which the active articulator is directed.

Sometimes there is actual contact between the two, as in [t] and [k]. In other cases, the active articulator is positioned close to the passive articulator, as in [s] or [x]. With other articulations again, there is only a slight movement by the active articulator towards the passive articulator; this is true for E /r/, for example. Sometimes the distinction of passive and active articulator is not possible, e.g. with [h], formed at the glottis, or [p, b, m], made by the two lips moving together simultaneously.

The descriptive label is normally derived from the passive articulator. The cross-sections on pp. 37-8 show the chief places of articulation for English and Dutch.
Figure 5.1 Places of articulation (Dutch)

1. Bilabial (lips)
2. Labio-dental (lip and teeth)
3. Alveolar (blade of tongue and alveolar ridge)
4. Alveolo-palatal (blade/front of tongue and rear alveolar ridge/hard palate)
5. Palatal (front of tongue and hard palate)
6. Velar (back of tongue and soft palate)
7. Uvular (back of tongue and uvula)
8. Glottal (vocal folds)

**EXERCISE 1**

Say these Dutch words and relate the consonants to the places of articulation in Fig. 5.1: *pijp* (bilabial), *vijf* (labio-dental), *tas* (alveolar), *sjouw* (alveolo-palatal), *ja* (palatal), *kijk* (velar), *hoe* (glottal). What about *rij*? Is the /t/ alveolar or uvular in your speech?
Figure 5.2 Places of articulation (English)

1. Bilabial (lips)
2. Labio-dental (lip and teeth)
3. Dental (tongue-tip and teeth)
4. Alveolar (tip/blade and alveolar ridge)
5. Palato-alveolar (blade/front of tongue and alveolar ridge/hard palate)
6. Palatal (front of tongue and hard palate)
7. Velar (back of tongue and velum)
8. Glottal (vocal folds)

**EXERCISE 2**

Now try saying these English words and relate the consonants printed in bold to the places of articulation in Fig. 5.2: **pub** (bilabial), **five** (labio-dental), **though** (dental), **side** (alveolar), **church** (palato-alveolar), **you** (palatal), **cake** (velar), **how** (glottal).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bilabial</th>
<th>Labio-dental</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Palato-alveolar</th>
<th>Retroflex</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Uvular</th>
<th>Pharyngeal</th>
<th>Glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Passive</strong></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Teeth</td>
<td>Teeth</td>
<td>Alveolar</td>
<td>Alveolar ridge/ front of palate</td>
<td>Rear of alveolar ridge</td>
<td>Hard palate</td>
<td>Velum</td>
<td>Uvula</td>
<td>Pharynx</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>articulator</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Active</strong></td>
<td>Lips</td>
<td>Lip</td>
<td>Tip of tongue</td>
<td>Tip of tongue</td>
<td>Blade/front of tongue</td>
<td>Underside of tongue-tip</td>
<td>Front of tongue</td>
<td>Back of tongue</td>
<td>Back of tongue</td>
<td>Root of tongue</td>
<td>Glottis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>articulator</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examples</strong></td>
<td>p b m f v</td>
<td>θ ð t d ʃ 3</td>
<td>t d n s z</td>
<td>j l t</td>
<td>n d l ʃ j</td>
<td>k g</td>
<td>χ r ɓ</td>
<td>h ?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Dental [t, d], e.g. Spanish *tonto, donde*.
2. [ɹ] as in English *red* (see p. 44).
3. [ɾ] as in some varieties of American, e.g. *rare*. [t ɾ n] occur in Indian languages, e.g. Hindi, Gujarati, Bengali, and in Indian English.
4. [ç]: German ‘ich-Laut’. English [ç] in many speakers’ realisations of /hj/, e.g. *huge* /hju:ɗ/ [çu:ɗ3].
5. Varieties of Dutch *huig-r*. [ɾ] is a uvular fricative; [ɾ] is a uvular trill. Note that in the case of the trill the uvula is actually the active articulator.
6. Pharyngeal sounds occur in several languages, notably Arabic.
5.3 Manner of Articulation

Manner of articulation is concerned with how the airstream is modified by the articulators. All articulations involve some important change in the shape of the vocal tract which can be described in terms of the relationship between the active and passive articulators. This is termed stricture.

Stricture implies the positioning of the active and passive articulators so as to block, hinder or alter in some way the passage of the stream of air from the lungs. Table 5.2 summarises the chief stricture possibilities: **complete closure, close approximation** and **open approximation**.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature of stricture</th>
<th>Effect of stricture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complete closure</td>
<td>Forms obstruction which blocks airstream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close approximation</td>
<td>Forms narrowing giving rise to friction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open approximation</td>
<td>Forms no obstruction but changes shape of vocal tract, thus altering nature of resonance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXERCISE 3**

Say D /t/ as in *tot*. Now say D /s/ as in *soos*. You can feel that for /t/ the active articulator (tongue-blade) and the passive articulator (alveolar ridge) form a complete closure and block the airstream. For /s/, there is hardly any contact but the articulators form a narrowing through which the airstream is channelled. There is a stricture of close approximation. Compare D /k/ in *kans* (complete closure) and D /x/ in *gans* (close approximation). Now say D /j/ in *Jans*. The degree of stricture is more open than for /x/; it is termed open approximation.

**Complete closure**

For stop consonants, the soft palate is raised. There is a complete closure in the oral tract which blocks (or stops) the airstream, hence the term **stop**. The air can be released in one of the following two ways:

1) The articulators part suddenly, allowing the compressed air to be released with explosive force (termed **plosion**) resulting in an audible burst of noise. The sounds made in this way are referred to as **plosives**. Examples are E /p, t, k, b, d, g/ and D /p, t, k, b, d/.
b) The closure is released relatively slowly. As the articulators part, there is a brief period of close approximation, i.e. a narrowing which gives rise to **homorganic friction** (namely, friction at the same point of articulation as the stop closure). The sounds made in this way are termed **affricates**. Figs 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 illustrate the stages in E /tʃ/. In English, /tʃ/, as in *church*, and /dʒ/, as in *judge*, are the only affricate articulations which function as **phonemes**.

However, it is possible to find sequences of consonants consisting of a stop followed by a homorganic fricative which can be considered as affricates in a **phonetic** analysis, e.g. *fits* [fɪts] (alveolar), *train* [tɹɛɪn] (post-alveolar), *eighth* [eɪtθ] (dental). There are no phoneme affricates in Dutch, but /ts/ in *fiets* [fɪts] and /tʃ/ in *toetje* ['tutʃə] are in articulatory terms phonetic affricates. For further detail, see Section 16.3.
Nasals

For nasals, there is a complete closure in the oral cavity similar to that for stops, but the soft palate is lowered, so the airstream can escape through the nasal cavity.\footnote{Many modern writers actually use the term ‘nasal stop’ for these sounds.} Examples are English and Dutch /m, n, η/.

In English and Dutch, nasals are usually voiced. However, certain languages, e.g. Burmese, Welsh and Icelandic, have in addition a set of voiceless nasal phonemes.

**EXERCISE 4**

In Burmese, a set of voiceless nasals /m, n, η/ contrasts with /m, n, η/. Try saying these examples: [mə] ‘from’; [ηə] ‘nostril’; [ŋə] ‘in order to’.

Trills and taps

A trill involves a series of rapid, percussive movements made by the active articulator as it strikes the passive articulator. We have already mentioned the two types of trill that occur fairly frequently in language, namely an alveolar trill (the tongue-tip striking the alveolar ridge) and a uvular trill (the uvula striking the back of the tongue). These are illustrated in Figs 5.5.1 and 5.5.2:

Both of these are found as realisations of D /r/. The trills are not common in the general speech of (NL) ABN, but many people produce trill articulations in careful or formal speech — for instance, on the stage. However, many Dutch speakers are only able to produce one of the two types and some are unable to articulate a trill of any sort.

A single rapid movement of a percussive type (i.e. like one movement of a trill) is termed a tap. Taps, both alveolar and uvular, are far more common than trills in Dutch. An alveolar tap, for instance, is the general realisation of /r/ in Noord-Holland and the north eastern provinces of the Netherlands and is also heard extensively in Belgium.
EXERCISE 5
Start off by making a bilabial trill. This is the sort of noise we use to show that we feel cold. It is often shown in print as *brrr*. The phonetic symbol is [n], and it occurs as a phoneme in some African Bantu languages (e.g. Ngwe, spoken in Cameroun). Look in a mirror as you say it, and you will be able to see as well as feel the rapid percussive action of the lips.

EXERCISE 6
If a tongue-tip alveolar trill does not occur in your type of Dutch, you can begin by trying to say a [d] very rapidly. Say *krentenbrood* as [‘kdEnt@bdo:t]. Practice should enable you to make this rapid [d] into a tap, and then you can extend it into a trill.

EXERCISE 7
Now try articulating, between vowels, (1) an alveolar tap [ara] and (2) an alveolar trill [ara]. Now practise the uvular trill [r] again, which you tried for the first time in Exercise 10 in Section 4.4 (p. 33).

RP, like virtually all other types of native-speaker English, has no trill articulation. However, an alveolar trill can be heard occasionally from some Scots. Many dialects (e.g. Scots, Liverpool) use an alveolar tap [r] for E /r/. A tap is sometimes heard from old-fashioned RP speakers when E /r/ occurs between vowels, e.g. *carry, very,* and a tap articulation is often used by actors. E /l/, between vowels, is also frequently realised as a type of light tap [r], e.g. *matter, better, sort of, put it out of gear.* In American English, /t/ between vowels is regularly a strong tap, and is often not distinguished from /d/.

**Close approximation (narrowing)**

*Fricatives*

The articulators move close to each other but not enough to form a complete closure. As a result, the airstream is not blocked, but is allowed to escape through a narrowing, i.e. a stricture of close approximation.
This gives rise to air turbulence, which results in audible friction. Examples are E /f, v, θ, δ, s, z, ʃ, ʒ, h/ and D /f, f, s, x, γ, h/.

**Open approximation**

**Central approximants**

For central approximants, the articulators merely modify the shape of the mouth, giving rise to a stricture of open approximation. The space between the articulators is sufficiently large to allow the escape of the airstream without any audible friction.

Examples are E /w, j, r/, D /j/ and types of D /r/ and D /u/. E /j/ and /w/ are like very short vowels, similar to brief versions of E /i/ and E /u:/ respectively. Similarly, D /j/ is like a rapidly articulated D /i/.

**EXERCISE 8**

Say a D /i/ followed directly by D /a:/ in this way: [ia:]. If you say [i] quickly, you will end up with Dutch ja. Now try the same with /u:. If you say a rapid D /a/ followed by /et/, you should end up with a sound close to E [w], and a word sounding like English wet.

E /r/ is usually approximant with the tip of the tongue approaching the rear of the alveolar ridge. We term it a post-alveolar approximant and the symbol for this sound is [ɾ]. D /h/ and D /r/ are frequently realised as approximant sounds.

**Partial closure**

**Lateral (approximant)**

![Figure 5.7.1 Lateral approximant E /l/. Airstream escapes without friction over lowered sides of tongue.](image1)

![Figure 5.7.2 Cross-sections viewed from front. Top: tongue-sides lowered for lateral [l]. Bottom: tongue-sides raised for non-lateral, e.g. [t, d].](image2)

2 In fact, a former term for these sounds was ‘semi-vowels’.
Lateral consonants involve a special type of partial stricture, whereby the central part of the tongue forms a closure with the roof of the mouth, but one or both of the sides remain lowered. In most cases, the airstream escapes without friction over the lowered sides of the tongue, thus producing a lateral approximant. This is the case for D /l/ and most varieties of E /l/. However, if the distance between the lowered sides of the tongue and the roof of the mouth is only sufficient to produce a narrowing and if there is a forceful airstream, the result is a lateral fricative (either voiceless or voiced, symbolised as [ɭ] and [ɭ̞] respectively).

**EXERCISE 9**

Say an [l] a number of times. Now try saying the sound, pushing the sides closer to the roof of the mouth, and forcing a stronger airstream through. This gives you a voiced lateral fricative, [ɭ]. Now try ‘switching off’ the voice. This results in a voiceless lateral fricative [ɭ̞].

In the languages of the world, voiced lateral fricatives are unusual. However, [ɭ] functions as a phoneme in the South African languages Zulu and Xhosa. The voiceless lateral fricative [ɭ̞] is more common, and occurs as a phoneme not only in Zulu and Xhosa, but also in Welsh, Icelandic and Burmese. It is also thought that Old English had a voiceless lateral fricative represented by hl, e.g. hlaford ‘lord’.

**EXERCISE 10**

In Welsh, /ɭ̞/ is represented in the spelling by ll. Try saying these Welsh words which contain the voiceless lateral fricative: allt /ɭ̞lt/ ‘hillside’, allan /ɭ̞lən/ ‘out’, llaeth /ɭ̞lθ/ ‘milk’, arall /ɒɭ̞ɭl/ ‘other’, lle /ɭ̞l/ ‘place’, llech /ɭ̞lɛx/ ‘stone’.

**EXERCISE 11**

Just for fun, attempt a pronunciation of the longest Welsh place name, Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwyrndrobwllllantysiliogogogoch

A similar sound, realised as a devoiced /l/ with weak friction (usually represented as [ɭ̞]), also occurs as an allophone of E /l/, following fortis plosives, as in clean, play, atlas.

**EXERCISE 12**

Say these words in English in order to practise voiceless [ɭ̞]: clean, play, click, clock, please, plaster, plenty, cluster.

### 5.4 Energy of Articulation (The Fortis/Lenis Contrast)

In addition to place and manner of articulation, there is a third possible distinction in consonant sounds. This is termed energy of articulation, and has already been mentioned briefly in Section 2.4.

Consider D /p/ and /b/, which are both bilabial (place of articulation) and plosives (manner of articulation), yet they are obviously different sounds. The
same goes for D /t/ and /d/, which are both alveolar plosives, but are certainly not identical. Again, take D /s/ and /z/ — both are alveolar fricatives but they are clearly not the same sound.

**EXERCISE 13**
Say these Dutch words a number of times:

pak – bak

Compare the initial sound in the first pair /p – b/. Which sound do you hear as the stronger, more energetic articulation? Look in a mirror. Can you see that your lips are tighter together for /p/?

**EXERCISE 14**
Say /p/ and /b/ between /a:/ vowels: /a:pa:, a:ba:/ Put your fingers in your ears and listen for voice. Voice ceases during /p/, but continues all the way through /b/. Now do the same for /t/ and /d/, and /s/ and /z/: /a:ta:, a:da:, a:sa:, a:za:/ Voice ceases for the consonants /t/ and /s/, but continues throughout for /d/ and /z/.

In Dutch, therefore, there are two classes of consonants: a class of the /p, t/ type, whose articulation is tense, energetic and voiceless, and a class of the /b, d/ type whose articulation is weaker, less energetic and is potentially voiced. Consonants of the /p, t/ type are termed **fortis** (Latin: ‘strong’), and of the /b, d/ type **lenis** (Latin: ‘soft’). We can divide the consonants in Dutch as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fortis</th>
<th>Lenis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p, t, k, f, s, x</td>
<td>b, d, (g), †, z, y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fortis/lenis contrast only affects stops and fricatives in Dutch. The same holds true for English:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fortis</th>
<th>Lenis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p, t, k, tf, f, θ, s, j</td>
<td>b, d, g, dʒ, v, ð, z, ʒ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At a phonemic level, the systems of the two languages are similar inasmuch as only the stops and fricatives are affected. One crucial difference, however, is that, unlike English, Dutch has no fortis/lenis contrast in word-final position (see p. 48 for the instability of the fortis/lenis contrast in the Dutch fricatives).

At a phonetic level, we can also notice other differences between the two languages. Table 5.3 outlines the main ways in which the fortis/lenis contrast is produced in English. We shall return to these matters in greater detail in Chapter 6.

---

3 In (NL) ABN only found in loanwords, e.g. goal, grill, golf. In (B) AN, /χ/ is more commonly used in such words.
Table 5.3 Fortis/lenis contrast in English

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fortis</th>
<th>Lenis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Articulation is in all respects stronger and more energetic. It has more muscular effort and greater breath force.</td>
<td>1. Articulation is in all respects weaker. It has less muscular effort and less breath force.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Articulation is voiceless.</td>
<td>2. Articulation may have voice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Plosives /p, t, k/ when initial in a stressed syllable have strong aspiration, e.g. <em>pop</em> [pʰɒp]. Some aspiration can often also be heard in final position.</td>
<td>3. Plosives are unaspirated, e.g. <em>bob</em> [bob].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Vowels are shortened before a final fortis consonant, e.g. <em>bit</em>.</td>
<td>4. Vowels have full length before a final lenis consonant, e.g. <em>bid</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Syllable-final stops often have a reinforcing glottal stop (pre-glottalisation), e.g. <em>bit me</em> [bɪ’t me]</td>
<td>5. Syllable-final stops never have a reinforcing glottal stop, e.g. <em>bid</em> [bɪd].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The main differences in the fortis/lenis contrast in Dutch and English are the following:

1. There are more signals for the fortis/lenis contrast in English than in Dutch. This is particularly the case with plosives.

2. The oppositions in Dutch are less clear in the fricative series. In the Netherlands, hardly any ABN speakers appear to maintain a consistent contrast between /x – γ/ in pairs such as *lachen* and *vlaggen*. Many Netherlands speakers (including ABN) also lack a true /f – f/ contrast (except perhaps in their formal speech). In some accents, e.g. Amsterdam, /s/ and /z/ are not distinguished. In Belgium, the situation is different and all these contrasts are far more stable.

3. There is a very important difference in distribution. Dutch has no word-final fortis/lenis contrasts. The words *noot* and *nood*, though spelt differently, are homophones (i.e. they are pronounced in the same way). Dutch *rib* and *lip* are good rhymes.

   In English, on the other hand, the fortis/lenis contrast can occur in final position, so Dutch learners have to learn to contrast words like *life* and *live*, and *rate* and *raid*. The final sounds in English *lip* and *rib* are not the same. (Many popular song lyrics written in English by Dutch songwriters sound wrong to native English ears, because words like *ride* and *night*, *his* and *kiss*, *at* and *sad* do not rhyme in English.)

4. Very often, Dutch loses a fortis/lenis contrast as a result of assimilation, e.g. *opdoen* /ˈɔbdun/, *opzet* /ˈɔpsɛt/ (see Section 20.8). This sort of assimilation is very rare in English.

---

**6.2 Vowel length as an indicator of the fortis/lenis contrast in syllable-final position**

It is in syllable-final position that the English fortis/lenis contrast presents the greatest problems to the Dutch learner. A crucial factor is vowel length. Vowels are shortened before fortis consonants but maintain full length before lenis consonants. The feature is of special significance in stressed monosyllabic (i.e. single syllable) words.
EXERCISE 1

First, practise shortening the vowel before fortis and maintaining the full length of the vowel before lenis in the following minimal pairs. The lines indicate approximate vowel length.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>grit</th>
<th>grid</th>
<th>bought</th>
<th>bored</th>
<th>pup</th>
<th>pub</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kit</td>
<td>kid</td>
<td>rot</td>
<td>rod</td>
<td>loose</td>
<td>lose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>greet</td>
<td>greed</td>
<td>light</td>
<td>lied</td>
<td>safe</td>
<td>save</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neat</td>
<td>need</td>
<td>life</td>
<td>live</td>
<td>teeth</td>
<td>teethe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that before lenis consonants full length is heard with all the vowels, checked and free. It means that a checked vowel before a lenis consonant is as long or longer than a free vowel before a fortis. We can give an approximate indication of length using the diacritics ˘, ́, [ː] to mean ‘extra short’, ‘half-long’, and ‘extra long’:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>grit</th>
<th>greet</th>
<th>grid</th>
<th>greed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ɡrɪt]</td>
<td>[ɡrɪt]</td>
<td>[ɡriːd]</td>
<td>[ɡrid]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXERCISE 2

Compare the following on your tape and imitate:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>grit</th>
<th>greet</th>
<th>grid</th>
<th>greed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>but</td>
<td>Bert</td>
<td>bud</td>
<td>bird</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cot</td>
<td>caught</td>
<td>cod</td>
<td>cord</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In open syllables, the vowels of English are also long.

EXERCISE 3

Listen and repeat these sets of English words, making sure that you lengthen the vowels in open syllables and before lenis consonants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>seat</th>
<th>see</th>
<th>seed</th>
<th>niece</th>
<th>knee</th>
<th>knees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>goat</td>
<td>go</td>
<td>goad</td>
<td>boot</td>
<td>boo</td>
<td>booted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>safe</td>
<td>say</td>
<td>save</td>
<td>loot</td>
<td>loo</td>
<td>lewd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight</td>
<td>way</td>
<td>weighed</td>
<td>rate</td>
<td>ray</td>
<td>raid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>height</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>hide</td>
<td>hurt</td>
<td>her</td>
<td>heard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that E /aː/ in high is much shorter than the vowel substituted by most Dutch learners. This length problem with /aː/ is especially noticeable before fortis consonants.

EXERCISE 4

Practise these minimal sets, making sure that /aː/ is short enough before fortis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>high</th>
<th>hide</th>
<th>height</th>
<th>try</th>
<th>tribe</th>
<th>tripe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>why</td>
<td>wide</td>
<td>white</td>
<td>rye</td>
<td>ride</td>
<td>right</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Many very common words in English contain /æt/ before fortis. Practise this selection: nice, rice, life, like, bike, white, fight, might, night, height, sight, right.

Practise these pairs with the checked vowels. The difference in length is not as obvious as with the free vowels but is still present.

Dick dig wet wet muck mug
wick wig hack hack duff dove
hiss his tack tag sop sob

Notice that the shortening effect (known as pre-fortis clipping, see Wells 1990: 136) also applies to a nasal or lateral preceding fortis consonants. Compare pairs such as:

shelf shelf
bent bend
rumple rumble
bolt bold

6.3 Fortis/lenis contrast in English stops

In English, fortis stop consonants have some important special additional phonetic markers of the fortis/lenis contrast. We deal with these in detail in Section 16.2, but it is necessary to mention them briefly here, since they are essential to the proper articulation of E /p, t, k, tʃ/.

Pre-glottalisation

In final position, the English fortis stops /p, t, k, tʃ/ are often reinforced by a preceding glottal stop. This effect is termed pre-glottalisation (or glottal reinforcement). The glottal stop [ʔ] is formed by closing the vocal folds completely for a brief period, and can be compared to the first part of a cough (see Chapter 10.4). It is formed before or during the articulation of the stop (see pp. 152-53). Glottal reinforcement is very important in RP, and in many cases it is the most significant indicator of a fortis stop. Reinforcing glottal stop is almost always to be heard before consonant sequences as shown below:

shop window ['ʃoʊp ˈwɪndəʊ]
he hit them ['hiː ˈhɪt ðəm]
black power ['blæk 'pɔə]
watch tower ['wɔtʃ ˈtaʊə]
Aspiration

Initially in a stressed syllable, the English fortis plosives /p, t, k/ are strongly aspirated. This means that there is a brief period of voicelessness (sounding like a short [h]) following the plosive. We indicate it in phonetic transcription by a raised [ʰ]. More information is given on pp. 150-52.

Imitate aspiration, as in Exercise 7.

**EXERCISE 7**

Listen to the initial aspirated [pʰ] in the English word *pin*. First say the similar Dutch word *pin*. Now try saying the Dutch word, but this time say [p] with loose, lax lips, instead of the tense, compressed lips of D /p/. Keep the strong force of the airstream and you will obtain the aspiration of E /p/. Do the same with /t/ and /k/, (e.g. in words such as *tin* and *kin*), i.e. hold a lax position of the articulators, but keep the force of the airstream.

6.4 Voicing of lenis consonants

In other languages, the contrast between the two groups of consonants may not be one of energy, but rather one of voicing. This is true of most Romance languages, e.g. French and Spanish. Here the important difference between /p/ and /b/, or /s/ and /z/, is that /p/ and /s/ are always voiceless and /b/ and /z/ are always voiced. Consequently, for such languages the contrast is better termed voiceless/voiced. Many books also apply these terms to English and Dutch but, as we shall see below, they are somewhat misleading since lenis consonants lose voicing in many contexts in both languages.

In Dutch and English, the fortis consonants are always voiceless; the lenis consonants are potentially voiced. But in many contexts the latter do not have voice, or may have vocal fold vibration for only a small portion of their articulation. In English, lenis consonants are only fully voiced between vowels (or other voiced sounds).

At the beginning of a syllable, if preceded by silence or a voiceless sound, voicing does not begin until some way into the articulation (termed initial devoicing). In syllable-final position, before a voiceless consonant or pause, lenis consonants lose voicing early in the articulation (termed final devoicing).

This is shown in the diagrams below:

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The diagrams show the voicing of the English words *bar* (bar), *abbey* (æ b ɪ), and *lab* (l æ b). The voicing of the Dutch words *zoo* (zu ɪ), *lazy* (l e ɪ z ɪ), and *laze* (l e ɪ z) is also shown.
Note that we show voice by a wavy line, and voiceless by two parallel lines ———. The diacritic for voiceless or partially devoiced is [ˌ] or [ˈ]. In final position, even though the lenis consonant may be completely voiceless, nevertheless it will still be possible to distinguish it from a corresponding fortis sound because of other variables, (e.g. vowel length, energy of articulation, lack of pre-glottalisation). Consequently, even if lenis consonants are devoiced, we can hear a clear contrast between *par* – *bar* (energy and aspiration of /p/); *rope* – *robe* (short vowel before /pl/, energy of /p/); *mat paint* – *mad painter* (energy and glottal reinforcement of /l/, short vowel before /t/). Between vowels, or other voiced sounds, the lenis consonants have full voicing throughout.

Compare: *sacking* – *sagging*; *matter* – *madder*; *lopping* – *lobbing*; *buckle* – *struggle*; *batches* – *badges*; *wafer* – *waver*; *ether* – *breather*; *lacy* – *lazy*; *mission* – *vision*. In *matter*, *lopping*, etc. the voice ceases for the consonant sounds; in *madder*, *lobbing*, etc. the voice continues throughout the utterance.

**EXERCISE 8**

Listen to the following English words on your cassette tape, and note the degree of voicing in the different contexts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bar</th>
<th>rabbi</th>
<th>lab</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>door</td>
<td>order</td>
<td>hoard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jar</td>
<td>Rajah</td>
<td>barge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zoo</td>
<td>lazy</td>
<td>laze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vat</td>
<td>savings</td>
<td>save</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now try saying the words for yourself.

The nasals /m, n, n/, lateral /l/ and approximants /w, j, r/ do not undergo devoicing in the manner described following or preceding pause. Consequently, in words like *ram*, *long*, *wall*, *moon*, *yell*, the initial and final sounds are fully voiced.

**EXERCISE 9**

*We bathed at Broadstairs* [wiː bæθd ət ˈbrɔːdsteəz].

In this example, the fully voiced consonants are underlined, and those with devoicing shown by the ‘devoiced’ diacritic: [ˌ]. Do a transcription of the following utterances and mark the consonants in the same way.

- An old robe made of silk.
- We got rid of our old car.
- Bob divided the money between the two girls.

Note that if a pair of lenis consonants occurs before silence or a voiceless sound, the first typically has partial devoicing and the second is completely voiceless, e.g.
6.5 Comparison with Dutch and advice

In Dutch, there are considerable differences between what occurs when a word is said as a citation form and what happens in connected speech. In citation forms and in slow, careful speech, Dutch /b, d/ have more voice in initial position than the English voiced stops. In connected speech, this difference is not as marked. Certainly, the Dutch stops do not strike an English ear as being over-voiced — as do, for instance, French /b, d, g/. Moreover, in Dutch, voice is often lost owing to assimilation (see Section 20.8 on assimilation).

For fricatives, the situation is different. As stated previously (p. 48), in connected speech, many Dutch speakers (in the Netherlands) do not make consistent contrasts of /f – f/, /s – z/, and /x – y/. In all these cases, there is a tendency to use the fortis (voiceless) member of the pair. Consequently, the danger for learners of English in the Netherlands is under-voicing the English lenis fricatives rather than the reverse. In Belgium, on the other hand, these fricative contrasts are more stable. Belgian students are therefore mainly likely to have problems resulting from the effects of assimilation (see Section 20.8.).

The crucial area for the learner is in final position, where the fortis/lenis contrast does not exist in Dutch. Here it is necessary to pay close attention to the features of vowel length, energy of articulation and pre-glottalisation, as well as the presence or absence of voicing. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 give a classification of the Dutch and English consonants in terms of place, manner and, in the case of stops and fricatives, energy of articulation.
### Table 6.1 Dutch consonants – manner and place of articulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manner</th>
<th>Bilabial</th>
<th>Labio-dental</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Alveolo-palatal</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Uvular</th>
<th>Glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plosive</td>
<td>p b</td>
<td>t d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>k (g)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affricate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[tc dz]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td></td>
<td>η</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trill</td>
<td>r¹</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>r¹</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricative</td>
<td>f f²</td>
<td>s z</td>
<td>[č ž]</td>
<td></td>
<td>x (γ)³</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximant: Central</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximant: Lateral</td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In each pair, the fortis precedes the lenis member.

1. Some speakers realise /l/ as an alveolar sound, others have a uvular articulation. At both places of articulation, /l/ may be realised as a trill, fricative or approximant. It is consequently not possible to state a norm for this phoneme, although a trill has traditionally been regarded as such.
2. For many (NL) ABN speakers, the contrast /f – f²/ is regularly lost in connected speech. For (B) AN speakers, the contrast is more likely to be maintained.
3. The contrast /x – γ/ is absent for the vast majority of (NL) ABN speakers.
4. /g/ is a marginal phoneme.
Table 6.2  English consonants – manner and place of articulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manner</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Bilabial</th>
<th>Labio-dental</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Palato-alveolar</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>t d</td>
<td>k g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affricate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>tf d3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td></td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td>η</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trill</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricative</td>
<td></td>
<td>(m)³</td>
<td>f v</td>
<td>θ ŋ</td>
<td>s z</td>
<td>j ʒ</td>
<td>(m)³</td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximant:</td>
<td></td>
<td>w²</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>r¹</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>w²</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximant:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In each pair, the fortis precedes the lenis member.

1. /r/ is in fact post-alveolar, i.e. articulated at the rear of the alveolar ridge.
2. For /w/, there are two strictures: (1) at the lips and (2) the back of the tongue towards the velum (see pp. 59-60).
3. Some speakers (mostly non-RP) have an additional phoneme, the fortis labial-velar fricative /w/, giving a contrast between words like whales – Wales /weIlz – weIlz/.
SECONDARY ARTICULATION

7.1 Rank scale of articulation

Earlier on, when we discussed manner of articulation in Section 5.3, we saw that it was possible to have strictures of various kinds, ranging from complete closure to open approximation. It often happens that the production of a speech sound involves more than one stricture occurring simultaneously. Besides the main articulation, there may be an additional articulation which can be considered of less significance. The stricture of higher rank (i.e. the narrower stricture of the two) is termed the **primary articulation**, and that of lower rank the **secondary articulation**. In determining the position on the rank scale, the strictures in the oral cavity are taken to rank above those in the remainder of the vocal tract. Within the oral cavity, strictures involving complete closure, or a narrowing, rank above those of open approximation.¹

The chief types of secondary articulation are discussed below. Notice that all the terms include the suffix -ised or -isation.

**Table 7.1. Rank scale of articulation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary articulation</th>
<th>Secondary articulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Oral stricture of complete closure or close approximation, i.e. stops and fricatives [t, s].</td>
<td>1. Labialisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Oral stricture of open approximation, i.e. approximants, vowels, e.g. [j, a:]</td>
<td>2. Palatalisation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Resonance of the nasal cavity, e.g. nasals [m, n, ɳ]</td>
<td>4. Pharyngealisation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Glottalisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nasalisation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ The whole topic of secondary articulation raises theoretical questions which are beyond the scope of this book. Most writers take only labialisation, palatalisation, velarisation and pharyngealisation into account (i.e. the oral strictures of open approximation). We have extended the concept to cover two other articulatory modifications, namely, glottalisation and nasalisation.
7.2 Types of secondary articulation

Labialisation

Labialisation involves adding lip-rounding to the primary articulation. We use the diacritic [\textsuperscript{∗}] after the symbol to represent labialisation.

**EXERCISE 1**

Take your mirror and say the word *Mies* noting the lip shape. Now say *moes*. Where does the lip-rounding begin? Now say the words *muur, zus, boek, tot*. You’ll find that in all cases the lip-rounding begins in the consonant preceding the rounded vowel. We can show these consonants as [\textsuperscript{m∗}, \textsuperscript{z∗}, \textsuperscript{b∗}, \textsuperscript{t∗}].

**EXERCISE 2**

Say the word *sjaal*. Do you have lip-rounding for D /sj/? There’s no ‘correct’ answer. Some speakers do — many do not.

---

**Figure 7.1 Location of types of secondary articulation**

- L Labialisation
- P Palatalisation
- V Velarisation
- Ph Pharyngealisation
- N Nasalisation
- G Glottalisation
**Palatalisation**

**Palatalisation** involves the front of the tongue being raised towards the hard palate, i.e. an [i] or [j] type articulation superimposed on a primary articulation. Note that we use the diacritic [\textipa{\textfn{j}}] placed after the symbol to show palatalisation.

**EXERCISE 3**

Say the English words *tune, dune, new, mew, assume, beautiful, putrid*. These all involve palatalised consonants [t\textipa{j}, d\textipa{j}, n\textipa{j}, m\textipa{j}, s\textipa{j}, b\textipa{p}].

In some languages, e.g. Russian, Irish and Scots Gaelic, a set of palatalised consonants contrasts phonemically with a set of non-palatalised consonants.

Note that in some accents of Dutch (e.g. Nijmegen and much of Belgium) /l/ is somewhat palatalised (often termed *clear*). The standard varieties of both French and German have strongly palatalised /l/ in all contexts.

**Velarisation and pharyngealisation**

**Velarisation** involves the back of the tongue being brought up towards the velum so that the tongue assumes an [u]-like shape. **Pharyngealisation** is the result of the back of the tongue being retracted towards the pharynx wall. There is some similarity in the auditory effect of these two types of secondary articulation and both are covered by the term *dark*. Normal practice is to use the same diacritic for both: [\textipa{\textfn{u}}] written through the symbol, e.g. [\textipa{Ä}].

Nevertheless, it is quite easy to hear a difference between the effect of pharyngealisation and velarisation. For example, English final /l/ is velarised; (NL) ABN final /l/ is usually pharyngealised. (If we wish to distinguish the two, we can use the signs [\textipa{V}] and [\textipa{¿}] respectively.) Belgian final /l/ is more variable, often being either velarised or slightly palatalised.

**EXERCISE 4**

Say the following words in Dutch: *stil, tel, haal, boel.*

Now these in English: *still, tell, shall, bull.*

And these in French: *style, tel, halle, boule.*

What is the quality of your final /l/? Is it pharyngealised (true of ABN and much of the Netherlands)? Alternatively, is it velarised or even slightly palatalised (true of parts of the eastern Netherlands and much of Belgium)? In English, final /l/ is velarised. In French, on the other hand, final /l/ has palatalisation. Remember that we call a pharyngealised or velarised variety *dark* and the palatalised type *clear*.

Arabic uses a phonemic contrast of a set of pharyngealised consonants /s\textipa{¿}, z\textipa{¿}, t\textipa{¿}, d\textipa{¿}/ opposed to a set of non-pharyngealised consonants, e.g. /s\textipa{¿}eef/ ‘summer’ and /seef/ ‘sword’.

**Glottalisation**

**Glottalisation** involves the addition of a reinforcing glottal stop to an oral stop. This phenomenon is frequently encountered in English in the form of
pre-glottalisation of the fortis stops /p, t, k, tʃ/ in syllable-final position (see Section 6.3). It is symbolised as [ʔ], e.g. lipstick [lɪˈpstrɪk].

**Nasalisation**

Nasalisation involves the addition of the resonance of the nasal cavity to an articulation of higher rank. The diacritic for nasalisation is [~] above the symbol. In English and Dutch, vowels preceding nasals are nasalised, e.g. E *moon* [mʊn], D *maan* [mān].

It is also quite possible to have nasalisation of voiced consonants.

**EXERCISE 5**

Practise the following:

[aža, a̞ja, a̞a, a̞, awa, a̞a, a̞a]

In English, nasalised [ɪ] is heard quite frequently in words such as *signalman* [ˈsɪgnɪmən] where /l/ occurs between two nasals. Similarly, it occurs in Dutch in phrases like *veel mensen, welnu*, where /l/ precedes a nasal.

**Table 7.2. Summary of secondary articulation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Secondary articulation</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Palatalisation</td>
<td>Front of tongue raised to hard palate</td>
<td>³ after symbol</td>
<td>E <em>tune</em> [tuːn]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velarisation</td>
<td>Back of tongue raised to soft palate (velum)</td>
<td>⁵ after symbol (or ~ through symbol)</td>
<td>E <em>still</em> [stɪl], [strl]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharyngealisation</td>
<td>Root of tongue drawn back to pharynx wall</td>
<td>⁵ after symbol (or ~ through symbol)</td>
<td>D <em>still</em> [stɪl], [strl]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labialisation</td>
<td>Addition of lip-rounding</td>
<td>ʷ after symbol</td>
<td>E <em>talk</em> [təˈklk]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glottalisation</td>
<td>Addition of glottal stop</td>
<td>ʔ before symbol</td>
<td>E <em>stopwatch</em> [stoʊˈpɔtʃ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasalisation</td>
<td>Addition of resonance of nasal cavity</td>
<td>~ above symbol</td>
<td>E <em>morning</em> [mɔːˈnɪŋ], D <em>kans</em> [kãns]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**7.3 Simultaneous occurrence and double articulation**

**Simultaneous occurrence**

More than one secondary articulation can occur simultaneously. For instance, in *signalman*, the /l/ is actually nasalised and velarised [ɪ]. In *fall short*, the
Double articulation

There are also articulations where two places of articulation are employed which cannot be distinguished in terms of the narrowness of the stricture. Such cases are termed **double articulation**.¹

For instance, English /w/ has two strictures of open approximation: (1) lips (2) velum (labial-velar approximation). Other cases of double articulation are the labial-velar stops and nasals heard in many West African languages [k̕p̕, q̕b̕, ñm̕] (e.g. Ewe àkpe /àkpe/ ‘thanks’). Swedish has a double articulation /ʃx/, e.g. *sju* ‘seven’, formed by a palato-alveolar and a velar fricative occurring simultaneously.²

---

¹ Double articulation is indicated by a ligature ` joining the two symbols concerned.
² Although theoretically it is possible to regard lip-rounded vowels as a case of double articulation, they are not generally thought of in this way. Similarly, nasal consonants could be considered as nasalised stops, but they are generally treated as a separate primary type of articulation.
Vowels cannot be described in the same way as consonants. Consonants generally involve the contact or near-contact of large areas of the articulators, whereas for vowels the articulators do not make any type of close contact. Consequently, the manner of articulation is always that of an approximant. Furthermore, although we can distinguish broadly between whether the front, centre or back of the tongue is raised for a vowel sound, the portion of the tongue involved will always be directed towards either the hard or the soft palate. There is therefore no possibility of the elaborate system of place classification which is so useful as a working basis for consonants. Finally, our third variable (energy of articulation) is not of help. Vowels as they function in language are typically voiced; there is no voiced/voiceless or fortis/lenis contrast as with consonants.

Vowel sounds involve changes of shape in the vocal tract, which, in physical terms, may be very small. For instance, the difference in tongue height in a vowel pair like D /t/ in zit and D /e/ in zet, or E /e/ in set and E /æ/ in sat, may be only a couple of millimetres. It would obviously be absurd to tell learners to improve their imitation of an English vowel by lowering the tongue 2.5 mm since it would be unrealistic to expect people to be able to feel such fine adjustments.

On the other hand, the description of vowels in auditory terms is beset with problems since it is so difficult to conceive of ‘auditory space’. It is really impossible to talk of vowel qualities except in terms of other vowels — and these vary from language to language, from dialect to dialect, and from idiolect to idiolect. It is possible to use another means of description, namely acoustic data. But this again is by no means straightforward. Apart from the expense of obtaining suitable equipment, the interpretation of the information is a task involving considerable knowledge and skill. It is also time-consuming and it is impossible to make the sort of snap judgement that even people without training can make if asked about the sounds of their native language.

The most generally used description of vowel sounds is based on a combination of articulatory and auditory criteria, and takes into account the following parameters:

1. Tongue shape
2. Lip shape
3. Whether 1 and 2 are held constant or undergo change (i.e. is the vowel a steady-state vowel or is it a diphthong?)
4. Position of the soft palate
5. Duration
6. Larynx setting variation

8.2 Tongue shape

Change in the shape of the tongue is the most important factor in producing
different vowels. Let us first examine the parameter of tongue height — that
is to say how close the upper surface of the tongue is to the roof of the mouth.

**EXERCISE 1**
Say the Dutch vowel /a:/, as in LA.\(^1\) Put your finger in your mouth. Now say the vowel
D /i/ (as in ZIE). Feel inside your mouth again. Which vowel has the closer tongue
position? Check once again, using a mirror.

**EXERCISE 2**
Say these Dutch vowels: /i/ as in ZIE, /e:/ as in ZEE, /ɛ:/ as in BEIGE, /a:/, as in LA. Then
reverse them: /æ/, /ɛ/, /ɛː/, /iː/. Look in a mirror and see how the front of the tongue
lowers from being close to the roof of the mouth for /i/ to being far away for /æ/. Now
you know why doctors ask you to say ‘ah’ when they want to see inside your mouth;
the tongue is lower for /a:/ than it is for other vowels.

As the tongue lowers, the size of the oral cavity is increased. Consequently,
the oral cavity is bigger for D /a:/ than it is for D /i/, and as a result it produces
a lower-pitched resonance.

**EXERCISE 3**
Now take another set of Dutch vowels and say them a number of times: D /a/, as in ZAT,
D /ɔ/, as in ZOT, D /u/, as in MOE.

For the vowels D /a/ in ZAT, D /ɔ/ in ZOT and D /u/ in MOE, we cannot see the
change because it is the back of the tongue which is highest; in any case, the
lip-rounding for D /ɔ/ and D /u/ obscures our view. However, X-ray photos
confirm that the tongue rises in the mouth from being low for D /a/ to being
high for D /u/. Vowels articulated with the upper tongue surface close to
the roof of the mouth (like D /i/ and D /u/) are called close vowels. Vowels
with the tongue surface far away from the roof of the mouth (like D /æ:/ and
D /ɔ/) are termed open vowels.

It is also essential to know which part of the tongue is highest in the vowel
articulation. If the front of the tongue is highest (as in the first set /i, ɛː, ɛ:/,
a:/), we term the sounds front vowels. If the back of the tongue is the highest
part, we have what are called back vowels (the second type, like /ɑ, ɔ, u/).

---

\(^1\) Note that keywords (see pp. 13, 14) are capitalised.
Although it is possible to some degree to see changes taking place in the mouth cavity, it is not possible to view with the naked eye what is happening in the pharynx cavity, but this can be observed with X-ray films, and from these we know that the open vowels like /a:/ have the tongue-root pushed back so that the pharynx cavity is small. For the other open vowels, and to an extent for all back vowels, the pharynx cavity is reduced in size.

8.3 The cardinal vowels

Phoneticians have always been aware of the problems of vowel description, but it was not until this century that a reasonably accurate way of describing and classifying vowels was devised. The British phonetician, Daniel Jones (1881-1967), produced his system of Cardinal Vowels (abbreviated to CVs) in 1917, and it is a method which is still widely employed to this day. We shall follow the main lines of his theory, making reference to Dutch sounds.

When any vowel is produced, the main body of the tongue is convex, i.e. arched into a hump, as illustrated in Fig. 4.7.2, implying that it is possible to distinguish the highest point of the tongue for any given vowel articulation. Jones proposed an upper vowel limit beyond which the surface of the tongue cannot rise in relation to the roof of the mouth. If the tongue is moved any closer to the palate, friction is produced and the resulting sound will be a fricative and not a vowel. The vowels at the upper vowel limit are the front vowel [i] and the back vowel [u].

EXERCISE 4

Say a close front vowel, e.g. D /i/. Now try to put your tongue even closer to the roof of your mouth. You will hear friction, and a [j]-like sound — in fact, the voiced palatal fricative [ʝ]. Do the same for /a/. Once again you hear friction and [γ], a voiced velar fricative, will be the result.

Jones then defined a lower vowel limit dependent on the extent to which the tongue may be depressed. It is not physically possible for the front of the
tongue to be lowered more than a certain distance from the roof of the mouth, and it is impossible to retract the back of the tongue more than a certain distance towards the pharynx wall without producing a pharyngeal fricative. This gives us (according to Jones’s theory) two other extreme vowels — a front vowel [a] and a back vowel [a].

EXERCISE 5
Listen to the cassette accompanying this book and imitate the vowels: [i, u, a, a].

We now have the closest and most front vowel [i]; the closest and most back vowel [u]; the most open front vowel [a]; the most open and most back vowel [a].

The cross-sections (Figs 8.2.1 to 8.2.4) illustrate the approximate tongue positions necessary to produce these vowels:

Figure 8.2.1 Shape of tongue for [i].

Figure 8.2.2 Shape of tongue for [u].

Figure 8.2.3 Shape of tongue for [a].

Figure 8.2.4 Shape of tongue for [a].

\[^{2}\text{In phonetic discussion, the special comparative forms ‘fronter’, ‘frontest’, ‘backer’, ‘backest’, ‘opener’ and ‘openest’ are regularly encountered, but these are not employed in this book.}\]
Jones linked the highest points on the upper surface of the tongue-arch, producing what he termed the vowel area, giving the shape in Fig. 8.3. In order to make it easier to draw, he straightened the lines, so obtaining a vowel quadrilateral (Fig. 8.4).

![Figure 8.3 The vowel area.](image1)

![Figure 8.4 The vowel quadrilateral.](image2)

In his later work he simplified the shape yet again, arriving at the figure shown in Fig. 8.5.

Jones placed other vowels on the quadrilateral by auditory judgement, relying on his ear to determine equal steps between the vowels and relating this to tongue height. He thus derived four intermediate vowels, two back and two front, giving the arrangement shown in Fig. 8.6.

![Figure 8.5 Simplified vowel quadrilateral.](image3)

![Figure 8.6 The basic vowel diagram.](image4)

**Primary cardinal vowels**

The series of eight sounds described above was termed the **primary Cardinal Vowels** (after the cardinal points of the compass: North, South, East, West). The basic vowel diagram was completed by linking these vowels by lines and also marking off the central area, as in Fig. 8.7.

The CV system was adopted as a standard by phoneticians all over the world. In 1989, a vowel diagram closely based on Jones’s work was introduced on to the International Phonetic Alphabet symbol chart. For the latest 1996 version, see pp. 352-53.
Notice the labelling system for vowels:\(^3\)

\[

text{[i]: front close  } \quad text{[u]: back close}
\]

\[

text{[e]: front close-mid  } \quad text{[o]: back close-mid}
\]

\[

text{[ɛ]: front open-mid  } \quad text{[ɔ]: back open-mid}
\]

\[

text{[a]: front open  } \quad text{[ɑ]: back open}
\]

Below, we give some rough indications of what the primary Cardinal Vowels sound like (what is technically termed their vowel qualities). To do so, we use, for comparison, average qualities in familiar European languages:

\[
\begin{align*}
{[i]: & \text{ Dutch } \textit{zi} \text{t}} & {[u]: & \text{ German } \textit{Schuh}}  \\
{[e]: & \text{ German } \textit{Se} \text{e}} & {[o]: & \text{ German } \textit{so}}  \\
{[ɛ]: & \text{ Dutch } \textit{b} \text{é} \text{t} \text{a}} & {[ɔ]: & \text{ Dutch } \textit{rose}}  \\
{[a]: & \text{ Dutch } \textit{n} \text{aar}} & {[ɑ]: & \text{ Dutch } \textit{zat}}
\end{align*}
\]

The above are intended only as approximate guides. Obviously, the quality of the vowels as they occur in natural languages have numerous kinds of variations — contextual, dialectal, and idiolectal. Jones recorded his Cardinal Vowels on disc, and these have served as a model for other phoneticians using the system.\(^5\)

### 8.4 Lip shape

Change of lip shape is also an important factor in producing different vowel qualities. The main effects of lip-rounding on the shape of the mouth are: (1) to enlarge the space within the mouth; (2) to diminish the size of the opening

---

\(^3\) The terms ‘half-close’, ‘half-open’ were formerly in use for close-mid and open-mid.

\(^4\) This vowel does not normally occur in Belgian varieties of Dutch. See pp. 137-38.

\(^5\) A recording of the CVs by Daniel Jones himself is available from the Linguaphone Institute.
of the mouth. Both of these factors deepen the pitch and increase the resonance of the front oral cavity.

Lip shape is used as an additional variable in the CV system. The lip shapes of the primary CVs are shown in Fig. 8.8.

![Figure 8.8 The lip shape of the primary Cardinal Vowels.](image)

Jones claimed that this followed the pattern generally found in languages, namely that the front and open vowels are articulated with spread to neutral lip position, whilst back vowels have rounded lips. This patterning has been confirmed by later research.\(^6\) The rounding is more marked with closer tongue height, with \(\text{[o]}\) having open rounding whilst \(\text{[u]}\) has close rounding.

**EXERCISE 6**

Listen to the primary Cardinal Vowels on your cassette; get to know them so that you can recognise them and reproduce them with ease. At the same time, learn to associate the vowel with its number and symbol and its place on the diagram.

Listen to the vowels again, and repeat the vowels, this time using your mirror and noting carefully the shape of the lips.

**Secondary Cardinal Vowels**

Although the pattern of lip-rounding so far described is the most common in language, it is not at all unusual to find languages with vowels which do not conform. Many languages spoken in Europe have front vowels with lip-rounding, for instance Dutch, French, German, Norwegian, Swedish, Danish, Finnish, Hungarian and Turkish. Unrounded back vowels are also to be heard, particularly in Far Eastern languages, e.g. Japanese and Vietnamese.

To cover these cases, Jones devised his secondary Cardinal Vowel system, with reverse lip positions, as shown in Fig. 8.9 (secondary CV 1 to CV 8).\(^7\)

---

\(^6\) A survey of languages from all over the world, carried out by the University of California, has shown that over 90% of front and back vowels are unrounded and rounded respectively (Maddieson 1984).

\(^7\) Jones himself numbered the secondary Cardinal vowels 9 to 16, and added the two high central vowels \([i]\) and \([u]\), CV 17 and 18.
Secondary CV 4 was observed by Jones not to occur in any known language (note that it is not included on the audio recording accompanying this book). Secondary CV 5 has only a slight auditory difference from its unrounded counterpart.

The vowel symbols can be shown with the following lip-shape indicators:

- Unrounded, e.g. D /ei/ in MEI, E /ei/ in FACE
- Rounded throughout, e.g. D /øy/ in LUI
- From spread (or neutral) to rounded, e.g. E /əʊ/ in GOAT, D /au/ in KOU
- From rounded to spread or neutral, e.g. E /ɔu/ in CHOICE.

Note that the lip-shape indicator for □ and □ goes from left to right as in handwriting.  

8.5 Later additions

Central vowels and /æ/

Jones added further vowels to his system to fill in the high central area: [i] and [u]. Other vowels are now included in the latest version of the vowel diagram incorporated into the International Phonetic Association Alphabet (see pp. 352-53). Perhaps the most important of these is the central vowel: [ə]. In addition, the following vowels are significant because of their frequent occurrence in languages: centralised CV 2 [i], centralised CV 7 [u], centralised secondary CV 2 [y], a vowel between CVs 3 and 4, namely [æ] (termed ‘ash’), and an open central vowel [ɐ]. See Fig. 8.10.

---

8 These lip-shape indicators are not part of Jones’s system but were devised later by Windsor Lewis (1969).
9 After the name for the letter in Old English, æsc.
The value of the Cardinal Vowel system

What Jones provided with his Cardinal Vowels was a mapping system which presented what is essentially auditory and acoustic information in a convenient visual form. Jones’s approach can be faulted in many ways. He took no account of the significance of the root of the tongue and its relationship to the pharynx wall. Indeed, he disregarded the pharynx cavity altogether, mentioning only tongue height in his theory. Later research has shown that it is the relative size of the oral and pharyngeal cavities which is the crucial factor in vowel quality. Nevertheless, the very fact that the CV system has been so widely used over the years and is now recognised by inclusion in the IPA chart gives us an idea of its importance. It gave phoneticians a yardstick for measuring vowel quality which is invaluable in phonetic description.

8.6 Steady-state vowels and diphthongs

If the position of the tongue and the position of the lips is held steady in the production of a vowel sound, we term it a steady-state vowel. Other writers use the term pure vowel or monophthong (Greek for ‘single sound’). If there is an obvious change in the tongue or lip shape, we term the vowel a diphthong (Greek for ‘double sound’). For a sound to be considered a diphthong, the change — termed a glide — must be accomplished in a single movement without the possibility of a break. Many of the languages of the world possess only steady-state vowels, but most European languages also have a number of diphthongs. This is true of Dutch, English, German, Spanish and Italian, for example. French is the best known example of a European language which has only steady-state vowels.

EXERCISE 7
Pronounce these Dutch diphthongs in your usual manner: /eii/, as in MEI; /oei/, as in LUI; /au/, as in KOU. Say the words a number of times. Now exaggerate the pronunciation. What tongue, lip or jaw movement do you notice? Now say the steady-state vowel /a:/ as in LA. This time you should see virtually no lip, tongue or jaw movements, even if the sound is exaggerated or prolonged.

The starting-point of a diphthong is shown on the vowel diagram by a lip-shape indicator; the direction of the movement of the upper surface of the tongue is shown by an arrow. Fig. 8.11 illustrates by means of a cross-section the change in tongue position for the Dutch diphthongs /ei/ and /oei/. The arrow shows the highest point of the tongue at the beginning and end of the
glide. This corresponds to the arrow on the adjacent vowel diagram (Fig. 8.11).

![Vowel diagram representing D /eɪ/, as in mei, and D /œy/, as in lui.](image)

The cross-section shows the movement of the tongue for /eɪ/ and /œy/.

---

### Exercise 8

What we have shown on the vowel diagram are what are taken to be the typical realisations of the sounds /ei/ and /œy/ in (NL) ABN. Do you think your speech differs from this? (If your speech is (B) AN, it almost certainly will.)

Draw a vowel diagram and place on it what you consider to be your own realisations of /ei/ and /œy/. Now try adding /au/, as in zou. In your idiolect, are your lips unrounded or rounded at the beginning of /ei/, /œy/ and /au/? What about your lip shape at the endings of the glides? Does this correspond with the lip shapes shown on the diagram? Check again in the mirror.

---

### 8.7 Position of the soft palate

The function of the soft palate was discussed in Section 4.4; and in Section 7.2, we referred to nasalisation as a secondary articulation. Nasalised vowels, produced with the soft palate lowered, are frequent in language; several European languages employ such vowels as phonemes, the best known being French, Polish and Portuguese. Such vowel phonemes are called **nasal vowels**.

### Exercise 9

Listen to your cassette and practise making the nasal vowels in the French words given here: brun /brœ/)⁠, train /trœ/)⁠, banc /bœ/)⁠, bon /bœ/)⁠.¹³ Compare the oral vowels: boeuf /boœ/)⁠, trè/ /trœ/)⁠, bas /bœ/)⁠, beau /bœ/.

Nasal vowels exist as marginal phonemes in Dutch in the pronunciation of French loanwords such as genre, enfin, etc. (see Section 14.5 on Dutch vowels). Be careful though — they do not sound like the nasal vowels in genuine French. Many RP speakers also use nasal vowels to imitate French words,

---

¹³ Most present-day speakers of standard French have no contrast /œ – œ/, using /œ/ for both.
e.g. restaurant. Again they have qualities different from the genuine French sounds. Another language which has nasal vowels is Afrikaans, spoken in South Africa, and closely related to Dutch. These sounds have developed from Dutch words where vowels precede nasals.

**EXERCISE 10**

Listen to these Afrikaans sounds on your audio recording: *kans* /kɑs/, *mens* /mɛs/, *ons* /ɔs/. Many accents of Dutch in both the Netherlands and Belgium have similar vowels occurring before written nasal consonants. To quote just one example, Hague speakers pronounce *kans* as [kɑs], *kunst* as [kʊst], where the consonant is often elided.

Do you know of any other types of Dutch which have nasalised vowels? In both (NL) ABN and (B) AN, vowels occurring before nasal consonants are to an extent nasalised, but the nasal consonant is retained. The same holds true for RP.

### 8.8 Duration

**Duration**, in phonetic terms, implies the time taken by an articulation. To deal with this variable, however, it is necessary to do more than measure each sound in isolation; this can only provide the *absolute* duration of the sound. Vowel length, as it functions in language, is always *relative*. Each vowel has to be considered in relationship to other vowels in the language concerned.

If we want to compare the length of two different vowels, we must measure them under the same conditions (e.g. for English, before a fortis consonant, in similar stressed contexts, etc.). Some languages possess vowel phonemes which are distinguished by duration alone. For instance, in Danish, there is an opposition between long and short vowels: *vilde* ‘wild’– *hvile* ‘to rest’ /vilɔ – ‘viːlɔ/, *hylde* ‘shelf’– *hyle* ‘to yell’ /’hylɔ – ‘hiːlɔ/. However, in most languages, similar oppositions between sets of vowels are also marked by differences in vowel quality. As has been mentioned in Section 2.4, such combinations of duration and vowel quality are employed in Dutch and English, giving the contrast checked (short) vowels and free (long) vowels.

### 8.9 Larynx setting variation

The main types of larynx setting (e.g. normal voice, whisper, creaky voice, etc.) are considered in Chapter 10. In most languages, only vowel phonemes with normal voice are to be found. However, languages with voiceless vowel phonemes do exist, e.g. Malagasy (the national language of Madagascar). Japanese is notable for frequent voiceless allophones of its voiced vowel phonemes, e.g. *netsuke* [netsʊki]. On a more limited scale, voiceless vowels as allophones also occur in French, Portuguese and Dutch. In Dutch, for in-

---

14 A type of Japanese carved button. When used as a loanword in English, the preferred pronunciation is [′netski].
stance, voiceless vowels can be heard at the end of words before pause (see Section 14.3). In phonetic terms, in all languages in which it occurs, [h] can also be considered as a type of voiceless vowel. See p. 148.

Vowels with creaky voice occur in, for example, certain West African languages; vowels with breathy voice are to be found in numerous Indian languages.

**8.10 Description of vowels in terms of the CV system**

The examples in Fig. 8.12 show how to describe vowels in terms of the CV system.

![Diagram of CV system](image)

Figure 8.12 Use of diacritics to modify Cardinal Vowel symbols.

A vowel slightly below CV 2 is referred to as a lowered CV 2  \([\varepsilon]\).
A vowel slightly above CV 4 is referred to as a raised CV 4  \([a]\).
A vowel somewhat further forward than CV 6 is termed an advanced CV 6  \([\varepsilon]\).
A vowel more towards the centre of the diagram is called a centralised vowel, e.g. a centralised CV 1  \([\text{\&}]\).\(^\text{15}\)
A vowel somewhat further back than CV 3 is termed a retracted CV 3  \([\varepsilon]\).

**8.11 Vowel and consonants**

The distinction between vowels and consonants can be considered in several ways.

*Acoustic vowel/consonant*

We can consider vowels and consonants in terms of their acoustic make-up. Sounds are of two basic types: those made up of vibrations in the form of regular repeating wave patterns, which are called ‘tones’; and those consisting of irregular non-repeating vibrations, which we term ‘noise’. Everyday

\(^{15}\) A recent IPA innovation is to show a vowel which is mid-centralised with a cross above the symbol, e.g. [ê].
examples of sounds which are composed of tones are the melodic sounds produced by most musical instruments, whistles, the chime of a bell, etc. Bangs, pops, rattles and hisses provide examples of sounds which are noise.

In speech, the sounds which are made up of tones are: vowels, central and lateral approximants and nasals. Sounds which are exclusively noise are the voiceless consonants, such as stops (plosives and affricates) and fricatives. The corresponding voiced consonants, together with voiced trills and taps, are a combination of noise plus a tone element produced by the vibration of the vocal folds.

An ‘acoustic vowel’ can be defined as a speech sound which has no noise component.

**Phonological vowel/consonant**

In Section 2.5 on the syllable, it was pointed out that for languages like English and Dutch the syllable could be stated to consist of an obligatory vowel nucleus surrounded by optional consonants occurring at the margins, up to three in initial position, and as many as four in final position. For these languages, we may therefore define a vowel as a speech sound which functions as the nucleus of the syllable. A consonant is a speech sound which occurs at the margins of the syllable.

**Sonority**

It is significant that the sounds which can occur as a syllable nucleus are those which are most sonorous — i.e. those which, other things being equal, have the greatest carrying power. This is closely related to their acoustic make-up; sounds composed largely of tones tend to be more sonorous than those which have more significant noise elements.

One example of an attempt to construct a sonority scale is shown in Fig. 8.13.

![Figure 8.13 The relative sonority of selected English sounds (after Ladefoged 1993: 246)](image-url)
It will be seen that it is possible to rank this selection of sounds in terms of sonority in this way:

1. Vowels

2. Nasals and approximants

3. Voiced fricatives
   Voiceless fricatives
   Voiced plosives
   Voiceless plosives

On this basis we can consider three types of sound. Vowels typically form the nucleus of a syllable. Fricative and plosive consonants are found invariably at the margins of syllables. The intermediate category, nasals and approximants, typically occur at syllable margins. If, however, there is no vowel in the same syllable, these sounds can function as syllabic consonants. In such circumstances, they will be realised with extra length and loudness, associated with greater prominence. Look at the following examples in English.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>blanks</th>
<th>/b l æ η k s/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>streaked</td>
<td>/s t r i: k t/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hidden</td>
<td>/h ɪ d η/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bottles</td>
<td>/b p t ʃ z/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Articulatory vowel/consonant**

We can also consider vowels and consonants in terms of manner of articulation. A phonetic consonant can then be defined as an articulation which involves a stricture which:

1. Blocks the airstream completely (stops, trills and taps)
2. Blocks the airstream, but allows nasal escape (nasals)
3. Blocks the airstream centrally, but allows lateral escape (laterals)
4. Hinders the airstream, giving rise to audible friction (fricatives)

According to this classification, all manners of articulation except central approximants are phonetic consonants. The central approximants (including all vowels) are considered as phonetic vowels. To avoid confusion, we use the terms **contoid** for a phonetic consonant and **vocoid** for a phonetic vowel.
It is helpful to have this terminology, since there is not a complete overlap in the meaning of the terms contoid and consonant; nor do the terms vocoid and vowel mean the same thing.

For instance, in English, /j, w, r/ function as consonants, i.e. they occur at the margins of syllables; but they are phonetically vocoid. Consider E /w/. The phonemic norm is an approximant and consequently vocoid. But in twin [twin], /w/ is realised as a voiceless fricative, which is a contoid. The same goes for E /r/ and /j/. The phonemic norms of these sounds are approximants and therefore vocoid; but when they occur after plosives, they are realised as fricatives, i.e. contoids, e.g. pray [praɪ], queue [kjuː]. Similarly, D /r/ may be realised as a fricative or a trill (contoid) or as an approximant (vocoid).

**EXERCISE 11**
Take your pronunciation of D /r/ in raam, braaf, verder, jaar, trein, grappig. Which allophones do you think are contoid and which vocoid?.

On the other hand, contoids sometimes function in the syllable as vowels. The nasals /m, n, η/ and the lateral /l/ may act as the nuclear non-marginal element in syllables, e.g. kitten /kɪtn/, little /lɪtl/.

In Table 8.1, we have summarised some of the main characteristics of the two categories.

**Table 8.1 Vocoids and contoids**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Contoid</th>
<th>Vocoid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Articulatory</strong></td>
<td>Stricture involving closure, or narrowing giving rise to friction</td>
<td>No such stricture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phonatory</strong></td>
<td>May or may not have voice</td>
<td>Usually has voice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phonological</strong></td>
<td>Corresponds to phonological consonant. Generally, marginal in the syllable</td>
<td>Corresponds to phonological vowel. Nuclear in the syllable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examples</strong></td>
<td>Plosives, affricates, fricatives, laterals, nasals</td>
<td>Central approximants (including vowels)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The vocoid/contoid classification is not clear-cut and one may adopt different criteria from those used here. For instance, some phoneticians regard the nasals (which are acoustically similar to vowels) as vocoid. It is also possible to class the lateral approximant together with the central approximants as vocoids. Another difficult case is /h/ since it can be regarded as a voiceless vowel (see p. 148) and could for that reason be placed in the vocoid category.
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BACK TO THE PHONEME

9.1 Phonetic similarity

In Section 2.1, we introduced the phoneme as a phonological unit. Let us now have a closer look at the phoneme and its place in linguistic organisation.

We have seen that the phoneme is an abstract unit which is realised as a number of allophones which are the concrete entities of speech. Allophones have phonetic similarity, that is to say, they are usually articulated by the speech organs in similar ways, and they are also similar in their acoustic make-up.

Taken to the finest level of analysis, no two realisations of a phoneme are ever exactly identical. Even if we get the same speaker to say the same sound under controlled conditions, there will still be very slight differences between one utterance and the next. However, this (almost philosophical) approach is not particularly useful in linguistic analysis. At a less precise level, we can say that most allophones fall into fairly well-defined categories and that it is possible to provide descriptive rules that determine their occurrence.

9.2 Complementary distribution

Consider the English phoneme /l/. This has three clearly defined recurring allophones.¹

It is possible to state certain phonetic contexts where the allophones of /l/ occur:

![Figure 9.1 Chief allophones of E /l/.](image)

- Clear [l] occurs before vowels
- Dark (velarised) [l] occurs before a consonant or a pause
- Voiceless (fricative) [l] occurs at the beginning of a word when it follows /p/ or /k/.

¹ What is presented here is a simplification. For the other allophones of E /l/, see pp. 168-69.
We can demonstrate the distribution of allophones of /l/ in this way.

Figure 9.2  Distribution of allophones of E /l/

It is possible to provide a descriptive phonological rule for the distribution of /l/ allophones using a fairly standardised notation, thus:

\[
\begin{align*}
/l/ &\rightarrow [l]/ — V \\
/l/ &\rightarrow [l]/ — \{C\} \\
/l/ &\rightarrow [l]/ — \text{fortis plosive —}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
/ & — = \text{in the context of} \\
V & = \text{vowel} \\
C & = \text{consonant} \\
\emptyset & = \text{pause} \\
\rightarrow & = \text{is realised as} \\
\{ \} & = \text{either/or}
\end{align*}
\]

The occurrence of the allophones is predictable and can be described by a phonological rule. The allophones are the complements of each other; where one occurs the other cannot. Such a patterning is termed complementary distribution.

Nevertheless, not all the allophones of all phonemes can be accounted for in this way. We have already mentioned the /r/ phoneme in Dutch (p. 9), where some speakers employ an alveolar [r], whilst others use a uvular [ʁ]. Many people vary, and, in the same position in the word, use one type of /r/ on one occasion and another type of /r/ on another. Such variation cannot be accounted for in terms of complementary distribution, for we cannot predict from the context which allophone will be selected on which occasion. In such cases, the allophones are said to be in free variation, meaning that the occurrence of one realisation or another appears to be a matter of chance. Another example of free variation is the pronunciation of E /t/ in words like Britain, where some people realise the sound as alveolar [t] and others as [ʔ]: [ˈbrɪtn] or [ˈbrɪʔn].

However, there may be additional factors at play here. It is frequently the case that social influences are of significance, and that speakers’ use of particular allophones on any given occasion may be determined by the back-
ground of the people they are in company with at the time, or possibly the
formality of the circumstances. For example, a Dutch schoolboy who speaks
with an Amsterdam accent may pronounce /aː/ in raam in different ways. In
the playground, speaking to his schoolmates, he might use a back vowel [əː];
in the classroom, when talking to his teacher, he might employ an [aː] type
sound, closer in quality to that of the (NL) ABN vowel. Similarly, in the
playground, a London schoolboy might use glottal stops for /t/ in words like
butter and bottle, whereas, in the more formal classroom context, he might
possibly realise these sounds as alveolar [t].

9.3 Difficulties of determining a phoneme inventory

Furthermore, although the concept of complementary distribution is a useful
one, inasmuch as it accounts for the distribution of the allophones of a pho-
none, it can sometimes pose problems.

Consider the case of /h/ and /ŋ/. In Dutch, /h/ only occurs before a vowel
(pre-vocally), while /ŋ/ only occurs following a vowel (post-vocally); they are therefore in complementary distribution. However, they cannot be
analysed as belonging to the same phoneme for two reasons. One is that they
lack any sort of phonetic similarity; /h/ is a voiceless glottal fricative while /ŋ/
is a voiced velar nasal. Typically, allophones of the same phoneme share pho-
netic characteristics.

Secondly, and even more important, they would not be considered as
members of the same phoneme by native speakers of the language concerned.
No Dutch speaker would accept that hing could be written phonemically as
*/ŋŋ* or */hh*/. Native speakers have an awareness of phonemes and hear
them as significant linguistic units. Differences between allophones of the
same phoneme either pass unheard or are shrugged off as insignificant. In the
final analysis, native-speaker intuition must be regarded as the most deci-
sive factor of all in determining the allocation of allophones to phonemic
categories.

9.4 Neutralisation

Sometimes two phonemes may show overlap in phonetic realisation. Con-
sider the case of /m/ and /n/ in Dutch, where these occur before a labio-dental,
as in aanvang and omvang. In both cases, the realisation of /m/ and /n/ may be
a labio-dental nasal, which can be represented as [ŋ]: [ˈɑːmŋɔnt, ˈɒmŋɔnt]. In
this case, there is no way of knowing whether [ŋ] should be assigned to /m/ or
to /n/. Both are voiced and both are nasal. /m/ is bilabial, and /n/ is alveolar.
As /m/ and /n/ are never in opposition in this position in the word, we can
assign [m] to either. The opposition between /m/ and /n/ has undergone phoneme neutralisation.

Another example is a in Dutch words like *kabinet, atheneum, stabiel*. Some speakers select /ɑ/ and others /a/, but the majority will use a vowel somewhere between the two: [kəbiˈnet, ətəˈneːəm, staˈbil]. There is thus neutralisation of /a/ and /ɑ/ in this context.

Yet another case of phoneme neutralisation is the realisation of stops in syllable-initial clusters after /s/ in English: *spool /spuːl, stool /stuːl, school /skuːl/. After /sl/, thefortis stops have none of the energy and aspiration characteristic of other allophones of /p, t, k/. In fact, they are phonetically closer to the allophones of /b, d, g/ and it would be perfectly reasonable (since there is no possibility of a contrast of the type /spuːl – sbuːl/ in English) to regard these as being: */sbuːl, sduːl, skuːl/. It would seem that spelling tradition is the main factor in their allocation to the /p, t, k/ categories, though in Danish similar occurrences are treated as being allophones of /b, d, g/. Furthermore, in Welsh, phonetically similar sequences are spelt with sb and sg, e.g. *sgâm ‘scheme’, sbâr ‘spare’.

Neutralisation is also found in the final sound in words like *city, coffee, caddie*. This vowel has traditionally been treated as /ɪ/ for RP, but in the present-day language it is often realised as a vowel which is short like /i/ but of a quality similar to /ɪ:/.

Native speakers often express uncertainty on this point, and in the latest versions of some pronouncing dictionaries, a special symbol i has been used to indicate the neutralisation.2

9.5 Different phoneme systems in different varieties of the language

In providing a phonemic analysis of a language, account must be taken of its different varieties. The phonemic system may vary considerably from one accent to another. Accents may possess an extra phoneme contrast or, alternatively, lack a phoneme contrast that is present in other varieties. Chapter 27 on English accents provides further detail on this, but we can consider one or two examples at this point.

In most types of English, an /ʌ – o/ contrast exists between words like *strut* and *foot*. However, in the north of England and in some southern Irish English, this opposition is lost, all words of this type being /o/, and there being no /ʌ/ in the system.

On the other hand, most Welsh English has an extra vowel phoneme, with a contrast between the vowels in words such as *blue* and *blew; goose and*

---

juice, with the second word in each of these pairs being a diphthong /u/. This means that Welsh English has an additional phoneme contrast /u: – /u/ as compared with most other varieties of English.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>/ʊ/ – /ʌ/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Northern English</td>
<td>/ʊ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Irish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most varieties</td>
<td>/u:/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welsh English</td>
<td>/u/ – /u:/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RP, in common with Irish, Scottish and American speech has /h/. The broad varieties of most accents in England and Wales do not possess this phoneme, so that *Henry Higgins hates hot hamburgers* can become /'enr ˈɪŋɪnz ˈɛts ˈɒt ˈæmbzəɡəz/.

As will be seen, a valid phonemic analysis can only be made for one particular accent of a language at a time. It is sometimes found that the differences between phonemic systems, especially vowels, can be very great indeed. For instance, many accents in Scotland, Northern Ireland and the north east of England have vowel systems which are considerably at variance with RP and most other varieties of English.
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PHONATION AND STATES OF THE GLOTTIS

10.1 Structure of the larynx

In Section 4.3, we dealt briefly with the structure of the larynx, when we discussed the organs of speech. We also considered one of the important functions of the larynx, namely voicing, in Section 6.4 on the fortis/lenis contrast. In addition, we mentioned the glottal stop and its use as a reinforcement of the fortis stop consonants. Now we are going to look at the larynx and its various phonation functions in rather greater detail.\(^1\)

![Figure 10.1 Photographs showing larynx viewed from above. Left: vocal folds in vibration as for voice. Right: vocal folds apart as for voiceless.](image)

If the larynx is examined, for instance by means of a laryngoscope,\(^2\) the vocal folds appear as whitish bands of ligament in the pink of the surrounding organs. The arytenoid cartilages,\(^3\) which control the positioning of the vocal folds, look like red mounds. The vocal folds and the arytenoid cartilages themselves can be: (1) set wide apart, (2) placed together leaving a small aperture, or (3) held completely together leaving no space between. The vibrations of the vocal folds are far too fast to see with the eye, and can be

---

\(^1\) The photographs used to illustrate this chapter were taken, using a rigid fibre-optic bundle, by Cor de Ruijter, Wilhelmina Gasthuis, Amsterdam. Subject: Luuk van Buuren (University of Amsterdam).

\(^2\) A small mirror on an angled rod similar to that used for dental examinations. Nowadays, developments in fibre-optics have permitted easier observation of the larynx area.

\(^3\) /ærˈtɪməd/. The word is derived from the Greek word for a ladle (‘soeplepel’); the organs are so called because of their spoonlike shape.
compared to the buzzing of an insect’s wing. The gap between the open vocal folds or arytenoids is termed the **glottis** (adjective: **glottal**).

With an organ as complex as the larynx, it is difficult to discuss the various settings using photographs. We shall, for our purposes, use a simplified model as illustrated in Fig. 10.2.

![Figure 10.2 Simplified model of the larynx.](image)

### 10.2 Voiced

For voicing, the vocal folds are brought together in light contact and vibrate at high speed along their entire length in the stream of air passing from the lungs.

![Figure 10.3 Larynx setting: voice.](image)

The arytenoid cartilages are pressed firmly together. Because of the repeated rapid contact and parting of the vocal folds, the airstream escapes in a series of very high-speed puffs, on average 130 per second for a man’s voice, and
about 230 per second for a woman’s voice, producing the effect of a buzz. This buzz is termed **glottal tone** or **voice**. The higher the **frequency** (i.e. the rate of vibration), the higher is the perceived pitch. Changes in the tension of the vocal folds and differences in the force of the airstream produced by the lungs combine to make the variations in the frequency of the glottal tone. Such pitch changes have an important linguistic function in features such as intonation (see Chapters 23-25).

**EXERCISE 1**

Try saying some voiced sounds: [a], [m], [z]. Hum the sound and change the pitch up and down. Notice that this is easy to do with the voiced sounds but impossible with a voiceless sound like [f] or [s].

**10.3 Voiceless**

For **voiceless** sounds, the vocal folds and the arytenoid cartilages are held wide apart in a similar way to the state of the larynx for normal relaxed breathing. This allows a clear passage for the airstream passing from the lungs.

![Figure 10.4 Larynx setting: voiceless.](image)

**EXERCISE 2**

Repeat the test for voicing with [s] and [z] which you carried out earlier in Exercise 3 on p. 27; say an [s], then a strongly voiced [z]. Now alternate them. Do this with your fingers in your ears and you will hear a deep vibration for [z], but not for [s]. Now do the same for [f – v], [θ – ð] and [ʃ – ʒ].

The contrast of voiced and voiceless is a very important one in most languages; in English and Dutch, it is one of the phonetic variables which play a part in the fortis/lenis contrast (see Section 6.4). Vowels, nasals and approximants, in both English and Dutch, are usually voiced. Fortis stops and fortis fricatives are always voiceless. Lenis stops and fricatives are potentially voiced but vary according to context.
10.4 Glottal stop

At the other extreme from voiceless (where the vocal folds are wide apart) we have the larynx position for glottal stop [ʔ]. As the name implies, here the vocal folds and the arytenoids are pressed close together so that the airstream coming from the lungs is temporarily blocked. On the release of the closure, the blocked air rushes out, giving rise to plosion. The effect is rather like a weak cough.

In many languages, e.g. Arabic, Persian and Hawaiian, glottal stop functions as a voiceless stop phoneme. In Dutch and English, [ʔ] frequently occurs but is not itself a phoneme.

In Dutch, [ʔ] is regularly heard before a stressed syllable beginning with a vowel.

**EXERCISE 3**

Say this sentence in Dutch: *Ome Arie eet altijd aardappels met appelmoes.* You will probably find that you put in glottal stops before all the vowels if you say the sentence slowly and carefully (though in connected non-emphatic speech many of the glottal stops will be omitted).

In standard German, initial vowels are also articulated with a preceding glottal stop — more forceful than in Dutch and occurring more regularly. In English, [ʔ] occurs before many initial vowels, though the stop is rather weaker than in Dutch, and its occurrence less frequent.

[ʔ] plays a very important part in English as a reinforcement to fortis stop consonants in many contexts (see Section 16.2). In certain English dialects (e.g. Cockney, Geordie spoken in the North East, and most Scottish accents), [ʔ] occurs as a replacement for /t/, and in certain contexts for /p, k/.

---

4 We are grateful to Luuk van Buuren for the example.
EXERCISE 4

Try imitating this sentence as it might be said in Cockney dialect: *I've got to put a lot of butter on that little bit of bread*: \[ [əv 'gɔt 'ɔf 'bʌtər ɒn ðə lɪtl ˈbɪt əv bred]. \]

Note that [?] is not a phoneme; therefore we must enclose the transcription in square brackets.

[?] cannot have a voiced counterpart, since the vocal folds are tight together for the articulation and so cannot vibrate. In some languages, as we have seen, it is one of the set of voiceless stop phonemes. It is therefore treated as a voiceless sound, even though it is, paradoxically, as far removed from the larynx position for voiceless as is possible.

10.5 Creak and creaky voice

It is possible to produce a rather slow vibration with the vocal folds, termed **creak**, which is like a succession of glottal stops, one after another, giving an effect rather similar to the noise you hear when an old door slowly swings open. The vibrations are slow enough (about 40 per second) to be heard individually rather than merge into a continuous tone. Creak is produced by keeping the arytenoids pressed together, and allowing the anterior (front) portion of the vocal folds to vibrate at slow speed.

Creak can be combined with voice to produce **creaky voice**. Though it might appear more complex, and its exact mechanism is not fully understood, it is in fact far more common in language than simple creak. It is thought to be produced by the posterior (rear) portion of the vocal folds vibrating at relatively high speed for voice while the anterior portion vibrates much more slowly to produce the creak. The arytenoids are firmly pressed together.

Creaky voice is relatively uncommon in Dutch, but is employed regularly in English — especially in RP but also in many types of prestigious American speech — where speakers habitually go into creaky voice at the end of most utterances. It is an important element in English voice quality and intonation;
Dutch-speaking learners are advised to imitate creaky voice in order to make their English accents more convincing.

**EXERCISE 5**

Try to produce creaky voice on a vowel [a]. Go down the scale to as low a note as you can comfortably produce — and then go lower again. You will end up with creaky voice. Now try to remove the voicing so that there is no vowel sound at all — the harsh rattle-like sound you now have is creak.

In one European language, Danish, creaky voice can be considered to have a phonemic function. A feature of this language is that many words with otherwise the same phoneme structure are distinguished on the basis of whether or not they are uttered with creaky voice (known in Danish as *stød*). Examples of minimal pairs are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Without <em>stød</em></th>
<th>With <em>stød</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>hun</em> /hun/ 'she'</td>
<td><em>hund</em> /hun/ 'dog'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>man</em> /man/ 'one' (pron.)</td>
<td><em>mand</em> /man/ 'man'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>spil</em> /sbel/ 'game'</td>
<td><em>spil</em> /sbel/ 'play' (imperative)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that *stød* is conventionally indicated in transcription by [´].

### 10.6 Whisper

For the state of the glottis known as *whisper*, the vocal folds are brought together, but do not vibrate. The arytenoids are parted to leave a gap at the back of the larynx through which an airstream passes at fairly high velocity, giving rise to air turbulence and friction noise at this point. The glottis takes the form of a small hole, which appears to be capable of enlarging or contracting in the same way as the action of a camera shutter, i.e. a sphincter.\(^5\)

---

5 In many books, this is described as a `whisper triangle`.
A much louder form of whisper can be produced by increasing further the force of the airstream and applying some constriction to the pharynx. This is sometimes called stage whisper, so termed because it is the artificially loud form used on the stage by actors to indicate that they are whispering. Whisper is to be heard in the articulation of /h/ in both English and Dutch.

**EXERCISE 6**
Say these Dutch sentences using whisper: *De weersverwachting tot hedenavond: Veel bewolking en mogelijk regen. Middagtemperaturen onmogels 14 graden. Matige, aan de kust krachtige zuidwestenwind.* Now repeat using the louder stage whisper.

### 10.7 Breathy voice

This larynx state is a combination of the states for voice and whisper. It is produced by combining the normal voice of the vocal folds with the escape of air through the gap between the arytenoids. The resulting mixture of voice and whisper is heard in a certain voice quality associated with ‘sexy’ voices, and is regularly used by female popular singers as a special effect (to quote just two examples from former eras: Marilyn Monroe and Marlene Dietrich). One difference between classical and popular singing techniques is the deliberate introduction of larynx setting and voice quality into the latter.

**EXERCISE 7**
Listen to a number of singers (on CD or cassette, so that you can hear the same piece over again) and try to discover what special voice quality effects are being employed. Do you notice any differences in the voices of women and men singers in this respect?

In some languages, e.g. Hindi, Bengali (spoken in India and Bangladesh), breathy voice is utilised phonemically, some consonants being marked off in this way from others said with normal voice. In English, /h/ between vowels

---

6 Also called ‘murmur’ and ‘whispery voice’.
7 It is possible to produce other types of breathy voice. See Ladefoged (1993: 139-40).
is often said with breathy voice, e.g. \textit{behind} [\textipa{baInd}]. D /h/ tends to be breathy voiced in all contexts.

\section*{10.8 Summary}

It is possible to regard the various states of the glottis as forming a kind of chain relationship. Voiceless is at one extreme of \textit{openness} of the larynx; glottal stop is at the other extreme of \textit{closed larynx state}. Voicing is placed in the centre as the most frequent state of the larynx in most languages. Creaky voice and breathy voice are combinations of creak and voice, and whisper and voice, respectively.

If we take a world view of languages, all these possibilities may be utilised linguistically. Dutch and English both use voiced and voiceless as a very significant factor in the fortis/lenis opposition. In addition, English uses glottal stop as a marker of certain fortis consonants. Creaky voice and creak occur regularly in English (especially in the more prestigious accents) as a part of the intonation process. Whisper and breathy voice are heard in /h/ and may also sometimes be used for special effects.

\textbf{EXERCISE 8}

Try to produce different glottis states for this sentence in English: \textit{When your heart’s on fire, smoke gets in your eyes}.
1. Voice; 2. whisper; 3. breathy voice; 4. creaky voice.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.8\textwidth]{fig10_9}
\caption{Photographs showing larynx viewed from above. Top left: vocal folds and arytenoids tightly closed as for glottal stop. Top right: anterior vocal folds in vibration for creak. Bottom: gap at arytenoids as for whisper.}
\end{figure}
ENGLISH CHECKED VOWELS

11.1 Overview of the English vowel system

Table 11.1 English reference vowels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Checked</th>
<th>Free steady-state</th>
<th>Diphthongs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KIT</td>
<td>/i/</td>
<td>/i:/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRESS</td>
<td>/e/</td>
<td>/u:/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAP</td>
<td>/æ/</td>
<td>/a:/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRUT</td>
<td>/ʌ/</td>
<td>/ɔ:/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOT</td>
<td>/ø/</td>
<td>/u:/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOT</td>
<td>/ʊ/</td>
<td>/o:/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bonUs</td>
<td>/ɔ/</td>
<td>/εʊ/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Checked steady-state vowels**

The checked vowels of English are shown in Fig. 11.1. The following features distinguish them as a separate class:

1. The checked vowels do not occur in word-final stressed open syllables. Consequently, there are no English words like */sI, ’se, ’sæ, ’sʊ/, whereas we do find free vowels (both steady-state and glide) in this context, e.g. see /’si:/, say /’seɪ/, etc.

2. Checked vowels can occur before the consonant /ŋ/, e.g. string /strɪŋ/, strength /streŋθ/, sang /sæŋ/, strong /strɒŋ/, strung /strʌŋ/; /ʊ/ is found only in
loanwords and proper names, e.g. *Jung /jʊŋ/. The free vowels do not occur in this context, except as the result of assimilation.

3. In similar phonetic contexts, the checked vowels are shorter than the free vowels (but see p. 93 for lengthened /æ/). Since it does not occur in a stressed context, E /æ/ must be regarded as standing outside the free/checked classifications. Because it is short, we have considered it together with the checked vowels.

*Checked vowel /ɪ/ (the *kit* vowel*)

*Description*

Front-central, close-mid, unrounded, steady-state vowel. Phonemic norm: [ɪ].

![Figure 11.2.1](image1)

1. E /ɪ/, as in *kit*. Dotted line indicates range of variation.
2. Closer allophone in final position.

![Figure 11.2.2](image2)

*Idiolectal variation*

The individual variation is indicated on the diagram. In modern RP, /ɪ/ is lower and more centralised than in more old-fashioned speech.

*Contextual variation*

1. The final vowel in words like *happy, coffee, movie*, etc. (sometimes referred to as the **happy words**[1]) nowadays has a considerably closer realisation than was formerly the case. Indeed, most speakers of English would regard it as falling into the **fleece** rather than the **kit** category; this also holds true for most younger RP speakers. However, older RP speakers, Northerners from Yorkshire and most of Lancashire, and most Scots would regard the vowel as /ɪ/ and this, until recently, is how it has been classified. In this book,

---

we have retained the traditional categorisation and transcription. Until about 1950, most RP speakers had a very open vowel, almost like /e/, in this context: ['hæp]. This is hardly heard today and strikes most English people as amusingly archaic (or dialectal).

2. E /i/ is centralised and lowered before dark [t], giving [ɪ], e.g. *still, quilt. This effect is found with all the front vowels before dark [t].

3. Front vowels tend to be closer before velars, e.g. *kick [kɪːk].

**Distribution**

E /i/ varies with E /ɒ/ in unstressed syllables, e.g. *helpless, remove, etc. Increasingly, /ɒ/ tends to be the dominant form, particularly in words ending in -less, -ness, -let and -ity, e.g. hopeless, fitness, piglet and senility.

The prefixes be-, de-, pre-, re- are normally pronounced with /ɒ/ or /ɪ/, e.g. *become is either /brɪkʌm/ or /bɑːkʌm/ (but never */biːkʌm/). The pronunciation /i:/ is only used for **productive** prefixes, i.e. when the prefix is used to convert an existing word to a new form, (e.g. *modify: premodify /priːmɒdɪfaɪ/; contaminate: decontaminate /dɪkəntæmɪnət/; sell: resell: /riːsɛl/). Compare *predict, report, deploy, which are said with /ɒ/ or /ɪ/.

**Comparison with Dutch and advice**

The average quality of D /i/, as in *ZIT, can pass straight into English without alteration and so poses no problem for the vast majority of learners. See below, however, for the possible difficulties of some dialect speakers.

For final E /i/ (in *happy), Dutch speakers must avoid a very close vowel of D /i/ type. Cf. the pronunciation of English loanwords in Dutch, e.g. *hobby /ˈhɑ:bɪ/, sorry /ˈsɔrɪ/, hockey /ˈhɒki/, volley /ˈvɒli/. On the other hand, some students overcorrect, using a vowel similar to the one in D /el/, as in *ZET, e.g. *hobby */hɔˈbeɪ/. As noted above, open realisations are nowadays regarded as being comically old-fashioned. The student is recommended to use a vowel similar to D /i/, which is normally acceptable to all English speakers.

In unstressed syllables, where there is variation, learners are recommended to choose E /ɒ/ rather than the more old-fashioned E /ɪ/, e.g. *helpless /ˈhelpləs/. The prefixes pre-, de-, re- can only have the /i:/ vowel where they are productive (see above).

Note that certain speakers of urban accents, e.g. The Hague, Rotterdam, Amsterdam, Antwerp, may have a D /ɪ/ which is closer and more front, sounding similar to types of E /i/. These may sound dialectal if used for E /ɪ/, or cause confusion between E /ɪ/ - i:/. Accents such as Dordrecht, Nijmegen, areas of Noord-Brabant, Limburg and West Flanders have very open qualities, which may give rise to confusion with E /el/.
**Checked vowel /e/ (the dress vowel)**

**Description**

Front, above open-mid, unrounded, checked, steady-state vowel. Phonemic norm: [ɛ].

**Idiolectal variation**

Qualities are heard from just below close-mid to open-mid. Very close forms are often considered ‘affected’ by English speakers.

**Contextual variation**

1. Lowered and centralised before dark [ɻ], e.g. *tell, felt*, giving [ɛ].
2. /e/ is closer before velars, giving [ɛ], e.g. *peg, peck*.

**Comparison with Dutch and advice**

Learners should use D /e/, as in *zet*, which will normally be successful as a replacement. Some Dutch speakers, however, have an [ɛ] quality which is too open for RP; such a quality is typical of affected varieties of (NL) ABN, and also of certain dialects, e.g. Noord-Brabant and Limburg. It is also true of many Belgian varieties, e.g. East and West Flanders. Other accents, e.g. much of the Randstad (particularly Amsterdam) and also Antwerp, have a vowel which is centralised and closer, and which may be confused with E /ə/. D /e/ is particularly open before /n/ and /l/, and if transferred to English, strikes an English ear as sounding like E /æ/, e.g. *send, help* /*sænd, hælp/.

The chief difficulty with E /e/ for Dutch speakers lies in the confusion with E /æ/, and to some extent /ɛə/, since there is only one Dutch vowel phoneme (plus the marginal /e:/ as in *beige*) in this area of vowel space, whereas in English there are three (see Fig. 11.4.1). Careful training is necessary to distinguish these sounds. Note that the spelling rules for E /e/ and E /æ/ are very reliable (see p. 124).
Checked vowel /æ/ (the TRAP vowel)

Description

Front, slightly above open, unrounded, checked, steady-state vowel. Phonemic norm: [ə].

Idiolectal variation

1. Qualities vary from lowered CV 3 to CV 4. Close qualities sound old-fashioned; increasingly, a very open /æ/, similar to CV 4, is heard from many speakers. The extent to which this vowel has changed becomes obvious if one compares the speech to be heard in films and audio-recordings of the pre-1960 period with that of the present day.

2. E /æ/ is variable in length, being longer than the other checked vowels. For many (perhaps most) RP speakers, a small set of words have a lengthened /æ/ before lenis consonants and nasals, e.g. bad, mad, sad, bag, man. Such lengthening is very common, but not obligatory.

3. E /æ/ often has pharyngeal constriction, with a tendency to creaky voice quality, which helps to set it off from /e/.
Contextual variation

1. E /æ/, like other front vowels, is affected by dark [t], giving a retracted [ä], e.g. *pal, shall*.
2. E /æ/ is closer before velars, giving [æ], e.g. *back, bag, bang*.

Comparison with Dutch and advice

There is no Dutch vowel corresponding to E /æ/, and confusion of E /e/ with E /æ/ is a notoriously persistent learners’ error (see Fig. 11.4.1). The contrast E /e – æ/ is crucial to the English vowel system, distinguishing the meaning of a great many commonly used words, and its absence may lead to a breakdown of intelligibility.

The learner should aim at an open quality (in the region of CV 4) which is clearly marked off from E /e/. Avoid the old-fashioned closer types of /æ/ regrettably still often prescribed by teachers and outdated textbooks. In making the contrast E /e – æ/, concentrate on E /æ/, making it suitably open. Aim at a quality more like D /α/, as in *LA*. E /e/ can then be approached from D /ε/, as in *ZET*. When imitating E /æ/, use should be made of all the possible distinguishing features, i.e. length, pharyngeal constriction, in addition to quality.

Utrecht is well known for having a very front vowel for D /ɑ/, as in *asbak* [ˈæzbæk], often imitated for comic effect. This can sound remarkably similar to E /æ/. A similar realisation of D /ɑ/ is heard in some Belgian varieties, notably Brabant.

Note that the spelling/sound relationships /e – æ/ are very reliable. See pp. 124-25 for spelling of /æ, e, εə/.

Checked vowel /ʌ/ (the STRUT vowel)

Description

Central-front, below open-mid, unrounded, checked, steady-state vowel. Phonemic norm: [ɔ].

Idiolectal variation

Individual variation is wide, as the diagram (Fig. 11.6.1) shows, but the average quality is nowadays a central-front rather than a back vowel. This change in quality has occurred in the present century; on recordings dating from around 1900, a more retracted vowel is to be heard. Many outdated textbooks persist in representing the old-fashioned back /ʌ/ as the norm.

Contextual variation

1. E /ʌ/ is the shortest of the checked vowels and does not show as noticeable a lengthening before the lenis consonants as do other vowels, e.g. *bus – buzz*. 
2. E /ʌ/ tends to be retracted before dark [t], e.g. bulb, dull, as shown on the diagram (Fig. 11.6.1).

Comparison with Dutch and advice

D /u:/, as in NUT, which learners tend to substitute for E /ʌ/, is a very different sound, being not only considerably closer but also lip-rounded. Learners must practise unrounding (looking in a mirror) and using a quality similar to a short, but centralised, form of D /a:/, as in LA.

**EXERCISE 1**

Practise saying the English word bus by means of this system. Say baas and gradually shorten the vowel. Do not change the quality into D /a:/, as in Bas. Now try the following words using the shortened vowel:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dutch</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>baas</td>
<td>[bas] bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>haat</td>
<td>[hat] hut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baat</td>
<td>[bat] but</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now try using the modified vowel in the following pairs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dutch</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bus</td>
<td>buzz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fuss</td>
<td>fuzz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>but</td>
<td>bud</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another possible approach is to relate E /ʌ/ to an open form of D /ə/.

Some students substitute D /ə/, as in ZAT. This is not advised since it produces a back vowel, which sounds old-fashioned or dialectal, and also runs the risk of confusion with E /ə/.

One of the most persistent errors of learners is to be misled by spelling into using E /ʌ/, as in LOT, instead of E /ʌ/ in a set of very common words, e.g. love, mother and worry (sometimes called the worry words). The full list of ‘worry words’ can be found on pp. 122-23. Note that the word one rhymes with fun; it is pronounced /wʌn/ and not */wən/.
**Checked vowel /ɒ/ (the LOT vowel)**

**Description**
Back, slightly above open, slightly rounded, checked, steady-state vowel. Secondary CV 5. Phonemic norm: [ɔ].

![Figure 11.7.1 Range of E /ɒ/, as in LOT.](image1)

![Figure 11.7.2 D /ɔ/, as in ZOT, and D /ɑ/, as in ZAT.](image2)

**Idiolectal variation**

There is little variation in tongue position. Lip-rounding varies from being slight to being absent altogether. Typically, it is very slight indeed.

**Contextual variation**

None of significance.

**Comparison with Dutch and advice**

The usual Dutch substitution for E /ɒ/ is D /ɔ/, as in ZOT, which is deficient in several respects: /ɔ/ is too close, too lip-rounded and generally tense in articulation. E /ɒ/ is in many ways more similar to D /ɑ/, as in ZAT, as pronounced by most (NL) ABN speakers and generally in the Zuid-Holland Randstad area. In fact, English speakers often hear D /ɑ/ in terms of E /ɒ/, whilst D /ɔ/ is perceived as having no English counterpart. Learners should aim at reducing lip-rounding, removing pharyngeal tension and achieving a more open tongue position. Speakers of (NL) ABN and of Randstad varieties such as The Hague, Rotterdam and Leiden can aim at a quality somewhat closer to their D /ɑ/.

Undesirably tense realisations of E /ɒ/ are especially noticeable before fortis plosives. Compare English *top* with the corresponding word in Dutch. Other examples are: *lot, not, cot, pot, shop, drop, frock, lock, dock.*

Students should ensure that, having acquired the correct pronunciation of the ‘worry words’ (see pp. 122-23), they do not then fall into the trap of hypercorrection by pronouncing other words spelt with o as /ɹ/. Avoid mispronunciations such as */ˈbətʃl/ for *bottle* (correctly */ˈbəntʃl/).
The various errors associated with E /ə/ tend to be very persistent, and are often heard from otherwise proficient speakers.

**Checked vowel /ʊ/ (the foot vowel)**

![Figure 11.8 Range of E /ʊ/, as in foot.](image)

Description

Back-central, close-mid, slightly rounded, checked, steady-state vowel. Phonemic norm: [ʊ].

Idiolectal variation

See diagram (Fig. 11.8). Lip-rounding is generally slight. Some speakers have a more central unrounded quality in common words, e.g. *good*.

Contextual variation

None of significance.

Comparison with Dutch and advice

All Dutch-speaking students confuse E /ə/ and E /ų/, hearing both in terms of their D /u/, as in *MOE*. Perhaps because there is nothing near E /ʊ/ in the (NL) ABN phoneme system, this centralised vowel is the most difficult sound for speakers from the Netherlands to imitate. Particularly objectionable to English speakers is the substitution of an extended glide of an /u/ type as described on p. 103.

In (B) AN the quality of the *MOE* vowel is somewhat more central. As a result, the substitutions made by Belgian learners, even if off-target, are less conspicuous. Note that there are allophones of D /ɔ/ which are similar to E /ʊ/, namely those before nasals, especially /ŋ/. Dutch *jong* sounds very similar to the English version of the German name *Jung /jʊŋ* (as in the name of the well-known psychologist). This may be used as a starting-point for imitating the sound.
There are relatively few words in English containing /ʊ/ but many of them are high-frequency items. See Chapter 13, pp. 125-26, for spelling of /ʊ/.

**Vowel /ʊ/ (the bonus vowel)**

**Description**

Central, open-mid, unrounded, steady-state vowel. Phonemic norm: [ə].

**Idiolectal variation**

Mainly degree of openness in word-final context.

**Contextual variation**

There are two distinct allophones:

1. A closer allophone before velars, e.g. *again*.
2. A more open variety in final position, similar to E /ʌ/, which can be phonetically represented as [v], e.g. *doctor, china, soda, bitter*. With some speakers, this allophone is strikingly open.

**Comparison with Dutch and advice**

D /ʊ/, e.g. in *werkeloek*, is like E /ʊ/ in that it has no consistent spelling. Like E /ʊ/, it also almost always occurs in unstressed syllables. The quality of D /ʊ/ is similar to that of the English vowel in most contexts and transfers well.

Note that Dutch has an allophone in word-final position which is closer and lip-rounded (see Fig. 11.10.2). Whereas word-final E /ʊ/ is similar to E /ʌ/ (as in *strut*), D word-final /ʊ/ is close to D /ʌ/ (as in *nut*). Since Dutch substitutions for final E /ʊ/ — being the result of spelling influence — are either D /ʊ:/ or D /ʌ:/, the different qualities of E /ʊ/ and D /ʊ/ in this context give rise to few problems.
The main problem for Dutch speakers is actually to remember to say /ɔ/ rather than the vowel associated with the spelling. The words *doctor, china, bitter, sulphur* all end in /ɔ/; and the vowel in the first syllable of the words *forgive, particular, circumference, surround* is in each case /ɔ/. Make sure that you are not misled by the orthography into using a vowel other than /ɔ/. Dutch in such contexts tends to use a centralised version of the vowel suggested by the spelling (see also Section 22.2 on vowel gradation).

Since many spellings of E /ɔ/ include r, it is also necessary to practise /tl/-deletion for this vowel. It is important to realise that pairs like the following are good rhymes in English: *finer – China, spanner – Anna, fever – Eva, raider – Ada.*
In dealing with the free vowels, we consider first the steady-state vowels, i.e. those having a fairly steady position of the speech organs throughout their articulation, and not having an obvious change in tongue or lip position. See Section 8.6 on vowel theory. The variety of /eə/ used by many English speakers could be treated as a sixth free steady-state vowel. This fills a gap in the symmetry of the vowel system and fits in better with the intuition of many native speakers.

The free vowels have the following distinguishing characteristics as a class:
1. They may occur finally in a stressed open syllable, e.g. *key* /ki:/, *car* /kɔː/, *core* /kɔː/.
2. They do not occur before /ŋ/ except as a result of assimilation, e.g. *green cucumbers* /ˈɡriːn kjuːkʌmbərz/.
3. In similar phonetic contexts, they are longer than the checked vowels, e.g. *seed* – *sid* /siːd – siːd/, *roared* – *rod* /rɔːd – rɔːd/.

**Free vowel /iː/ (the fleece vowel)**

**Description**

Centred from front close, unrounded, free, steady-state vowel. Phonemic norm: [iː]

**Idiolectal variation**

Many speakers regularly use a narrow diphthongal glide (of an [ɪi] type) in
contexts where /iː/ has full length, namely, in open syllables and before lenis or nasal consonants.

Before fortis consonants it is more usual to hear a steady-state vowel. Some RP speakers, particularly of the older generation, react unfavourably to any exaggeration of the glide.

**Contextual variation**

1. See above for glide forms.
2. Before dark [t], a centring glide is used (see Fig. 12.2.2). For most speakers, this means that there is no contrast between E /iː/ and /iː/ before E [t], e.g. *real* – *reel*. See Section 17.1, p. 170 on E /l/.

**Comparison with Dutch and advice**

Usual replacement is D /i/, as in *zie*. D /i/ differs from E /iː/ in being closer; indeed the Dutch vowel may be so close that it ends in voiceless friction (*drie* [driː] or [driç]). It is also more front and is short (except before /l/). The articulation is also considerably tenser than E /iː/. All these aspects are more apparent in the contexts where E /iː/ has full length. Learners should imitate the length variation and aim at a more open quality than D /i/. It is probably inadvisable to copy the glide which is heard from many English people. The objection some RP speakers have to even a slightly exaggerated glide seems to stem from the fact that wide diphthongs are typical of low-prestige varieties of London (Cockney), Birmingham, Southern U.S.A. and broad Australian.

1 In this chapter, reference is frequently made to certain accents which have realisations of vowels noticeably different from RP. These varieties have more open starting-points for *fleece*, *goose*, *face* and more back for *price* and closer for *choice*. Accents with some or all of this kind of patterning include low-prestige varieties of London (Cockney), Birmingham/West Midlands and broad Australian. Such forms tend to suffer social stigmatisation and consequently cannot be recommended to the foreign learner.
Free vowel /u:/ (the GOOSE vowel)

Description

Centred from back close, rounded, free, steady-state vowel. Phonemic norm: [ü:].

Idiolectal variation

1. Most speakers regularly use a narrow glide where E /u:/ has full length, i.e. in open syllables and before lenis or nasal consonants. The glide is as shown in Fig. 12.3.2, and could be represented as [ʊː]. Before fortis consonants, it is more usual to hear a steady-state vowel.

   The situation is very similar therefore to the corresponding front vowel E /i:/.
   Again, many RP speakers, especially of the older generation, react strongly to anything other than a very narrow glide. A steady-state vowel is often taught to actors and other professional speakers.

2. Lip-rounding is generally rather weak (particularly with those speakers who regularly use glides).

Contextual variation

1. See above for variation in glide forms.
2. After /j/, a very wide glide is found with all speakers, giving [iʊ], e.g. use, new, etc.; see Fig. 12.3.2.
3. Before [t], E /u:/ is regularly steady-state for all speakers, e.g. fool [fʊːt].

Comparison with Dutch and advice

Most learners confuse E /u:/ and E /o:/ (as in FOOT), since there is no comparable contrast in Dutch. It is firstly important to ensure that a consistent contrast is maintained between the two English vowels (see pp. 125-26 for spelling of /u:/ and /o:/). Many beginners replace E /u:/ with D /u/, as in MOE. Compared with
E /uː/, the Dutch vowel is closer and shorter (except before r, as in moer); it is also tenser. More advanced learners frequently replace E /uː/ by an extended diphthong based on the Dutch vowel /uː/, as in NUT, gliding towards /y/, as in NU, i.e. [uy]. A glide of this type is completely inappropriate and runs the risk of being considered ‘comic’ by English speakers.

It is therefore best to imitate the length and rather more open quality of RP /uː/, but to avoid any exaggerated glide. A steady-state vowel is very acceptable to English native speakers and is in fact regularly taught for public speaking.

**Free vowel /ɔ:/ (the PALM vowel)**

**Description**

Central, open, unrounded, free, steady-state vowel. Phonemic norm: [ɔ:].

**Idiolectal variation**

As indicated in Fig. 12.5.1., there is some variation in tongue position along the front/back axis. Very back qualities are more typical of old-fashioned speech or affected forms of RP.

**Contextual variation**

None of significance.

**Distribution**

See Chapter 13, pp. 119-20, for use of E /ɔ:/ in the ‘BATH words’, e.g. draft, class, chance, example.

**Comparison with Dutch and advice**

The usual Dutch replacement is D /ɑ:/, as in LA. This vowel varies considerably in quality, as shown in Fig. 12.5.2, with prestigious varieties of Dutch
generally having a quality closer to CV 4. However, it will be seen that there is considerable overlap between D /a:/ and E /æ:/.

Learners who have a very front type of Dutch LA may find producing a suitably back pronunciation of E /æ:/ a problem. It is worth knowing that many accents of Dutch (e.g. Amsterdam, Utrecht, Antwerp, but not The Hague) have a kind of D /a:/ which is much more back, and imitating these accents can be a very good approach for the RP sound.

A more persistent problem arises from the many English words with unsounded orthographic r (see Section 17.2, pp. 180-81, on /r/). Distribution of E /æ:/ and E /æə/ also needs to be watched with care. See Chapter 13, pp. 119-20, on spelling/sound relationships in the ‘BATH words’.

*Free vowel /ɔ:/ (the THOUGHT vowel)*

**Description**

Above open-mid, back, strongly lip-rounded, free, steady-state vowel. This is the most strongly lip-rounded of the English vowels in the present-day language. Phonemic norm: [ɔː].

**Idiolectal variation**

See Fig. 12.6.1. More open varieties tend to be characteristic of the speech of the older generation.

**Contextual variation**

None of significance.

**Distribution**

Formerly, a contrast of E /ɔ:/ and /ɔə/ (e.g. saw /sɔː/ and sore /sɔːr/) existed,
/ɔɔ/ being used for words spelt *ore*. Although still mentioned in outdated textbooks, the contrast itself no longer exists in present-day speech.

Unlike RP, many varieties of English (e.g. Scottish, Irish, most Welsh and much American) have a distinction between two sets of words, one termed the *force* set (e.g. *four, wore, sport*) and the other termed the *north* set (e.g. *fore, war, short*). This distinction is even indicated in a number of dictionaries.\(^2\) See Chapter 27 for further detail of dialect variation.

E /ɔː – uə/: see p. 114 on E /ɔː/ for the increasing use of E /ɔː/ in words traditionally pronounced with E /ɔː/. The following are so frequent that they are the obvious choice for the learner: *sure /ʃɔː/, your/you’re /jʊə/, and poor /pɔː/.*

**Comparison with Dutch and advice**

There appears to be no regular substitution from Dutch speakers. Some use an extended D /ɔ/ as in *zot*, whilst others (particularly (NL) ABN speakers) use the marginal vowel D /oː/, as in *rose*. Other learners employ the pre-/r/ allophone of the Dutch *zo* vowel (D /oː/, as in *spoor*). Of these, the *rose* vowel, which overlaps the quality of E /ɔː/, is generally the best.

![Figure 12.6.1 Range of E /ɔː/, as in THOUGHT.](image1)

![Figure 12.6.2 D /ɔ/, as in ZOT; D /oː/, as in ROSE.](image2)

A general problem with E /ɔː/ is that the spelling often includes unsounded orthographic r. See pp. 178, 180-81, on E /r/.

Both the /ɔː/ vowel and the *north – force* distinction mentioned above should be ignored by students of RP.

**Free vowel /ɜː/ (the *nurse* vowel)**

**Description**

Central, open-mid, unrounded, free, steady-state vowel. Phonemic norm: [ɜː].

\(^2\) For example, Chambers (1993).
Idiolectal variation

Tongue height varies as shown in Fig. 12.7.1. Very open qualities are typical of the speech of the older generation and of affected RP.

Contextual variation

None of significance.

Comparison with Dutch and advice

Frequent replacements are D /œːl/, as in deur, and /œəl/, as in kurk. Neither of these substitutions can be considered acceptable, since they are too close, have inappropriate lip-rounding and /r/-colouring.

Since E /ɔːl/ always has r in the spelling, it is especially liable to involve incorrect /r/-insertion. Excessive lip-rounding can be monitored and corrected using a hand-mirror.

One way of approaching /ɔːl/ is from an extended Dutch /əl/, as follows:

EXERCISE 1
1. Say a Dutch word with a number of D /əl/ vowels, e.g. gemakkelijk.
2. Isolate /əl/.
3. Extend the vowel, keeping your lips spread [ɔː].
4. Now put this vowel in English words in various contexts, e.g. fur, burn, girl, hurt, heard, slur, turn, hurl, shirt, bird.

Be careful with /ɔːl/ after lip-rounded consonants. In removing lip-rounding from /ɔːl/, you must be careful to retain it in the consonant. It is especially important when /ɔːl/ follows /w/.

EXERCISE 2
Practise world, work, worse, word, whirl, swerve, making sure you unround /ɔːl/ and (even more important) that you do lip-round /w/. Then try with /ɔːl/ in shirt, Shirley, shirk, sherbet, church, journal.

3 Except in colonel /kənɔrnl/ and a few recent loans from French, e.g. oeuvre /œvʁəl/ and Peugeot /pəʒuɡ/.
12.2 Characteristics of diphthongs

**Direction of tongue movement**

English has **closing** diphthongs (involving a tongue movement towards the roof of the mouth) and **centring** diphthongs (involving a movement to [ə]). The closing diphthongs can be further subdivided into **backing** (moving to [ʊ]) and **fronting** (moving to [ɪ]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English diphthongs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Closing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fronting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/eɪ, aɪ, ɔɪ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ɛə/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Extent of diphthong**

The diphthongs can be subdivided into two types. There are three **narrow** diphthongs: /əʊ, /eɪ/ and /ɛə/ involving slight movements of the tongue. The remainder, /aʊ, /aʊl, /aɪl, /iɑ/ and /ʊəl/, involve a greater tongue movement and may be termed **extensive** diphthongs.

**Lip-shape changes**

The diphthongs E /eɪ, aɪ, ɔɪ, ɛə/ have unrounded lips throughout their articulation and are therefore represented by on vowel diagrams. The diphthongs /əʊ, ɔɪ/ involve a change from rounded to unrounded (represented by ）。 The diphthongs /aʊ, aʊl/ move from unrounded to rounded (represented by ）。 English has no vowel glides which are completely lip-rounded throughout. However, Dutch has the diphthong /œyl/, as in LUI, represented on diagrams by 。

---

4 Though for some speakers E /əʊl/ may involve lip-rounding on the first element.
Prominence of elements

English diphthongs are all typically diminuendo glides, i.e. the second element is briefer and less prominent than the first. However, certain realisations of /ɪə/ and /ʊə/ must be analysed as crescendo glides. See pp. 113, 114.

12.3 Narrow closing diphthongs

Diphthong /eɪ/ (the FACE vowel)

Description


Idiolectal variation

There is some variation in the openness of the starting-point. Very close varieties are associated with the speech of the older generation. A quality which is more open (below CV 3) is characteristic of accents such as London (Cockney), Birmingham, Southern United States and broad Australian.

Contextual variation

1. Before fortis consonants the typical shortening effect results in a reduction of the length of the first element, compare late – laid [leɪt] – [leˈid].
2. Before dark [ɪ], the final element is obscured or may be of an [ə] type, e.g. tale [tɛˈəl].

These types of variation are also found with the other fronting diphthongs.

Comparison with Dutch and advice

For most speakers in the Netherlands, the usual substitution of D /eɪ/, as in ZEE, causes no problems. The (NL) ABN vowel has a slightly closer and more centralised starting-point and moves to a more close and front position. It is typically a narrower glide than mainstream E /eɪ/. These differences, however, will not place it outside the range of acceptability for English.

Belgian accents, including AN, have a steady-state vowel in ZEE which is not suitable for English FACE. The same holds true for many types of Netherlands Dutch outside the Randstad. Speakers of such varieties must ensure that their English vowel has an appropriate [ɪ] glide. Other varieties of Netherlands Dutch (particularly the urban accents of the Randstad) have a wide diphthong, which is similar to the types of FACE vowel characteristic of accents such as Cockney, Birmingham, etc.
Description

Narrow closing diphthong. Begins central, close-mid. Moves towards back-central, slightly above close-mid. Unrounded, becoming slightly rounded. Phonemic norm: \[\text{\underline{\text{\textcolor{red}{$@U$}}}}\].

Idiolectal variation

The starting-point of the glide may vary considerably. Back starting-points are characteristic of very old-fashioned speech or may be the result of dialect influence. A very front beginning sounds unpleasantly affected to many English speakers. Open starting-points are often found in accents such as Cockney, Birmingham, broad Australian.

Contextual variation

1. The first element is shortened before fortis consonants. Compare \textit{coat} [k\textcolor{red}{$@U$t}] and \textit{code} [k\textcolor{red}{$@U$}d].
2. Before dark [\textcolor{red}{$@U$}], the second element is sometimes lost, partly reducing the
contrast between, for example, coal – curl, whole – hurl. Speakers born in London, or influenced by London speech, may use an [ʊə] type vowel, e.g. gold [gʊʊld]. Students are recommended not to imitate this vowel.

**Comparison with Dutch and advice**

For most (NL) ABN speakers, the potential glide D /oː/, as in zo, provides a good replacement for the English sound. Although typically more retracted and with a rather narrower glide than E /əʊ/, it is often within the range of acceptability for RP.

Belgian varieties, including AN, have a very retracted vowel with little or no glide movement. The same holds true for several Netherlands accents (e.g. affected ABN, and many regional dialects outside the Randstad). Many speakers of urban accents (especially Rotterdam and The Hague) have a more front starting-point, which, although stigmatised in Dutch, can sometimes sound quite suitable for English.

Beware of using a very front starting-point for E /əʊ/, similar to that of Dutch meeuw. This sounds unpleasantly affected to native English speakers.

### 12.4 Extensive closing diphthongs

**Diphthong /aɪ/ (the price vowel)**

**Description**


![Figure 12.11.1 Range of E /aɪ/, as in PRICE.](image1)

![Figure 12.11.2 D /a:i/, as in SAAL.](image2)

**Idiolectal variation**

Close starting-points, above [æ], are characteristic of affected speech. Retracted starting-points (close to CV 5) are found in accents such as Cockney, Birmingham, broad Australian.
Contextual variation

See p. 108 on /æt/ for variation before fortis consonants and dark [ɬ].

Comparison with Dutch and advice

Most Dutch speakers use a modification of D /aːi/ (as in SAAI). This has a similar starting-point to E /aɪ/ but is a glide with equal prominence on both elements, and not usually diminuendo as in English. Its use in English has the effect of making the vowel seem over-long, and this is especially noticeable before fortis consonants. This means that in words like bike, might, type, nice, knife, the corresponding lenis will be perceived, giving */baɪɡ, maɪd, taɪb, naɪz, naɪv/*, and causing potential confusion in pairs like right – ride, life – live, dice – dies. Practice for /aɪ/ should concentrate on the context preceding fortis consonants.

Do not be tempted to imitate a starting-point which is of a very retracted type [ɑɪ]. This is unacceptable, being stigmatised because of its association with low-prestige dialects (see above).

Diphthong /ɔɪ/ (the choice vowel)

Description


![Figure 12.12.1 Range of E /ɔɪ/, as in Choice. Figure 12.12.2 D /oːi/, as in mooi.](image)

Idiolectal variation

Very close starting-points (CV 7 or above) are heard only in dialects, e.g. Cockney.

Contextual variation

See p. 108 on /æt/ for variation before fortis consonants and dark [ɬ].
Comparison with Dutch and advice

Most Dutch speakers produce an acceptable /ɔɪ/ by means of modifying D /ɔi/, as in mooi. E /ɔɪ/, however, is a less extensive glide than the (NL) ABN and (B) AN sequence and also has a more open starting-point. Some Dutch speakers have a D /ɔi/ vowel, as in rose, which can be used as the beginning of E /ɔɪ/. Others can start from the zot vowel. Note that certain learners (e.g. people from Rotterdam) may use a very extended glide sequence of an [œui]-type for mooi, but this is unacceptable for E /ɔɪ/.

The English vowel occurs only rarely before fortis consonants, e.g. voice, rejoice, choice, and inappropriate lengthening in this context does not seem to be a significant problem (cf. p. 111 on /aɪ/ above).

Diphthong /au/ (the mouth vowel)

Description


![Diagram of /au/](image1.png)

![Diagram of /ou/](image2.png)

Figure 12.13.1 Range of E /au/, as in mouth. Figure 12.13.2 D /ou/, as in kou.

Idiolectal variation

Back starting-points are found in prestigious older-generation RP. Fronted close starting-points [æʊ, ɛʊ] are characteristic of accents such as Cockney, Birmingham, broad Australian.

Contextual variation

First element is shorter before fortis consonants; compare lout – loud [lɔut – lɔud].

Comparison with Dutch and advice

D /ou/, (as in kou) is generally used by learners. This is on the whole successful although some speakers with lip-rounding on the first element may need
to modify this. Check your articulation using a mirror. Avoid modifying the starting-point towards [ɛ]. As has been stated above, a front raised beginning for /aʊ/ is strongly stigmatised in English because of its frequent occurrence in dialect speech.

12.5 Centring diphthongs

Diphthong /ʌə/ (the near vowel)

Description

Figure 12.14.1 Range of E /ʌə/, as in _NEAR_. Figure 12.14.2 D /u/, as in _ZIT_.

Idiolectal variation
The starting-point may be somewhat closer, but for RP speakers it is nearer to /u/ than /u/. Dialect speakers often have very close starting-points and may regard the glide as a sequence of /i:/ to /ə/. The ending is typically around open-mid. Very open endings are characteristic of the older generation, affected speech, or regional accents (e.g. Cockney, Geordie).

See below for variation in prominence of the glide elements.

Contextual variation
/ʌə/ is frequently realised as a crescendo glide [ɜə] in unstressed syllables, e.g. _media_, _greedier_, _invidious_, but is also with a few speakers to be found in stressed context, e.g. _mere_, _here_. Note that the word _year_ is said as /jɜː:/ by a sizable minority of RP speakers.

Comparison with Dutch and advice
There is no comparable Dutch vowel, and learners tend to replace by D /i/, using either /iə/ where r occurs in the spelling, e.g. _beer */bir/, or /ia:/, as in _media */midia:/_.

ENGLISH FREE VOWELS
Care must be taken to avoid too close a starting-point, and beginning with the D /u/ (as in zrt) is usually excellent for English. The major problem, as with all the centring glides, is the need for /t/-deletion. Note that in RP, words such as India – windier /ˈɪndɪə – ˈwɪndɪə/, Maria – career /ˈməriə – ˈkəriə/ are good rhymes.

**Diphthong /uə (the CURE vowel)**

*Description*


![Figure 12.15](image.png)

Figure 12.15 (1) Range of E /uə/, as in CURE; (2) E /ɔː/, as in THOUGHT, employed by many speakers in certain CURE words.

*Idiolectal variation*

The ending varies in the degree of openness, but is typically around open-mid. Like /ɔə/, /uə/ may be realised as a crescendo glide, e.g. influence [ˈɪnfləns]. Dialect speakers may lack /uə/, having instead a sequence /uə/. This may also be the case with those who have modified their speech from a local dialect towards RP.

*Contextual variation*

Before dark [H], the /ə/ glide may be reduced.

*Distribution*

The use of /uə/ and distributional variants in modern RP is complex.

1. Many speakers use /ɔː/ instead of /uə/ in certain high-frequency words, e.g. sure, poor, your, you’re. The use of /ɔː/ in less common words, e.g. tourist, moor, cure, furious, appears to be becoming more frequent in RP.

2. In words where /uə/ can be considered to be derived from a sequence of /u:/...
+ /ə/ e.g. truer, fewer, an alternative pronunciation exists with /ʊə/, e.g. truer /truə/ or /truə/ , fewer /fjuə/ or /fjʊə/.

**Comparison with Dutch and advice**

There is no similar vowel in Dutch and learners usually replace it by the sequence D /ur/, as in moer, which is completely unacceptable for RP. Practice should concentrate primarily on /r/-deletion and then using for a first element a vowel similar to E /ɔ/ rather than D /u/. See pp. 97-98 on E /ɔ/. Learners are recommended to use /ɔ:/ in the common words sure, poor, you’re, your. In less common words, /ɔ:/ may strike English listeners as affected or lead to difficulties in interpretation. In the words mentioned above derived from /uːə/ (e.g. truer, fewer), you are recommended to retain /uːə/.

**Diphthong /ɛə/ (the SQUARE vowel)**

**Description**

Centring diphthong. Front, slightly below open-mid. May have a glide to below central open-mid. Unrounded. Phonemic norm: [ɛɚ] or [ɛː].

![](image1.png)

Figure 12.16.1 Range of E /ɛə/, as in SQUARE. Note frequent absence of centring glide.

![](image2.png)

Figure 12.16.2 D /ɛː/, as in BEIGE.

**Idiolectal variation**

The chief variation is in the presence or absence of the [ə] off-glide. Today, most speakers have the [ə] off-glide only in open syllables. Consequently, whilst scare may be realised as [skɛə], scarce and scares are usually [skɛːs] and [skuːz]. Very few speakers have an off-glide before a sounded /r/, e.g. parents [pɛːrnts]. Many speakers, in fact, use a steady-state vowel in all contexts and this seems likely to become the norm.\(^5\) If so, it would be possible to regard /ɛə/ as a steady-state vowel with potential glide allophones. The increasing prevalence of the steady-state realisation is now reflected in the

\(^5\) See Brown (1977: 36).
choice of /e:/ as the symbolisation of the square vowel in the 1993 edition of the Shorter Oxford Dictionary.

Comparison with Dutch and advice
Dutch speakers can safely use D /e:/, as in beige. Since the [ə] ending is so often absent in English, there is no need to imitate this, and learners are consequently recommended to treat E /ɛə/ as a steady-state vowel. This may also render /r/-deletion simpler, which is likely to be the greatest area of difficulty.

Note that it is necessary to make a clear distinction between words such as fared, fed and fad. Although a glide is not necessarily heard in /ɛə/, the vowel is clearly distinguished in terms of tongue height and length from both /e/ and /æ/.

12.6 Diphthongal sequences /aɪə, aʊə/

In the common sequences /aɪə/ and /aʊə/, the [ɪ] or [ʊ] element is generally reduced, and may be altogether absent. This effect has been termed smoothing (Wells 1982: 286). Nevertheless, words like shire and shower are normally distinct since the former will be realised with a more front starting-point than the latter, i.e. [ə] as opposed to [əə]. The contrast of /aʊə/ and /ɑ:/ (i.e. shower and Shah) may be absent in the relaxed speech of some RP speakers but this may suffer stigmatisation, being labelled ‘affected’. In mainstream RP, as in other forms of English, a clear contrast of /aʊə – əɪə – ɑː/ is generally maintained. Learners should do likewise and avoid the extreme steady-state vowel reductions.

It is also possible to hear smoothing in other sequences, e.g. /eɪə/ as in conveyor, /aʊə/ as in thrower, /ɒə/ as in royalist. Extreme reductions such as the levelling of /eɪə/ and /ɛə/ (layer - lair) or /ɔʊə/ and /ɜː/ (slower – slur) are
again characteristic of affected speech and as such are not recommended to learners.⁶

⁶ An instance of misunderstanding during a BBC radio programme was noted by one of the authors. A speaker’s reference to ‘slower film’ (pronounced as /sl3: ‘film/) was taken up by another participant, who queried ‘What is slurred film?’
13

SOUNDS AND SPELLING: VOWELS

13.1 Introduction

The aim of this section is to state some relationships between spelling and sounds. Although English spelling is notorious for its complexities and apparent illogicalities, in reality a surprisingly large number of English words follow regular orthographic patterns. We are not attempting here to formulate all the intricacies of English, but merely to provide a simplified outline of some significant areas. Consequently, what follows here must be regarded as a set of guidelines and certainly not watertight rules.

Notes:

... intervening letter

(EXC) exception(s)

1. Orthographic <a>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spelling</th>
<th>Sound</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main patterns</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>/æ/</td>
<td>fat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a...e</td>
<td>/əɪ/</td>
<td>fate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Subsidiary patterns** |     |                            |
| a            | /ə/   | fast (see below)           |
| ae           | /ei/  | formulae, anaemic         |
| ai           | /ei/  | wait, daisy               |
| au, aw       | /ɔ:/  | cautious, law, audit, hawk|
| ay           | /eɪ/  | day                       |
| a (final unstressed) | /ə/  | China, Linda, semolina    |

**Before r**

| ar           | /ɑː/  | far (EXC) arr in carry, marry, barrel |
| are, air     | /ər/  | fare, fair                 |
### Spelling Sound Example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spelling</th>
<th>Sound</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before l</td>
<td>/ɔ:/</td>
<td>tall, all (+ also, although)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all</td>
<td>/oː/</td>
<td>shall calm, palm, psalm, balm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alm</td>
<td>/ɔː/</td>
<td>shall calm, palm, psalm, balm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After w, qu

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>wa, qua</th>
<th>/ɒ/</th>
<th>watt, squash</th>
<th>EXC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wa, quar</td>
<td>/ɔː/</td>
<td>war, quarter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Not before velar /k, g, ŋ/, where /æ/ occurs, e.g. wag, whack, twang, etc.

### Before nasal and/or fricative

A before nasal and/or fricative is pronounced as /æː/ in many common words. This set of words is known as the BATH words. Note that in many varieties of English these words are pronounced with the TRAP vowel. See Chapters 27 and 28.

| af | after, craft(y), daft, draft, giraffe, graft, raft, rafter, shaft, staff |
| av, alf, alv (silent l) | calf, calve, half, halve, Slav |
| am | example, sample. | EXC ample with /æ/ |
| ance | advance, chance, chancellor, dance, enhance, France, Frances, Francis, glance, lance, lancet, prance, trance. | EXC romance, finance with /æ/ |
| anch | avalanche, blanch, branch, ranch |
| and (in many polysyllables) | Alexander, Flanders, Sandra, slander |
| 'mand (final stressed syllable) | command, remand, reprimand (vb). Also 'reprimand (n.) |
| ans | answer |
| ant | advantage, can't, chant, enchant, grant, plant, slant, shan't, supplant |
| ask, asc | ask, bask, basket, cask, casket, flask, mask, task, rascal |
| asp | clasp, gasp, grasp, rasp, raspberry /ˈraːzbr/ |
| ass | brass, class, glass, grass, pass |
| ast | aghast, blast, broadcast, cast, castle, contrast, disaster, fast, forecast, ghastly, last, mast, master, nasty, plaster, vast |
Words derived from the above tend to follow similar patterns, e.g. *commando*, *downcast*, *enchanted*, *glassy*, *passable*. But note: /æ/ in *classical*, *classification*, etc.; *fastidious*.

The following **bath words** are variable:

**a)** overwhelmingly pronounced with **palm** (i.e. /æ/):
- bastard, graph, -graph (e.g. *telegraph*, *photograph*, etc.), exasperate, Glasgow, masque

**b)** overwhelmingly pronounced with **trap** (i.e. /æ/):
- alas, Basque, drastic, elastic, intransigent, masquerade, pasty, plaque, plastic, stance, trans- (e.g. transport, transistor)

The following are invariably pronounced with the **palm** vowel in all types of England English:

**ath**
- father, rather

**am, alm** (silent l)
- balm, drama, calm, palm, psalm /sə:m/

**an**
- banana, soprano, sultana

Note these words (commonly mispronounced by learners) which all have **trap**, not **palm**: *ant, ass, bland, sand, dramatic /dræmætɪk/, enthusiastic, exam, gas, passage* and the prefix *anti-*.  

2. Orthographic <e>
### Spelling Sound Example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spelling</th>
<th>Sound</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ear</td>
<td>/ɛə/</td>
<td>bear, tear, pear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ear</td>
<td>/ɜː/</td>
<td>earth, learn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Prefixes**

- **e** (non-productive): /ə/ or /ɪ/  
  *Example:* become, decide, preserve, resist
- **e** (productive): /ɪ:/  
  *Example:* defuse, preset, re-activate

See p. 91

### 3. Orthographic `<i>`

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spelling</th>
<th>Sound</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>/ɪ/</td>
<td>it, bitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i...e, ight</td>
<td>/aɪ/</td>
<td>bite, item, night</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Main patterns**

**Subsidiary patterns**

- **i** /ɪ:/  
  *Example:* Loanwords from French, Italian, Spanish, etc.: tequila, technique, police, pizza /ˈpiːtsə/, marine, petite /ˈpɔːtiː/, ski
- **ia** (non-final) /aɪə/  
  *Example:* dial, diary
- **ia** (final) /ɪə/  
  *Example:* India, Sylvia, insomnia
- **ie** /ɪe/  
  *Example:* relief, thief
- **ie** (open monosyllables) /aɪ/  
  *Example:* tie, pie

**Before r**

- **ir** /ɜːr/  
  *Example:* birth, sir, whirl
- **ier** /ɪər/  
  *Example:* cloudier, easier
- **ire** /aɪɾ/  
  *Example:* fire, mire

### 4. Orthographic `<o>`

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spelling</th>
<th>Sound</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>/ɒ/</td>
<td>hop, box, slot, rotten, doll, long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o...e, o...o, o...a</td>
<td>/ɔʊ/</td>
<td>hope, sole, solo, sofa, solar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The ‘worry words’

There are a number of English words spelt with o which are pronounced with /ʌ/. These are sometimes known familiarly as the worry words. The most common are shown below, divided into groups, based on spelling, so that they can be learnt more easily. The worry words are a very important area of pronunciation error which can easily be corrected.

done none son ton won one
front month London Monday
honey money wonder(ful)
onion sponge stomach
among tongue monk monkey
above glove love lovely shove shovel
slovenly oven govern government
cover covet covert (also /kʌvət/)  
come some Somerset
comfort comfortable compass(es) company accompany
brother mother smother other nothing
dozen colour
thorough borough worry

To the list above we can add the following worry words:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spelling</th>
<th>Sound</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ou</td>
<td>/ʌ/</td>
<td>country, double, couple, trouble, touch, southern, young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oo</td>
<td>/ʌ/</td>
<td>blood, flood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ough</td>
<td>/ʌf/</td>
<td>enough, rough, tough</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Orthographic <u>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spelling</th>
<th>Sound</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main patterns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>/ʌ/</td>
<td>bus, nut, rudder, gun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u...e</td>
<td>/ju:/</td>
<td>cube, assume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u (esp. ush, ull)</td>
<td>/o/</td>
<td>bush, pull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsidiary patterns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u, ue, ui</td>
<td>/u:/</td>
<td>blue, juice, suitable, ludicrous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before r
| ur   | /ɜ:/ | turf, purpose |
| ure  | /jʊə/| pure,¹ cure   |

¹ Some speakers pronounce certain of these words /ʃʊə/. 
6. Orthographic <y>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spelling</th>
<th>Sound</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main patterns</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y (esp. final)</td>
<td>/ɪ/</td>
<td>city, pygmy, rhythm, lynx</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subsidiary patterns</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>y, ye</td>
<td>/æɪ/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before r</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yr</td>
<td>/ɪ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yre</td>
<td>/æɪə/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Spelling/pronunciation guide to the commonest words containing /æ/, e, ɛə/ (the TRAP, DRESS and SQUARE vowels)

1. /æ/ (TRAP) is always derived from the spelling a, e.g. sad, hat, battle, band.
   - **EXC** ai in plait, plaid
   - **EXC** in in a few recent French loanwords, e.g. meringue /mərɪŋ/are usually gives /ɛə/ as detailed in no. 3 below.

   ar followed by a vowel other than e generally represents /æ/, e.g. baron, carol, harass, tariff, charity, Paris, comparison, comparable (or /ˈkɒmpərəbl/), barbaric (cf. barbarian /ˈbɑːbərɪən/), maritime, baritone, larynx.

   arr generally represents /æ/ and never /ɛə/, e.g. carry, marry, barrier, carrot, narrow

2. /ɛ/ (DRESS) is in almost all cases spelt either as e or ea, e.g. met, egg, selfish, ready, sweat, bedstead
   - **EXC** a...y, a...e any, many, ate, Thames /ˈtemz/.
   - Note that ate is increasingly pronounced /ət/.  
   - **EXC** ai, ay said, again, against (also /ˈeɪn/, əˈɡɛmst/), says  
   - **EXC** friend, leisure /ˈleʒəl/, Leicester /ˈleɪstəl/, Geoffrey /ˈdʒefrɪ/, bury /ˈbɜːrɪ/, burial /ˈbɜːrəl/.

3. /ɛə/ (SQUARE) is in almost all cases spelt as are or air, e.g. bare, care, dare, fare, square, aware, compare, parent, air, fair, lair, stair, dairy, fairy, prairie. Note also: ary and suffix -arian, e.g. wary, vary, Mary, barbarian, vegetarian.
8. Spelling/pronunciation guide to the commonest words containing /u/ and /u:/ (the foot and goose vowels)

Dutch-speaking learners of English sometimes find the spelling of the goose and foot vowels a problem, but in fact these are not at all difficult to sort out. The goose vowel has a lot of different spellings, but only three of these overlap with those of the foot vowel: oo, u and o (see no. 2 below).

oo  moon, soon, spoon, boot, too, zoo, spook(y)
u  music, Susan, Hugh /hjuː/, Hughes /hjuːz/, duty, ruthless
o  do, to (strong form, see p. 20), who, two, tomb /tuːm/, womb /wuːm/

All the following spellings represent /u:/ (goose), not /u/ (foot):

oo...e  loose, choose, moose
o...e  move, lose, prove, whose
ou  group, youth, soup, through
u...e  cube, duke, flute, tune, super, huge
ui  juice, sluice, suitable, pursuit
ev  chew, new, blew, view
ue  blue, true, Sue, pursue
eu  feud, neutral, manoeuvre, pseudo- /ˈsuːdəʊ/  

Common words with unusual spellings for /u:/ (goose): shoe, beauty

The foot vowel has just four spellings, and occurs in only a few words but these include some of the commonest in the English language. You can easily learn all the important words containing this vowel by memorising the list below. The most frequently occurring items are shown in bold letters.

1. oo

Almost all words with ook are pronounced /u/ (foot):

ook  book, brook, cook(-ery), crook, crooked /krʊkɪd/, hook, look, nook, rook, shook, took

snooker, spook (with /u:/)
ood good, hood (also as suffix: childhood, manhood, womanhood, etc.), wood(-en), stood

Also:
oot foot (footing, footloose /ˈfʊtluːs/), soot(y)
ool wool, woolly, woollen, gooseberry /ˈguːzbrɪ/ 

2. u (mostly preceding l or sh)
ul or ull bull, (bulldog, bulldozer, bullfinch), bullet, bulletin /ˈbʌlətin/, bullock, bully, fulfil, fulsome, full, -ful (e.g. spoonful), pull, pullet, pulley, pullover, pulpit
ush ambush, bush, bushel, cushion, push

Also: butch, butcher, cuckoo, pudding, puss(y), put, sugar

3. ould (when stressed in three common verb forms): could, should, would

4. o in bosom /ˈboʊzm/, wolf, woman, Worcester /ˈwʊstər/, worsted /ˈwʊstd/. 

---

2 Suffix -ful is often pronounced as /fʊl/, e.g. spoonful /ˈspuːnfl/, etc.
14

THE VOWELS OF DUTCH

14.1 The vowel system

The following system can be used to classify the Dutch vowels:

Table 14.1 System of Dutch

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Checked</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>Free</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steady-state</td>
<td>Steady-state</td>
<td>Potential diphthongs</td>
<td>Essential diphthongs</td>
<td>Vowel sequences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>ZIT</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ZIE</td>
<td>e:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>ZET</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>NU</td>
<td>φ:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>ZAT</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>MOE</td>
<td>o:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>ZOT</td>
<td>a:</td>
<td>LA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>NUT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>werk</td>
<td>u</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the above basic system, Dutch has a number of marginal vowels (i.e. vowels used in loanwords): /ɛ:, œ:, ɔ:/, as in BEIGE, OEUVRE, ROSE. Furthermore, the nasal vowels /ɛ˜, ɑ˜, ɔ˜/, as in bulletin, genre, plafond, used in loanwords from French, can be considered to have marginal phoneme status.

In (NL) ABN, three of the free vowels, D /ɛi, ɔy, ɑu/, as in ZEE, BEU, ZO, are actually closing diphthongs. However, in (B) AN, the diphthongal glide is minimal or absent. This is true generally of Belgian varieties and also of some Netherlands varieties outside the Randstad. Preceding /r/, the closing diphthongal glide is lost (see p. 134). Traditionally, these sounds have been treated by Dutch phoneticians as steady-state vowels and this is reflected in the transcription. We shall term them potential diphthongs.

The vowels D /ei, ɔy, ɑu/, as in MEI, LUI, KOU, are more extensive closing glides. Though some dialects may have steady-state realisations, the glide is an essential part of the articulation for the standard varieties (i.e. (NL) ABN and (B) AN). We term them essential diphthongs for this reason.

1 For a more detailed presentation of the Dutch vowel system, see Mees and Collins (1983).
EXERCISE 1
Say these Dutch words containing the potential diphthongs /eɪ/, ø, /ə/ (1) in your usual way and (2) extending or adding a glide by lowering the starting-point: bleef, mee, heus, leuk, goot, zo. Your second version may sound similar to blijf, mei, huis, luik, goud, zou. The effect of extending the potential diphthongs may remind you of what is to be heard in several urban accents in the Randstad (e.g. The Hague, Rotterdam and Amsterdam).

EXERCISE 2
Now try the reverse. Say these words (with essential diphthongs) as if they were steady-state vowels, i.e. lengthen the first element and do not change the tongue position: kijk, pijn, buik, thuis, zou, koud. The effect of compressing the essential diphthongs may remind you of what is to be heard in some urban accents in the Randstad (especially The Hague) and in much of Belgium.

14.2 CHECKED VOWELS
Like checked vowels in English, the Dutch checked vowels do not occur in word-final stressed open syllables. All are short and steady-state. We consider D /ə/ here together with the checked vowels; cf. the treatment of E /ə/ on p. 90. It is frequently found in open syllables and only in exceptional circumstances is it stressed.

Figure 14.1 Dutch checked vowels.

Checked steady-state vowels /i, u, e, a, o, ø/

Description
/i/ (the ZIT vowel): front-central, above close-mid, unrounded.
/u/ (the NUT vowel): front-central, close-mid, rounded.
/e/ (the ZET vowel): front, open-mid, unrounded.
/a/ (the ZAT vowel): back, open, unrounded.
/o/ (the ZOT vowel): back, above open-mid, rounded.
/ø/ (the werkélêük vowel): mid, central, occasionally rounded.

Contextual variation
1. D /ə/, as in werkélêük, normally occurs in unstressed contexts, but stressed
/ə/ is occasionally used for special emphasis, e.g. *Dit is dé manier om beroemd te worden*. Like E /ə/, D /ə/ occurs as the unstressed counterpart of other vowels.

Many Dutch speakers feel D /ə/ to be the unstressed allophone of D /u:/; the vowels have a close articulatory and acoustic relationship, though /ə/ may be somewhat more central, and with little or no lip-rounding.

![Figure 14.2](image)

Figure 14.2 (1) Phonemic norm of D/ə/, as in werkelijk. (2) Word-final allophone of D /ə/, e.g. witte.

In word-final position, D /ə/ is closer and more obviously lip-rounded, in other words more like D /u/. Compare the similarity of word-final E /ə/ and E/ə/.

**EXERCISE 3**

Pronounce the following words, which all contain D /ə/: lente, menigte, vrolijk, dergelijk, meter, motor, geval, methode. Is final /ə/ different from /ə/ elsewhere in the word? Is it lip-rounded, and more like /u/? What about the two sounds spelt u in the word Bussum? Are they the same or do you feel them to be different?

2. Before dark [h], D /i/, u, e/ are lowered and centralised. The effect is most marked with D /e/. (Note that to an English ear, the Dutch pronunciation of the word Shell often sounds similar to the English word shall.) A similar lowering effect is to be heard before /n/. D /e/, for instance, tends to be more open in this context, giving [ɛ], e.g. pen [pɛn].

3. Before the nasals /m, n, ŋ/, the checked vowels are often strongly nasalised and with many speakers /n/ is effectively lost in unstressed syllables, e.g. onmogelijk [ɔ'mɔ:ɣələk], fantastisch [fɑ'tu:tis], tentamen [tɛ'tə:mə]. In many dialects, this is also the case for stressed contexts, especially following open or open-mid vowels, e.g. dansen [ˈdɑsə], mensen [ˈmɛsə], kunst [ˈkʏst], gezond [xesˈzɔt].

---

Evidence of this is indicated in the results of research on spelling errors produced by Dutch children, where words such as binnen /ˈbɪnə/ are spelt *<binnu> (van Rijnsoever 1978). A mid-1990s Nederlandse Spoorwegen advertisement represented childish spelling in the following way: ‘Met de trein kreig ik een furassing!’
4. Before velars, the checked vowels tend to be raised, and often somewhat centralised, e.g. \(\text{zacht} \quad [z\text{A}xt]\), \(\text{hek} \quad [\text{hE}k]\), \(\text{jong} \quad [\text{jO}n]\). Note that to many English speakers, \(\text{D} /\text{O}/\) in \(\text{jong}\) sounds similar to \(\text{E} /\text{U}/\). Before the alveolo-palatal sequences /sj, tj, nj, nsj, ntj/, all the checked vowels are raised; the back vowels /a, ɔ/ in addition have a palatal glide, giving a diphthongal effect, e.g. \(\text{Anja} \quad [\text{t}\text{I}a:\text{]}\), \(\text{bandjes} \quad [\text{b}\text{q}nt\text{I}\text{es}]\), \(\text{onsje} \quad [\text{t}\text{I}n\text{es}]\).

5. In (NL) ABN, all vowels are lengthened and more central before /r/. This is because of the type of /r/ used in post-vocalic position (see pp. 200-1). Usually there will be a centring glide, so that the second element of the vowel sounds [ɔ]-like. There may be some blurring of the contrasts with the corresponding free vowels in this context.

**Figure 14.3** Allophones before /l/:
(1) /ɛr/ in ver; (2) /ɔr/ in hart; (3) /ɔl/ in Cor.

**EXERCISE 4**
Pronounce:

\begin{align*}
\text{vet} &- \text{ver} & \text{bad} &- \text{bar} & \text{pot} &- \text{por} \\
\text{het} &- \text{her} & \text{kat} &- \text{kar} & \text{tol} &- \text{tor} \\
\text{dek} &- \text{der} & \text{nat} &- \text{nar} & \text{schot} &- \text{schor}
\end{align*}

Notice that in all varieties of Dutch, the vowels before /l/ are longer. In (NL) ABN and Randstad Dutch, the vowel has a more central quality and ends in a brief [ɔ]: [ɛɔ, ɔɔ, ɔɔ].

**EXERCISE 5**
Pronounce the word \(\text{schot}\) and isolate the /ɔ/ sound. Whisper the sound, making sure you feel the position of the tongue. Now isolate the /ɔ/ sound in \(\text{schort}\). Contrast the two sounds. Can you feel and hear that the vowel in \(\text{schort}\) is more central than the vowel in \(\text{schot}\), and that some of the rounding is lost? If you are a speaker of (NL) ABN, or of a Randstad variety, or a regional accent influenced by (NL) ABN, you probably will. If you speak a Belgian variety of Dutch (including AN), or a non-Randstad regional variety of Netherlands Dutch, this is far less likely.

In (NL) ABN, although the vowels /e/ and /ɔ/ are somewhat longer before /l/, they are still not lengthened to such an extent that the contrasts /e – e:/ and /ɔ – ɔ:/ are lost; \(\text{ver} – \text{fair}\), and \(\text{Cor} – \text{corps}\) remain distinct.
/ɪ/ and /ʊ/ have central articulations, so the centralisation effect is not so noticeable for these vowels. What is noticeable though, is that the allophones of /eː/ and /øː/ before /r/ strongly resemble /ɪ/ and /ʊ/.

### Exercise 6

Say keur and kerk. Do the vowels sound similar? Both are centralised and have a glide towards [ə]. Now pronounce keus and kus. Here you will probably have a much clearer contrast, the vowel in keus being longer. In addition, in the case of Netherlands speakers the vowel in keus typically has a glide towards [y].

There are very few words with /ɪ/ followed by /r/, but examples are provided by wirwar, Dirk. Compare the sequence /ɪr/ with that of /ɛr/ as in weer. If you take the vowel in zit (i.e. /ɪ/ before a consonant other than /r/) lengthen it and then replace /ɪ/ by /ʊ/, do you get something similar to zeeër?

### Accent variation

/ɪ/. In some urban accents, the zit vowel is closer and more front (e.g. The Hague, Rotterdam). A close vowel is also heard in some Belgian accents (e.g. Antwerp). More open vowels are found in Dordrecht, Nijmegen, affected (NL) ABN and in some Belgian varieties, especially East and West Flanders.

/ʊ/. There is considerable variation in place of articulation. Closer varieties of the nut vowel are found in some dialects (e.g. Amsterdam, The Hague, Rotterdam, Antwerp). A more open vowel is found in the southern provinces and in affected (NL) ABN.

/ɛl/. Many speakers have a closer centralised zet vowel [ɛ]. This is typical of certain varieties, e.g. Amsterdam. Other dialects (e.g. Dordrecht, Zeeland, Noord-Brabant, Limburg, Ghent, Bruges, and also affected (NL) ABN) have an open vowel of an [æ]-type, e.g. zeg [zæx], hek [hæk], which is particularly noticeable before /l/ and /n/, e.g. held [hælt], mens [mæns], tennis [tæns].

/ɑl/. Outside the Randstad, most varieties of Dutch have more front qualities for the zat vowel [ɑ]. Utrecht is noted for having a very front quality, often approaching [a]. In Amsterdam, the vowel is centralised: [ã]. Belgian varieties (including AN) are also generally more front, particularly Antwerp and Brabant. Some of these fronted /ɑ/ realisations can sound to English ears almost like the trap vowel. In Rotterdam and Leiden, on the other hand, /ɑ/ is a fully back vowel and closer, sometimes with lip-rounding, sounding almost like English LOT.

---

3 Van Rijnsoever (1978) notes that Dutch children frequently write <i> for <ee> before <r>, e.g. *<wir> for weer. Further confirmation is provided by T.M. van Schaick of Maastricht (personal letter), who states that primary schoolchildren in his charge regularly produced errors of this type. He also observes that the lengthening before <r> appears to have been noticed by these children since words such as beer were represented in some cases as *<biir>.
The /ø/ vowel is very tense and generally has strong lip-rounding. There is retraction of the tongue-root towards the pharynx wall. In Amsterdam, /ø/ is raised and centralised. In dialects outside the Randstad, /ø/ may be more open in quality.

14.3 Free vowels

Close free vowels /i, y, u/

Description

/i/ (the ZIE vowel): front, close, unrounded.
/y/ (the NU vowel): front-central, between close and close-mid, rounded.
/u/ (the MOE vowel): back-central, close, rounded.

Contextual variation

Word-finally these vowels may be very close and end in a voiceless vowel, e.g. drie [dri], nu [nuy], hoe [huyl]. Before /r/, all these vowels are lengthened in all varieties of Dutch. In addition, in (NL) ABN and most Randstad accents, they are centralised and have centring glides, e.g. hier [hir], duur [dyer], boer [buor].

Accent variation

These vowels, which in most contexts (except before /r/) are short in Netherlands Dutch, are frequently longer in (B) AN and most other Belgian varieties.

Note that KNMI frequently ends in a voiceless [i], sounding almost like a palatal fricative [ç]. See also Moulton (1962).
In some Belgian varieties, especially in Antwerp and Brabant, /u/ is more front.

*Open free vowel /a:/ (the LA vowel)*

**Description**

Front-central, open, unrounded. This is the only true long steady-state vowel in Dutch; it is never realised as a diphthong.

**Contextual variation**

In (NL) ABN, /a:/ is fronted and raised before /r/, and retracted before dark /l/.

**Accent variation**

There is considerable accent variation. In the Netherlands and Belgium, many dialects, both urban (e.g. Amsterdam, Utrecht, Antwerp) and rural have a more retracted articulation [ɑː]. The Hague and affected (NL) ABN may be raised, [ɑː], particularly before /r/, e.g. *maar* [maː], *Wassenaar* [ˈwasoːnaːr]. Similarly, Groningen tends to have a front quality of a CV 4 type.

*Close-mid free vowels (potential diphthongs) /e:, ø:, o:/*

**Description**

/e:/ (the ZEE vowel). Begins front, close-mid. Ends front, above close-mid. Lips unrounded.


/o:/ (the ZO vowel). Begins back-central, between close-mid and open-mid. Ends back-central, close-mid. Lips rounded.

As previously stated, despite the fact that these vowels have traditionally been described as steady-state vowels (hence the transcription) in (NL) ABN, they are overwhelmingly realised as narrow diphthongs. (B) AN retains steady-state realisations. To be able to deal with both possibilities, we have classed them as potential diphthongs. (The diphthongal nature of the (NL) ABN pronunciation is sometimes said to be a recent development, but was in fact noted by the English phonetician Henry Sweet as early as 1877.)

---

5 H. Sweet (1877), *A Handbook of Phonetics*, pp. 139-40.
Contextual variation

In (NL) ABN /ɛː, øː, ɔː/ are lowered and centralised before dark [h]. Before /r/, the vowels are raised and have a centring glide (see Fig. 14.5.2).

**EXERCISE 7**

Isolate the two /ɔː/ sounds in poot and poort. In poot, is there a glide towards an [u]-type vowel? In poort, is there a glide towards [a]? Is the starting-point of /ɔː/ before /r/ raised and centralised, so that it resembles E /øː/? If you are a speaker of (NL) ABN or a Randstad accent, the answers to these questions are probably ‘yes’. If you speak (B) AN, or a regional type of Netherlands or Belgian Dutch, you will probably answer ‘no’.

While all varieties of Dutch make a clear contrast between /øː/ (as in zo), and /ɔː/ (as in zot), in most contexts, the distinction between the two vowels may be blurred before /r/ (especially in certain Randstad dialects, e.g. Leiden, The Hague and Rotterdam). Woordt and woord may sound similar in terms of vowel quality, though normally a length distinction is retained.

**EXERCISE 8**

Pronounce the Dutch word worden. To what extent is it similar to your pronunciation of woorden? And how about bord and boord?

In (NL) ABN and Randstad accents, the allophone of /u/ before /r/ is lowered and centralised (see Fig. 14.4.2). Thus the vowels /øː, ɔː, u/ in worden, woorden, Woerden sound more similar before /r/ than the same vowels in other contexts.

In (NL) ABN and Randstad varieties, the distinction /eː – i/ and /øː – y/ may be blurred in a manner similar to the back vowels /oː – u/.

**EXERCISE 9**

Pronounce beet – beer, biet – bier. Are the vowels in beer and bier more similar than those in beet and biet? To what extent do the vowels in keur and kuur resemble each other?
Accent variation

Some dialects (e.g. southern and eastern provinces except Groningen, most Belgian varieties) have little or no glide. Affected (NL) ABN speakers, especially of the older generation, sometimes have extremely narrow diphthongs. On the other hand, urban accents of the Randstad often have glides with open-mid starting-points [ɛ̃e, œ̃ø, ɔ̃u] which may make zee, leuk, boot similar to the (NL) ABN pronunciation of zij, luik, bouwt.

Open-mid free vowels /ei, œy, au/ (essential diphthongs)

Description

These are diphthongs with extensive tongue movement.

/ei/ (the MEI vowel). Begins front, open-mid. Ends front, close-mid. Lips unrounded.

The starting-points of the essential glides are closer in (B) AN than in (NL) ABN. In addition, the glide is shorter. Note also that, in (B) AN, the KOU vowel tends to have rounding throughout.

![Figure 14.6 Dutch essential diphthongs /ei, œy, au/, as in MEI, LUI, KOU.](image)

Contextual variation

In (NL) ABN, /ei/ is centralised and has a narrower glide before dark [l], e.g. zeil [zɛil].

Accent variation

1. Some Netherlands speakers, especially of the older generation, have lip-
rounding throughout in /œu/. This is also true of a large number of Belgian accents. Many speakers (e.g. Leiden, Rotterdam, Belgian) have no lip-rounding in the first element of /œy/, giving [ey].

2. Certain dialects have less extensive glides, e.g. speakers from the southern provinces and from Belgium. The Hague has steady-state vowels [ɛ:, œ:, ə:], e.g. Rijswikseplein [reːzviksteːplɛin], broodje ei met ui ['broːtə ɛː met œi]. Broad Amsterdam has [ə:] for /eil/, e.g. Leidseplein [laːtsəplɛːn]. In this urban accent, the word geitenkaas may sound very similar to the (NL) ABN pronunciation of gatenkaas.

Other dialects have more open first elements, especially for /eil/, e.g. Utrecht, Rotterdam, e.g. Feyenoord [faijənor]t.

### 14.4 Free vowel sequences

**Free vowel sequences** /iu, yu, e:u, a:i, o:i, ui/

**Description**

/iu/ (the *nieuw* vowel). Begins front, close. Ends back-central, close. Lips unrounded to rounded.

/yu/ (the *ruw* vowel). Begins front-central, between close-mid and close. Ends back-central, close. Lips rounded throughout.

/e:u/ (the *meeuw* vowel). Begins front, close-mid. Ends back-central, close. Lips unrounded to rounded.


/o:i/ (the *mooi* vowel). Begins back-central, below close-mid. Ends front-central, close. Lips rounded to unrounded.

/ui/ (the *boei* vowel). Begins back-central, close. Ends front-central, close. Lips rounded to unrounded.

These diphthongs can in all cases be regarded as a sequence of the component vowels. They are different in prominence from the other Dutch diphthongs. Compare /eil/ and /a:i/. The diphthong /eil/ can be heard to be diminuendo, i.e. the prominence is on the first element.

---

6 Some phoneticians transcribe this vowel as /ɔu/.

7 The reason we treat /a:i, o:i, ui, iu, yu, e:u/ as phoneme units rather than separate sounds is that the two vowel sounds occur in the same syllable. Compare *loei* and *Louise*, *haai* and *Haïti*, *rooi* and *heroisch*. In the first of each of these pairs, the movement is within one and the same syllable. In the second, there is a clear break between the two vowels, and the syllable boundary may even be marked by a glottal stop [7].
For /aːi/ both elements appear to have equal prominence.

The vowel sequences /iu, yu, eːu/ sometimes have alternative realisations with a labio-dental approximant /ɨ/, e.g. *nieuw* [niu] or [niu], *nieuwe* [niuɻ] or [niuɻ]. (Medially, /ɦ/ is very common.)

**EXERCISE 10**

Do you pronounce the following words with [u] or labio-dental [v]: *eeuw*, *eeuwig*, *Leeuwarden*, *ruw*, *ruwe*, *meeuw*, *duwen*, *schuw*, *geeuw*, *luewte*, *leuwen*, *niews*, *Zeeuws*?

### 14.5 Marginal vowels

In addition to the basic system of Dutch already discussed, there is also a set of marginal vowel phonemes. These occur in loanwords, mostly of French origin.

**Long vowels /eː, œː, əː/**

The long vowel /eː/ occurs in words such as *beige, bèta, scène, crème, prairie, gêne, crêpe, crèche, militair*. /œː/ occurs in *rose, zone, contrôle, corps, garderobe, loge*. /əː/ occurs in very few words, the only ones of any frequency being *oeuvre, manoeuvre, freule*.

![Figure 14.8 Dutch marginal vowels /eː, œː, əː/.](image)
The more commonly used words are being adapted to the native Dutch system, so that words like crème, crêpe, crèche are often heard with a short vowel /ɛ/. Numerous speakers in the Netherlands (especially non-ABN) select /œ/ or /o/ for long /œ/, e.g. corps /kɔrs/ (homophonous with Cor) or /koɔrs/ (homophonous with koor); zone /'zoːnə, zɔnə/ (homophonous with zonen or zonnen). Belgian speakers typically select /o/, e.g. garderobe, loge.

**Nasal vowels** /ɛ,ɑ,ɔ/

The nasal vowels are used in some words borrowed from French, e.g. /ɛ/ in bulletin, /ɑ/ in genre, and /ɔ/ in plafond. Most of these words are being accommodated to the native Dutch system, e.g. restaurant /rɛstoːrant/, enquête /ɛŋkɛːtɛ/, pardon /pɑrdɔn/.

**EXERCISE 11**

The use of nasal vowels varies from one speaker to another. See if you have nasal vowels in the following loanwords: restaurant, branche, Française, entree, pantalon, dansant, enfin, enquête, bonbon, timbre, monseigneur, pardon, chanson, nuance.
ENGLISH FRICATIVE CONSONANTS

15.1 Fricative systems in English and Dutch

Table 15.1  Systems in English and Dutch

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Labio-dental</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Palato-alveolar</th>
<th>Alveolo-palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>f, v</td>
<td>θ, δ</td>
<td>s, z</td>
<td>ñ</td>
<td>ñ</td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUTCH</td>
<td>f (f)</td>
<td>s, z</td>
<td>[c, z]</td>
<td>x (γ)</td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

() = Phonemic contrast not consistently maintained by all speakers.
[ ] = Frequent allophones.

1. Dutch lacks dental fricatives and has no sounds similar to E /θ, δ/.
2. As stated on p. 48, the energy contrast in English operates throughout the system. In Dutch, however, this does not play as significant a role. No lenis fricatives exist in word-final context. In connected speech, assimilation reduces the energy contrasts yet further. For most Netherlands Dutch speakers, the /f – ŋ/ contrast is not consistent, and for some it is absent altogether. The opposition /x – ɣ/ occurs only between vowels and is absent for many speakers. The only energy contrast that is stable is that of /s – z/.

In Belgium, on the other hand, all the energy oppositions mentioned above are maintained much more consistently than in the Netherlands. See Section 19.1 for further detail.

3. The alveolo-palatal fricatives [c, z] result from the sequences /sj, zj/. See p. 191.

Labio-dental fricatives /f, v/

Description

The lower lip makes a light contact with the upper front teeth. For /v/, the articulation is weaker than for /f/, and /f/ is noticeably louder and longer. /v/ has potential voice.

Main allophonic variation

/f/. Fortis voiceless labio-dental fricative [f], e.g. fight, life. Exact point of contact may vary, being more forward on the lip for front vowels, and retracted for back vowels. Some speakers may produce an affricate articulation in /pf/ sequences (i.e. [pɸ]) such as cupful.
Lenis voiced labio-dental fricative [v]. Between voiced sounds, e.g. *never*, there is full voicing. Initial /vl/, e.g. *very*, has slight devoicing. Final /vl/ is strongly devoiced, [ɣ], and is often realised without any voicing at all. Place variation as for /f/. Many speakers produce a bilabial affricate [bβ] for /bv/, e.g. *obvious*.

**Comparison with Dutch and advice**

Belgian speakers tend to have relatively few problems with E /f, v/ since a more stable contrast is maintained in (B) AN and in other Belgian varieties. For most Netherlands Dutch speakers, on the other hand, there is (particularly in word-initial contexts) no consistent opposition of /f/ and /f̯/ in connected speech, /f/ often being used for both. As a result, D /f/ is substituted for E /v/.

Intervocally, in citation forms, and also in careful or emphatic speech, most Dutch speakers do make a distinct contrast in Dutch. It is then, however, not a fortis/lenis difference but rather a voiceless/voiced opposition. D /f/ is generally just as energetic in its articulation as D /f̯/. Therefore, even if D /f̯/ is used for E /v/ it will not be acceptable to an English ear.

D /f/ often has voiced allophones occurring between other voiced sounds. For a typical articulation of *vijfentwintig*, in phonetic terms, the v is [f] and the f is realised as [v]. If transferred to English, this results in significant losses of the all-important energy contrast (see Section 20.10 on assimilation).

For many Netherlands Dutch speakers, D /v/ as in *wat* (as pronounced in ABN) provides a better basis for the articulation of E /v/. D /v/ is also labiodental and is frequently realised as a weak fricative, similar to E /v/. Unlike D /f̯/, D /v/ has consistent voicing in almost all of its allophonic range.

D /f/ and /f̯/ have a more retracted place of articulation than the corre-
sponding English sounds (see Figs 15.2.1 and 15.2.2). This difference is obvious in energetic articulations of citation forms, but can normally be ignored as far as connected speech is concerned.

**Dental fricatives /θ/, /ð/**

*Description*

Both /θ/ and /ð/ are slit fricatives, lacking the grooving along the mid-line of the tongue found in the alveolar fricatives /s, z/ (see Figs. 15.5.1 and 15.5.2). This means that the airstream escapes in a diffuse manner over the whole surface of the tongue.

For /θ/, the tongue-tip often has contact with the rear of the upper teeth, and may even protrude (i.e. *inter-dental*). Energetic articulations of /ð/ (e.g. in citation forms) may also be inter-dental. In connected speech, however, /ð/ is articulated quite differently. As well as being weaker, /ð/ has a noticeably retracted *post-dental* tongue position a little behind the front teeth. The fric-
tion is typically weak, and in fact /ð/ is normally an approximant [ɹ], without friction, being merely a dental onset to the following vowel. /ð/ easily undergoes assimilation and elision, especially in unstressed syllables (see p. 209).

**Distribution**

Initial /ð/ occurs only in the following grammatical words: the, this, that, these, those, then, than, thus, there, they, their, them; also in the archaic words: thou, thee, thence, thy, thine, thither.

**Main allophonic variation**

/θ/. Fortis voiceless dental fricative [θ], e.g. think, path. May be inter-dental [θ] in energetic articulations.

/ð/. Lenis voiced dental fricative [ð] if between voiced sounds, e.g. weather. Devoiced [ɹ] if final before pause or voiceless sounds, e.g. breathe, smooth surface. Especially when /ð/ is initial in unstressed syllables it is realised as an approximant [ɹ], e.g. the, this. Note that this is one of the most frequent phonetic contexts for /ð/.

**Comparison with Dutch and advice**

Since there are no similar sounds in Dutch, the English dental fricatives pose major problems of recognition and articulation for the learner. Replacement of /ð/ by /d/ is one of the most common and persistent Dutch errors.

**Table 15.2 Learners’ substitutions for the dental fricatives /θ, ð/**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOUND</th>
<th>CONTEXT</th>
<th>EXAMPLE</th>
<th>COMMON (NL) SUBSTITUTION</th>
<th>COMMON (B) SUBSTITUTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/θ/</td>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>think</td>
<td>/s/ (or /t/)</td>
<td>/t/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/θ/</td>
<td>Intervocalic</td>
<td>ether</td>
<td>/s/</td>
<td>/t/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/θ/</td>
<td>Final</td>
<td>bath</td>
<td>/s/ (or /t/)</td>
<td>/t/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ð/</td>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>these</td>
<td>/d/</td>
<td>/d/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ð/</td>
<td>Intervocalic</td>
<td>rather</td>
<td>/d/ (or /z/)</td>
<td>/d/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ð/</td>
<td>Final</td>
<td>bathe</td>
<td>/s/</td>
<td>/f/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Because both /θ/ and /ð/ are represented by th in spelling, many students are unaware of the fact that two different dental sounds exist in English (see spelling/pronunciation rules in Chapter 18, p. 185). Table 15.2 shows the sub-
stitutions likely to be made by Dutch-speaking learners.¹

Good articulation of /θ/ and /ð/ is impossible to achieve unless consideration is given to the question of setting (see Chapter 21, pp. 219, 223). A particularly significant point is to acquire the tapered tongue-tip used in English as opposed to the blunter lingual setting characteristic of Dutch. It is essential for students to put in considerable practice on this feature.

/θ/ is the less difficult sound of the pair. The traditional instruction of tongue between teeth obtains the slit tongue shape which distinguishes /θ/ from /s/. It is advisable to move away from an inter-dental articulation as soon as reasonable fluency is achieved.

/ð/ is far harder for all students. It is best presented as a completely different type of articulation from /θ/. This would seem to fit in with many learners’ own inclinations, since /θ/ is often perceived as a fricative and /ð/ as a type of plosive.

Speakers should aim at a post-dental place of articulation (i.e. tongue-tip behind the upper front teeth), and certainly not an inter-dental fricative. Apart from the fact that the inter-dental place of articulation may produce friction which is too strong to sound natural in English connected speech, it is often difficult to move the tongue back to the positions required for other sounds (see Chapter 21 on setting).

A useful approach to E /ð/ is to begin from D /d/, but to articulate the sound with the tongue-tip, and make sure that the tongue does not touch the roof of the mouth. This usually produces a type of post-dental approximant which will pass for E /ð/, and from which one can easily move to the appropriate tongue position for the following consonant.

Because /ð/ is frequently subject to assimilation and elision, using these features can be useful in avoiding difficult articulatory sequences, particularly with the very frequent word the (p. 209).

EXERCISE 1

(1) Say D /d/, as in doos. (2) Then change the articulation as follows: use the tip of your tongue and do not let the tongue come anywhere near the roof of the mouth. It does not matter if the tongue makes a light contact with the teeth. (3) Put the new articulation into English words, as shown below:

| [dis] | → | [dis] | → | /dis/ | this |
| [ʌðə] | → | [ʌðə] | → | /ʌðə/ | other |
| [dəʊz] | → | [dəʊz] | → | /dəʊz/ | those |
| [brʌðə] | → | [brʌðə] | → | /brʌðə/ | brother |
| [den] | → | [den] | → | /den/ | then |
| [smuːd] | → | [smuːd] | → | /smuːð/ | smooth |

¹ We are grateful to Anne-Marie Vandenbergen and James O’Driscoll (both of the University of Ghent) for the information on the substitution errors of Belgian speakers.
**Alveolar fricatives /s, z/**

**Description**

The tip/blade of the tongue rises to the alveolar ridge, whilst the sides of the tongue are held against the upper side teeth. The airstream is channelled through a groove along the mid-line of the tongue, giving rise to friction between the tongue-blade and the alveolar ridge.

![Figure 15.4 E /s, z/.](image)

These alveolar fricatives are therefore *groove* types, unlike the *slit* articulations for /θ, Ø/.

![Figure 15.5.1 Cross-section viewed from front, showing grooved shape of tongue for /s/.](image) ![Figure 15.5.2 Cross-section viewed from front, showing slit shape of tongue for /θ/.](image)

**Main allophonic variation**

/s/. Fortis voiceless alveolar fricative [s], e.g. *so, hiss*.

/z/. Lenis voiced alveolar fricative [z]. Between voiced sounds, e.g. *dizzy*, there is full voicing. Initial /zl/, e.g. *zoo*, may have slight devoicing. Final /zl/, e.g. *lose*, is strongly devoiced, [ʔ], and is often realised without any voicing at all.
Comparison with Dutch and advice

Apart from difficulties relating to the final fortis/lenis contrast, the articulation of E /s, z/ poses relatively few problems for most Belgian speakers. For many Netherlands speakers, on the other hand, the articulation of E /s, z/ is noticeably different from what has been described for English. The sounds are typically articulated with a portion of the tongue between front and blade whilst the tip is kept down behind the front teeth (see pp. 221, 223, 224). With some speakers there may also be some lip-rounding. D /s/ has a less firmly held stricture than E /s/; the jaw is more open with a laxer articulation. As a result, the friction of D /s/ is graver than the sharp friction which characterises the English sound.²

The exact extent of this difference varies considerably, not only from one dialect to another but even amongst (NL) ABN speakers. This means that some Netherlands speakers produce a D /s/ which is acceptable if transferred into English, whilst others produce a sound which is between E /s/ and E /ʃ/. The problem is more obvious for E /s/ than for E /z/, and is especially noticeable when E /s/ occurs in initial clusters, e.g. spate, state, skate, smoke, snake, slate. Note that many learners produce a final /s/ which for English is overgrave and has excessive lip-rounding, e.g. in boss, house, horse, bus.

These problems of articulation are perhaps best solved as part of a general approach to setting (see Chapter 21). Practise raising the tongue-tip for all the English alveolar sounds, particularly /s, z, n, l/. Remove any lip-rounding before front vowels. Imitate the sharper hiss of the E /s/, with a more firmly held stricture.

² Grave: having a preponderance of lower frequency noise. Sharp: having a preponderance of higher frequency noise.
Some Dutch accents lack a contrast /s – z/. Other accents have no contrast /s – sj/ and /z – zj/. Broad Amsterdam, for example, has none of these contrasts, which adds considerably to the difficulties of the Amsterdam learner of English.

E /s, z/ are liable to be assimilated to /ʃ, ʒ/ before palatal and palato-alveolar consonants, e.g. gas showroom /ˈɡæʃ ʃərm/; are these yours /əˈðiʒ ˈʒəz/. However, a clear distinction is made within the word between /sj – ʃ/ and /zj – ʒ/; */sʃuːm/ assume and */prɪzəm/ presume are not acceptable for English. In cases where students have great difficulty, it is best to use the less common, but perfectly acceptable, pronunciations /ə'suːm, prə'zuːm/. For words like suit, super the pronunciation with /s/ rather than /sj/ is far more common in present-day RP and is recommended as a means of avoiding serious errors like */ʃuːt/ and */ʃuːpə/.

_Pronunciation and association_ are pronounced /prɔnənsiˈeɪʃn/ and /əsəʊstˈeɪʃn/ and not */prɔnənʃeiʃn, */æsoʃeiʃn/, which is a typical Dutch learner’s error. Note the incorrect stressing.

**Palato-alveolar fricatives /ʃ, ʒ/**

*Description*

![Figure 15.7](image)

Like /s, z/, these fricatives are also articulated with the rims of the tongue raised against the upper side teeth so that a groove is formed along the mid-line of the tongue; however, the depression for /ʃ, ʒ/ is much shallower. The

---

3 In the 14th edition of the *English Pronouncing Dictionary* (p. xviii), mention was made of the ‘increasing dominance of /suː-/ over /sjuː-/ in words like superstitious, suit’. The *Longman Pronunciation Dictionary* quotes a questionnaire response which indicates that over 70% of RP speakers use the form without /ʃ/ in the word suit (Wells 1990: 689).
extent of the stricture (as can be seen from Fig. 15.7) is also larger than for the alveolars. A large portion of the tongue (tip/blade/front) rises to form the narrowing with the alveolar ridge and the front of the hard palate.

E /ʃ, ʒ/ have very strong outer lip-rounding and protrusion of a trumpet-like shape, which contributes to the graver character of the hiss, as opposed to the sharper friction of /s, z/.

**Distribution**

/ʒ/ occurs only in medial position, i.e. between vowels, e.g. *measure*. /ʒ/ may also be syllable-initial or syllable-final in recent French loanwords, e.g. *garage* /'ɡærəʒ/, *beige* /'beɪʒ/, *genre* /'ɡrɛnə/. In many cases, there are alternative pronunciations with /dʒ/.

**Main allophonic variation**

/ʃ/. Fortis voiceless labialised palato-alveolar fricative [ʃʰ], e.g. *shock, wish*. /ʒ/. Lenis voiced labialised palato-alveolar fricative [ʒʰ] if between voiced sounds, e.g. *measure*. Devoiced [ʒ] if not between voiced sounds, e.g. *beige*.

**Comparison with Dutch and advice**

The Dutch sequence /sʌʧ/ as in *chef* (realised as an alveolo-palatal fricative [ʃ]) has a more obvious palatal off-glide than its English counterpart. The articulation may be unrounded or have slight inner lip-rounding of a type quite different from most E /ʃ, ʒ/ articulations. The effect of this is to make D /sʌʧ/ sharper in friction. For most Dutch speakers, their /sʌʧ/ will pass quite easily into English, particularly in the flow of connected speech. Those who find that it is too sharp and palatalised to an English ear should imitate the strong outer lip-rounding of the English sound, which is usually enough in itself to correct these faults.

A minority of learners from certain areas of the Netherlands (especially Frisians and speakers from Zeeland) may produce an unacceptable palatalised [s] instead of E /ʃ/. Such students require careful training to acquire the extensive stricture of the palato-alveolar, in addition to copying the lip-rounding. There is need to take special care in two contexts: (1) before close front vowels, e.g. *she, sheer, shame*; (2) in syllable-final position, e.g. *wish*. In these contexts, many Dutch speakers whose D /sʌʧ/ is in other contexts acceptable for English produce a palatalised [s] which English native speakers interpret as E /s/. In such cases, it helps (1) to raise the tip of the tongue towards the alveolar ridge, (2) to copy the strong outer lip-rounding which characterises the English consonant.
Glottal fricative /h/

Description
In phonetic terms, /h/ can be considered a type of voiceless vowel. The articulators are in the position for the following vowel sound and a strong airstream produces friction both at the glottis and throughout the vocal tract. Consequently, there are as many allophones of /h/ as there are vowels in English.\(^5\)

Distribution
/h/ occurs only preceding vowels.

Main allophonic variation
/h/. Voiceless glottal fricative [h], e.g. *hat*. Voiced glottal fricative [ɦ] between vowels and voiced sounds, e.g. *apprehensive*.

Comparison with Dutch and advice
E /h/ tends to have somewhat stronger friction than D /h/, and voiceless pharyngeal friction can be heard from some speakers.\(^6\)

On the whole, E /h/ is sufficiently similar to D /h/ to pose no problems for most Dutch-speaking students. Certain varieties (especially West Flanders, some parts of East Flanders, Zeeland) lack /h/ (see p. 192) and speakers from these areas may have difficulties with the English sound.

E /h/ is only voiced between voiced sounds, whereas D /h/ is more likely to have voice in all contexts. However, these differences are not easily perceived by English native speakers, and consequently the sound poses few problems for learners. Note that E /h/ is frequently elided in weak forms (see p. 23).

\(^5\) It would be possible to show *hat* as [ææt] in phonetic transcription, but /h/ is normally used, even in narrow transcription. The lip and tongue position is assumed to be that of the following vowel.

\(^6\) E /h/, especially in stressed syllables, may be realised as a glottal affricate [ʔh].
ENGLISH STOP CONSONANTS

16.1 Stages of a stop

The category stops includes plosives (generally characterised by a rapid release of the blocked airstream) and affricates (having a slower parting of the articulators accompanied by homorganic friction in the release).

In the first stage of a stop (i.e. the approach stage), the articulators come together and form a closure; in the second stage (i.e. the hold stage), air is compressed behind the closure; and in the third stage (i.e. the release stage), the closure is released. The result is an equalisation of air pressure in the vocal tract and the atmosphere, giving rise to what is termed plosion.

![Articulation timing diagram showing the stages of a stop.](image)

16.2 Fortis/lenis opposition in stops

The following factors are significant in the fortis/lenis contrast: (1) voicing (2) aspiration (3) pre-glottalisation.

**Voicing in stops**

In voiceless stops (e.g. the fortis stops in English and Dutch), the hold stage is a brief period of silence. All the information about place of articulation is in the approach and release stages.

In lenis stops, voicing may be heard throughout the stop or, as is more usually the case in English, only in a portion of the articulation (see Section 6.4). Compare the following diagrams for /b/ in: (1) bag, (2) rabbit, (3) lab.
a) If preceded by silence or voiceless sounds, English stops have initial
devoicing; voice does not usually begin until well into the hold stage.
b) Between vowels (or other voiced sounds), voice will continue through all
stages.
c) Preceding silence or voiceless sounds, English stops have final devoicing
in the hold and release stages, and are frequently completely devoiced. Nev-
ertheless, the vowel preceding a final lenis is always lengthened.

In certain languages, e.g. French, voiced stops have vocal fold vibration
throughout in all contexts (compare French bague [baʁ] with E bag [bæɡ]).
In Dutch, experiments have shown that initial devoicing of stops is less than
that of English; however, initial lenis stops produced by Dutch learners do not
usually strike an English ear as being over-voiced as do those of French
speakers. Between vowels, the voicing in Dutch is the same as in English.

Aspiration

Aspiration is heard in English initial fortis plosives /p, t, k/, where these occur
in stressed syllables. It takes the form of a delay in the onset of voicing, and is
heard as a brief period of voicelessness, sounding like a puff of air, after the

---

Figure 16.2 Voicing in English lenis stops as in (1) bag (2) rabbit (3) lab.
VF = state of vocal folds. See p. 52 for explanation.
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release of the stop. \( [h] \) is used to symbolise aspiration; if it is necessary to indicate lack of aspiration, the diacritic \( [\text{¬}] \) may be used.\(^1\)

![Figure 16.3 Delayed voice onset (aspiration) in E /p/, as in *Pete.*](image)

Dutch plosives are unaspirated; the vocal fold vibration begins immediately after the release of the closure.

![Figure 16.4 D /p/, as in *Piet*, showing lack of aspiration. Voicing begins immediately after release of bilabial closure.](image)

It is noticeable that the Dutch fortis plosives /p, t, k/ have much firmer closures than their English counterparts; this is visible as lip compression in the case of /p/. The English articulations can be regarded as an inefficient valve; the period of aspiration can be compared to the leaking of air as the closure opens. Dutch articulations form an efficient valve and the compressed air is released smartly and rapidly.

In English, aspiration is most marked in stressed syllable-initial position. In words like *potato*, aspiration is heard clearly on the first /t/ and very little aspiration is heard on the unstressed initial /p/. In clusters preceded by /sl/, e.g. *stare, spare, scare*, aspiration is minimal. In final position, aspiration is in variation with pre-glottalisation (see below).

Aspiration is present in most English varieties (including RP) and in many other languages (e.g. Standard German, the Scandinavian languages, and Welsh). It is also heard in Groningen Dutch. In other languages, e.g. most varieties of Dutch (including ABN and AN), French, Spanish, Italian,

---

\(^1\) This is not an official IPA symbol.
southern dialects of German, aspiration of stops is minimal. A few dialects of English (e.g. Lancashire and most Scottish) also lack aspirated stops.²

Where /l, r, j, w/ follow a fortis plosive as part of an initial cluster in a stressed syllable, there is little or no aspiration; instead they are devoiced and have added friction:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Stress Pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>play</td>
<td>/pleɪ/</td>
<td>[pəeI]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pray</td>
<td>/preɪ/</td>
<td>[pəeI]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twin</td>
<td>/twɪn/</td>
<td>[twin]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>queue</td>
<td>/kjuː/</td>
<td>[kjuː]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that this devoicing is not found where /s/ is the first element in a three-consonant cluster, e.g.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Stress Pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>spray</td>
<td>/spreɪ/</td>
<td>[spəeI]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>square</td>
<td>/skweə/</td>
<td>[skweə]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pre-glottalisation**

An extremely significant feature of English syllable-final fortis stops is the possibility of the addition of a reinforcing glottal stop at or before the hold stage. This is termed *pre-glottalisation* or *glottal reinforcement* (see Section 6.3).

![Figure 16.5 Pre-glottalisation in E /p/ in lipstick.](image)

The sequence is normally as follows:

1. Vocal fold vibration for preceding vowel ceases.
2. Vocal folds close tightly together just before the hold stage of the stop (sometimes during the hold stage).
3. Vocal folds part and relax.
4. Oral closure is inaudibly released.

---

² Some languages have more elaborate stop systems than do Dutch and English. Thai has a three-term phonemic opposition of voiceless aspirated, voiceless unaspirated, and voiced (/tʰam/ ‘to do’; /tam/ ‘to pound’; /dam/ ‘black’). Several Indian languages, e.g. Hindi, possess a set of voiced aspirated consonants having breathy voice following the release of the closure, e.g. [bʰIndi] (*bhindi: a type of tropical vegetable*). See Ladefoged (1993: 141-47) for further information.
The effect of pre-glottalisation in English is to cut off sharply the voicing of the preceding vowel. In the final part of the vowel there may be a tight, slightly creaky voice quality. The vowel is shortened before a fortis consonant. Compare this with the articulation of a final lenis stop, as indicated in Fig. 16.2, where the vowel has full length, the voicing terminates early but less abruptly and without any hint of glottal closure.

In English, pre-glottalisation is one of the most significant phonetic markers of final fortis stops. It is found in the following contexts.

a) Syllable-final fortis stops are regularly pre-glottalised before another consonant (see below for exceptions), e.g.

- Don’t get them **hot** tea [dɔn’t ɡɛt ðəm ‘hoʊ tı:]
- sick room [sɪkrʊm]
- lipstick [lɪpstɪk]
- rock music [rɔkmju:zɪk]
- watchmaker [wɔtʃmeɪkə]

Note that /t/ has optional glottalisation in all contexts except syllable-initial.

b) In the following contexts, non-glottalised forms are also frequent: (1) before pause, (2) before /h/, (3) word-finally preceding a vowel:

- (1) (It’s) **hot** [hoʊt] or [hoʊt]
- (2) hot-house [hoʊθaʊs] or [hoʊθaʊs]
- (3) (It’s) **hot** in here [hoʊt in ‘hɪə] or [hoʊt in ‘hɪə]

c) Pre-glottalised forms are **never** used:

1. With any lenis consonant. This is an error which is characteristic of the English of more advanced learners, who tend to produce *[ɡʊ’d ‘mɔːm], *[dɔ’ɡkɔlə] for good morning, dog-collar.
2. With any consonant other than a stop.
3. Word-medially between vowels (except with /tʃ/), e.g. **hotter** *[hoʊtə].
4. Preceding syllabic dark [h], e.g. little *[lɪ’t].

**Glottal replacement**

Sometimes, in the case of /tʃ/, there may be complete replacement by [?] before another consonant or before syllabic /ŋ/, so that velvet trousers, jetplane, mittens may be [velvɪʔ troʊəz, ’dʒeʔpleɪn, ’mɪʔnz]. This is also true where /p, k/ are followed by a homorganic stop or nasal, e.g.

- **hip pockets** [hɪʔ pokɪts]
- **rock group** [rɔɡɾuːp]
16.3 Types of release and approach

**Affricate release**

See also Section 5.3 on manner of articulation. If the articulators do not part immediately, remaining for a brief period relatively close to each other, then friction is heard in the release stage. This friction is homorganic, i.e. at the same place of articulation as the stop. So a [p] gives rise to a bilabial fricative release [pF], a [t] to alveolar friction [ts] etc. Affricates can therefore be described as having a relatively slow release as opposed to the rapid release of the plosive stops. This is diagrammed in Fig. 16.6.

![Figure 16.6 Affricate release. E /tʃ/, as in chin. Note friction in release stage.](image)

In English, /tʃ/ and /dʒ/ are **phoneme affricates**, as is shown by minimal pairs where /tʃ/ and /dʒ/ contrast with other phonemes such as /p, t/, e.g. *pin – tin – chin* /pIn – tIn – tʃIn/, *lop – lot – lodge* /lɒp – lɒt – lɒdʒ/. In addition, English has numerous **phonetic affricates**. Thus /t, d/ in clusters give rise to sequences which are, in phonetic terms, affricate articulations. (Note that /t, d/ are often at a place of articulation other than alveolar.)

/\tʃ/  tread       [\tʃ]  fortis post-alveolar affricate
/\dʒ/  dread       [\dʒ]  lenis post-alveolar affricate
/\ts/  goats        [\ts]  fortis alveolar affricate
/\dz/  toads        [\dz]  lenis alveolar affricate
/\θ/  eighth       [\θ]  fortis dental affricate
/\ð/  I heard that [\ð]  lenis dental affricate

Note that many speakers produce bilabial affricates [pɸ, bβ] as realisations of /pf, bv/, e.g. **cupful, obvious**.

The sequence /tʃ/ in Dutch is typically an alveolo-palatal affricate [tc].

**EXERCISE 1**

Say some common words containing /tʃ/ [tc]: *beetje, katje, voetje*. Listen to the friction in the affricate [tc]. Say the very frequent word *beetje*. For this word many Dutch speakers use a fricative [ç] like a German *ich-Laut*. Is this so in your speech?
Another palatal affricate, this time post-palatal (i.e. further back along the palate), is to be heard in the sequence /kj/, e.g. *beekje, bakje, boekje*. Phonetically, this is [cc].

**EXERCISE 2**

Listen to yourself saying the words *beetje* and *beekje*. Try to feel the difference in the point of articulation. Could this be lost for you in rapid speech? Or would you, in your idiolect, always keep the sounds apart?

The Dutch consonant sequence /ts/ as in *mits* provides an exemplification of an alveolar affricate [ts]. German has two phoneme affricates, namely voiceless alveolar /ts/ and voiceless bilabial /pf/ (phonetically [pφ]). Both are to be found in Zapf /tsapf/.

### Nasal release

When a plosive is followed by a *homorganic* nasal, the closure is not released in the usual way. Instead, the soft palate lowers, which allows the airstream to pass out through the nasal cavity; this is termed *nasal release*.

![Figure 16.7 Nasal release in English submarine /ˈsʌbmaɪnə/.

SP = position of soft palate.

English sequences involving a plosive followed by homorganic nasal are generally realised with nasal release in English, e.g. *stop me, submarine, fitness, Sydney*. Nasal release of /t, d/ is also heard in final /tn, dn/ leading into a syllabic nasal, e.g. *bitten /ˈbɪtn/, madden /ˈmædn/*. In more rapid speech, nasal release can be heard in cases when bilabials or velars precede /n/ and this will result in place assimilation, e.g. *open /ˈoʊp/, ribbon /ˈrɪb/, darken /ˈdɑːk/*. This last type need not be imitated by the learner.

Note that in all the examples of nasal release cited with fortis plosives, there may also be accompanying glottalisation, e.g. *stop me [stɒp mi], fitness [ˈfɪtəs]*. Dutch has examples of nasal release of /pm, tn/ across syllable boundaries: *opmerken /ˈɔpmeɾk/, ontnemen /ˈɔntnɛm/, het nummer /ˈhɛt nɔmər/*. Some varieties of East and West Flanders and many dialects of the eastern Netherlands (e.g. Groningen) frequently show nasal release leading into syllabic nasals, e.g. *hopen /ˈɔhp/, reden /ˈrɛdn/, takken /ˈtɑk/*. This is not found in (NL) ABN or (B) AN, where /n/ in such cases is typically elided,
but if realised will have /s/ without nasal release of the stop. In German, in such contexts, nasal release is the most common realisation, giving syllabic nasals (often with assimilation) e.g. haben /haːbm/, Zeiten /tsaɪtn/, fliegen /flɪɡn/. Since /ŋ/ does not occur in syllable-initial position in Dutch, one does not find nasal release with sequences of velars. Note that the stops may sometimes be voiced as a result of assimilation, e.g. opmerken [ɔpˈmɛrkɑ], ontnemen [ɔntnɛːmɑ].

**Lateral release**

Similarly, in English, /t/ and /d/ can have lateral release, i.e. the alveolar closure is released by lowering the sides of the tongue, as indicated in Fig. 16.8; e.g. rattle, shortly, cuddle, cuddly. Following /t/, there is initial devoicing of /l/ [rætl], [ʃɔtl].

![Figure 16.8 Lateral release in English cuddly /kʌdlI/.](image)

(A dotted line indicates an inaudible articulation.)

Lateral release in English often leads into syllabic laterals. In many accents, e.g. Cockney, an /l/ or /s/ vowel is inserted giving cuddle /kʌdl, ˈkʌdl/. Perhaps because such articulations are also characteristic of children’s speech, lack of lateral release may strike the older generation of RP speakers as ‘childish’. However, possibly as a result of the spread of London influences in English, realisations without lateral release have become increasingly common, even among RP speakers (at least of the younger generation).

In Dutch, lateral release is also regularly heard, as in atlas. Note, however, that in English, /l/ is devoiced [l] following fortis /t/; whereas in Dutch, /l/ is not devoiced. In standard forms of Dutch, in words like sleutel /slœtəl/, there is no lateral release.

**Lateral escape**

A similar type of articulation is found in the sequences /kl, gl, pl, bl/, as in prickle, prickly, struggle, struggling, grapple, grappling, bubble, bubbly. However, this cannot strictly be regarded as the same as the process in /tl, dl/, since it does not merely involve the lowering of the sides of the tongue. Instead, the tongue position for a lateral approximant /l/ is taken up during the *hold stage* of the stop. On the release of the bilabial or velar clo-
sure, the compressed airstream escapes over the lowered sides of the tongue. This is diagrammed in Fig. 16.9.

As with lateral release, lateral escape occurs before syllabic laterals, and realisations such as */græpəl/ or */græpəl/ sound ‘childish’ or dialectal, particularly to RP speakers of the older generation. Consequently, even though there is no danger of misunderstanding, Dutch learners aiming at an RP model should practise lateral escape and the typical devoicing of /l/ following /p, k/. See Exercise 2 on /l/ in Section 17.2, p. 172.

**Nasal and lateral approach**

Sequences such as /nt/ or /nd/, as in sent or send, provide exemplifications of *nasal approach*. In this case, the articulators are already in the position for the alveolar stop and it is merely necessary for the soft palate to rise. A bilabial stop preceded by /m/, e.g. *I’m back, slump*, and a velar stop preceded by /ŋ/, e.g. *Frank, angry*, provide two more examples of nasal approach. The sequences /lt, ld/ exemplify lateral approach. In each case, the change from alveolar lateral to alveolar stop is effected by raising the sides of the tongue, e.g. *old salt*.

Dutch also has similar articulatory sequences, and nasal and lateral approach present no problem to the Dutch learner of English.

### 16.4 Overlapping stops

Sequences such as /pt, pd, pk, bg, kt, gd, ptʃ, gdʒ/, where a plosive consonant is immediately followed by a stop, are termed *overlapping stops*. In such cases, the first stop has inaudible release,\(^3\) represented phonetically by the

---

\(^3\) In a sequence affricate/stop, the affricate will have full normal release, e.g. *sketchbook* [ˌsketʃbɒk], *lodge gate* [ˈlɒdʒ ˈget].
diacritic ['], e.g. *big deal* [brɪg 'diːl]. The second stop has an inaudible approach. The cluster /gd/ is illustrated in Fig. 16.10.

![Diagram of overlapping stops](image)

**Figure 16.10 Overlapping stops in English *big deal*.**
- PA/AA1 Velar closure for /g/.
- PA/AA2 Alveolar closure for /d/.
- Dotted lines indicate inaudible articulations.

The articulation sequence is as follows:
1. The back of the tongue approaches the velum for /g/ and makes a firm closure.
2. The closure is maintained (giving hold stage of /g/).
3. The tip/blade rises to form a second closure at the alveolar ridge (inaudible).
4. The back of the tongue lowers, so releasing the velar closure (inaudible).
5. The tip/blade lowers from the alveolar ridge with audible plosion (release stage of /d/). Some examples of common words and phrases in English involving overlapping stops are: *white bread, clicked, object, facts, outgrow, practising, suspected, shocked.* ¹ Note that generally in cases where a fortis stop is first in the sequence there will also be glottal reinforcement. See p. 153.

**EXERCISE 3**
The examples listed above were taken from two pages of a novel. Do the same thing yourself. Underline all the examples of overlapping stops that you can find on a page of an English book.

In English, in a sequence of three stops, the central consonant lacks both audible approach and release stages. Such a stop is always alveolar and in the case of (voiceless) /t/ is realised merely by a period of silence. Stops in this context are often elided in anything other than careful speech, e.g. *shocked condition* /ʃɔk kɔndɪʃn/, *shaped curiously* /ʃeɪp ˈkʃeɪpərəsl/,*scrubbed boards* /skrəb ˈbɔːdz/ (see Section 20.7 on elision).

¹ Across word boundaries, as in *white bread*, realisations with audible release are also possible.
Sequences of homorganic stops (i.e. two stops made at the same place of articulation) result in a single but prolonged hold stage, with only one approach stage and one release stage. The effect is therefore of one longer stop rather than of two separate articulations. Fig. 16.11 illustrates the sequence /bb/ (phonetically [b:]) as in rib-bone.

Figure 16.11  Prolonged hold stage for [b:] in English rib-bone.

Note: prolonged stops /pp, bb, dd/ etc. can be shown phonetically as [p:, b:, d:] etc. Further examples of homorganic stops are: *hip pockets, black comedy, hot tea, chipboard, punk group, hard times, old Dutch, drag queen*. Apart from the sequences just quoted, where a plosive precedes another plosive, a prolonged hold stage is also found in plosive/affricate sequences, e.g. *spot check, hard cheese, Sid James, short jacket, blood drip, should try*. Note that where there is an affricate/affricate sequence (e.g. *Dutch gin, Judge Jeffries*) or an affricate/plosive sequence (e.g. *such timing, huge temple*) the two stops retain all their stages.

Where there is an energy contrast in the sequence, the vocal folds either begin or cease vibrating during the hold stage. For *chipboard*, the voicing begins shortly before the release stage [ˈʧɪpˌbɔːd]. In *hard times* [ˈhɑːd ˈtaɪmz], voicing ceases shortly after the approach stage.

Where the first of a sequence of homorganic stops is a fortis, this will be subject to glottal reinforcement. Since there is only one hold stage, this can be regarded as glottal replacement. See preceding sections on glottal reinforcement and glottal replacement (pp. 152-54).

Sequences of homorganic plosives are especially difficult for Dutch-speaking learners of English since Dutch generally reduces such sequences to a single plosive with neutralisation of the fortis/lenis contrast (where applicable) without prolongation of the hold stage, e.g. *rond ding* [ˈrɔnt ˈdɪŋ], *boottocht* [ˈboːtɔxt]. See Section 19.2 on Dutch stops and Sections 20.8 and 20.9 on Dutch assimilation and elision.
16.6 Stop systems in English and Dutch

Table 16.1 Systems in English and Dutch

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bilabial</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Post-</th>
<th>Palato-</th>
<th>Alveolo-</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>p b</td>
<td>t d</td>
<td>[t̪, d̪]</td>
<td>tj d̪₃</td>
<td>k g</td>
<td></td>
<td>[?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUTCH</td>
<td>p b</td>
<td>t d</td>
<td>[tç]</td>
<td></td>
<td>k ([g])</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[ ] = frequent allophones
( ) = phoneme contrast marginal to the system

Distribution

The English phonemes /p, t, k, b, d, g, tj, dʒ/ occur in all positions.

The Dutch lenis stops /b, d, g/ do not occur in syllable-final position (except as the result of assimilation). The marginal /g/ occurs only in loanwords. See Section 19.5.

Bilabial plosives /p, b/

Description

The airstream is compressed behind a closure formed at the lips and then released with force. The fortis consonant /p/ is articulated more energetically than the lenis /b/. /b/ has potential voice.

Figure 16.12 E /p, b/.
Main allophonic variation

/p/. Fortis voiceless bilabial plosive; strongly aspirated \([p^h]\) when initial in stressed syllables, e.g. park. Slight aspiration may also be heard syllable-finally, e.g. mop. Generally, pre-glottalised \([\text{'p}]\) when syllable-final before consonants, e.g. top spin. Unaspirated \([p^=]\) in clusters beginning with /sl/, e.g. spa.

/b/. Lenis voiced bilabial plosive \([b]\) if between voiced sounds, e.g. labour. Partially devoiced \([\text{\`b}]\) in initial position, e.g. buy, and strongly devoiced \([\text{\`b}]\) in final position, e.g. knob. /p, b/ are palatalised \([p^j, b^j]\) before /j/, e.g. pure, beautiful; labio-dental \([p^=, b^=]\) before /f, v/, e.g. cupful, obvious.\(^5\)

Alveolar plosives \(/t, d/\)

Description

The closure is formed by the tip/blade of the tongue against the alveolar ridge. /t/ is fortis with relatively energetic articulation; /d/ is lenis with weaker articulation and potential voice.

Main allophonic variation

/t/. Fortis voiceless alveolar plosive. Strongly aspirated \([t^h]\), or with brief \([\text{\`t}]\)-like off-glide (i.e. weak affrication \([t^e]\)), when initial in stressed syllables, e.g. ten. Slight aspiration may also be heard syllable-finally, e.g. rat. Generally pre-glottalised \([\text{\`t}]\) (or replaced by \([\text{\`t}]\)) when syllable-final before consonants, e.g. hat trick. Unaspirated \([t^=]\) in /sl/ clusters, e.g. star.

\(^5\) There is no recognised symbol for labio-dental plosives. We employ \([p, b]\).
/d/. Lenis voiced alveolar plosive [d] if between voiced sounds, e.g. rider. Partially devoiced [d] in initial position, e.g. do, and strongly devoiced [d] in final position, e.g. add. /t, d/ may be labialised [t̪, d̪] especially before /w/, e.g. twist, dwindle; palatalised [t̠, d̠] before /l/, e.g. tulip, duty; dental [t̡, d̡] adjacent to dentals, e.g. both teams, had them.

The sequences /tʃ, dʃ/ are frequently reduced in colloquial speech (including RP) to /tʃ, dʒ/, so giving no contrast between words like Jew and due, choose and the first syllable of Tuesday (see p. 173). Before /t/, /t, d/ are realised as post-alveolar affricates [t̪t̪, d̪d̪], e.g. try, dry. The tip of the tongue forms a closure with the rear of the alveolar ridge. The compressed airstream is released relatively slowly, resulting in a period of homorganic friction. See Fig. 17.6.2 on /tʃ/ for a diagram of the hold stage of [t̪t̪, d̪d̪]. The sequences /ts, dz/ are realised as alveolar affricates [ts, dz], e.g. hats, lids.

In present-day colloquial RP, intervocalic /t/ is frequently realised as a very brief tap [ɾ], e.g. better, sort of, fanatic, bit of. This realisation is particularly common in high-frequency words and expressions. The brevity of the tap serves to maintain the contrast with /d/. Unlike American English, there is no tendency in RP to reduce the contrast /t – d/ in pairs such as rating/raiding, coating/coding, debtor/deader, whiter/wider. See p. 165 for advice to the Dutch learner.

**Velar plosives /k, ɡ/**

**Description**

For /k, ɡ/ the back of the tongue rises to form a closure against the velum. /k/ (fortis) has relatively energetic articulation; /ɡ/ (lenis) has weaker articulation with potential voice.

![Figure 16.14 E /k, ɡ/.](image)
Main allophonic variation

\(/k\). Fortis voiceless velar plosive; strongly aspirated \([k^h]\) when initial in stressed syllables, e.g. cat. Slight aspiration may also be heard syllable-finally, e.g. rock. Generally pre-glottalised \(\text{[}k\text{]}\) when syllable-final before consonants, e.g. duck soup. Unaspirated \([k^\text{a}]\) in /s/ clusters, e.g. skin; palatalised \([k^\text{i}]\) when syllable-final before /l/, e.g. cute.

\(/g\). Lenis voiced velar plosive \([g]\) if between voiced sounds, e.g. luggage. Partially devoiced \([g]\) in initial position, e.g. gun, and strongly devoiced \([g]\) in final position, e.g. dig. The velar closure for \(/k, g/\) is advanced \([k, g]\) before front vowels, e.g. keen, geese; retracted \([kg]\) before back vowels, e.g. caught, goose; labialised \([k^w, g^w]\), especially before /wl/, e.g. quest, Gwent.

Palato-alveolar affricates \(\text{[}tf, dz\text{]}\)

Description

A closure is formed between a large area of the tip, blade and the front of the tongue with the alveolar ridge and the front of the hard palate. The airstream is compressed behind this closure and released relatively slowly, giving rise to homorganic friction. E \(\text{[}tf, dz\text{]}\) have strong trumpet-shaped outer lip-rounding, similar to that of \(\text{[}ʃ, ʒ\text{]}\). \(\text{[}tf\text{]}\) is fortis and energetically articulated and \(\text{[}dz\text{]}\) lenis with a weaker articulation and potential voice.

\begin{figure}[h]
  \centering
  \begin{tabular}{ll}
    \includegraphics[width=0.4\textwidth]{figure16.15.1} & \includegraphics[width=0.4\textwidth]{figure16.15.2} \\
    \text{Figure 16.15.1 Affricates E \(\text{[}tf, dz\text{]}\), showing closure.} & \text{Figure 16.15.2 Affricates E \(\text{[}tf, dz\text{]}\), showing fricative release.}
  \end{tabular}
\end{figure}

Main allophonic variation

\(\text{[}tf\text{]}\). Fortis voiceless labialised palato-alveolar affricate \([tf^w]\). May be pre-glottalised \(\text{[}tf^\text{-}\text{]}\) when syllable-final, e.g. touch.
/dʒ/. Lenis voiced labialised palato-alveolar affricate [dʒʷ] if between voiced sounds, e.g. *hedges*. Partially devoiced [dʒ] in initial position, e.g. *gin*, and strongly devoiced [dʒ] in final position, e.g. *badge*.

### 16.7 Comparison with Dutch

#### Place of articulation

/p, b/ and /k, g/ are similar in terms of place of articulation in Dutch and English.

E /t, d/ are articulated with the tip/blade of the tongue against the alveolar ridge. For D /t, d/ the articulation is formed by a larger area of the tongue, with the blade/front forming a closure against a large area of the alveolar ridge. Dutch lacks the typical [tʰ]-like off-glide of E /t/. See p. 161.

Figure 16.16  D /t, d/ (hold stage).

E /tʃ/ and E /dʒ/ are labialised palato-alveolar consonants. In Dutch, the sequences /tʃ, dʒ/ are alveolo-palatal, being formed somewhat further back than in English, frequently with less labialisation than in English and much less lip protrusion.

#### Energy contrast

1. Dutch lenis stops do not occur word-finally.
2. Dutch fortis plosives do not have aspiration but have tenser articulation than their lenis counterparts.
3. Dutch syllable-final fortis stops do not have pre-glottalisation.

---

6 Though this is heard in some dialects, e.g. Rotterdam, Leiden.
Contact with other consonants

1. In Dutch, sequences of homorganic stops are typically reduced to a single stop (without pre-glottalisation or prolonged hold stage), e.g. *bootdienst /ˈboːdɪnst/, *vakkennis /ˈvɑːkeːnis/, *rijstafel /ˈreɪstaːfəl/.
2. In connected speech, the fortis/lenis contrast is frequently neutralised (see Chapter 6 on fortis/lenis and 20.8 on assimilation).
3. /tr, dr/ in English are post-alveolar affricates. In Dutch, such sequences are formed from /t, d/ followed either by a uvular /ɾ/ or by an alveolar tap or trill.

Advice

The main difficulties arise from the fortis/lenis contrast, especially in syllable-final position. The following strategies are helpful:

1. Imitate vowel shortening before fortis and extension before lenis (see Section 6.2).
2. Use pre-glottalisation wherever possible for final fortis stops.
3. Avoid loss of lenis/fortis contrast as a result of assimilation.
4. Dutch learners (particularly the less proficient) often realise intervocalic E /t/, and E /t/ before syllabic /l/ and /n/, as /d/, e.g. */ˈbedə, ˈsɔːdəv, ˈprɪdɪ, ˈlɪdəl, ˈkɒdən/ for better, sort of, pretty, little, cotton. This is probably owing to interpreting the English tap allophone of /t/ as /d/; though it may also be the result of American influence. Note that, as stated above (p. 162), in RP, the contrast between /t/ and /d/ is clearly maintained in such contexts, and not neutralised, as in American English and English dialects.
5. Learners should adopt a more relaxed articulation in order to obtain the aspiration characteristic of English plosives. Avoid a strong [h]-like puff, as
recommended in certain old-fashioned textbooks; this sounds forced and unnatural.

**EXERCISE 4**

Use your mirror. Say Dutch *Piet*. Watch the closure for */pl/. The lips are pressed together firmly. Feel the muscular tension. Now relax the lips, keeping the force of the airstream going. This will give you a sound closer to the E */p/ in *Pete*. Notice that the closure is much less firm than for Dutch. The lips hardly touch each other. It is almost as if you are saying a bilabial fricative [φ] for which there is no closure, but only a narrowing of the lips.

It is important to practise the laxer articulation characteristic of the English stops, and concentrate on this as well as aspiration.⁷ Note that Dutch fortis stops may have aspiration when they occur word-finally. Compare the two */t/* articulations in Dutch *tot*; the first is tense and unaspirated, but the second is laxer and has slight aspiration in the release.

**EXERCISE 5**

Try imitating English initial fortis stops and making them less tense by starting from Dutch word-final */p, t, k/*: D *lak* [lakʰ] → E *luck* [lakʰ] → E *key* [kʰiː]; D *zit* [zitʰ] → E *sit* [sitʰ] → E *tea* [tʰiː].

6. Some Dutch speakers have difficulty with E */tʃ, dʒ/*. Mostly these articulations will be considerably improved if students imitate the outer lip-rounding characteristic of the English sounds.

7. Beginners and less proficient learners in the Netherlands often use D */ts/* and */tsj/* for final E */tʃ/* and */dʒ/*, e.g. *hitch* */hɪtʃ, hɪts/, *edge* */ɛtʃ, ɛtʃ/; cf. the pronunciation of Dutch loanwords such as *match* */mæts, mɛtsj/*. This is not typically a problem for Belgians.

8. Learners should make a conscious effort to use the tongue-tip in the articulation of E */t, d/*. (See Chapter 21 on setting.)

9. Practise nasal and lateral release into syllabic */n, l/*.

10. Beginners may have difficulty with */ɡ/* and */dʒ/* in all positions since these sounds do not occur in Dutch. They are not typically a persistent problem.

⁷ A number of English dialects lack aspiration in */p, t, k/*. However, because of the lack of a very firm closure, such articulations do not sound exactly the same as */p, t, k/* in Dutch.
ENGLISH NASAL AND APPROXIMANT CONSONANTS

17.1 Nasals

Table 17.1 Systems in English and Dutch

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bilabial</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Alveolo-palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td>η</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUTCH</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>η</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[ ] Frequent allophone

Bilabial, alveolar and velar nasals /m, n, η/

Description

In all three cases, the place and manner of articulation is similar to that of the corresponding stops /b, d, g/. However, the soft palate is lowered, adding the resonance of the nasal cavity. The vocal folds vibrate throughout. In initial and final position, there is none of the devoicing characteristic of the fricatives and stops, cf. rag – rang [ræɡ – ræŋ].

Distribution

English and Dutch /ŋ/ occur only syllable-finally following checked vowels.

Main allophonic variation

/m, n/. Following /s/ in initial clusters, /m, n/ are partially devoiced [m̩, n̩], e.g. smack [smək], snack [sək]. Before /ʃ, ʒ/, e.g. mule, new, /m, n/ are palatalised [m̩, n̩]. This may also occur before /θ, ð/, e.g. mere, near. Before labio-dental /f, v/, both /m/ and /n/ may be realised as a labio-dental nasal [ɱ], e.g. gin fiz, symphony. Note that, despite the spelling, the consonant clusters in symphony and sinfonia are normally pronounced identically.

/n/ shows place variation typical of alveolars: dental [ŋ] before and following dentals, e.g. menthol, heathen, ethnic, bathnight, on that; palato-alveolar [ŋ] before /tʃ, dʒ, ʃ, ʒ/, e.g. bench, fringe, insure.

/ŋ/ shows place variation typical of velars: advanced [ŋ] after front vowels and retracted [ŋ] after velars, e.g. King Kong [kɪŋ'kɔŋ].
Nasalisation

The soft palate anticipates the action of the other articulators. Consequently, there is a tendency for vowels to be somewhat nasalised preceding nasals, e.g. lamb [læm], barn [bʊn], wrong [rɒŋ]. This tendency can be much stronger in varieties of English other than RP, e.g. most American English.

Comparison with Dutch and advice

The nasal consonants in Dutch and English show more similarity than most other areas of the sound systems, and problems are few. One noticeable difference, however, is that, particularly for Nethelands speakers, /n/ has pharyngealisation similar to that described on p. 170 for Dutch /l/; consequently, D /n/ also has a lowering effect on front vowels (see p. 92) and this may cause problems for learners, particularly with the contrast /e – æ/ (e.g. making send sound like sand); see Chapter 21.

Compared with RP English, (NL) ABN has somewhat more obvious nasalisation. This effect is even more noticeable in (B) AN, whilst in non-standard varieties of Dutch, the phenomenon is yet more prominent. Consequently, difficulties are likely to arise from excessive nasalisation preceding vowels. This is especially the case with open vowels. Many Dutch speakers elide /n/ completely in words like vakantie [ˈvɑːkənti] and then transfer such realisations to English, e.g. dance *[dɑːnts]. (See also p. 71.)

Nasal release of /t, d/ may provide problems for Dutch students, particularly into syllabic consonants. Dutch learners tend to insert /ə/ between stop and nasal, e.g. rotten */rɔtən/, wouldn’t */ˈwʊdənt/, which may sound ‘childish’ or dialectal — at least to RP speakers of the older generation.

17.2 Approximants

Lateral (approximant)

Description

The tip and blade of the tongue form a central closure with the alveolar ridge, while the sides of the tongue remain lowered. The airstream escapes over the lowered sides.

Main allophonic variation

Clear [l] occurs before vowels and /lj/, e.g. leaf. The tongue shape is slightly palatalised, so that the upper surface is convex. This gives a close front vowel [i]-type resonance to the lateral articulation. The palatalisation is strongest before /lj/, as in billiards [ˈbɪljədz], medallion [ˈmædəliʃən], million [ˈmɪliʃən].
Dark [h] occurs before consonants and pause. The articulation is slightly velarised, i.e. the tongue has a concave shape with the back raised towards the velum, giving a back-central vowel [u]-type resonance, *sell* [sell], *silk* [slık].

Dark [h] is often a syllable bearer, when it will be of longer duration [h], e.g. *bottle* /bɒtl/ [bɒtl]. Some younger RP speakers, especially those brought up in London and the South East, nowadays have a more vocalic dark [h], often with loss of alveolar contact. Nevertheless, many mainstream RP speakers still tend to stigmatise this feature, regarding it as substandard.

Voiceless fricative [l] occurs in initial clusters following /p, k/ in a stressed syllable and corresponds to the aspiration of the fortis plosives found in other contexts, e.g. *please*, *clean*. Some devoicing may also be heard following fortis fricatives, e.g. *flat*, *slip*. Similar devoicing and slight friction is found in syllabic /l/, e.g. *sparkle*, *ripple*, *metal*.

Adjacent to nasals, /l/ is nasalised [l], e.g. *signalman* [ˈsɪɡnəlmən]. Before rounded vowels and /w/, /l/ is labialised [lʷ], e.g. *law*, *railway*. Before and after dentals, /l/ is dental [l], e.g. *filthy*, *breathless*.

The allophonic distribution of clear and dark /l/ quoted above is true of RP; other types of English show different patterns, e.g. most Welsh and many Irish accents have clear [l] in all contexts, and many Scottish and American varieties only have dark [h]. See Chapter 27 on accent variation.

---

1 The cluster /tl/ does not occur in initial position.
**Effect of dark [ɪ] on preceding vowels**

Dark [ɪ] has a significant phonetic conditioning effect on preceding front vowels, which are centralised and lowered in this context. This is indicated in Figs 17.2.1 and 17.2.2.

Before dark [ɪ], the fronting glides in *FACE, PRICE, CHOICE*, have the terminal [ɪ]-element obscured or [ə]-like, e.g. *ale [æə], mile [maɪ], oil [ɔɪ]*. In /ɪːl/, there is usually a centring glide, so that for many speakers there is no contrast with /ɔɪl/, e.g. *reel – real*.²

**Comparison with Dutch and advice**

The distribution of clear [l] and dark [ɪ] in both (NL) ABN and (B) AN is similar to RP English, although for many Netherlands Dutch speakers, intervocalic /l/ may be dark (e.g. *alleen [ɑˑeːn]*). Many non-standard varieties in the Netherlands (e.g. Rotterdam, Amsterdam) have dark [ɪ] in all contexts, including initial position. A few accents, e.g. Nijmegen, have clear [l] throughout. This is also the case with certain Flemish varieties.

Articulation of clear [l] is similar in Dutch and English. Dutch /l/ is not devoiced following fortis plosives, compare E *plan – D plan* [pʌn – plan] and E *class – D klas* [klæs – klas].

Netherlands Dutch dark [ɪ] has significant differences from its English counterpart:

1. There is pharyngealisation rather than velarisation with a noticeable retraction of the tongue-root towards the pharynx wall. Note that Belgian dark [ɪ], which is typically post-palatalised or velarised without apparent tongue-root retraction, strikes an English ear as being far more acceptable (see Chapter 21 on setting).

2 Many English native speakers seem unsure of how to transcribe *feel*, i.e. as /fiːl/ or /fɪəl/. Thus the effect of dark [ɪ] can be to neutralise the FLEECE – NEAR contrast.
There is often no contact between the tongue and the alveolar ridge, so that the articulation takes on the character of a back vowel.

In both (NL) ABN and (B) AN, the sequences /lf, lp, lm, lk, lx/ often exhibit /ə/-insertion, e.g. help /heləp/, melk /melək/, film /fɪlm/. See Section 19.4. This effect is even more noticeable in non-standard varieties.

/ə/-insertion occurs only in a few English dialects (e.g. types of Scottish, Irish, Lancashire). In other varieties, it is completely unacceptable and sounds comic to the overwhelming majority of native English speakers. The error is common with beginners but can usually be easily corrected once attention is drawn to it.

The advice below is directed mainly to Netherlands learners and those Belgian students who feel they have an inappropriate dark [χ] for English.

1. Articulate a dark [χ] which is less strongly pharyngealised. It sometimes helps if learners think of the German or French clear [l] as a step towards imitating the slightly velarised English quality.

2. Maintain tongue-tip contact for E dark [χ]. This is particularly important after back vowels and /l/, e.g. hall, hold, doll, full, fool, dull, where especially Netherlands speakers tend to produce a back vowel-like sound for /l/. This may, to an English ear, sound as if /l/ has been elided. This feature of E /l/ can be approached as part of the general problem of setting. See Chapter 21.

3. Be careful of vowel quality before dark [χ]. Dutch speakers tend to produce too open a quality for front vowels, especially /e/, so that E help sounds like *[hɛlp].

 Many Dutch learners are very uncertain of the distribution of E /o, oː, u, Aː/ before /l/. Some guidelines appear in Chapter 18 on spelling/sound relationships.

4. Practise clear /l/ between vowels and before /j/.

EXERCISE 1

Say ballet, jelly, mellow, hilly, falling, jolly, television, making sure that /l/ is clear between vowels. Now try making /l/ clear before /j/, e.g. million, billion, billiards, value, valiant, Elliot, brilliant, resilient.

Errors involving /l/ are very common even with quite proficient speakers. Note that most of the advice given in many general books on English pronunciation (i.e. those not intended for Dutch learners) is of no value, since it is normally directed at those who lack a dark [χ] in their mother tongue (e.g. French, German, Italian) and aims at making the /l/ darker. This is the reverse of what most Dutch speakers have to do.

Most (B) AN speakers and many who speak non-standard varieties will already be producing types of /l/ which transfer well into English. These, consequently, need no adjustment.

---

3 This effect is called svarabhakti by some writers, a term taken from the classical Indian language, Sanskrit, where a similar /ə/-insertion existed.
All Dutch speakers — both Netherlands and Belgian — can benefit from the following advice:

1. Practise lateral release/escape, with syllabic /l/, concentrating on the slight devoicing following /p, k, t/.

**EXERCISE 2**
Say the following words with lateral release/escape (and devoicing of /l/, where appropriate):

- bottle
- buckle
- tickle
- haggle
- rattle
- couple
- tackle
- waggle
- apple
- little
- middle
- wiggle
- ripple
- riddle
- struggle
- muddle
- metal
- pickle
- bubble
- babble
- cattle
- cripple
- trouble
- table

2. Avoid /ə/-insertion in sequences /lf, lp, lm, lk/.

**EXERCISE 3**
Practise the following, avoiding /ə/-insertion: help, film, silk, gulf, gulp, bulk, wolf, talc, self, milk, shelf, helm, shelve, whelk, wolves, realm.

**Palatal approximant /j/**

**Description**
The palatal approximant /j/, which occurs only pre-vocally, is a rapid vowel-like glide on to a vowel of longer duration. The tongue movement is from a fairly close front vowel to a more open vowel. The tongue is raised towards the hard palate, to approximately the position for an [i] or [i]-type vowel. If /j/ is followed by a close vowel such as /u/, it will have a closer starting-point than if it is followed by an open vowel such as /o/. Because of its similarity to vowel sounds, /j/ (like /w/) can be indicated on a vowel diagram (see Fig. 17.3.1).

**EXERCISE 4**
Say a prolonged D /i/. Now say a long Dutch /o/. Move back to /i/. Repeat this a number of times: /i o: i o: i o: i o:/ Longen the /i/ vowel [i] and you will find yourself saying jojo.

Note that the glide for /j/ on to a following vowel is crescendo, i.e. the second element is more prominent than the first, e.g. yes [iəs].

**Allophonic variation**

1. In syllable-initial clusters following /p, t, k/, /j/ is devoiced and fricative [j], e.g. *putrid, tutor, cute*. It may be realised as a completely voiceless palatal fricative [ç] similar to the German ich-Laut. In this case, the friction is usually pre-palatal [ç]. Although the /t/ is palatalised [tv], it remains an alveo-
lar articulation rather than becoming an alveolo-palatal affricate, as is the case with the Dutch sequence /tj/ (see below).

2. The sequence /hj/ in huge, human, is frequently realised as a weak palatal fricative [ç], e.g. huge /hjuːdʒ/ [çudʒ].

3. The sequences /tʃ, dʒ/ are often realised as the corresponding palato-alveolar affricates /tʃ/, /dʒ/. This is by far the most common form within the word (e.g. educated /ˈedʒuːkeɪtɪd/), and also occurs in assimilated forms involving you, your, e.g. won’t you /wʊnt[ˈjuː]/, couldn’t you /kʊdnt[ˈjuː]/, did you hurt yourself /dɪdʒʊself/. It is also frequently heard in stressed syllables, e.g. tune /tuːn/, dune /dʒuːn/; however, these forms are not always accepted by older-generation RP speakers and may be stigmatised by some as ‘lazy speech’.

**Comparison with Dutch and advice**

D /j/ is similar to the English sound, but is often realised with friction, thus giving a voiced palatal fricative [j]. Like E /j/, D /j/ occurs only prevocally. Because of the similarities of E /j/ and D /j/, there are few significant problems for the learner. In forms such as won’t you, couldn’t you, could you, the Dutch error is replacement with alveolo-palatal D [tʃ] or even [ç]. See p. 215 and p. 218.

Many speakers find initial /hj/ a problem. Note that in words like huge, human, pronunciations like */jʊdʒ, jʊːmən/ are not acceptable in RP or, indeed, most varieties of British English. Notwithstanding that they may be heard in some educated American English, they should be avoided by the learner with a British model.

For speakers of (NL) ABN and most varieties of Netherlands Dutch, /hj/ is probably best approached as a voiceless palatal fricative [ç], which occurs as an allophone of /ʃ/ for many Dutch speakers, e.g. in beetje ['beːçə]. For speakers of Belgian varieties (including AN), the palatal fricative allophone of /x/ to be heard in vliegje can be used as a starting-point.

**Labial-velar approximant /w/**

Like /j/, /w/ is a crescendo glide on to another vowel of greater prominence. The tongue movement is from an [u] or [ʊ]-like vowel accompanied by strong lip-rounding. /w/ can be considered a type of double articulation, i.e. a combination of two strictures of equal rank; in this case, labial and velar open approximations. See Section 7.3 on secondary articulation. Note that because of the lip-rounding of /w/, consonants preceding /w/ are strongly labialised, e.g. dwelling [dʰwelŋ], twelve [twelv], inquest [ɪŋkwɛst], Gwent [ɡwent], switch [swɪtʃ].

Because of its similarity to vowel sounds, /w/ (like /j/) can be indicated on a vowel diagram (see Fig. 17.3.1).
Main allophonic variation

Like /j/, the starting-point of /w/ varies according to the degree of openness of the following vowel. Before a close vowel as in \( \text{woo} /\text{wu}:\) the starting-point will be closer than before an open vowel as in \( \text{what} /\text{wÅt}:\).

Following the fortis plosives /t, k/, /w/ is partially devoiced \( [\text{wë}]\), e.g. in \( \text{in-quess}. \) In initial clusters with /t, k/ in stressed syllables, there may be complete devoicing, and /w/ will be realised as a voiceless labial-velar fricative \( [\text{w}]\). Note that the friction is only at the lips and not velar, e.g. \( \text{inquiry} /\text{IN"k, w}ÖaI@rI/, \text{between} /\text{bI"t w}Öi:n/, \text{quick} /\text{kW}ÖIk/, \text{twelve} /\text{tW}Öelv/. \) Labialisation begins in the preceding consonant.

Some speakers have an additional phoneme contrast, with /\text{w}/ used in all words beginning \( \text{wh}, \) e.g. \( \text{where} – \text{wear} /\text{we}Ω – \text{wes}/. \) This is sometimes prescribed as ‘correct’ speech, although few RP speakers make this contrast naturally. This extra contrast is also found in some educated American English and is heard almost invariably in Scottish and Irish English.

Comparison with Dutch and advice

Different advice is required for Netherlands, as opposed to Belgian, learners. For the former, the typical (NL) ABN substitution is D /\text{v}/, as in \( \text{waar}, \) which is classed as a labio-dental approximant, but is typically articulated with friction (see Section 19.4 on Dutch consonants). The lips are unrounded for the Dutch sound, and there is a slight retracting movement of the lower lip in relation to the upper teeth. In connected speech, the overall effect is far closer to E /\text{v}/ than to E /\text{w}/. One case where Netherlands Dutch has an articulation

\[4\] The sound would be more precisely termed a velarised bilabial fricative, but we have accepted here the description of the IPA.
similar to E /w/ is following /uu/ in words like trouwe, lauwe (and also often in oude and koude), where one can hear a glide similar to E /w/, e.g. kauwen ['kauwə], oude ['ouwə].

Figure 17.4.1 D /u/. Approximation of lower lip and upper front teeth. Lower lip may move as indicated by arrow.

Figure 17.4.2 E /v/. Light contact between lower lip and upper teeth producing labio-dental friction.

Figure 17.5 E /w/. Note marked lip-rounding and protrusion.

E /w/ therefore presents a major problem for most Netherlands Dutch learners,\(^5\) both in terms of articulation and in confusion of the E /w – v/ contrast. D /u/ is very different from E /w/, and would in fact be better as a basis for E /v/. For most learners, it is necessary to forget D /u/ completely when tackling the E /w/ sound.

Some speakers can approach E /w/ from D/w/, in kauwen. For others, the best way to approach E /w/ is to think of it as a brief [u] vowel. This ensures that you obtain the essential lip-rounding and the correct tongue position.

\(^5\) Some varieties of Netherlands Dutch also possess a bilabial fricative or approximant [β, ɣ] for Dutch /u/. This is common in, for example Noord-Brabant, Limburg and Zeeland. A labial-velar approximant [w] is heard from Surinamese Dutch speakers (see p. 199).
Begin with D /u/ as in zoet. Say this as a brief onset to the following vowel, gradually speeding up until an E /w/-like effect is achieved.

**EXERCISE 5**

Say:

- [u et] → [uwet] /wet/
- [u ik] → [uwik] /wick/
- [u ɔ:] → [uwɔ:] /war/
- [u ot] → [uwot] /what/

Now try the same with other words: week, wit, why, way, where, woman.

If you still have trouble with the lip-rounding, then try the lip shape for a kiss, or a whistle, when imitating the English sound.

Belgian /v/, being typically a bilabial consonant rather than labio-dental (see Section 19.4), provides a much better basis for the English sound. However, the Belgian tongue position is post-palatal, whereas that of English is velar, and hence there may be a need for some modification. In addition, E /w/ requires more lip-rounding; any hint of labial friction should be avoided. As with Netherlands Dutch speakers, it may be useful for Belgians to emphasise the vowel-like nature of E /w/.

If /w/ comes before a vowel which is lip-spread (especially one where lip-spread is desirable, e.g. E /ɔː:/ or E /ʌ/) it is even more important to retain the lip-rounding on E /w/ than the lip-spread position for the vowel. Lack of lip-rounding on /w/ will blur the phoneme contrast with E /v/; lip-rounding on /ɔː/, /ʌ/ is indeed undesirable, but there is no danger of losing any phoneme contrast.

**EXERCISE 6**

Say these words, maintaining the lip-rounding for /w/, and lip-spaying for the vowel:

- /ɔː/ world, worst, work, worm, word, worth, swerve, whirl, twirl, Wordsworth.
- /ʌ/ in one, won (both /wʌn/), wonderful, wondrous, once.

Following /t, k/ in initial clusters, D /v/ is strongly fricative and often devoiced, e.g. kwis [kwis], twee [twe:]. As a result, following /t, k/ and sometimes /s/, the sound produced by learners (particularly those from the Netherlands) often gives English listeners the impression of a kind of [f]. It is essential to introduce the lip-rounding into the consonant in these cases and also in the few words where /d/ or /g/ precedes /w/.

**EXERCISE 7**

Say the following words, looking in a mirror to ensure that the consonant preceding /w/ is lip-rounded: twice, twist, twelve, between, twirl, dwelling, dwarf, dwindle, quite, queen, quaint, inquest, quarter, Gwent, switch, swipe, swear, swerve, swore.

**Post-alveolar approximant /r/**

**Description**

The tip of the tongue moves towards the rear of the alveolar ridge, producing a stricture of open approximation. The main body of the tongue has lateral
bunching, i.e. the sides are expanded and raised so as to come into close contact with the back teeth and the rear edges of the palate. Though /r/ is classed as a post-alveolar approximant, the lateral bunching is certainly at least as important as the tongue-tip movement. Most speakers have noticeable lip-rounding and protrusion, giving labialised [r\^w].

**Main allophonic variation**

1) *Idiolectal*

Some speakers have little or no lip-rounding except before rounded vowels. As traditionally described, one significant variant of E /r/ was an alveolar tap [r], particularly in intervocalic position after checked vowels, e.g. ferry, sorry, worry, very. Today, tap [r] is heard only from a few older-generation RP speakers although it is still taught by speech trainers and is often used on the stage.\(^6\) It is also found in several regional accents (notably Liverpool and many Scottish, Irish and Welsh varieties).

2) *Contextual*

The initial clusters /tr/ and /dr/ (trip, drip) are realised as post-alveolar affricates, [t\^t], [d\^t]. See Section 16.3 on stops.

In initial clusters, in stressed syllables, a completely voiceless post-alveolar fricative [\^t] is realised following fortis plosives /p, k/, e.g. appropriate,

---

\(^6\) Certain American books give the false impression that tap [r] is still the RP norm.
cress. In the sequence /pr/, bilabial friction may be heard. In the clusters /spr, str, skr/, there is no friction, but there may be devoicing: spread, stretch, scratch. A partly devoiced post-alveolar fricative [ʃ] is found in unstressed syllables and after fricatives: Fred, empress, thread, shred.

**Distribution**

Accents of English can be divided into two groups according to their /r/ distribution.

In what are termed **rhotic** accents, the /r/ is pronounced in all contexts. Such dialects comprise the majority of American English varieties — taking in the prestige accent, General American, and Canadian — Scots, Irish, Caribbean, and many regional accents spoken in the west of England. In **non-rhotic** dialects, /r/ is never pronounced before a consonant or pause. These varieties include most of those in England and Wales; American English spoken in the southern and eastern States, Australian, South African and most New Zealand. Note that in non-rhotic varieties, /r/ is typically pronounced across word boundaries, e.g.

- tar /ta:/
- tar and feather /tə: r ən ‘fɛdə/
- mother /mʌðə/
- mother-in-law /mʌðə r ɪn lɔ:/

This is termed **linking-r**. With most speakers of non-rhotic English, it is also possible to hear linking-r when there is no r in the spelling. This is termed **intrusive-r**.

- the idea of it /ði: ər’dɪə r əv ıt/
- the data in the report /ðə ‘dɛtɪə r ɪn ðə rɪprɔt/
- I saw Emma yesterday /aɪ ‘sɔ: r ‘ɛmə ‘jestɛdɪt/
- Majorca in the spring /məˈjoʊkə r ɪn ðə ‘sprɪŋ/
- the Shah of Iran /ðə ‘ʃɑ: r əv ɪrɑ:n/

Intrusive-r is heard after the vowels /ə:, ɔ:, ə/ and the diphthongs terminating in /ə/. Quite a number of native speakers are aware of the existence of intrusive-r and many of these make a conscious effort to avoid it (especially after /a:/ and /ɔ/). It is often thought of by English people as ‘lazy’ or ‘uneducated’ speech. Nevertheless, it is a regular feature of RP, and is also heard from the overwhelming majority of those who use a non-rhotic dialect variety of Eng-

---

7 English as spoken by most black Americans, from all areas of the USA, is non-rhotic.

8 /əʊ/ is always spelt with r (except possibly in the word yeah as a form of yes). Final /ɜ/ virtually always has r in the spelling (one exception is milieu /ˈmiːljʊ/). The open checked vowels do not occur in word-final position.
lish. Many native speakers will insert a glottal stop in examples like those given above, in a conscious effort to avoid producing an /r/-link. Since intrusive-r often provokes a strong reaction from English speakers themselves, it is far better for the learner not to imitate it (see below).

The tendency to produce this **r- liaison** is so strong in non-rhotic English speakers that it is possible to hear it transferred to their attempts at other languages, e.g. Spanish: *Viva r España*, French *à r Orly*, Dutch *een nieuwe r auto, een prima r idee, zeve r appels.*

An interesting counterpart to English linking-r is the use of **linking-n** in Dutch, e.g. *midden – midden in* /middə – middə n in/. **Intrusive-n** also occurs, e.g. *red je ’t? /’ret jɔ n øn/.*

**Comparison with Dutch and advice**

The articulation of D /r/ is described in detail in Section 19.4, pp. 199-201. Those Dutch speakers who habitually produce some type of tong-r generally have little trouble with the articulation of the English sound. A weak alveolar tap of the kind Dutch speakers often have is usually acceptable for English, though the stronger taps used in Zeeland and in many types of Belgian Dutch may have to be weakened.

Most Dutch learners who have a type of huig-r also have little difficulty. Often such speakers have a pre-velar approximant before consonants and in word-final position. This allophone, especially if lip-rounding is added, can be used to produce an adequate pre-vocalic /r/ for English. A minority of speakers have a very strong, scrapy uvular fricative [ʁ] (sometimes termed ‘brouwende r’). This is unpleasant to English ears and may need a great deal of training to correct. It is especially common in Gelderland, Noord-Brabant, Limburg, but may also be heard in The Hague, parts of Belgium, and from speakers of affected types of ABN.

**Articulation**

It can be seen that although the articulation of D /r/ is so variable, and D /r/ is markedly different from E /r/, nevertheless only a minority of Dutch speakers produce an /r/ which is totally unacceptable for English. It is for this group of people that this section is intended.

It is important to forget your own uvular articulation of D /r/ and approach E /r/ as a totally new sound. It is essential to work systematically on changing to a more front articulation. In producing E /r/, it may help to adopt the lip-rounding which is commonly found with English speakers (taking care, of course, not to exaggerate this so as to produce [w]).

**EXERCISE 8**

Some speakers may be able to approach E /r/ from the /tr, dr/ affricates [tɾ, dɾ]. In this case, they should work on these drills.
Others again may need to focus on an entirely different type of sound. One way to start is from D /sj, zj/. These, like E /r/, are front articulations and are also sometimes slightly labialised. Though /sj, zj/ are fricatives, they can be weakened to give an approximant articulation.

**EXERCISE 9**

Start from Dutch /sj/. Add voice and round your lips to make E /ʒ/. Now raise the sides of your tongue to your back teeth and diminish the friction to obtain [ɹ].

D shock /sjɔk/ → [ʒɔk] → [ək] → E rock
D cheque /sjek/ → [ʒɛk] → [æk] → E wreck

But probably most find the imitation of an American type retroflex [ɹ] the easiest way to approach E /ɹ/ — the American sound is often familiar from films and television. Begin with post-vocalic position and then move to pre-vocalic position, e.g. bird → red.

It is important to remember that E /ɹ/ is vowel-like in most respects — not a trill, tap or fricative. So you can also try starting from D /ə/, as in NUT, and bunching the sides of the tongue. Note that the use of D /ə/ provides the lip-rounding typical of E /ɹ/.

**Distribution**

The overwhelming problem for most Dutch speakers is not in fact the articulation of E /ɹ/, but its distribution. Dutch is similar to an English rhotic dialect in that /ɹ/ is pronounced in all positions in the word. Since this is something which is constantly reinforced by the spelling, it is not surprising that Dutch learners pronounce E /ɹ/ on a rhotic pattern. The rule for the distribution of /ɹ/ in RP and other non-rhotic accents is straightforward and invariable: only pronounce /ɹ/ if there is a following vowel. It is best to think of spelt English r (before consonant and pause) merely as an indicator of length and quality for the preceding vowel.

Many students have a false idea about the impression created by pronunciation of /ɹ/ on a non-rhotic pattern, thinking that not pronouncing spelt r is characteristic of affected styles of speech, or at least, that it holds true only for RP and not for other accents. In fact, non-rhotic speech is normal for the overwhelming majority of British English speakers of all social classes. Rhotic accents are less common and have considerably fewer speakers. Non-rhotic pronunciation is just as much a characteristic of Cockney, Liverpool, Leeds or Cardiff as it is of RP. The same goes for many other world varieties, notably Australian English.

Rhotic speech (particularly with a strong post-vocalic retroflex type /ɹ/ similar to that used by many Dutch learners) is frequently employed on the
British stage for comic effect, and is thought of as being characteristic of ‘rustic’ or ‘peasant’ dialects. Consequently whilst, of course, General American and educated Scots or Irish demand a rhotic /r/ patterning, this must obviously be avoided by those having RP as a model for English.

The typical patterning of linking-\(r\) can be imitated by those learners who find it easy to copy. It is important to make sure that the /\(r\)/ is a true link on to the following word and does not impart any r-colouring to the preceding vowel. Other learners may find it simpler if they merely attempt to avoid pronouncing word-final /\(r\)/ in all contexts — whether or not a word beginning with a vowel follows. This is probably easier for the learner, and is not normally unacceptable to native speakers.

It is not advisable to imitate intrusive-\(r\), which sounds conspicuous if heard from a non-native speaker, particularly if the articulation is not completely correct. Intrusive-\(r\) is stigmatised by many English native speakers, even by those who habitually use it. Speakers of rhotic varieties — Americans, for example — generally find intrusive-\(r\) distracting and highly amusing. Nevertheless, intrusive-\(r\) is a common feature of most non-rhotic accents and students certainly need to be aware of its existence, and to be able to recognise when it is likely to occur.

EXERCISE 10

To practise /\(r\)/-deletion, take a passage of English and go through it crossing out each \(r\) which is not to be pronounced. Then read it, using a cassette or mini-disc recorder to monitor your performance, as in this example.

The worst thing that anybody can say to a politician is, ‘you won’t remember me. The approach is a form of vanity to discover if one has indeed remembered the questioner. I once made a supreme effort and replied: ‘Of course, I remember you. You’re Miss Bag.’ ‘No’, came the thunderous reply, ‘I’m Miss Gas.’

---

9 A convention in playing Shakespeare is that the low comic characters speak with rhotic accents. Actors refer to this as a ‘Mummerset accent’.

10 Intrusive /\(r\)/ has caused problems in the past for some famous political figures. President John F. Kennedy, who had non-rhotic New England speech, was sometimes represented in cartoons saying things like ‘Cuba r invasion’. Margaret Thatcher was nicknamed ‘Laura Norder’ because of her references during her period of office to ‘law and order’ with an intrusive /\(r\)/.

SOUNDS AND SPELLING: CONSONANTS

1. Orthographic <c>

\[
\text{c} \quad \frac{\text{/k/}}{\text{/s/}}
\]

(sometimes termed ‘hard c’)

Before a, o, u and in combination with other consonants:
cell, cinema, cylinder, brace, call, collect, cub, clip, pack

Before e, i, y:
cell, cinema, cylinder, brace, peace, icy, icicle

Note: final ce never represents /z/

Note
Before ia, ea, ie, iou in an unstressed syllable, c is pronounced as /ʃ/: racial, social, ocean, ancient, conscious. In pronunciation, society, /s/ is heard:

\[/\text{prənəni'eiʃən}, \text{so'ʃaʃən}/.\]

2. Orthographic <ch>

\[
\text{ch} \quad \frac{\text{/ʃ/}}{\text{/ʃ/}}
\]

Regular pattern: /ʃ/
chips, cheese, chair, bachelor, speech

/ʃ/ in recent French loanwords, most of which have a counterpart in present-day French: champagne, chic, chef, crochet, moustache, machine, chalet, chassis, charlatan, chauffeur, nonchalant, chivalry, brochure, chute

Note
In scholarly or medical words of Greek origin, ch is pronounced as /k/: epoch, stomach, chasm, archaic, architect, archives, mechanism, chaos, chemical, chorus, psychology, psychiatrist, hierarchy, anarchy, ache, archangel, trachea.
3. Orthographic \(<g>\)

1. Before \(a, o, u\): gang, got, gum. (sometimes termed ‘hard g’)

2. \(gu\): the \(u\) is used merely to indicate a ‘hard g’ and is not pronounced. In words of French origin: guess, guise, guile, plague, colleague, dialogue, rogue, intrigue.

Note two pronunciations of \(g\) in combination with other letters:

1. \(ngu\) /ŋ/ in tongue /tʌŋ/, meringue /mərɪŋ/. But also /ŋw/ in lingual, penguin, extinguish.

2. \(ng\) between vowels in words like (1) anger, finger (2) singer, hanger, longing. In the first type of word, not derived from verbs, \(g\) is pronounced. In the second type, derived from verbs, \(g\) is silent. Compare longing /lɔŋŋ/ from the vb to long and longer /lɔŋɡ/ from the adj. long. Note, however, longish, strongish, wrongish with silent \(g\); the word hangar is variable.

3. \(gh\) /ŋ/ initially: gherkin, ghost(ly), aghast, spaghetti, yoghourt /'jɒɡət, 'jæʊɡət/.

4. \(gh\) /f/ finally (and also in \(ght\)): enough /'ɪŋf/, tough /tʌf/, cough /kɒf/, laughter /'lɑːftə/, draught /draːft/.

5. \(gh\) and \(ght\): see pp. 186-88 on silent letters.

6. \(gg\) always /g/ except in suggest /sə'dʒɛst/, e.g. luggage, dagger.

EXC: margarine with /dʒ/.

EXC: There are numerous exceptions including some very common words: girl, gear, tiger, get, together, begin, eager, target, lager, giddy, girth, girdle.
4. Orthographic <s>

1. Initial s regular form: six, socks.

2. Medial between vowels (+/j/): /s/ is rather more common:
   a) Prefixes: mis-, dis-, e.g. misinterpret, disapprove
   b) Longer words (3 syllables or more) ending in sy: jealousy, heresy
   c) ss: /s/ in essential, assist, essence
      exc: /z/ in dessert, possess, scissors, dissolve
   d) sch: /sk/ in scheme, school, schizophrenia.

5. Orthographic <se>

Final -se

1. Initial z always /z/, never /s/.

2. Medial between vowels (+/j/): /z/ is rather less common, but does occur in a number of high-frequency words:
   a) Prefixes: de-, pre-, re- followed by a stressed syllable beginning s, e.g. desire, deserve, preside, reside, resist
   b) Short words words ending in sy: daisy, busy, cosy

aise: praise, braise
ause: applause, pause
base, case, chase, purchase geese
precise, paradise, practise, premise close (n. and adj.), jocose, verbose, morose porpoise /ˈpɔrpoʊs/, tortoise /ˈtɔrtəs/ house (n.), mouse, louse, grouse
oose:

owse: browse, drowse

use: accuse, confuse, fuse, ruse, use (vb), abuse (vb), excuse (vb), refuse (vb), diffuse (vb).

loose, goose
dowse
recluse, abstruse, obtuse, profuse,
use (n.), excuse (n.), refuse (n.),
diffuse (adj.)

When final se follows a consonant (including r), s → /sl/, e.g. else, immerse, immense, lapse, sparse.

EXC: cleanse /klenz/, parse /parz/.

6. Orthographic <th>

/th/ /ð/

1. In initial position. **EXC** grammar words. See list opposite.

2. In medial position in words from Greek: atheist, author, cathedral, ether, method, mathematics (note also maths)

**EXC** rhythm and derivatives.

3. In final position, e.g. heath, beneath, teeth, growth. Note a few of these words produce /ðz/ in the plural, e.g. paths /paθdz/, oaths /oʊðz/

**EXC** booth, smooth, with.

4. th is /t/ in thyme, and some proper names, e.g. Thames, Thomas, Anthony, Thomson, Esther.

1. In the following grammar words: the, this, that, these, those, then, than, thus, there, they, their, them, thou, thee, thence, thy, thine, thither.

2. In Germanic words, e.g. father, mother, other, smother, northern, southerly, worthy, betrothal

Also rhythm and derivatives.

3. In final position in booth, smooth, with

-the in all cases, e.g. breathe.
7. Orthographic <qu>

\[ qu \]
\[ /k/ \] \[ /kw/ \]

1. Before unstressed **er, or** in a few words, e.g. conquer, conqueror, exchequer, lacquer, liquor.

2. In numerous words which are recent loans from French, e.g. coquette, liqueur, croquet, piquant.

3. Final **que** is always /kl/, e.g. cheque, opaque, antique.

4. Also mosquito /məskɪt@/o/, queue /kjuː/, quay /kɪː/.

8. Orthographic <x>

\[ x \]
\[ /ks/ \] \[ /gz/ \]

1) Regular pronunciation, e.g. box, mix, axle, excellent, execute.

2) In initial position, x is pronounced as /zl/, e.g. Xerox, xylophone.

Where **ex** is followed by a stressed vowel, or **h** and a stressed vowel, e.g. exact, exaggerate, examine, example, exasperate, exempt, exert, exorbitant, exuberant, exult, exhaust, exhibit, exhilarate, exhort, exotic, exemplify, executive, exonerate.

9. Silent Letters

**b** final in **mb**

- limb, lamb, tomb, climb, bomb /bɒm/, womb /wʌm/, comb /kʌm/, crumb, dumb, numb, plumb, succumb, thumb, and derived forms, e.g. bomber, plumber, numbing

**Note:** in medial **mb** in other cases, **b** is pronounced, e.g. lumber, timber
b in bt  
debt, doubt, subtle, redoubtable (+ derivatives)

c in sc  
corpuscle, muscle, scissors, scene, obscene,
but muscular, corpuscular (i.e. c = /k/)

Initial g in gn  
gnash, gnat, gnome

Final g in gn  
align, reign

Medial and final gh  
sigh, weight, caught, bought

h when (1) initial  
heir, honest, honour, hour and derivatives
(2) intervocalic (3) after ex  
Cohen /kʊən/, vehicle, vehement, exhaust,
exhibit, exhilarate, exhort, exhume

Initial kn  
knee, know

l silent in several
combinations, the most
important of which are
indicated below:

al /æ:/  
half, almond, alms, calm. Note: salmon
/sæmən/, halfpenny /'heɪpni/ (now also said
as /hæf 'peni/)
al /əː:/  
chalk, stalk, talk, walk
aul /ɔː:/  
caulk, baulk
ol /ɔʊ/  
yolk, folk
/ɔ/  
Norfolk, Suffolk
Note: /ɔ:/ in colonel /kənəl/
ould /ʊː/  
should, could, would

n in final mn  
condemn, damn, hymn, solemn (derivatives
have n pronounced: hymnal, condemnation)
p before n  
pneumonia, pneumatic
p before s  
psychologist, psychiatrist, pseudo. Note: the
pronunciation with /p/ is given in some
dictionaries, but is hardly ever heard, and
would strike most English speakers as
eccentric.
Also: coup /kʊː/, corps /kɔː/, cupboard,
raspberry, receipt

r (see p. 178 on /r/)  
Only pronounced before a vowel in RP (and
other non-rhotic accents). Note: iron /aɪən/
s in some loans (especially recent) from French  
chassis /ʃæsɪ/, debris /ˈdeɪ(ə)brɪ:/, corps /kɔːr/,  
precis /ˈprɛsɪs/, rendezvous /ˈrɛnz(ə)vuːs/,  
aisle /ˈaɪl/, isle /ˈaɪl/, island /ˈaɪlənd/, viscount /ˈvɪskɒunt/  

In some loans (especially recent) from French  
mortgage /ˈmɔːrɡidʒ/, cachet /ˈkæʃeɪt/, crochet /ˈkrəʊʃeɪt/,  
sachet /ˈsæʃeɪt/, bouquet /ˈbuːkeɪt/,  
ballet /ˈbælɛt/, buffet /ˈbʌfɛt/, chalet /ˈʃælɛt/,  
depot /ˈdɛpət/, ragout /ˈræguːt/, cabaret /ˈkæbəreɪt/  

---

1 Some parts of this section are based on materials supplied by J. Posthumus (University of Groningen).
# THE CONSONANTS OF DUTCH

## 19.1 Fricatives

Table 19.1 System in Dutch

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labio-dental</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Alveolo-palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f (f)</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>[c z]</td>
<td>x (γ)</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[ ] = frequent allophones.
( ) = phoneme contrast not consistently maintained by all speakers.

### Distribution and fortis/lenis contrast

The lenis fricatives do not occur in syllable-final position.\(^1\) The fortis/lenis contrast in the Netherlands fricative system is far less stable than in the stops. Most speakers of (NL) ABN do not make a consistent contrast of initial /f – f\(^\prime\)/ as in *fee – vee*. Though the distinction is retained in careful speech, it is more often than not lost in relaxed styles. Intervocally, it is more consistent, though some speakers, especially of varieties other than (NL) ABN (e.g. Amsterdam), may pronounce *vijver* as /ˈvɛiər/, thus rhyming with *cijfer*. The use of /f – f\(^\prime\)/ is further complicated by Dutch assimilation (see Section 20.8).

The contrast /s – z/ (e.g. *C – zee, eisen – reizen*) is more stable than /f – f\(^\prime\)/, even though some speakers of some dialects (notably the Amsterdam area) have no consistent contrast.\(^2\) Lack of any contrast must be considered as falling outside (NL) ABN.

In the Netherlands, particularly in ABN and in most of the Randstad, and in the North generally, the velar pair /x – γ/ is even less stable than /f – f\(^\prime\)/. Though some speakers contrast pairs such as *lachen* - *vlaggen* /ˈlaxən – ˈvlaːɡən/, *goochel* - *kogel* /ˈkoːxlə – ˈkoːɣəl/ (/γ/ being represented in orthography by *g*), this is not true generally; /γ/ does not occur either finally, or initially, /x/ being used in all cases, e.g. *goed* /ˈxut/, *geen* /ˈxeːnl/, *gedrag* /ˈxədrɔːxl/. Outside the Randstad and the North, /γ/ occurs in medial and also sometimes in initial position.\(^3\)

---

\(^1\) For a more detailed presentation of the Dutch consonant system, see Mees and Collins (1982).

\(^2\) People are well aware of this and use it as a humorous device. The following notice on the door of an Amsterdam shop was spotted by one of the authors: *Frijdag z i d e saak gezlote*.

\(^3\) Many books show /γ/ used in initial position, but this does not seem to correspond with the reactions of many Netherlands native speakers.
The description above applies to the Netherlands. In Belgium, the situation is somewhat different. Like (NL) ABN, (B) AN has no final fortis/lenis contrast. Certain (B) AN speakers have no fortis/lenis contrast of /x – y/ in initial position, although — unlike (NL) ABN — they will employ a palatal [ç] rather than a velar, or even uvular, voiceless fricative. Others have a /x – y/ contrast, using a slightly voiced fricative for /y/ in all contexts (except final). However, in general, in Belgium, the fortis/lenis contrasts are more likely to be maintained throughout the fricative system except where affected by assimilation processes (Section 20.8).

/h/ has no lenis counterpart.

**Labio-dental fricatives /f – f̊/**

*Description and allophonic variation*

The articulations are formed by a light contact of the inside of the lower lip and the upper front teeth, the point of articulation being more retracted than in English /f, v/. In initial position, D /f̊/ has greater breath effort than E /v/, and considerable friction; in addition it may have voicing throughout. In medial position, the articulation is weaker, and always fully voiced. See pp. 140-41 on English fricatives for problems resulting from the transfer of the unstability of D /f – f̊/ into English, and for differences between D /f̊/ and E /v/.

**Alveolar fricatives /s – z/**

*Description and allophonic variation*

In the Netherlands, these are typically formed by the blade/front of the tongue against the alveolar ridge. The tip may even rest against the upper or lower front teeth, taking no active part. The articulation is less tense than for the English alveolar fricatives, producing graver friction, especially noticeable with /s/. In fact, with many speakers of Netherlands Dutch (notably with urban Randstad accents but also with certain affected ABN speakers), D /s/ can strike an English ear as resembling E /s/; this effect is often apparent in (1) clusters, e.g. spel, stel, bioscoop; (2) final /s/, especially following rounded vowels, e.g. bus, huis, mos and (3) also after /l/, e.g. krakers. Some dialects (e.g. Amsterdam) have no contrast of /s – z/. In Belgium, /s/ and /z/ are articulated differently, being in many ways similar to their counterparts in English (see p. 145). Crucially, from the point of view of the learner of English, there is not the grave friction found with some Netherlands speakers.
Alveolo-palatal fricatives /sj – zj/

Description and allophonic variation

The sequences /sj, zj/ are realised as alveolo-palatal fricatives [c, z]. They are articulated with an extensive area of the blade and the front of the tongue, raised to form a light contact with the rear of the alveolar ridge and the forward portion of the hard palate. Unlike E /ʃ, ʒ/, there is no trumpet-shaped lip-rounding (see pp. 146-47); if present, the lip-rounding is of a weak inner-lip type. In the Netherlands, D /sj/ has sharper friction than E /ʃ/ and generally is more obviously palatal — especially before front vowels, e.g. chef, Chinees, shag. In some Dutch dialects (e.g. Amsterdam), the contrast /s – sj/ may be lost.

As in the case of /s – z/, the Belgian articulations of /ʃ – ʒ/ are generally much closer to their English counterparts. The (B) AN consonants may be palato-alveolar, and often exhibit lip-rounding with some protrusion.

D /sj/ is restricted to (1) loanwords, e.g. chocolade, chauffeur (French), shag, show (English), sjoelen (Frisian), sjofel (Yiddish), and (2) forms resulting from assimilation, e.g. tasje /təsəj/ [ˈtəsə], kies je /ˈkisəj/ [ˈkiʦə]. Note that /sj/ rarely occurs in final position, hasj and crèche being some of the few examples.

Velar fricatives /x – χ/

Description

The back of the tongue makes a light contact with the rear of the velum. The exact point of articulation varies, but is probably more precisely described as post-velar [x] or pre-uvular [χ]. Typically, D /x/ as realised in (NL) ABN has a very energetic articulation with considerable scrapiness. In other areas (e.g. Southern Netherlands, Belgium), /x/ is made further forward, either true velar [x] or post-palatal [ç], and is articulated less energetically. These articulations are popularly termed the zachte g.

EXERCISE 1

Listen to the various articulations of /x/ amongst a group of your friends. If they come from the South of the Netherlands, or Belgium, try to decide what type of zachte g they are producing. Is it palatal or velar?

EXERCISE 2

Many (NL) ABN speakers produce a more advanced allophone of /x/ before /j/, e.g. wiegje, religieus, lichtje. Test yourself to decide whether this is true of your idiolect.

---

4 French and German also have marked outer lip-rounding, if anything even more than English.
5 True velar fricatives can be heard in Russian and Polish, and also in the allophone of German /x/ after close back vowels, e.g. Buch.
Dialects which have *zachte g* are more likely to have a consistent contrast of /x – γ/. In this type of speech, /γ/ is either a voiced velar fricative \[γ\] or a post-palatal \[j\]. The (NL) ABN /γ/, where realised, is usually weaker and of longer duration than /x/, but does not normally have voice.

**Glottal fricative /h/**

The friction for /h/ is usually not only at the glottis, but also throughout the vocal tract, so that /h/ is sometimes thought of as a type of voiceless vowel. Typically, however, /h/ has voice [ɦ], e.g. *'Ben je heel hard naar huis gehold?'*

D /h/ is lost in weak forms such as *heb, heeft, had, hij, het, haar, hem* (see Section 22.5 for a discussion of Dutch weak forms, and Section 3.4 for English weak forms).

Non-standard Belgian varieties, particularly in West Flanders, frequently lack /h/, or replace /x/ by /h/, so that *hoed* may be /ut/ and *goed* may be /hut/. In most dialects of the Netherlands (except Zeeland and East Groningen), the distribution of /h/ is as in (NL) ABN, and so there is nothing similar to the ‘h-dropping’ characteristic of the accents of England and Wales.

### 19.2 Stops

**Table 19.2 System in Dutch**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bilabial</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Alveolo-palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p b</td>
<td>t d</td>
<td>[tc dz]</td>
<td>k (g)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[ ] = frequent allophones
( ) = marginal phoneme
**Distribution**

Lenis stops do not occur word-finally in Dutch (except as a result of assimilation, see p. 213). /g/ is a marginal phoneme (see pp. 201-2).

**Bilabial, alveolar, alveolo-palatal and velar stops**

**Description and allophonic variation**

/p, b/. These are articulated as bilabial consonants. There is no place variation of significance.

/t, d/. These are typically made with the tip of the tongue close to the back of the upper teeth, while the blade/front forms a closure with the alveolar ridge, giving a larger area of contact than is the case for E /t, d/. For Dutch, the tip is not active in the articulation, and may even rest against the lower front teeth (especially in Netherlands varieties).

The very frequent sequence /tj/, e.g. in *katje* or *had je*, is realised as an alveolo-palatal affricate [tʃ]. The blade forms a closure with the rear of the alveolar ridge, and the front with the front of the hard palate. The tip plays no part in the articulation.\(^6\)

In some high-frequency words and sequences, e.g. *beetje*, *weet je*, *moet je*, *dat je*, a voiceless palatal fricative [ç] (similar to the German *ich*-Laut) is often realised.

/k/. The place of articulation varies, being advanced (pre-velar) before front vowels, and retracted (post-velar) before back vowels. Compare *kies* [ˈkis] and *kop* [ˈkɔp]. Before /j/, an advanced articulation of D /k/ is even more noticeable; the realisation being a post-palatal affricate [çç], e.g. *takje*, *beekje*, *koekje*.

**EXERCISE 3**

Say the words *beekje*, *kiosk*, *kies*, *kaas*, *kast*, *kocht*. Feel how the tongue moves from a post-palatal through a pre-velar to a velar position. Why is the tongue more front for /k/ in *kies* than /k/ in *kocht*?

/g/. In addition to its potential occurrence as a marginal phoneme, /g/ is found as a voiced allophone of /k/, e.g. in *kerkdiens* [ˈkɛrdiɛnt], *weekdag* [ˈvɛkdaŋ], *breekbaar* [ˈbrɛkbaːr]. Many speakers replace marginal /g/ by /k/ or /γ/ (see pp. 201-2).

---

\(^6\) Some phoneticians regard this sequence as a separate phoneme, often represented as a palatal plosive /ç/. We prefer to consider it as an allophonic representation of the sequence /tj/. It is normally only found in medial position (e.g. in the formation of diminutives such as *praatje* or as a result of assimilations such as *praat je*). It occurs in other contexts only in loanwords, e.g. Frisian *tjalke*, *Tjebbe*.  

---
Voicing, aspiration and tension

The fortis plosives are voiceless, except when affected by assimilation. Lenis plosives are fully voiced between voiced sounds. In word-initial position, they tend to be partially devoiced, e.g. *doos* [dɔːs], *been* [ˈbɛːn]. Such devoicing is generally less than is the case in English. In emphatic speech or citation forms, word-initial /b, d, g/ have full voicing.

Dutch fortis plosives /p, t, k/ have no aspiration, so that voice begins immediately after the release of the closure. They are articulated with considerably greater tension than their lenis counterparts. It is also noticeable that they are much tenser than the English fortis plosives. This is visible as lip compression in the case of D /p/. For D /t, k/, there is a larger area of tongue contact than in the corresponding English sounds. The release of the closure is brisier and more energetic in Dutch /p, t, k/. In most accents, including the standard varieties (NL) ABN and (B) AN, /l/ has none of the aspiration or slight affrication to be heard from most English speakers (see pp. 150-52; p. 161). Following fortis stops, [v] is often partially devoiced and fricative, e.g. *kwik* [kʋik], *twaalf* [ˈtwɔːlːf]. Note that this strikes an English ear as being similar to E /f/. See p. 176.

Similarly, D /tl/, for speakers who have uvular articulations, may be realised as a type of weak devoiced uvular fricative [χ], e.g. *trein* [tɻɛin], *krant* [kɻɛnt], *praatje* [ˈpɾatːjə].

/l/ following D /p, k/ does not typically devoice or become fricative, e.g. *klein* [kɻɛin], *plein* [plein]. Compare E /l/ in such contexts, where a devoiced lateral [ɻ] is realised.

Unlike English, glottal stop is never used as a replacement or reinforcement of final fortis stops, but it is found as an onset to vowels in word-initial position, e.g. *op eigen initiatief* [ˈɔp ˈeɪɣə ˈɛintsjaˌtɪf].

Overlapping stops

In Dutch, a sequence of two homorganic stops is usually reduced to a single stop, e.g. *stamppot* [ˈstɑmpɔt]. In the case of a voiceless stop followed by a voiced homorganic stop, the first regularly becomes voiced and is generally deleted, e.g. *tot dan* /tɔt ˈdɑn/ → /tɔ ˈdɑn/. In English, a sequence of two homorganic stops is not reduced to one consonant but we find a prolonged hold stage, with pre-glottalisation if the first stop is fortis, e.g. *bookcase* [ˈbʊkˌkeɪs], *cub pack* [ˈkʌbpack].

In Dutch, two stops which are non-homorganic (e.g. /kp/, /tk/) often have overlapping articulations, i.e. the closure for the second plosive is made before the release of the first. This is particularly the case within the word, less so at word boundaries. Consider the following examples:

/k t/  *taktiek*  [takˈtik]
/k b/  *stokbrood*  [stɔkˈbroːt]
In more careful speech, the closure of the second plosive is made after the release of the first and the release is audible.\(^7\) In other languages (e.g. French), the articulations of two plosives do not typically overlap, and one hears two distinct sounds. In English there is virtually always an overlap.

Note that in words like stokbrood, opdagen, meetbaar the first stop becomes lenis under the influence of the second. This should not be taken to mean that it becomes a fully voiced sound but rather a devoiced lenis stop, e.g. stokbrood \([\text{st}ɔg\text{bro:t}]\).

**Types of approach and release**

Nasal approach and lateral approach in Dutch are similar to English, e.g. kamp, vandaar, speelt, speelde. (See p. 157).

For a phonetic description of nasal release and lateral release/escape, see pp. 155-57. In Dutch, nasal release can be heard in opmaken, snotneus, where there is a sequence of homorganic stop/nasal. Release into syllabic nasals (as is typical of English or German) is not found in (NL) ABN or (B) AN, but may be heard in northern and eastern dialects of the Netherlands and is reported to occur in East and West Flanders, e.g. *kopen* /kɔpəm/, *praten* /prɑtən/ (ABN and AN /kɔpə(n), ‘prɑtə(n)/).

Lateral release is also heard in Dutch, when alveolar /t, d/ are followed by /l/, e.g. eetlepel, hardlopen, atlas. Devoicing and friction in /l/ following /t/ is not heard in Dutch, and there is no lateral release into syllabic laterals, as in English. Compare Dutch sleutel /sləutəl/ and English hurdle /hɔrl/ (with devoiced [l])

Lateral escape is found in Dutch, e.g. opleggen, dakloos, where /l/ follows /p/ or /k/. D /l/ does not become voiceless or fricative, nor does one hear escape into syllabic /l/. Compare D lepel and E papal /leːpəl – ‘peɪpl/; D hekel and E tackle /heːkel – ‘tækəl/.\(^8\)

**Accent variation**

Northern and eastern accents of the Netherlands have aspirated plosives [pʰ, tʰ, kʰ] similar to English. Some urban accents in the Randstad (e.g. Leiden, Rotterdam) have affricated [tʰ], similar to frequent allophones of initial E /l/ in stressed syllables.

---

\(^7\) Overlapping stops appear to be more frequent in Dutch when the second is articulated further forward than the first, as in /kp/.

\(^8\) Certain accents of Dutch have syllabic /l/, e.g. northern and eastern accents in the Netherlands.
Southern accents of the Netherlands and most Belgian varieties have very tense fortis and strongly voiced lenis plosive consonants.

Glottalisation of medial and final stop consonants is reported to occur in certain accents, e.g. Zeeland.

### 19.3 Nasals

#### Table 19.3 System in Dutch

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bilabial</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Alveolo-palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>η</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[ ] = frequent allophone

**Distribution**

\(/ŋ/\) does not occur syllable-initially.

**Bilabial, alveolar, alveolo-palatal and velar nasals**

**Description and allophonic variation**

\(/m, n, η/\) correspond in place of articulation to the stop consonants \(/b, d, g/\). For \(/m/\) there is no place variation of significance. D \(/ŋ/\), like other velars, varies under the influence of adjacent vowels. In the Netherlands, \(/n/\) following back vowels tends to be noticeably pharyngealised, similar to dark [h] (see Chapter 21 on setting). Front vowels, especially \(/e/\), are lowered and centralised before \(/n/\).

The sequence \(/nj/\) is realised as an alveolo-palatal nasal [ŋ] as in *kastanje, champagne*, or in sequences such as *kan je, meen je*. The preceding vowel is strongly nasalised and also raised, with a palatal glide, giving a diphthongal effect. With some speakers, there is little or no tongue/palate contact: [kœː]'œ, 'meːjœ].

In *handje, hondje* etc., there is a sequence alveolo-palatal nasal and stop: ['høːŋtsœ, 'hɔːŋtsœ]; in *Hansje, onsje* there is a sequence of alveolo-palatal nasal and fricative: ['hɔːŋtsœ, 'ʒŋtsœ]. Again the nasal consonant may be elided, leaving only a strongly nasalised vowel.

### 19.4 Approximants

#### Table 19.4 System in Dutch

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labio-dental</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Uvular</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>l r</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lateral (approximant) /l/

Description and allophonic variation

D /l/ is articulated by the blade/front of the tongue rising to make a central contact with the alveolar ridge. The sides of the tongue remain lowered and the airstream escapes over the sides, without friction. There are several significant allophones.

In (NL) ABN, /l/ is clear [l] before vowels; and dark [l] before consonants and pause. Intervocalic /l/ varies, tending to be clear, except after open back vowels, e.g. *holle* [‘hɔlə], *getallen* [‘kətlə]. However, some speakers have dark [l] in all intervocalic contexts. In final position, many speakers realise /l/ as a strongly pharyngealised vocoid without any alveolar contact, i.e. an unrounded back vowel of a [y] type (see Chapter 21 on setting and Fig. 17.1.2). This means that after back vowels, /l/ may be realised as a very narrow diphthongal glide, e.g. *dol* [dɔl], *hal* [hɔl], *riool* [ri’oɻ], *koel*, [kuy].

In (B) AN, /l/ often has a post-palatalised or velarised rather than a pharyngealised quality. There appears to be little contextual clear/dark variation and some speakers have a relatively clear (post-palatalised) /l/ in all contexts.

**EXERCISE 4**

Say /l/ in *leef* and *meel* in the normal manner. Now try switching the two allophones of /l/ around so that you have a dark [l] in initial position and a clear [l] in final position [*leːf*, *meːl*].

**EXERCISE 5**

Say these words: *stil*, *meel*, *vernielt*, *bol*, *kool*. Do you have a blade/alveolar contact in all cases, or is the contact lost, giving a back vowel? Does *vernielt* sound like *vernieuwt*?

Clusters with /lf, lp, lm, lk, lx/ (i.e. /l/ followed by a non-homorganic consonant) may show /ə/-insertion (svarabhakti), giving an additional syllable, e.g. *twaalf* [‘twaːlf], *help* [‘help], *helm* [‘helm], *melk* [‘melk], *Belg* [‘belx].

Although often mistakenly thought of as substandard, this type of /ə/-insertion is found in all types of Dutch, including (NL) ABN and (B) AN, in word-final position (and also word-finally in compounds, e.g. *melkboer* [‘melkbuːr]). Non-standard varieties may extend /ə/-insertion to other cases (see below).

Accent variation

1. Many Dutch accents have dark [l] in all contexts, e.g. Rotterdam, Amsterdam. In Belgium, /l/ may be velarised rather than pharyngealised, giving a less dark quality.
2. Some accents in the eastern regions along the German border (e.g. around Nijmegen) have clear [l] in all contexts.
3. /ø/-insertion is extended in many non-standard accents to contexts within the word, e.g. Hilversum /'hieloœsəm/, helpen /'heløn/, kalme /'kəløməl/, Kalverstraat /'kəlvərstrɔət/. This feature is well known and is often imitated for humorous effect.

**Palatal approximant /j/**

**Distribution**

/j/ only occurs pre-vocally.

**Description and allophonic variation**

/j/ is articulated by the front of the tongue in open approximation with the hard palate. Frequently, D /j/ is realised as a voiced palatal fricative [ʒ]. This is especially common in emphatic speech.

In diminutive forms with -je, /j/ is realised as a devoiced palatal fricative, e.g. raampje [ˈraːmpə], hoffje [ˈhoːfə]. See p. 193 for the sequences /tj, kj/.

**Accent variation**

None of significance.

**Labio-dental approximant /ʋ/**

**Distribution**

[ʋ] occurs in all contexts, but is less common finally, occurring in variation with /u/ in words such as ruw, sneedu, nieuw. The word murw provides a rare instance of final /ʋ/.

**Description and allophonic variation**

In (NL) ABN, /ʋ/ is formed at a similar place of articulation to D /f, ɾ/. In syllable-initial context, there is an approximation between the upper teeth and the inner part of the lower lip; the lip moves back with a ‘brushing’ effect. In connected speech, there is generally voiced friction [ɻ], accounting for the fact that English speakers hear this Dutch sound as similar to E /v/. (B) AN typically has a voiced bilabial approximant [β]. Many Belgian speakers have a labial-palatal approximant [ɥ] (similar to the French sound in huit), particularly before close front vowels, e.g. weten, wit.

Following /t/ or /k/ as in twee or kwis, fricative allophones are general, and there is often some devoicing, giving [ɻ]: [ˈtɻɛt, ˈkɻɪs]. English speakers tend to interpret such allophones as E /f/.

**EXERCISE 6**

The articulation of D /ʋ/ can be easily examined using a mirror. Say the following words, and look at the relationship of the lower lip and the upper teeth: wist, waar, wat, wiel, wol, wet. Compare D /ʋ/ in these words to /ʃ/ in vist, vaar, vat, viel, vol, vet.
In syllable-initial clusters preceding /r/, as in wraak, /v/ is typically a voiced fricative [ɣ].

**EXERCISE 7**
Say the words: wraak, wreker, wrang, wreed, wrak, wrok, wrijf. Some speakers may consider that w here is better represented by D /f/ – is this true in your case?

**Accent variation**

Many southern Netherlands varieties have an articulation similar to that described for (B) AN above. Surinamese Dutch is notable for having a labial-velar approximant [w], similar to E /w/.

**Uvular/alveolar /r/**

**Distribution**

/r/ occurs in all positions.

**Description**

There are two main places of articulation for D /r/.

1. Uvular: formed by the uvula against the back of the tongue (huig-r).
2. Alveolar: formed by the tongue-tip against the alveolar ridge (tong-r).

In the Netherlands, uvular articulations appear to be gaining ground over alveolar [r], especially in the Randstad. This does not appear to be the case in Belgium.

**Table 19.5 Types of /r/ in Dutch**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Uvular</strong></th>
<th>Trill [r]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tap [ɾ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced fricative [ʁ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak voiceless fricative [ɾ] or [χ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximant [!]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Pre-velar</strong></th>
<th>(Bunched) approximant [ɻ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Alveolar</strong></th>
<th>Trill [r]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tap [ɾ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced fricative [ɹ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiceless fricative [ɾ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximant [ɻ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Although it is often classed as such, D /r/ is rarely in fact a trill, except possibly in very emphatic or deliberate utterance (e.g. speaking carefully on a telephone line), or as a special effect.\(^{10}\) D /r/ can be realised in many different ways. Table 19.5 summarises a variety of the allophones. It is notable that the same speaker will often use very different allophones in different contexts.

**Allophonic variation**

In general, Dutch speakers confine themselves to either alveolar or uvular articulations.\(^{11}\) In (B) AN, /ɾ/ is typically realised as an alveolar tap in all positions in the word, so that /ɾ/ in *rood*, *parel* and *weer* is pronounced similarly. However, Netherlands Dutch is more complex:

1. **Pre-vocalic** (initial and medial position), e.g. *rood, rond, reden, merel, kerel*.
   
   Typical realisations: either (1) uvular approximant or voiced fricative or (2) alveolar tap.

2. **Clusters.** Following /p, t, k, x/, uvular [ʁ] may be devoiced with weak friction, giving [ɣ] or with some speakers (especially of affected varieties) [χ]: *prima* ['prɪmaː], *trein* [tɛcin], *kroeg* [kɑux], *groot* [χɣoːt]. Alveolar tap is not devoiced in such consonant clusters.

3. **Word-final.** Trills are very uncommon except in emphatic utterances, though alveolar /ɾ/ speakers may have tap [ɾ]. In present-day (NL) ABN and Randstad varieties of Dutch, probably the most frequent allophone is the pre-velar bunched approximant. The back of the tongue is bunched, and the root retracted, giving rise to a type of retroflex resonance. A similar sound is heard as a very common variety of American /ɾ/, termed loosely ‘retroflex’. Although it is not a true retroflex articulation (the tip is not curled back or even raised), for convenience we have used the symbol [ɻ].

Some common allophones are mentioned below:

- Affected speakers may have uvular fricatives, e.g. *hoor* [hoːχ], *door deur daar* [doːχ doːdɔːχ ‘daːχ].

Word-final /ɾ/ may be replaced by a close [ɑ] off-glide. This is not infrequent after the close free vowels /i, y, u/ and close-mid free vowels /eː, øː/, e.g. *mier* [mιɛ], *muur* [mυːr], *moer* [mυːɛ], *meer* [mɛːr], *deur* [dʊɛː]. Note that the preceding vowel may be lengthened and is often centralised. See Chapter 14 on Dutch vowels. After /eː, øː/ and the non-close back vowels /a, ɔ, øː/, this

---

\(^{10}\) Note the use that disc-jockeys occasionally make of a rolled /ɾ/.

\(^{11}\) Note, however, that speakers with basically uvular realisations may use alveolar articulations in initial clusters: *schrift*, *groot*, *fraai*, *brand*, etc. Many speech trainers advocate the use of alveolar /ɾ/. Consequently, some uvular /ɾ/ users, attempting to eliminate [ʁ], may also employ some alveolar articulations.
may sound like a short [i] or [j] type glide, e.g. *spoor* [spɔːr], *maar* [maːr], *kerk* [kɛrk], *sport* [spɔrt].

In casual speech, final /t/ may be elided (especially in unstressed syllables), e.g. *we zijn vier honderd kilometer verder gereden* [ʋɛ ziːn ˈfiːhɔnderd ’kilomeːtə ’sɛːdə xa’reːdə].

**EXERCISE 8**

Make an audio recording of an unscripted conversation in Dutch between a group of friends. Listen to a short section (say three minutes) and note (1) the chief allophones of /r/, (2) where /r/ is elided. See if any significant pattern of distribution emerges.

Clusters of /rk, rp, rm, rn, rf, rx/ exhibit /ə/-insertion, e.g. *kerk, dorp, arm, urn, erf, erg* [ˈkerək, ˈdɔrp, ˈɑrm, ˈɔrn, ˈərf, ˈərəx]. Note that in (NL) ABN /ə/-insertion only occurs in word-final position following a contoid /t/. Many non-standard accents may extend this to medial contexts, e.g. *morgen* [ˈmɔrəxə], *arme* [ˈɑrmə].

**Accent variation**

Speakers from Noord-Holland (including Amsterdam), Utrecht, the north eastern provinces and much of Belgium (particularly East and West Flanders) use alveolar articulations, either taps or sometimes trills. Leiden has a true retroflex (inverted tongue-tip) /t/. In and around Ghent, extending as far as Bruges, uvular realisations (fricatives and approximants) predominate. The Hague also has uvular articulations (often fricative, voiced and voiceless); elision of final /t/ is common. A variety of realisations are heard in Rotterdam including both uvular and alveolar articulations. Particularly strong, scrapy, uvular fricatives (sometimes referred to as ‘brouwende r’) are found in Gelderland and the southern provinces of the Netherlands. In Limburg, a type of pharyngeal approximant is to be heard.

**19.5 Marginal consonant and marginal consonant sequences**

/ɡ/ lenis velar plosive.
/zj/ [z] alveolo-palatal fricative.
/dj/ [dz] alveolo-palatal affricate.

In the Netherlands, /ɡ/ occurs in loanwords such as *golf, gala, guerilla, guillotine, gletsjer, gobelin, goal, grill, grapefruit, gangster, leggings*. In many of these examples, /ɡ/ is replaced by /kl/, e.g. *goal* /koːl/, *grapefruit* /’kreːpfruːt/.

---

12 This can occasionally give rise to confusion in connected speech between pairs such as *maar ~ maai, kerk ~ cake*. However, in citation forms, all speakers retain a contrast.
Other words, e.g. *gala*, *grill*, *gletsjer*, often have initial /xl/. Substitutions of this type are not unusual in (NL) ABN, and are common in dialects. Belgian varieties (including AN) have /y/ rather than /g/ or /x/ in all these cases. Thus for the overwhelming majority of Belgian speakers, /g/ can not be regarded as a marginal phoneme and exists only as an allophone of /k/ (see p. 193).

**EXERCISE 9**

Go through the list of words above and work out how you pronounce them. Listen to other people as well, for instance newsreaders and sports commentators. Do you have a three-way opposition between *golf* ‘wave’, *golf* ‘game of golf’, and *kolf*? Do you use /x/ for the first word, /g/ for the second, and /k/ for the third? Or are the first two identical in your speech, so that you use /x/ or /y/ for *golf* in both senses? Or do you perhaps pronounce *golf* ‘game of golf’ and *kolf* with /k/?

How do you pronounce *spaghetti*, *ragoût*, *goulash*?

Note that the word *garage* is pronounced with a fricative by almost by all speakers nowadays.

The sequence /zj/, realised as an alveolo-palatal [z], is found in French loanwords and Russian transliterations, e.g. *genre*, *geste*, *journalist*, *jus*, *beige*, *Breznev*, *Zhitomir*, *Zhirinovski*, and also in English *jam*. In those words which are frequent items, e.g. *jus*, /zj/ is frequently replaced by /sj/ in the Netherlands. In less common words, /zj/ is more likely to be maintained, e.g. *genre* /zj@r@/ [z@r@].

/đj/ is used by some careful speakers in loans from English, e.g. *jazz*, *jingle*, *jungle*, *junkie*, *jukebox*, *discjockey*, *job*, *Jimmy*, *Jeff*; also in Indonesian *Djakarta*. It is the lenis counterpart of /tj/. Increasingly, in the Netherlands, it is replaced by /tj/, /y/, or /sj/, e.g. *jingle* /tj@ng@l/ [t@ng@l], *job* /j@p/ [j@p], *Jimmy* /sjìmi/ [cìmi]. In Belgium, /dj/ is almost always retained.
20

PATTERNS OF ADJUSTMENT IN CONNECTED SPEECH: ASSIMILATION AND ELISION

20.1 Introduction

In all known languages, difficult articulatory sequences are modified in connected speech in order to simplify the articulation process. However, the manner in which this is achieved varies from one language to another.

**EXERCISE 1**

Read these transcriptions of Dutch words and phrases, firstly as in column A and then as in column B. Note the differences. Which sounds more typical of connected speech?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>onmogelijk</td>
<td>/ɔ̃mɔːɣələk/</td>
<td>/ɔ̃mɔːɣələk/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opdragen</td>
<td>/ɔ̃dɾaːɣə/</td>
<td>/ɔ̃dɾaːɣə/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kan ik ook</td>
<td>/kɑ̃ ik ˈɔːk/</td>
<td>/kɑ̃k ˈɔːk/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postcode</td>
<td>/pɔstkoːdə/</td>
<td>/pɔstkoːdə/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ik weet het niet</td>
<td>/ɪk ˈvekt hət nit/</td>
<td>/ɪt ˈvɛnti/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The differences between the citation forms (represented above by column A) and the simplified connected speech forms (column B) are not just a matter of chance. Clear patterns are distinguishable, though these are not the same in all languages, or even in all varieties of any particular language. For instance, there are very important differences between the patterns of simplification of English and Dutch, and this forms one of the most important areas of potential error for the Dutch learner.

**Phonetic conditioning**

Phonetic conditioning is a term used to cover the way in which speech segments are influenced by adjacent (or near-adjacent) segments, causing phonemes to vary in their realisation according to the phonetic context. We can distinguish three main types: (1) allophonic variation; (2) assimilation; (3) elision.

20.2 Allophonic variation

Throughout the sections on English and Dutch segments, we have discussed deviations from the target forms of phonemes. This results from phonetic conditioning and is responsible for the greater part of any range of allophones in complementary distribution.
20.3 Assimilation

Where, as a result of phonetic conditioning, one phoneme is replaced by a second under the influence of a third we term the effect assimilation.¹

Consider the Dutch word *vanmiddag*, which in careful pronunciation is /fʌnˈmɪdəx/, but in connected speech may become /fʌmˈmɪdəx/. Here, one phoneme /n/ has been replaced by a second /m/ under the influence of a third /m/. This could be stated in a brief rule thus:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{Phoneme 1} & \text{phoneme 2} & \text{phoneme 3} \\
/n/ & \rightarrow & /m/ \quad \text{before} \quad /m/ \\
\end{array}
\]

We can distinguish here the two forms of the word *van*: (1) /fʌn/, (2) /fʌm/; where form (1) can be considered the ideal form, corresponding to the target that native speakers have in their minds. This is what is produced in the slowest and most careful styles of speech; it often bears a close resemblance to the spelling representation. Form (2), more typical of connected speech, is termed the assimilated form.

A similar example from English occurs when *hard cash* /hɑːd ˈkæʃ/ is pronounced as /hɑːɡ ˈkæʃ/.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{Phoneme 1} & \text{phoneme 2} & \text{phoneme 3} \\
/d/ & \rightarrow & /ɡ/ \quad \text{before} \quad /k/ \\
\end{array}
\]

**Patterns of assimilation**

Assimilation can be analysed as falling into several patterns.

**Direction of influence**

(1) Features of an articulation may anticipate (lead into) those of a following segment, e.g. English *art gallery* /aːt ɡælərɪ/ → /aːk ɡælərɪ/, Dutch *inkomsten* /ɪnˈkɔmsten/ → /ɪnˈkɔmsten/. This is termed leading assimilation.²

(2) Features of articulation may be held over from a preceding segment, so that the articulators lag in their movements, e.g. English *in the corner* /ɪn ˈkɔrə/ → /ɪn ˈkɔrə/; Dutch *op zoek* /ɔp ˈzuːk/ → /ɔp ˈsuk/. This is termed lagging assimilation.²

(3) In many cases there is a two-way exchange of articulation features, e.g. English *choose your weapons* /tʃuːz jɔː ˈwepnəz/ → /tʃuːz ʒɔː ˈwepnəz/. This is termed reciprocal assimilation.

¹ This is the terminology employed in this book. Other writers use phonetic assimilation or partial assimilation to cover allophonic variation brought about by phonetic conditioning (Section 20.2). What we have called assimilation they term complete assimilation or phonemic assimilation.

² Other writers may use different terminology. Leading assimilation is variously termed anticipatory or regressive; lagging assimilation is termed perseverative and progressive.
**Types of influence**

(1) Certain assimilations involve a change in place of articulation. This is termed **place assimilation** and is common in both English and Dutch.

For instance, in English, final alveolars in ideal forms are often replaced by bilabials (preceding /p, b, m/) or velars (preceding /k, g/) or palato-alveolars (preceding /s/), e.g. hardboard /ha:dbo:d/ → /ha:bbo:d/, slight pressure /slæt 'preʃə/ → /slæp 'preʃə/, nutcrackers /ˈnʌtkrɛkəzl/ → /ˈnætkrɛkəzl/, hot muffins /hɔt ˈmɑfɪnz/ → /hɔp ˈmɑfɪnz/, odd cups /ɒd 'kæps/ → /ɒg 'kæps/, this shop /ðɪs 'ʃɔp/ → /ðɪʃ 'ʃɔp/. In Dutch, examples are treinkaartje /ˈtreɪnkɑ:rtj@/ → /ˈtreɪnkɑ:rtj@, onmogelijk /ˌɒnmoʊɡəl@k/ → /ˌɒnmoʊɡəl@k, tot kijk /tɔt ˈkɛik/ → /tɔt ˈkɛik/. (See Section 20.9 for further details of where some of the Dutch forms will be subjected to a further process of **elision**, e.g. /tɔ ˈkɛik/.)

(2) Assimilations may involve reduction of the fortis/lenis contrast. Such assimilations are termed **energy assimilation** and are particularly frequent in Dutch, e.g. noodzakelijk /ˈnʌdzoʊkəl@k/ → /ˈnʌdzə:kəl@k, opbellen /ˈɒpbɛlə/ → /ˈɒpbɛlə, geenszins /ˈɡɛnszinz/ → /ˈɡɛnsznz, weekdag /ˈwekdæɡ/ → /ˈveɡdæɡ, dankbaar /daŋkbaɑɿ/ → /ˈdaŋkbɑːɿ, soeperd /ˈsu:pɚd/ → /ˈsəubəɿ, lesuur /ˈlɛzyr/ → /ˈlɛzyr, asbak /ˈɑsbɑk/ → /ˈɑzbɑk, op die manier /ɒp ˈdi mənɪt/ → /ɒp ˈti mənɪt/ or /ɒb ˈdi mənɪt/.

In stressed syllables, assimilations of this kind are less common in English, occurring only in certain words and phrases, e.g. I have to go (meaning ‘must’) /hæftəl, newspaper /ˈnuːzpeɪpəl/ → /ˈnuːzpeɪpəl. However, in unstressed syllables they are much more frequent, e.g. he was certain /hə wəz ˈsətnt/ → /hə wəz ˈsətnt/.

(3) Assimilations may involve a change in the manner of articulation, e.g. an ideal form containing a fricative may be replaced by a nasal or a lateral. This is termed **assimilation of manner**.

Nasal and lateral assimilations occur in English, mainly affecting initial /θ/ in unstressed words, e.g. turn the key and open the door /tʊrn ðə ˈkiː/: ən ˈtɜːnt ðə ˈkɪːː /→ /tʊrn ðə ˈkɪːː, all the best /ɔl ðə ˈbɛst/ → /ɔl ðə ˈbɛst/, will there be anything else /wɪl ðə biː ˈɛntθiɹ ˈɛlz/ → /wɪl ðə biː ˈɛntθiɹ ˈɛlz/. They also occur in more rapid colloquial Dutch, e.g. een beetje /ˈeɪn ˈbɛtʃə/ → /ˈeɪn ˈmɛtʃəl, laat maar /ˈlɑt már/ → /ˈlɑːt már./

Nasal assimilations are especially common in French, e.g. un demi /yːn ˈdɔmi/ → /yːn ˈnməl, on demande /ɔn ˈdɔmənd/ → /ɔn ˈnmənd/.

**Co-occurrence of assimilations**

1. Assimilations of different types may occur simultaneously, e.g. should you /ʃədju/ → /ʃədʒu/. Here both **place** and **manner** assimilation affects /d/ and /ʃ/ of the ideal form:
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/d/ (alveolar plosive)  /j/ (palatal approximant)

/dʒ/ (palato-alveolar affricate)

2. More than one phoneme may be affected by an assimilation, e.g. tent peg /tent peg/ → /temp peg/.

20.4 Elision

A change from the ideal form in connected speech may involve the deletion of a phoneme, e.g. English first class /fɜːst 'klæs/ → /fəs 'klæs/, Dutch mistbank /mistbæŋk/ → /mɪsbæŋk/. The phoneme is said to be elided and the process is termed elision.

Frequently, assimilation processes may lead to elision, e.g. English standpoint /ståndpɔɪnt/ → /ståmpɔɪnt/, Dutch brandpunt /bɾaŋpʊnt/ → /bɾampʊnt/.

The converse of elision is liaison, i.e. the insertion of an extra sound in order to facilitate the articulation of a sequence. Liaison is found in English RP, and other non-rhotic varieties, in the form of linking-r and intrusive-r. Dutch has linking-n and intrusive-n (see pp. 178-79). French is notable for its elaborate system of liaison, e.g. Elle est assez intelligent, where ‘est’ and ‘assez’, pronounced /e/ and /aːs/ in citation form, recover the final consonants when they occur pre-vocally in connected speech: /el e̞t a̞se̞ ŋe̞tli̞zã/.

20.5 Historical assimilation and elision

One may distinguish between contemporary and historical assimilation/elision processes.

In contemporary assimilation/elision there is an ideal form. The assimilation (or elision) takes place only in a certain phonetic context, and in most cases, assimilation or elision is optional. Historical assimilation/elision refers to cases where the original ideal forms have become extinct and the assimilated/elided forms are fixed, e.g. cupboard /kæbɔd/, where the form */kæpbɔd/ has died out.

English spelling is full of ‘silent letters’ which bear witness to historical elision, e.g. walk, card, lamb, knee, should, knight, gnash, castle, write, iron. See pp.186-88. (Note that card and iron would contain a silent r only in non-rhotic English accents).

EXERCISE 2

Go through two or three pages of a novel and find more examples of ‘silent letters’ in English. Then check with pp. 186-88.

Afrikaans provides some interesting examples of historical assimilations and
elisions which have developed from Dutch. These are now fixed in the spelling of the language, but derive from variant (now often dialectal) pronunciations in Dutch.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Afrikaans</th>
<th>Dutch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>as</td>
<td>als</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aande</td>
<td>avonden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hé</td>
<td>hebben</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ou</td>
<td>oud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ooggend</td>
<td>ochtend</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


There is a tendency nowadays for some historical elisions and assimilations to revert back to the original forms as a result of the influence of spelling. For instance, in English, /t/ is heard frequently in *often* (formerly only /ˈɒfən/). In Dutch, /d/ is increasingly heard in words like *rijden*, *oude*.

### 20.6 Patterns of assimilation in English

#### General observations

Assimilation and elision tend to be more frequent in:
1. Unstressed rather than stressed syllables.
2. Rapid rather than slow tempo.
3. Informal rather than formal registers.

#### 1. Leading assimilation of place of final alveolars

**Alveolar → bilabial in context preceding bilabial**

(a) /t/ → /p/ preceding /p, b, m/ and less commonly /w/.

- bright pink /braɪp ˈprɪŋk/
- dartboard /daːptboʊd/
- Whit Monday /ˈwɪt ˈmɑndɪ/
- whitewash /ˈwɪtɪwɔʃ/  

(b) /d/ → /b/ preceding /p, b, m/ and less commonly /w/.

- third part /θɜːb ˈpɑːt/
- head boy /heɪb ˈboɪ/
- red meat /rɛd ˈmiːt/
- hard work /hɑːb ˈwɜːk/  

(c) /n/ → /m/ preceding /p, b, m/ and less commonly /w/.

- on paper /ɒn ˈpeɪpər/
Zen Buddhism /zem ˈbʊdɪzm/  
in Middlesborough /ɪn ˈmɪdlzbrə/  
one way street /wʌm ˈweɪ ˈstriːt/  

**Alveolar → velar in context preceding velar**

(a) /t/ → /k/ preceding /k, g/

- shortcake /ʃɔːkɛt/  
- **bright green /brait ˈɡriːn/**

(b) /d/ → /ɡ/ preceding /k, g/

- hard cash /hɔː ˈkæʃ/  
- head girl /heɡ ˈɡɜːdəl/  

(c) /n/ → /ɳ/ preceding /k, g/  

- in Cardiff /ɪn ˈkaːdɪf/  
- sunglasses /ˈsʌŋgləsɪz/  

Note that the allophone of /p, k/ representing orthographic **t** is typically strongly pre-glottalised and never has audible release [ˈp, ˈk], e.g. **bright pink [braɪp ˈpɪŋk]**, **bright green [braɪk ˈgrɪn]**. Similarly, /b, ɡ/ representing orthographic **d** have a prolonged hold stage [b:, ɡ:], e.g. **head boy [heb: ˈbɔɪ]**, **head girl [heɡ: ˈɡɜːdəl]**.

**Alveolar → palato-alveolar in context preceding palato-alveolar**

(1) /s/ → /ʃ/ preceding /ʃ/  
(2) /z/ → /ʒ/ preceding /ʒ/

- Christmas shopping /krɪsməʃ ˈʃɒpɪŋ/  
- rise sharply /raɪz ˈʃɑːplɪ/  

**Reciprocal assimilation before /j/**

The plosives /t, d/ coalesce regularly with the words you and your. The fricatives /s, z/ have reciprocal assimilation of place with any word-initial /j/:

(a) /t/ + /j/ → /tʃ/  
(b) /d/ + /j/ → /dʒ/  
(c) /s/ + /j/ → /ʃʒ/  
(d) /z/ + /j/ → /ʒʒ/  

- get your coat /ɡetʃɔː ˈkəʊt/  
- I heard you come in /aɪ ˈhɪzdʒɪn: ˈkæm ˈɪn/  
- nice young man /naɪʃ ˈznəŋ ˈmæn/  
- Clare’s usually late /klaɪs ˈzuːʒəli ˈleɪt/  

Assimilations of this sort are especially common in tag-questions with you.
You’ll do the cooking, won’t you? /wəʊntjʊ/  
You could stay the night, couldn’t you? /kʊdntjʊ/  
You should pay him back, shouldn’t you? /ʃʊdntjʊ/  
You can be there, can’t you? /kæntʃʊ/  

2. Lagging assimilation involving /ð/  

Initial /ð/ in unstressed words may be assimilated following /n, l, s, z/.  

in the corner /ɪn ɪn 'kɔrnə/  
all the books /ɔl læ 'bʊks/  
what’s the point? /wɒts æ 'pɔɪnt/  
where’s the breadknife? /wɛəz ə 'brednaɪf/  

Assimilations are most frequent with the word the. Notice, however, that (except at very rapid tempo) a difference is still to be heard between the and a. Apart from lengthening of the preceding segment, there is also a difference in rhythm. ( | = rhythm group boundary.)  

in the hole – in a hole /ɪn ɪn | həʊl/ – /ɪn | ə həʊl/  
fill the hole – fill a hole /fɪl læ | həʊl/ – /fɪl | ə həʊl/  
where’s the breadknife – where’s a breadknife /wɛəz ə | 'brednaɪf/ – /wɛəz | ə 'brednaɪf/  

It is the placing of the rhythm group boundary, together with the lengthening of the previous segment, that is important for the distinction to be heard by a native speaker.  

With words other than the, assimilation of this type is less frequent, though by no means uncommon (at least in unstressed contexts).  

in this book /ɪn ɪn 'bʊk/  
in their opinion /ɪn ɪnər 'ərɪnʃən/  
within these four walls /wɪðɪn nɪz 'fɔːr 'wɔːlz/  
all their problems /ɔl læ 'prɔbləmz/  
till they come back /tɪl læ kəm 'bæk/  
as there won’t be any left /əz zə ə'wənt biː ənt 'left/  
pass those stamps /pɑs əʊz ˈstæmps/  

In stressed syllables, assimilation of this type is less common, except at rapid tempo, and is possibly more characteristic of dialectal forms of English. Note that no assimilation of /ð/ is heard with plosives /p, b, t, d, k, g/, though /t/ and /d/ may be dental before /θ, ð/. /t/ is realised with strong glottal reinforcement [tɪ] (or more probably, glottal replacement) before /ð/.  

hit this ball [hɪt tɪs 'bɔːl], not *['hɪt tɪs 'bɔːl]  
ate those cakes [eɪt təʊz 'keɪks], not *['eɪt təʊz 'keɪks]  
get the paper ['get tə 'peɪpə], not *['get tə 'peɪpə]
3. Assimilation of energy

In English, energy assimilations are rare in stressed syllables. Two obligatory assimilations are used to and have to (where equivalent to ‘must’), e.g.

I used to wear a suit /ə 'juːstə 'weər ə 'sjuːt/
I used two (main verb) /ə 'juːzd 'tuː/
I have to be early /ə 'hæftə bɪ 'ɜːlɪ/
I have two (main verb ‘possess’) /ə 'hæv 'tuː/

Note that some speakers extend this assimilation to has to /hæstə/.

There are also some word-internal energy assimilations, generally with free variation between two possible forms: newspaper /'njuːspeɪpər/ or /'njuːzpeɪpər/; absurd /'æb'sɜːd/ or /'æb'zɜːd/; absolute /'æbsəluːt/ or /'æbsəluːt/; absorb /'æb'zɔːb/ or /'æb'zɔːb/; obsession /'əʃəf'sɪnəʃən/ or /'əʃəf'sɪnəʃən/. The assimilated forms are characteristic of more relaxed speech.

Energy assimilations across word boundaries are rare in stressed syllables. Because of the frequent occurrence of such assimilation patterns in Dutch, this is a major problem area. However, in unstressed syllables, energy assimilations of lenis to fortis are very frequent (particularly, with final inflexional /d/ and /z/, and also with grammatical items such as as and of, and auxiliary verbs):

he collected stamps /hiː ˈkəlɛktɪ tˈstæmps/
I was sure /aɪ wɔːz ˈʃuːr/
as cold as ice /əs ˈkɔld əz ˈaɪs/
she refuses to answer /ʃi ər'fjuːzəz tʊ ˈaʊnsə/
of course /ɔf ˈkɔəs/
six of Tom’s letters /ˈsɪks əf ˈtɒmz ˈletəz/
James could tell him /dʒeɪmz kʊt ˈtel ɪm/

This feature is to be heard constantly in all but the most careful styles of speech. Note that fortis to lenis assimilations (heard frequently in Dutch) are never heard in English (with the notable exception of Scottish varieties).

20.7 Patterns of elision in English

Elision of /t, d/ in consonant sequences

1. Elision of /t, d/ is common in certain consonant sequences. This could broadly be stated thus (C standing for consonant):

C t,d C (other than /h/) → CC

Fricatives

/t/ cleft palate /klevt ˈpælæt/  
/s,t/ waste paper /weist ˈpeɪpər/  
ʃt/ crushed strawberries /krʌʃtˈstrɔːbrɪz/
/θ/ bathed the baby /baθ  də 'bæθi/
/v/ dived below /dæv  brəʊ/
/z/ closed doors /kləʊz 'dɔːz/
/ð/ breathed deeply /brɪð 'diːpli/

**Stops**

/p/ trapped by /træp  bæt/
/k/ cracked pots /kræk 'pots/
/b/ dubbed film /dʌb  'film/
/g/ bugged telephone /bʌɡ  'teɪləʊn/
/tʃ/ enriched foodstuffs /enrɪtʃ 'fuːdstəfs/
/dʒ/ ridged surface /rɪdʒ 'sə:fəs/

**Nasals**

/m/ slammed the door /slæm  də 'dɔː/
/n/ hair-brained scheme /hɛəbrɛm 'skɪm/
/ŋ/ stringed musical instrument /ˈstrɪŋ mjuːzɪkəl 'ɪnstrəmənt/

It will be seen that elisions such as these very frequently remove the marker of past tense in verbs. The meaning is usually (not always) clear through context.

2. Elision of /t, d/ is not heard before /h/: a packed house /ə 'pækt 'hæus/. If /nt/ or /lt/ are followed by a consonant, there is no elision of /t/ (except at very rapid tempo, or in dialect), though /t/ will be glottally reinforced [t] or replaced by [ʔ]. Note that the vowel before /nt/ and /lt/ is shortened: print through /prɪnt θruː/ [prɪnt θruː] or [prɪnt θruː]; salt beef /sɔlt 'biːf/ [sɔlt 'biːf] or [sɔlt 'biːf]. See pp. 50, 153. Dutch-speaking learners regularly elide /t/ and pronounce a long vowel, e.g. can’t buy *[kæn 'bæt], don’t remember *[dən 'remembə]. Even though such elisions are heard in rapid RP (with a short vowel), they tend to sound over-casual, and are best avoided.

3. The sequences C + /tʃ/ and C + /dʒ/ generally retain /t/, but often have reciprocal assimilation to /tʃ/ and /dʒ/:  

   I’ve stopped your allowance /əv 'stɒptʃər 'ɔləʊns/
   Have you sold your house /hæv ju: 'sɔldʒər 'hæus/

   The verb forms wouldn’t you, didn’t you, etc. are normally heard with this assimilated form: /ˈwʊdəntʃuː, ˈdɪdntʃuː/

4. The sequence /skt/ has elision of /k/, instead of, or in addition to, /t/:  

   I asked Henry /æst 'henri/
masked gunman /maːst 'ɡəmnən/ or /maːs 'ɡəmnən/
basked lazily in the sun /baːst 'letəl/ or /baːs 'letəl/

Other notable elisions

The following are examples of words where elision frequently exists, not covered by the list above:

1. Two high-frequency words have common alternative forms with elided dental fricatives: months /mʌnts/, clothes /kləʊzl/.
2. Forms of numerals, e.g. fifth, sixth, do not elide /θ/ but instead elide the preceding consonant: /fɪθ, sɪkθ/.
3. Elision of /v/ in of is especially common before /ð/, e.g.

seven of those apples /ˈsevən ə ˈðəʊz ˈæplz/
six of the best /ˈsɪks ə ˈðə ˈbɛst/

It is also heard at more rapid tempo before other consonants:

two pounds of pears /ˈtuː ˈpaʊnz ə ˈpɛəz/
a box of matches /ˈbɒks ə ˈmætʃɪz/
a pint of milk /ˈpɒint ə ˈmɪlk/

At rapid tempo, /v/ is elided before /m/:

Give me your word /ˈɡɪ mi ˈwɜːd/
Leave me some more pudding /ˈliː mi ˈsɜːm ˈpʌdɪŋ/
He musn’t have my share /hi ˈmʌsn’t hæ ˈmeɪ ˈʃɛər/

4. The sequence /tʃ/ is normally reduced to /ʃ/ in three common verbal forms, i.e. ought to, want to, got to:

I ought to go /aɪ ˈɔːtʃ ˈgəʊ/
I want to drive /aɪ ˈwɑntə ˈdraɪv/
We’ve got to be careful /wiː ˈgɒtə bɪ ˈkɛəfəl/

5. When going to is used to form a tense, it is pronounced /gənə/ in all but very careful speech, e.g. we’re going to move house /wiː ɡənə ˈmuːv ˈhɔʊs/. This form is sometimes shown as ‘gonna’ in informal writing.

20.8 Patterns of assimilation in Dutch

Assimilation of energy

1. Lagging assimilation of energy

Sequence of fortis plosive or fricative + lenis fricative → fortis + fortis fricative.
uitzicht /œytzɪxt/

gemakzuchtig /ɛməkˈsʌktsɪx/  
taakverdeling /tɑːkˌfɔːrˈdɛlɪŋ/  
’t eens zijn /ɑt ˈɛns ˈzɛin/  
half vijf /hɑlf ˈfɛit/

2. Leading assimilation of energy

Sequence of fortis plosive or fricative + lenis plosive → lenis + lenis.

schipbreuk /sx̑əbrɔːk/ (often reduced to /sx̑brɔːk/)  
opdragen /ˈɔbdraːɣə/  
eeetbaar /ˈɛ:dbɑːr/  
spoeddebate /ˈspudəbæt/ (often reduced to /spudəbæt/)  
vakbond /ˈvɑ̃gˈbɔnt/  
kerkdienst /ˈkɛrkˌdɪnst/  
afbreken /ˈɑfbruːkə/  
beloofde /ˈbɛloʊfduː/  
bos bloemen /ˈbɔs ˈblʊmə/  
busdienst /ˈbʊsdɪnst/

Note that in a sequence of two identical consonants, e.g. schipbreuk above, one consonant is generally elided (see Section 20.9 on elision).

With some speakers, fortis fricatives may become lenis before all voiced non-fricative sounds (including vowels; see below), and not just before lenis plosives. For instance, /f/ may be /f/ before /m, n, l, r, v/ as well as before /b, d/.

afmaken /afmaːkə/  
afnemen /afˈnɛmə/  
afleren /ɑfˈleːrə/  
afremen /afˈremə/  
afwas /afˈvaːs/  
afbreken /afbruːkə/  
afdoen /afˈduːn/

An exception to rule 2 is a group of grammatical words: dit, die, dat, daar, dus, d’r, dan.

is dit juist /ɪs ˈtɪt ˈjoːjst/  
op die manier /ɔp ti mɑːˈnɪr/  

3 D /ɡ/ is a marginal phoneme. If a speaker does not possess this phoneme in his or her idiolect, the transcription of these words will be enclosed in square brackets: [ˈfɑ̃gˈbɔnt, ˈkɛrkˌdɪnst].
moet dat dan /mut tat tan/
of dat /sf tat/

Many people, particularly in the south of the Netherlands and Belgium, have leading assimilation (e.g. op die /ɔb dĩ/) or use leading and lagging assimilation in free variation.

3. Intervocalic assimilation of energy

The fricatives /f, s/ may become lenis between vowels:

af en toe /afən 'tu/
rasecht /raːzɛxt/

Sometimes the alveolar plosive /t/ also becomes voiced between voiced sounds:

tandarts /tandarts/
random /rəndəm/
Noordeinde /nɔɐdɛində/
toenterijd /tundɐˈteɪt/
uiteindelijk /œydɛindəlɛk/
had 'm /həd əm/

This type of assimilation is particularly common in the southern provinces of the Netherlands.

Assimilation of place

Leading assimilation of place of final alveolars

Note the comments on the phonetic realisations.

a) Alveolar to bilabial

/t/ → /p/ before /p/
/t/ → /b/ before /b/

voetpad /ˈfʊpəd/ (often reduced to /ˈfʊpəd/)
kladpapier /ˈklʌdpəpɪər/ (often reduced to /ˈklʌdpəpɪər/)
kladblok /ˈklʌdblɔk/ (often reduced to /ˈklʌdblɔk/)

/n/ → /m/ before /p, b, m/

in principe /ɪn prɪnˈsɪpə/
loonbelasting /ˈlʊmˌbɛləstɪŋ/
van mij /ˈvɑn ˈmeɪj/

Note also a sequence of /n/ + /t/ where both consonants are affected:
b) Alveolar to velar

/t/ → /k/ before /k/

tot kijk /tɔk ˈkeik/ (often reduced to /tɔ ˈkeik/)

/n/ → /ŋ/ before /k, x, γ/ and marginal /g/

inkomen /ɪŋkoːmə/
kleingeld /kleiŋxɛlt/, /kleiŋvɛlt/
een goal /ən ˈgoːl/

In the last example, speakers of varieties other than (NL) ABN may use /k, x, γ/. In these cases, the assimilation pattern would nevertheless be the same.

2) Alveolo-palatal realisations of /t, s, n/ before /j/

In our analysis, realisations of D /t, s, n/ before /j/ as [tc, c, ɲ] are not strictly assimilation, since [tc, c, ɲ] are not phonemes. However, since alveolo-palatal sequences are so frequent, and are substituted by Dutch-speaking learners for certain English patterns, they are mentioned in this section.

/t j/ → [tc] katje [katɻɛ], had je [hɑtɻɛ]
/s j/ → [c] haasje, haast je [ˈhaːsɛ]

/s sj/ → [c]

doos chocola [ˈdoː ˈkoːɻaː]
fles champagne [ˈfle ˈkamˈpɑːnə]
glas sherry [ˈklɑs ˈʃɛrɪ]

/n j/ → [ɲ]
/nt j/ → [ntʃ]

kan je [ˈkɑnə]
van je [ˈvɑnə]
meen je [ˈmɛnə]
hondje [ˈhɔntɻə]
bandjes [ˈbɑntɻəs]
vond je [ˈvɔntɻə]

In all these, the vowel is raised, with a palatal off-glide, e.g. [ʒi, ɻi]. The nasal consonant is frequently elided, e.g. bandjes [bɑntɻəs]. See p. 196.
Co-occurrence of assimilations

Assimilations of different types may occur simultaneously:

voetbal /fubbal/ (place and energy of assimilation).
laat maar /la:mma:r/ (place, energy, and manner of assimilation).

20.9 Patterns of elision in Dutch

1. /t/ is elided when central in certain consonant sequences.

   rechtstreeks /rexstreks/
luchtpost /luxpost/
de helft van /de helf fän/

   Note that if the consonant following /t/ is a lenis plosive, one may find assimilation of energy together with elision, e.g. postzegel, postbus /pöse:xəl, 'pözbəs/ (see 2. below).

2. Elision of one consonant in a sequence of two identical consonants:

   stamppot /stampɔt/
broodtrommel /bro:trɔməl/
koookkunst /ko:kʊnst/

   Often these may be derived from two non-identical consonants:

   clubbestuur /klʌbˈbstyr/ → /klʌbˈbstyr/ → /klʌbˈbstyr/
voetbal /fʊtbal/ → /fubbal/ → /fubbal/
groot deel /gro:t `deːl/ → /gro: t `deːl/ → /gro: t `deːl/
(zijn) best doen /bɛst `dʊn/ → /bezd `dʊn/ → /bez `dʊn/
postbus /pɔstbus/ → /pɔzbəs/ → /pɔzbəs/

   Note that in the two final examples /s/ in best and post does not always change to /z/: /bɛzd `dʊn/, /pɔzbəs/.

3. Syllable-final /k/ is sometimes elided when it occurs between /ŋ/ and another consonant:

   ik denk dat /ɪk ˈdɛŋ dat/
dankbaar /daŋbaːr/
bankbiljet /baŋbɪljet/

4. Elision of /n/ in unstressed final en (frequently in plurals and verb forms):
beren /beːɾə/, smeren /smeːɾə/, open /ɑːpə/, morgen /mɔrˈɣə/, tegen /teːɣə/, etc.
If -en is followed by a vowel, /n/ may be retained: midden in /ˈmɪdən ɪn/ or /ˈmɪdən ɪn/.

5. /ə/ is elided in unstressed syllables when it occurs between a consonant and /l/ or /r/. This is most frequent in casual speech, e.g. makkelijk /ˈmɑkklɪk/, interessant /ɪntrəˈsɑnt/, gelijk /ˈxeɪk/, belachelijk /ˈbɛləˈlɛk/, ongelooflijk /ˈɔŋɡəˈloʊflɪk/, daarom /ˈdɑːrəm/.

20.10 Comparison with Dutch and advice

1. Assimilation in English is primarily of place. In Dutch, it is primarily of energy. Consequently, when speaking English the Dutch learner should avoid energy assimilations (apart from the few exceptions like have to mentioned above), especially in stressed syllables. Otherwise, the imposition of Dutch patterns will mean the loss of the all-important fortis/lenis contrasts. Errors of this type involve syllable-final stops and fricatives:

**Fortis wrongly replaced by lenis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dutch error</th>
<th>English phrase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*/kɪb maɪˈpleɪs/</td>
<td>keep my place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*/ɡɛd ˈdəm/</td>
<td>get them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*/bæɡ ˈdɔːr/</td>
<td>back door</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*/mædʒbɒks/</td>
<td>matchbox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*/ɪv ˈdeɪ kəm/</td>
<td>if they come</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*/bɔʊd maɪˈtʃildrən/</td>
<td>both my children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*/fɪərɪz ˈdə ˈmjʊzɪk/</td>
<td>face the music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*/pʊ3 bɔʊð ˈsɔrdz/</td>
<td>push both sides</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lenis wrongly replaced by fortis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dutch error</th>
<th>English phrase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*/rɪp kɛidʒ/</td>
<td>rib cage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*/slaɪt prəˈdʒɛktə/</td>
<td>slide projector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*/flækˈpəʊl/</td>
<td>flagpole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*/brɪtʃ klæb/</td>
<td>bridge club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*/dɹəʊf ˈpæst/</td>
<td>drove past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*/briːθ ˈsləʊli/</td>
<td>breathe slowly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*/luːs ˈspiːd/</td>
<td>lose speed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The last category could be considered as a different problem, i.e. the difficulty of producing final lenis in any context. So flag will be realised as */flaːk/ even if it is not followed by a fortis consonant. However, the problem seems closely related to the other assimilation cases, and furthermore, many
speakers have far greater difficulty with final lenis consonants when they precede a fortis than before pause or a non-fortis consonant.

2. Dutch tends to reduce sequences of identical consonants, by elision, to a single consonant. In English this is a significant problem when it is imposed on sequences of plosives: *sharp pieces* \( /\text{ʃ}\text{p} / \text{piːsɪzl} /\), *part two* \( /\text{p}\text{t} / \text{tw} /\), *cheque card* \( /\text{tʃ}\text{e} / \text{kæd} /\), *hot chocolate* \( /\text{hɒt} / \text{tʃɒklət} /\). In these cases, where the first consonant is a fortis stop, glottal reinforcement is probably the most important feature to imitate: \(['\text{ʃ}\text{p}']['\text{piːsɪzl}'], ['\text{p}\text{t}']['\text{tw}'], ['\text{tʃ}\text{e}']['\text{kæd}'], ['\text{hɒt}']['\text{tʃɒklət}'].

Where the first consonant is a lenis, the main features will be the **length of the vowel** before lenis consonants and the **prolongation of the hold stage** in the stop sequence: *crab paste* \(['\text{kra}\text{ː}\text{bpeɪst}'] /\), *drab brown* \(['\text{dræ}\text{b} \text{braun}'] /\), *hard times* \(['\text{hæ} \text{tæmz}'] /\), *guide dog* \(['\text{gɔ}\text{d} \text{dɔɡ}'] /\), *dog club* \(['\text{dɔŋ} \text{kɑb}] /\), *big game* \(['\text{bræ} \text{gɛm}'] /\), *good choice* \(['\text{gʊ}\text{d} \text{tʃɔis}'] /\), *good judge* \(['\text{gʊ}\text{d} \text{dʒʊdʒ}'] /\). See p. 159.

3. The sequence /\text{tʃ}/ in Dutch is realised as an alveolo-palatal affricate \(['\text{t}\text{ʃ}]'/]. Frequently in English, /\text{t} + \text{j}/ across word boundaries gives rise, by reciprocal assimilation, to /\text{tS}/. Similarly, E /\text{d} + \text{j}/ gives /\text{dZ}/. With some learners, e.g. many from the Randstad, there is a tendency to replace these by D \(['\text{t}\text{ʃ}]' /\), or, in some cases, by a palatal fricative \(['\text{ʃ}]'/].

**Did you get your camera?**

- Incorrect: \([\text{dɪtʃu}:\ '\text{gɪtʃo}:\ '\text{kæmrə}]\)
- Correct: \([\text{dɪdʒu}:\ '\text{gɪtʃo}:\ '\text{kæmrə}]\)

**Could you meet your aunt?**

- Incorrect: \([\text{kʊtʃu}:\ '\text{miːtʃo}:r\ '\text{ænt}]\)
- Correct: \([\text{kɒdʒu}:\ '\text{miːtʃo}:r\ '\text{ænt}]\)

Other examples are *would you, should you*. Sequences like *can’t you, won’t you, find your*, which involve a preceding nasal, often lead to incorrect elision and nasalisation:

**Can’t you find your way?**

- Incorrect: \([\text{kɑŋcu}:\ '\text{faɪŋcə}:\ '\text{weɪ}, \text{kɑːcu}:\ '\text{faɪŋcə}:\ '\text{weɪ}]\)
- Correct: \([\text{kɑːntʃu}:\ '\text{faɪndʒo}:\ '\text{weɪ}]\).

Sequences of this type, which are very frequent in English, are a common source of error for the Dutch learner. Correction should concentrate on (1) retaining fortis/lenis contrast, (2) imitating lip-rounding for English /\text{tʃ}/ or /\text{dʒ}/.

4. Assimilation of E /\text{s} + \text{j}/ to E /\text{l}/, e.g. *pass your plate* \( /\text{pɔːʃ/} \text{piːlt} /\) is paralleled by the phonetic realisation of
D /sj/ as [c], e.g. *lees je ['leɡə]. In addition, English /z + /j/ may be /ʒ/, e.g. *where’s yours /'weəəz ʒəz/. As is typical of English, the fortis/lenis contrast needs to be carefully maintained. Note that such assimilations of /sj, zj/ only occur across word boundaries. Assimilations within the word are heard frequently from Dutch learners but do not fall within RP, e.g. *suitable */ʃuːtəbl/, pursuit */pəʃəutl/, assume */əʃəuməl/, presume */prəˈzəuməl/. Except for the case of -ume words, alternatives with /s/ are gaining ground and are recommended to the learner, e.g. /suːtəbl/, pəˈsuːtəl/. A minority use /əsəumə, prəˈzəumə/ and this can be copied if /sj, zj/ sequences prove too difficult.

5. A very useful assimilation pattern for imitation is the lagging assimilations affecting /ð/ in unstressed syllables. Knowledge and practice of this pattern enables the learner to avoid some of the most troublesome sequences involving /ð/ (see p. 209).

6. Elision of /t, d/ in consonant sequences (see Section 20.7) is also something which can be usefully employed since it is similar to Dutch patterns, and renders complex consonant clusters far easier to deal with.

7. Elision of /k/ in asked /əːst/ and of /θ/ in months /mʌnəs/, /ð/ in clothes /kloʊz/ is useful for dealing with these three high-frequency words. In of, /v/ may be elided before /ðl/, e.g. six of those cakes /ˈsɪks ə ˈdəʊz ˈkeɪks/, none of them /ˈnʌn ə ˈdəʊml/, many of their efforts /ˈmenɪ ə ˈdeər ˈefəts/. This is easier to articulate and is probably more commonly heard from native speakers.

8. Dutch learners often incorrectly elide syllable-final /k/ following /ŋ/ where it is followed by another consonant:

- *I think that */əI ˈθiŋ ˈdəʊt/
- *Pink Floyd */pɪŋ ˈflaɪd/
- *punk music */pʌŋk muːzɪk/
- *junk shop */dʒʌŋk ˈʃɒp/
- *thanks very much */θæŋz ˈverɪ ˈmætʃ/
- *drink too much */drɪŋk tuː ˈmætʃ/.

This is not permissible in English. Nor is the articulation of /k/ as /ɡ/ in examples like *I think that */əI ˈθiŋ ˈdəʊt/.

9. Elision of /ə/ is frequent before /r/ in words containing the suffixes -ory, -ery, -ally, -ary: temporary /ˈtemprəri/, literary /ˈlɪtərɪ/, literally /ˈlɪtərəli/, satisfactory /sætəˈfæktərɪ/, stationery /ˈsteɪʃəneri/. The acceptability of some of these forms is questioned by certain writers, but they are very often heard from educated native speakers.
10. Assimilations involving lenis to fortis are only acceptable in *unstressed* syllables. *Note that in stressed syllables such assimilations should be avoided by the learner, as should all fortis to lenis assimilations.*
ARTICULATORY SETTING IN
ENGLISH AND DUTCH

21.1 The concept of articulatory setting

Differences between languages are not only confined to differences in articulation between corresponding individual speech sounds. In addition, much variation is continuous, or recurrent, during speech. The term used to describe such phenomena is **articulatory setting**.

Articulatory setting refers to the overall way in which the speech organs (i.e. lips, tongue, mouth and throat muscles, velum, larynx) are held throughout the speech process. Note that settings vary not only between one language and another but also, sometimes strikingly, between different varieties of the same language. For instance, there are noticeable differences between the two standard varieties of Dutch, (NL) ABN and (B) AN, and also between regional accents in both countries. Similarly, one finds setting differences between RP and, for example, General American or Scottish — to quote only two examples. In our contrastive analysis below, we have chosen to compare (NL) ABN with RP. However, wherever there are significant differences between ABN and (B) AN, these have been noted.

English (RP) typically has loose lips, relaxed tongue and relaxed throat muscles. Dutch (ABN), on the other hand, generally has tight lips, tense tongue and tense throat muscles — often with some pharyngeal constriction. The extra tension in the articulators is particularly noticeable in the stop consonants. Dutch has firm closures with little or no aspiration in /p, t, k/. In English, the closures are less firm, comparable to a ‘leaky valve’, leading to the aspiration of English fortis plosives /p, t, k/. For fricatives, however, Dutch tends to have lax, loose strictures as opposed to English, which has firmer articulations; hence English /s, f/ are sharp as compared with graver D /s, f/. For (B) AN, the situation for plosives is similar to that for (NL) ABN. On the other hand, (B) AN fricatives are, if anything, closer to English, with relatively sharp friction.

An important characteristic of English is its tapered tongue setting and its use of the tip/blade area for alveolar articulations. For corresponding sounds, Dutch — both (NL) ABN and (B) AN — has a blunter lingual setting, utilising the blade/front of the tongue. The English alveolar consonants /t, d, n, s, z, l/ and the dental fricatives /θ, δ/ are tip or tip/blade articulations with small contact areas. The alveolar sounds in Dutch are said with a large portion of the tongue (i.e. the blade/front part of the tongue behind the tip) articulating with the alveolar ridge. For many speakers, particularly in the Netherlands, the tip itself may be depressed and inactive behind the lower front teeth.
In (NL) ABN, the posterior of the tongue (i.e. back/root) is much more significant than in English. The back of the tongue is active for the high-frequency consonant /x/, and for /k, ŋ/. In addition, the root of the tongue is retracted to produce the pharyngealisation for dark [H], [n] and the mot vowel /ɔ/. Furthermore, the realisation of D /r/ is uvular for many speakers. In English, the only notable back tongue activity, apart from the velar articulation of /k, g, ŋ/, is slight velarisation for dark [H]. Thus, for (NL) ABN, the centre of gravity for tongue activity is posterior (back/root) whilst in English it is anterior (tip/blade). In these respects, (B) AN differs strikingly from (NL) ABN. The place of articulation of /x, ɣ/ is post-palatal rather than velar. There is less tongue-root retraction, and post-vocalic /l/ is typically post-palatalised rather than pharyngealised. In Belgium generally, and particularly with AN speakers, tong-r predominates over huig-r. The centre of gravity for tongue activity appears to be front-central.

English could be represented on a diagram such as Fig. 21.1 as 2 + 5 (i.e. alveolarisation plus some velarisation). (NL) ABN could be considered as 6/7 + 3 (uvularisation/pharyngealisation plus palato-alveolarisation). (B) AN could be regarded as 4 + 3 (palatalisation plus palato-alveolarisation).

![Figure 21.1 Range of tongue settings (after Laver 1980: 45 with modified numbering).](image)

Further differences between RP and (NL) ABN are to be found in labial and velar settings. The lips are held more firmly in (NL) ABN, with inner rounding. RP tends to have lax, loosely rounded lips, with considerable protrusion for sounds such as /w/ and the thought vowel /ɔ/. In addition, the palato-alveolar consonants (i.e. /ʃ, ʒ, ʧ, ʤ/) are articulated with characteristic ‘trumpet-shaped’ lip protrusion. In terms of lip-protrusion, (B) AN appears to be more similar to English; however, like (NL) ABN, lip-tension is far greater than in English. The tense labialisation of (B) AN, together with the palatalisation mentioned above, is reflected in the most typical articulation of /h/ in wie (see p. 198).
In (NL) ABN, the velum is lax, giving rise to semi-continuous background nasalisation. This effect is even more noticeable in (B) AN and is one of the typical characteristics of Belgian voice quality. English RP tends to have a rather firmer velic closure. Although semi-continuous nasalisation is to be heard from certain RP speakers, and is common in regional varieties, it tends to suffer stigmatisation.

The setting of the larynx also reveals crucial differences in the two languages. (NL) ABN has raised larynx, with little creaky voice and a relatively high pitch range (noticeable particularly in male speakers). Glottal stop occurs only intermittently as an optional onset to syllable-initial vowels. English has lowered larynx, with a laxer glottal setting. Creaky voice is a characteristic feature, and pitch range is noticeably lower than in Dutch. Although in prevocalic position, glottal stop is heard less frequently than in Dutch, glottalisation figures prominently and recurrently in modern RP, where it is an essential marker of syllable-final fortis stop consonants.

Like (NL) ABN, (B) AN lacks creaky voice or glottalisation, but raised larynx and higher pitch range is not as noticeable as in ABN. A striking Belgian feature is a kind of huskiness produced by breathy voice. This, like nasalisation, is a typical Belgian voice-quality characteristic.

21.2 Advice to learners

For many students, working on articulatory setting can often produce better results than concentrating solely on the articulation of individual speech sounds. By definition, articulatory setting features are supra-segmental, and any improvement will affect not just one isolated phoneme, but whole stretches of speech. It can therefore be regarded as a potentially efficient and effective form of pronunciation training.

Dutch-speaking learners of English are advised to make the following modifications to articulatory setting:

1. Adopt a tapered tongue-tip setting for alveolar and dental consonants /t, d, s, z, n, l, ð, ð/.
2. Use laxer settings of tongue and lips for stop consonants (which should aid considerably in achieving convincing aspiration for fortis consonants /p, t, k/).
3. (For Netherlands students.) Avoid tongue-root retraction and consequent pharyngealisation (which should improve the articulation of dark [t] and the LOT vowel /ɒ/).
4. (Especially Belgian students.) Adopt a firmer velic closure to avoid excessive nasalisation.
Table 21.1 Comparison of articulatory setting characteristics of Dutch and English

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DUTCH</th>
<th>ENGLISH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lips</strong></td>
<td>Held firmly and drawn back at the corners. Tendency to tight inner lip-rounding for vowels, e.g. /y, ɸ/. (For NL) Little lip protrusion for consonants.</td>
<td>Laxer with loose spreading and relaxed corners. Lip-rounding is open with protrusion, e.g. /w, ɑ/. ‘Trumpet-shaped’ rounding and protrusion for /ŋ, ʒ, tj, ɹ/.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tip/blade of tongue</strong></td>
<td><em>Blade/front</em> is active for alveolar /t, d, n, s, z, l/. (For NL) <em>Tip</em> is usually inactive and may be lowered behind bottom front teeth.</td>
<td><em>Tip</em> is raised and active. Dental /θ ð/ are <em>tip</em> articulations. Alveolars /t, d, n, s, z, l/ are <em>tip/blade</em> articulations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Centre/back/root of tongue</strong></td>
<td>(B only) Centre of tongue raised to palate for /x, ɣl, /l/ is <em>palatalised</em>. (NL only) <em>Root</em> pushed back to approach pharynx wall. Apparent in strong <em>pharyngealisation</em> of dark [ɻ], /ʃ/, and also /u/. Back of tongue is active for /x/. Many speakers have uvular varieties of /l/.</td>
<td>Posterior of tongue is active only for back vowels and velars. Dark [ɻ] is weakly <em>velarised</em>. Posterior of tongue is generally lax and plays little part in most articulations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Soft palate</strong></td>
<td><em>(Especially B.) Velic closure tends to be lax. Many speakers have semi-continuous <em>nasalisation</em> throughout their speech.</em></td>
<td>Velic closure is firmer with stronger contrast of nasal/oral sounds. Semi-continuous <em>nasalisation</em> is stigmatised but is heard as an idiosyncratic feature, and is common in accents other than RP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Larynx</strong></td>
<td>1. Glottal setting tends to be tight. Larynx raised. 2. Higher-pitched intonation patterns. 3. Creaky voice is rare. Belgians have breathy voice quality. 4. [?] occurs frequently before syllable-initial vowels. No glottal reinforcement of syllable-final fortis stops.</td>
<td>1. Glottal setting laxer. Larynx lowered. 2. More extended intonation range, descending into lower pitches. 3. Creaky voice is a recurrent feature at low pitches. 4. [?] less frequent before syllable-initial vowels. [?] is essential as a marker of syllable-final fortis stops.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tension of articulators</strong></td>
<td><strong>Stops.</strong> Large areas of articulators. Firm valve closure. No aspiration in fortis consonants. <strong>Fricatives.</strong> <em>(NL only).</em> Lax, loosely held articulators (graver /s, ʃ/).</td>
<td><strong>Stops.</strong> Laxer; smaller areas of the articulators. Valve closure is less firm, with aspiration in fortis /p, t, k/. <strong>Fricatives.</strong> Firmly held narrowings (sharper /s, ʃ/).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(5) (Especially Netherlands students.) Adopt lip-rounding with protrusion (which will improve /w/, /ʃ, ʒ, tʃ, dʒ/ and the THOUGHT vowel /ʊ/).

(6) Adopt lowered larynx with laxer glottal setting. Employ (1) creaky voice and (2) glottal reinforcement of syllable-final /p, t, k, tʃ/.

(7) (For Belgian students.) Avoid excessive breathy-voice huskiness.

Table 21.1 on p. 224 summarises the major apparent differences in articulatory setting between Dutch (ABN and AN) and English (RP).
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STRESS AND RHYTHM

22.1 Supra-segmental features

Up till now we have been dealing mainly with the segments of English and Dutch, i.e. the vowels and consonants. We shall now consider the features which operate over a unit greater in extent than a single phoneme. These are termed supra-segmental, and include stress, rhythm and intonation.

Stress was introduced in Chapter 3 (p. 19) and has been used in transcription throughout the book, but it is now necessary to look more closely at stress, to discover (1) what is implied in phonetic terms; (2) what function stress has to play in the sound systems of English and Dutch.

**EXERCISE 1**

Say the following pairs:

**A**
- (de) appel
- uitstekend (‘protruding’)
- overkomen (‘come over’)
- voorkomen (‘happen’)
- achteruit
- verkoop (n.)
- misbruik (n.)
- overval (n.)
- onderricht (n.)

**B**
- (het) appel
- uitstekend (‘excellent’)
- overkomen (‘happen’)
- voorkomen (‘prevent’)
- achteruit
- (ik) verkoop (vb)
- (ik) misbruik (vb)
- (ik) overval (vb)
- (ik) onderricht (vb)

The difference between these pairs is that in the words in column A the first syllable is more strongly stressed; but in column B the stress falls on a later syllable. Note that stress is the most important phonological feature distinguishing meaning in these words.

**Word stress and sentence stress**

We shall employ the distinction made in Section 3.2 between word stress (stress in the isolated word, as in its citation form) and sentence stress (stress in connected speech).

22.2 Phonetic features of stress

It is possible to distinguish the following significant phonetic parameters:
1. **Intensity**

This is the greater breath effort and muscular energy associated with stressed syllables. It is closely related to **loudness** as perceived by the listener.

2. **Pitch variation**

Marked changes in pitch are probably the most significant of all the means of signalling a stressed syllable. The change may be either to a higher or lower pitch, or may involve a sustained pitch on a low or high tone, noticeably different from the unstressed syllables in the neighbourhood, e.g.

\[
\text{\textit{'excellent}} \quad \text{\textit{'excellent}} \quad \text{\textit{'excellent}}
\]

See Chapter 23 on intonation.

3. **Vowel quality**

In many languages (e.g. English, Dutch, German and Russian, to quote only a few examples), there is a strong tendency for unstressed syllables to contain shorter and more centralised vowels (whereas stressed syllables normally contain vowels on the periphery of the vowel space); see Fig. 22.1. This general tendency is termed **vowel reduction**. In Dutch (particularly Netherlands Dutch), vowels in unstressed syllables undergo vowel reduction and typically have noticeably centralised realisations, cf. *konijn* [kö'nein] – *koning* ['ko:nین] (note that we employ ["] to indicate a more centralised quality of the vowel; see p. 72).

Diphthongal vowels often partially lose their glide quality in unstressed syllables, cf. English *sight* – *insight*; *a round* – *foreground*.

![Figure 22.1 Vowel diagram illustrating peripheral and central vowel space.](image)

A more extreme vowel reduction of this type is termed **vowel gradation**. In English, this involves the complete replacement of a peripheral vowel by one of three vowels which are generally associated with unstressed syllables,
namely E /ə, i, u/. Of these, /ə/ is found only in unstressed syllables, and the vowels /i, u/ also tend to occur in this context, e.g.: library /ˈlaɪbrəri/, regular /ˈreɡjʊlər/, exaggerate /ɪɡˈzɛdʒəreɪt/. In addition, syllabic consonants (notably /n, l/) are also frequently found in unstressed syllables, e.g. convention /kəˈvɛnʃən/, convertible /ˈkonvɜːtəbl/.

**EXERCISE 2**

Transcribe the following words phonemically, marking stress. Underline the vowels that show gradation. What difference do you notice between the nouns and verbs?

- concert (noun)  
  concert (verb)
- conduct (noun)  
  conduct (verb)
- proceeds (noun)  
  proceeds (verb)
- compress (noun)  
  compress (verb)
- record (noun)  
  record (verb)
- export (noun)  
  export (verb)
- content (noun)  
  content (adj.)
- absent (adj.)

In Dutch, although vowel gradation is not as pervasive as in English, nevertheless a similar tendency can be observed. D /ə/ overwhelmingly occurs in unstressed syllables, and /ə/ is also found frequently in unstressed contexts, e.g. betekenis /ˈbeːtekənɪs/, vergadering /ˌvɜːrˈgædərɪŋ/. Syllabic consonants, especially /r/, are not uncommon in Dutch, e.g. beter /ˈbeːtər/; syllabic /l/ and /n/ are found less frequently than in English, occurring mainly in weak forms (see pp. 239-40).

4. **Duration of vowels**

Duration of vowels is an important factor in indicating stress. In English and Dutch, vowels are longer in stressed than in unstressed syllables, e.g. English sarcasm [ˈsærkæzəm], sarcastic [ˈsærkæstɪk]. Cf. Dutch monotoon [ˈmoːntoːn], banaan [ˈbaːnaːn], T.V. [ˈteːfɛː].

5. **Full/partial articulation**

The articulation of consonants in stressed syllables is usually full and complete, as against unstressed syllables where consonants tend to have only partially complete articulation. As a result, in stressed syllables, stops have complete closure and fricatives have obvious friction. In unstressed syllables, on the other hand, often only a gesture is made towards the closure of stops so that effectively they become fricatives. Similarly, there is a tendency for fricatives to lose their friction and turn into approximants. Furthermore, the fortis/lenis contrast, which is clearly maintained in stressed syllables, may often be blurred in unstressed syllables. For example, in English, strong aspiration of syllable-initial fortis stops is associated with stressed context (see pp. 51, 150-52).
Table 22.1 summarises the phonetic characteristics of stressed and unstressed syllables in English.

Table 22.1  Characteristics of stressed and unstressed syllables in English

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STRESSED</th>
<th>UNSTRESSED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Intensity</td>
<td>Articulation with greater breath/muscular effort. Perceived as greater loudness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Vowel quality</td>
<td>May contain any vowel (except /ə/). Vowels have clear (peripheral) quality. Glides have clearly defined second element.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Vowel duration</td>
<td>Vowels have full length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Pitch</td>
<td>Marked change in pitch or pitch is sustained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Articulation</td>
<td>Stops have complete closure. Fricatives have full friction. Features of fortis/lenis contrast (e.g. aspiration) are clearly defined.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

22.3 Word stress

It is possible to distinguish varying degrees of stress — as many as five. The example below, shows this, using superscript figures 1-5: 1 for strong stress, 5 for least stress:

\[ \text{eccentricity} \]

| 2 | 4 | 1 | 5 | 3 |

Systems of 4-term (or even 5-term) degrees of stress are employed in books dealing with stress from the point of view of theoretical phonological analysis. However, for practical purposes, such as learning a foreign language, it is necessary to consider at most three degrees. The strongest is termed primary stress; and the next level of stress, secondary stress; anything else is regarded as unstressed. A common form of stress-marking is to show primary stress by a short vertical above the line, thus ‘ (as we have been doing throughout
this book). Where it is necessary to show a secondary stress, it is marked as a vertical below the line, thus [,]. Unstressed syllables are left unmarked, e.g. eccen'tricity, rationali'sation, deto'nation, 'underwriter, 'proto.plasm, a,ccli-
matt'sation.

From now on, we shall return to the practice of showing primary stress only, unless there is some particular reason to indicate a secondary stress. This has the advantage of simplification; providing primary stress is correct, interference caused by learners’ errors with secondary stresses is minimal.

**Predictability of stress**

In certain languages, it is possible to state that the stress falls overwhelmingly on a syllable in a particular position in the word (positional stress). For instance, in Czech and Slovak the stress is regularly on the first syllable. In many languages, it is on the penultimate (last but one) syllable, e.g. Italian, Welsh and Polish. Some languages have stress on the final syllable, e.g. Farsi. In certain languages, e.g. French and many Indian languages, e.g. Hindi, Gujarati, native speakers do not appear to consider stress of significance. For instance, in French, although the tendency is for the word in isolation to have stress on the final syllable, this is often shifted to other syllables in connected speech.

In English and Dutch, stress behaves in none of these ways. Stress is not easily and regularly predictable (an effect which may be termed dynamic). On the other hand, it is of importance to the word shape, and is not (as a rule) shifted from one syllable to another in connected speech. Consequently, we may say that for English and Dutch, and many other languages (e.g. Frisian, German, Russian, Danish, Spanish), stress is usually fixed for each word, but may occur on any syllable. Furthermore, in these languages, stress is of paramount importance to the native speaker in determining the meaning of the word.

In most languages, and English is no exception, it is often hard for a learner to predict the primary stress from the orthography, and rules for stress are difficult to formulate and may have numerous exceptions. However, the native speaker is generally able to guess the stress of an unfamiliar word, which would indicate that there is an underlying rule system in operation.

Since the 1960s, linguists have moved from a position where it was said that there were few rules for predicting English stress to one where some would say that stress is completely predictable. From the point of view of a foreign learner, however, any prescriptive rule system which aimed at being complete would be hopelessly complex. Consequently, it is probably best for learners to consider English stress as being in part rule-governed, and only to concern themselves with learning the most useful and frequent patterns.

---

1 Spanish is unusual in showing non-predictable stress by means of an accent, e.g. corazón.
Together with the guidelines which follow, the traditional advice of noting and memorising the stress pattern of each word when you first meet it must still apply.

Table 22.2 Some examples of word stress in English and Dutch

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ENGLISH</th>
<th>DUTCH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1st syllable</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'dextrous'</td>
<td>'uitzondering'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'overcoat'</td>
<td>'wedstrijd'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2nd syllable</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r'i'diculous</td>
<td>ver'dediging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hi'storical</td>
<td>kwa'rtier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3rd syllable</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>million'aire</td>
<td>tele'foon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medi'eval</td>
<td>maga'zijn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4th syllable</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>author'i'sation</td>
<td>veronder's'telling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>election'neering</td>
<td>commun'i'catie</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

22.4 SOME STRESS GUIDELINES

It must be emphasised that the indications given below for the placing of English stress are to be considered guidelines rather than rules, as in nearly all cases there are a number of exceptions (indicated by EXC).

Short words (2 or 3 syllables)


Prefix words

General guide: in shorter words beginning with a prefix, the primary stress typically falls on the syllable following the prefix: im'possible, be'hind, ex'plain, re'call, de'mand, dis'charge, in'flation, con'ceal, over'see, per'tain, to'morrow, un'do. (EXC): a large number of nouns and adjectives, e.g. 'indo-lent, 'exercise, 'concept, 'reflex.

Note that numerous verbs with prefixes are distinguished from identically spelt nouns/adjectives by means of stress. We can term this a switch stress pattern. In these cases, the noun/adj. has stress on the prefix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VERB</th>
<th>NOUN/ADJ.</th>
<th>VERB</th>
<th>NOUN/ADJ.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>com'pound</td>
<td>'compound</td>
<td>in'crease</td>
<td>'increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>con'vict</td>
<td>'convict</td>
<td>réject</td>
<td>'reject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Longer words (four or more syllables)

A very strong tendency is for stress to fall on the antepenultimate syllable, i.e. the last but two, e.g. e'mergency, ca'lamity, hi'storical, cosmo'politan, geo'graphical, sig'nificant, e'stablishment, em'barrassment, i'ronical.

Suffix words

A number of suffixes provide stress indications.

1. Stress on suffix (e.g. main'tain, etc.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suffix</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-ade (nouns)</td>
<td>lemonade, cavalcade, marinade. (exc) 'marmalade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ain (verbs)</td>
<td>maintain, ascertain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ee (nouns)</td>
<td>referee, employee, chimpanzee, dungarees. (exc) 'coffee, 'toffee, 'Pharisee, 'Yankee, 'pedigree, com'mittee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-eer</td>
<td>domineer, pioneer, engineer, career</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-esce (verbs)</td>
<td>coalesce, acquiesce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-esque (adjs/nouns)</td>
<td>picturesque, grotesque, burlesque</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ess (verbs)</td>
<td>obsess, depress, possess, address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ette (nouns)</td>
<td>usherette, cigarette, marionette. (exc) 'etiquette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ique (nouns/adjs)</td>
<td>technique, unique, antique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-oon</td>
<td>typhoon, saloon, festoon, cartoon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-self, -selves</td>
<td>yourself, himself, themselves</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Stress on syllable preceding suffix (e.g. eco'nomic, etc.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suffix</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-ative, -itive</td>
<td>representative, prohibitive, relative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-cient, -ciency</td>
<td>efficient, efficiency, proficiency, sufficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-eous</td>
<td>beauteous, aqueous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ety</td>
<td>propriety, sobriety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ian</td>
<td>politician, proletarian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ial</td>
<td>alluvial, special, beneficial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ic</td>
<td>economic, atomic, diplomatic, semitic, chaotic, horrific, esoteric, phonetic. (exc) 'Arabic, a'ri-thmetic (n.), 'rhetoric, 'lunatic, 'catholic, 'heretic, 'politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ical</td>
<td>psychological, grammatical, phonological</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ident</td>
<td>confident, different</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
-inal  
  attitudinal, terminal, original, medicinal

-ion  
  communication, persuasion, commotion, position

-ital  
  sagittal, hospital, capital

-itous  
  fortuitous, felicitous

-itude  
  attitude, gratitude

-ity  
  severity, familiarity, capability, majority, inflexibility, insecurity

-ive  
  effective, productive, distinctive, active, vindictive

-ual  
  eventual, residual

-ular  
  molecular, particular

-uous  
  impetuous, tempestuous, incestuous

-wards /wɔdz/  
  upwards, inwards. (EXC) towards /wɔwɔdz/

22.5 Stress in Dutch

In most Dutch words of two or more syllables, stress falls on the first syllable, e.g. 'woning', 'voorbeeld', 'sommige', 'koninklijk', 'eigenschap', 'medeklinker', 'wetenschap', 'ongeluk.

Compound words also tend to be stressed on the first syllable, e.g. 'theelepel', 'lampenkap', 'boekenkast', 'kippenhok', 'woordenboek', 'staatsgreep. Note the following exceptions:

1. Words beginning with many prefixes ge-, be-, her-, ver-, on-, ont-, e.g. be'drag, ver'drag, her'kennen, ge'drag, on'mogelijk, ont'zag, be'zet, ver'zet, ge'zet, ont'zet.

2. A large number of words borrowed from other languages, in particular French, Latin, and Greek.

a) Suffixes such as the following function as stress attractors:

  -aal  
  radicaal, doctoraal

  -aat  
  internaat, apparaat

  -age  
  bagage, reportage

  -ant  
  informant, contant

  -ast  
  gymnasiast, enthousiast

  -ein, ijn  
  terrein, venijn, konijn

  -ent  
  moment, docent

  -es  
  lerares, barones

  -(i)eel  
  controversieel, moreel

  -iek  
  antiek, journalistiek
b) Other words are stressed on the syllable immediately preceding the suffix:

- **-ier**       leverancier, populier
- **-isme**     socialisme, realisme
- **-ist**      socialist, realist
- **-ij**       slagerij, schilderij
- **-on**       perron, ballon
- **-tair**     elementair, elitair
- **-teit**     kwaliteit, universiteit
- **-teur**     monteur, taxateur
- **-tief**     kwalitatief, representatief, actief
- **-ure**      allure, procedure
- **-uur**      literatuur, lectuur

### 22.6 Stress in English compounds

Word stress in compounds is not as important for intelligibility as in simple words. Nevertheless, incorrect placement of stress in English compounds is a very persistent error in the English of Dutch-speaking learners, and is therefore particularly significant for the advanced student.

Stress in English compounds falls into two main patterns:

1. **1st Element Stress**. These have main stress on the first element of the compound, e.g. ‘cherry stone, ’running shoes.

2. **2nd Element stress**. These have main stress on the second element of the compound, e.g. cherry’pie, running ’water.

In English, both types of compound stress pattern are common — but in Dutch the overwhelming majority of compounds are of the 1st Element Stress type.

---

2 Many restrict the term ‘compound’ to combinations with 1st Element Stress, regarding a compound with 2nd Element Stress as a ‘phrase’. Note that many writers regard this as ‘double stress’ or ‘equal stress’. We use the term 2nd Element Stress because although it may shift in certain circumstances, the stress is noticeably more prominent on the second element. The Dutch-speaking learner’s typical error is to overstress the first element.
Stress guidelines for compounds

Stress in compounds — and especially the use of 2nd Element Stress — is a difficult area for the student of English. To provide a complete guide would be effectively impossible since there are many exceptions and irregularities. In the end, the learner has to use some guesswork, but knowing these few simple guidelines can make learning compound stress much easier and allow you to guess right, say, nine times out of ten.

1. Word shape
Compounds written as one word nearly always have 1st Element Stress, but those written as two words, or with a hyphen, can be of either stress type.

2. The Manufactures Rule (2nd Element Stress).
If the first element of a compound is a material used to manufacture the whole object (e.g. an apple tart is a tart made of apples), then the compound typically has 2nd Element Stress. This is termed the Manufactures Rule, e.g. apple ‘tart, chicken ‘soup, cherry ‘brandy, paper ‘bag, stone ‘wall, cotton ‘socks, diamond ‘ring. Cf. non-manufactured items, which instead take 1st Element Stress, e.g. ‘apple-tree, ‘chicken feathers, ‘cherry stone, ‘cotton-reel, ‘diamond cutter.

3. Location Rule (2nd Element Stress).
There is a strong tendency for a compound to take 2nd Element Stress if it in some way involves location. This is termed the Location Rule and there are a number of categories.

(a) If the first element is the name of a country, region or town, the compound takes 2nd Element Stress, e.g. German ‘measles, Russian ‘roulette, Siamese ‘cat, Dutch ‘courage, Danish ‘pastry, Shetland ‘pony, Bristol ‘Cream, York ‘ham, Bermuda ‘shorts, London ‘pride, Welsh ‘rabbit.

(b) The vast majority of place-names have 2nd Element Stress. This includes all street names, except those actually ending in the word street, e.g. Cathedral ‘Road, St John’s ‘Square, Park ‘Place, Churchill ‘Way, Museum ‘Av-enue. Cf. Cathedral Street, St John’s ‘Street, etc.

Names of cities, towns, suburbs, districts, etc. with two components have 2nd Element Stress, e.g. Milton ‘Keynes, Castle ‘Bromwich, New ‘York, Notting ‘Hill.

(c) The Location Rule also holds true for the names of parks, bridges, stations, gardens, public buildings, geographical features, and even football teams and other sports clubs. These almost invariably have 2nd Element Stress, e.g. Green ‘Park, (the) Forth ‘Bridge, Euston ‘Station, (the) Wigmore ‘Hall, Clarence ‘House, Kew ‘Gardens, Land’s ‘End, Beachy ‘Head, Long ‘Island, Manchester U ‘nited, Glasgow ‘Rangers, Brooklyn ‘Dodgers.
(d) Parts of a house (or any other building) and its surroundings tend to have 2nd Element Stress, e.g. front ‘door, kitchen ‘window, back ‘stairs, attic ‘ceiling, garden ‘seat, office ‘desk, church ‘clock, works can’teen. (EXC) Note that compounds with -room are stressed on the first element, e.g. ‘bedroom, ‘living room, ‘sitting room, ‘drawing room (but front ‘room).

(e) Other examples of the Location Rule are to be seen where positioning is involved, e.g. left ‘wing, middle ‘class, Low ‘German, upper ‘crust, bottom ‘line.

(f) Time location also tends to have 2nd Element Stress, e.g. Middle ‘Ages, morning ‘coffee, afternoon ‘tea, January ‘sales, winter ‘sports, April ‘showers, weekend return, Easter Parade, Christmas ‘Day.

Further useful guides

(1) The vast majority of food items are covered by either the Manufactures Rule or the Location Rule. Consequently, with the exceptions noted below, virtually all food items take 2nd Element Stress, providing they have undergone some form of preparation, e.g. Yorkshire ‘pudding, mint ‘sauce, Bakewell ‘tart, port ‘wine, cabinet ‘pudding, baked potatoes, roast ‘beef, macaroni ‘cheese.

(EXC): some items take 1st Element Stress, because although they may be served as food, they can also be considered as part of the living plant or animal, e.g. ‘chicken leg, ‘goose liver, ‘lemon juice, ‘vine leaves. Other significant exceptions are: -bread, -cake, -paste, e.g. ‘shortbread, ‘Christmas cake, ‘shrimp paste.

(2) Names of magazines, newspapers, etc. have 2nd Element Stress (many involve place or time and are covered by the Location Rule), e.g. Daily ‘Mirror, Evening ‘Standard, Baltimore ‘Sun, Radio ‘Times, Woman’s ‘Own, Yorkshire ‘Post.

(3) Names of academic subjects, skills, etc. have 1st Element Stress, e.g. ‘maths teacher, ‘medical school, ‘swimming instructor, ‘technical college, ‘history book, ‘English student (i.e. a student of English), ‘French mistress (i.e. a woman who teaches French), ‘Russian class, ‘driving test.

Morphological stress patterns

(1) Nouns formed from verb + particle take 1st Element Stress, e.g. ‘pick-up, ‘make-up, ‘come-back, ‘flashback, ‘look-out. (Note that this is the reverse of what takes place in loanwords in Dutch, e.g. Dutch pick-up, make-up, etc.) Exceptions are few, but note: (EXC) lie-down, look-round, set-to.

(2) Nouns ending in -er or -ing + particle take 2nd Element Stress, e.g.
hanger-’on, looker-’on, passer-’by, runner-’up, washing-’up, summing-’up.

(3) Compounds formed from -ing + noun are of two types:

(a) Where an aim is achieved or an activity is aided by the object (i.e. ‘running shoes’ help you to run, a ‘washing machine’ helps you to wash clothes). These take 1st Element Stress, e.g. ‘sewing machine,’ ‘running shoes,’ ‘scrubbing brush,’ ‘washing machine.’

(b) Where a compound suggests a characteristic of the object, with no idea of aiding some activity (a whistling ‘kettle’ cannot help you to whistle). These take 2nd Element Stress, e.g. ‘running’ ‘water,’ ‘casting’ ‘vote,’ ‘working’ ‘man,’ ‘leading’ ‘article,’ ‘sliding’ ‘scale.’

(4) Nouns ending in -er preceded by adjective\(^4\) tend to have 2nd Element Stress, e.g. ‘freethinker,’ ‘loudspeaker,’ ‘lefthander,’ ‘outsider,’ ‘twoseater.’

(5) Adjective + past participle. These are overwhelmingly 2nd Element Stress, e.g. ‘heavy-’handed,’ ‘thick-’skinned,’ ‘quick-’tempered,’ ‘cold-’blooded,’ ‘evil-’minded.’ (EXC) are few: ‘downcast,’ ‘thoroughbred,’ ‘crossbred.’

(6) Noun + noun ending in -er tend to have 1st Element Stress, e.g. ‘proofreader,’ ‘newsreader,’ ‘stockholder,’ ‘shock absorber,’ ‘caretaker,’ ‘ratepayer,’ ‘hairdrier.’ Note that there is a tendency for the first element of the compound to be the object of an action, e.g. a proofreader reads proofs, etc. (EXC): stage ‘manager,’ towncrier.

(7) Verb + noun. These are overwhelmingly 1st Element Stress, e.g. ‘playboy,’ ‘search party,’ ‘watchdog,’ ‘singsong,’ ‘driftwood,’ ‘pickpocket.’

More detailed accounts of stress in English are to be found in Kingdon (1958b) and Fudge (1984).

**Comparison with Dutch**

The vast majority of Dutch compounds have 1st Element Stress. The main problems for learners therefore lie in the greater variability of English compound stress and especially in applying 2nd Element Stress correctly. In very many cases where 2nd Element Stress occurs in English, 1st Element Stress is heard in Dutch. Compare the examples over page:

\(^4\) Adjective is taken here in a wide sense, including adverbs, numerals, etc.
We have already noted, in particular with reference to transcription (see p. 19) that many of the potential stresses of citation forms (i.e. word stress) are lost in connected speech (i.e. sentence stress). The general pattern is that words which are likely to lose stress completely are those which convey relatively little information. These are the words important for the structure of the sentence, i.e. the **grammatical words** (articles, auxiliary verbs, verb *be*, prepositions, pronouns, conjunctions; see Section 3.2). The **lexical words** (nouns, main verbs, adjectives, most adverbs), which carry a high information load, are normally stressed.

I’ve heard that ‘Clare and ‘Phil’ spent the ‘holidays in ‘London.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dutch</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘appeltaart</td>
<td>apple ‘pie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to’matensoep</td>
<td>tomato ‘soup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘luidspreker</td>
<td>loud ‘speaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘voordeur</td>
<td>front ‘door</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dutch works in a similar way:

‘k heb gehoord dat ‘Clara en ‘Phil hun va’kantie in ‘Londen hebben ‘doorgebracht

There are certain exceptions to the general pattern stated above:
1. Two sets of grammatical words frequently receive stress.
   a) Wh-words where these form questions, e.g. *where, why, how.*
   b) Demonstratives, e.g. *this, that, there, those, here.*

Note that these particular grammatical words often add significant information; the demonstratives also provide contrast (see below).

2. Grammatical words normally receive stress when they indicate a contrast:
   a) *I said give her a kiss, not him.*
   b) *It’s my money, not yours.*
   c) *That’s the book you want, not this.*

3. Prepositions are frequently stressed where a contrast is stated or implied by means of a negative (see also p. 280):

   *In fact, I know very little about music, but I’d like to learn.*

A related effect is that repeated lexical items are not generally stressed:

*‘There’ll be some ‘hold-ups in ‘Birmingham and ‘areas ‘close to Birmingham.*
A similar effect can be heard in items which are direct equivalents:

a) ‘Know ‘Bob ‘Wright at all?
   ‘Can’t say I’ve ‘heard of the fellow.

b) D’you ‘like ‘whisky?
   I ‘love the stuff.

3. At more rapid tempo, the number of unstressed syllables will increase, and more lexical words will be unstressed, e.g. I’ve heard that ‘Clare and ‘Phil spent the holidays in ‘London.

22.5 Weak forms

The weak forms (WFs) of English were discussed in Section 3.4. Let us now examine the WFs that occur in Dutch, some of the most frequent of which are given in Table 22.3:

Table 22.3 Weak forms in Dutch

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Strong form</th>
<th>Weak form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Determiners</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>een</td>
<td>/e:n/</td>
<td>/ən/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>het</td>
<td>/het/</td>
<td>/ət, t/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prepositions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aan</td>
<td>/a:n/</td>
<td>/ən, n/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>met</td>
<td>/met/</td>
<td>/mət/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naar</td>
<td>/nər/</td>
<td>/nər, nə, nə/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ten</td>
<td>/tən/</td>
<td>/tən/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ter</td>
<td>/tər/</td>
<td>/tər, tr, tə/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van</td>
<td>/fən/</td>
<td>/fən/ or /fən, fn/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voor</td>
<td>/fo:r/</td>
<td>/fo:r, fr, fə/ or /fər, fr, fə/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personal and possessive pronouns</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ik</td>
<td>/ik/</td>
<td>/k/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jij</td>
<td>/jEi/</td>
<td>/jə/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hij</td>
<td>/hei/</td>
<td>/i/: heeft ie, gaat ie, dat ie, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zij</td>
<td>/zej/</td>
<td>/ző/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>het</td>
<td>/het/</td>
<td>/ət, t/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wij</td>
<td>/wej/</td>
<td>/və/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>haar</td>
<td>/hər/</td>
<td>/dər, dr, də, ėr, ø/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hem</td>
<td>/hem/</td>
<td>/əm, m/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mijn</td>
<td>/mein/</td>
<td>/mən, mən/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jouw, jou</td>
<td>/jou/</td>
<td>/jə/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zijn</td>
<td>/zejin/</td>
<td>/zən, zə/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>Strong form</td>
<td>Weak form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Auxiliary verbs</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ben</td>
<td>/bɛn/</td>
<td>/bən/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is</td>
<td>/ɪs/</td>
<td>/əs, s/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>was</td>
<td>/vəs/</td>
<td>/vəs/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heb</td>
<td>/hɛp/</td>
<td>/əp, həp/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heeft</td>
<td>/hɛːft/</td>
<td>/əft/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>had</td>
<td>/hɑt/</td>
<td>/ət/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kan</td>
<td>/kɑn/</td>
<td>/kən, kən/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zal</td>
<td>/zaːl/</td>
<td>/zəl, zəl/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Miscellaneous</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>als</td>
<td>/ɑls/</td>
<td>/əls, əs/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daar</td>
<td>/dɑːr/</td>
<td>/dɔr, ər, də/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dan</td>
<td>/dɑn/</td>
<td>/dən/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dat</td>
<td>/dɑt/</td>
<td>/dət/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eens</td>
<td>/eːns/</td>
<td>/əns, əs, s/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>en</td>
<td>/ɛn/</td>
<td>/ən, ŋ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>er</td>
<td>/ɛr/</td>
<td>/ər, ə, ě, dər, dr/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maar</td>
<td>/mɑːr/</td>
<td>/mər, mə, ma/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of</td>
<td>/ɔf/</td>
<td>/əf, f/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waar</td>
<td>/vɑːr/</td>
<td>/vər, ə, və, vr/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wat</td>
<td>/vɑt/</td>
<td>/vət/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wel</td>
<td>/wel/</td>
<td>/wəl, wəl/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Certain of the examples above, notably those with syllabic consonants, are more typically found in rapid colloquial speech (see below). These forms appear also to be more common in (NL) ABN than in (B) AN. Note that the more firmly established WFs are shown with a reduced vowel in spelling, e.g. zij, haar, hij, eens, which are written as ze, d’r, ie, ’s.

**Comparison of weak forms in English and Dutch and advice**

Following the principles of vowel reduction stated on pp. 227-28, in Dutch, the tendency for the vowels of WFs to be reduced to /ə/ is less marked than in English. Dutch frequently uses centralised forms of the vowel, e.g. in words like naar and voor [nɑːr, fɔːr]. WFs containing /ɑ/ (e.g. /nɑ, fɑ/) or syllabic /ɛ/ (/nɛr, fɛ/) are more characteristic of rapid, colloquial styles of speech.

In English, on the other hand, realisations without /ə/ sound both over-emphatic and foreign. This, together with the tendency of learners to speak over-carefully in the target language, leads to the excessive use of strong forms by the Dutch-speaking learner of English. Note that English WFs (see Section 3.3) are often obligatory whereas WFs in Dutch tend to be optional.

The importance of using WFs and contracted forms in English has already
been emphasised in Chapter 3. Few things will be more effective in making your English sound fluent and genuine.

22.6 Stress and rhythm

Sentence stress is the basis of rhythm in both English and Dutch. Stressed syllables tend, in both languages, to occur at roughly equal intervals of time; the unstressed syllables in between are shorter or longer according to their number.

**EXERCISE 3**

Say the following sentences:


\[\text{--- --- --- ---} \]

‘Judith was niet in ‘staat om haar ‘huiswerk te ‘maken.

\[\text{--- --- --- --- --- ---} \]

Yvonne ‘schijnt weer ‘helemaal ‘beter te ‘zijn.

\[\text{--- --- --- --- --- ---} \]

Note how the stressed syllables come at regular intervals; if you pronounce the words in a regular ‘singsong’ manner, it is possible to tap out the rhythm with a pencil. Try doing so.

**EXERCISE 4**

Now say these sentences in English. Then tap out the rhythm:

‘Robert’s got a house near ‘London.

\[\text{--- --- --- ---} \]

‘Judith’s not been ‘able to do her ‘homework.

\[\text{--- --- --- --- --- ---} \]

Yvonne seems to have re‘covered almost com‘pletely

\[\text{--- --- --- --- --- --- ---} \]

We term this effect stress timing, and it is characteristic of languages such as English, Dutch, Frisian, German, Danish, Russian, Welsh, and many others. Related to this feature is the variable length of vowels in polysyllabic words.

**EXERCISE 5**

Say these sentences, noting how the vowel tends to shorten somewhat as unstressed syllables are added. The lines underneath give an approximate indication of vowel length.

\[ \text{The man’s over there /m æ n z/} \]

\[ \text{The manor’s over there /’m æ n ə z/} \]

\[ \text{The manager’s over there /m æ n ə dʒə z/} \]
Note the same effect with these words:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jan /dʒæn/</th>
<th>ban</th>
<th>awed</th>
<th>stew</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Janet</td>
<td>banner</td>
<td>order</td>
<td>stupid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>janitor</td>
<td>bannister</td>
<td>auditor</td>
<td>stupidly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>craft</td>
<td>lead</td>
<td>tie</td>
<td>boy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crafty</td>
<td>leader</td>
<td>tidy</td>
<td>boyish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>craftily</td>
<td>leadership</td>
<td>tidily</td>
<td>boyishly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other languages work on a different principle, syllable timing, and maintain a roughly equal length for each syllable regardless of stressing. Take this example from French: *Voulez-vous partir demain matin de bonne heure?* /vule vuç partir | d'me̞ mate̞ | dbon œr |/. Here each syllable has roughly equal time value, except for the final one of each group, which is extended. Other languages with a tendency to equal syllable length are: Italian, Spanish (and other Romance languages), Greek, Turkish, Polish, Hindi and other Indian languages.

Probably the two most important influences on rhythmic structure are (1) stress or syllable-timing (2) the distribution of word stress. Table 22.4 indicates the possibilities for some languages. Note that Dutch and English fall into the same category.

**Table 22.4 Rhythmic structure in a number of languages**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Stress-timed</th>
<th>Syllable-timed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No fixed word stress</td>
<td></td>
<td>French, Hindi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positional word stress</td>
<td>Czech, Welsh</td>
<td>Polish, Italian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic word stress</td>
<td>English, Dutch, Frisian, German, Danish, Russian</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rhythm in English and Dutch**

Stress-timing appears to operate for all types of English spoken by native speakers, with the exception of those strongly influenced by Creoles, such as the English of the West Indies. Some types of English employed as a second language (e.g. the English used by many Indians and West Africans) have the syllable-timing of the mother tongue of the speakers, but such varieties are normally very difficult for a native English speaker to understand. Similarly, although Netherlands and Belgian Dutch dialects are stress-timed, Dutch spoken in Surinam and the Antilles may have syllable-timing carried over from Sranan Tongo and Papiamento.

However, the strict division **stress-timed** and **syllable-timed** (which most linguists have employed) is an over-simplification, and it is better to consider stress/syllable-timing in terms of the **tendency** of a language or dialect to-
wards one or the other. Certainly some Belgian varieties, such as those spoken in West Flanders, appear to be influenced by the syllable-timing of French. In the Netherlands, too, many dialects, including the broad varieties of town dialects such as Rotterdam and Amsterdam, seem less obviously stress-timed than the standard language.

Stress-timing is achieved mainly by lengthening certain vowels at the expense of others. As has been shown, vowels tend to be lengthened in stressed syllables and shortened in unstressed syllables. In many dialects of Dutch, this tendency is less marked. It is worth noting that /ə/-insertion occurs to a far greater extent in regional accents than in the two standard varieties. This adds considerably to the syllable-timing effect. In the pronunciation without /ə/-insertion, the words of two and three syllables have a first syllable which is noticeably longer than the remaining syllables. With /ə/-insertion, syllables tend more to be of equal length and therefore closer to syllable-timed rhythm.

Another significant difference between English and all Dutch varieties is that, in Dutch, vowel length is less influenced by following consonants. In English, vowels are longer or shorter according to whether lenis or fortis consonants close the syllable. In Dutch, the lenis/fortis contrast is neutralised in syllable-final position (all vowels being shorter), and only /t/, and to a lesser degree /l/ and the nasals, have any marked lengthening effect. However, it is noticeable that the Dutch free vowels (especially /a:/) tend to be lengthened considerably in stressed syllables, particularly when they form the nucleus of the intonation group (see pp. 248-49).

Another significant difference between Dutch and English is the system of vowel gradation. English changes the phonemic shape of the word by replacing vowels in unstressed syllables by /ə, i, ʊ/ (see p. 227-28). In Dutch, the tendency is instead to shorten and centralise vowels in unstressed syllables but generally to maintain the same phoneme pattern, e.g.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Dutch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>communication</em></td>
<td>/kəmjuːnˈkɛrʃən/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>container</em></td>
<td>/kənˈteɪnə/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>gradation</em></td>
<td>/ɡrəˈdeɪʃən/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>macabre</em></td>
<td>/məˈkɑːbrə/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>production</em></td>
<td>/prəˈdækʃən/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Advice**

(1) Because of the differences in vowel length patterns, Dutch-speaking learners regularly have difficulties with this aspect of English (e.g. most vowels over-short before lenis; /a:/ over-long before fortis).

(2) Furthermore, difficulties of vowel gradation may result in the use of vowels other than /ə, i, ʊ/ in some unstressed syllables, which may give undue prominence.

Problems with post-vocalic /t/ distribution (see pp. 180-81) and use of close D /l/ for syllable-final E /l/ in happy words (see pp. 90-91) also lead to
over-prominence of certain unstressed syllables, and disturbs the rhythmic pattern.

Overall, whilst rhythm is not the problem for most Dutch speakers that it is for Spanish, French or Polish speakers, for example, it should not be neglected. It should be practised (along with correct stress placement, intonation and elimination of /ə/-insertion).
PITCH, TONE, AND INTONATION

23.1 Introduction

In speech, the most important factor in determining the pitch of the voice is the speed of vibration (i.e. frequency) of the vocal folds; in general terms, the higher the frequency, the higher the pitch and vice-versa.

Pitch variation is an essential component of normal human speech. Indeed, if for any reason variation of pitch is absent (giving a robot-like impression), listeners reject the speech as literally inhuman. This is a major problem which has to be faced by a person who has had the larynx removed owing to disease. Surrogate larynxes are available which are able to produce a voicing buzz, but these as yet still cannot mimic realistically the pitch variation of natural speech.

Pitch movement

Many students find it difficult to judge whether a pitch is rising or falling; the following simple analogy may help.¹

The engine of a motor car when ‘revving up’ to start produces a series of rising pitches. When the car is cruising on the open road, the engine pitch is more or less level. On coming to a halt, the engine stops with a rapid fall in pitch.

**EXERCISE 1**

Imitate the pitches just described, using [a:]:

1. **Rises** (‘revving up to start’)

2. **Level pitch** (‘open road’)

3. **Fall** (‘coming to a halt’)

Pitch variation has an important role to play in communication, adding meaning additional to that conveyed by the segmental phonemes. We can distinguish two significant ways in which pitch functions, namely (1) **tone** and (2) **intonation**.

¹ We are indebted to J. Windsor Lewis for this idea.
In many languages, it is possible to use pitch differences to distinguish the *dictionary meaning* of words. This function of pitch is known as *tone* and such languages are termed *tone languages*. Tone languages may make use of different numbers of pitch levels. Two levels (high and low) or three (high, mid and low) are common.

**EXERCISE 2**

Try imitating these examples from Ewe, a three-tone language spoken in Ghana and Togo. Note that (’) indicates low tone, (’) indicates high tone. Mid tone is left unmarked.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ewe Tone</th>
<th>English Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tsì tsì</td>
<td>‘ladle’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsì tsì</td>
<td>‘growth’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsì tsì</td>
<td>‘extinction’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>àtà</td>
<td>‘thigh’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atà</td>
<td>‘you will draw’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kù kù</td>
<td>‘hat’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kù kù</td>
<td>‘digging’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kù kù</td>
<td>‘dying’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tó</td>
<td>‘ear’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Languages, like these, which use a tone system of two or three significant pitch *levels* are called *register tone* languages. In the Far East, *contour tone* languages are more common. These chiefly employ falling and rising pitches; examples are to be found in the languages of China.

**EXERCISE 3**

Say the following words in Mandarin Chinese. The pitch pattern is indicated:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mandarin</th>
<th>English Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>han</td>
<td>‘foolish’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>han</td>
<td>‘cold’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>han</td>
<td>‘rare’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>han</td>
<td>‘perspiration’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tones of a tone language may be analysed in a way comparable to the segmental phonemes, giving *tonemes* and *allotones*.

Taking the languages of the world as a whole, it is probable that most employ tone. Certainly, the vast majority of Far Eastern, African and American Indian languages are tonal. Europe is exceptional in that it has few tone languages; however, Serbian and Croatian (spoken in former Yugoslavia), Norwegian and Swedish have a tonal element.

Furthermore, a tone system operates in one variety of Dutch, namely that spoken in Limburg. In virtually the whole of Limburg, many words are distinguished on the basis of tone, with two contrasting pitch patterns termed

---

2 This is common usage though perhaps *tonemic languages* would be a better term.

3 Indonesian is not a tone language. However, another language to be heard in the Netherlands, Sranan (the creole spoken in Surinam), does employ some tone distinctions.
sleepoon and stoottoon. Pairs of words which exemplify such contrasts are:

1. *douf* meaning either ‘deaf’ or ‘pigeon’
2. *bein* meaning ‘leg’ or ‘legs’.

### 23.3 Intonation

Languages like English, Dutch (excluding Limburg), French and German do not use pitch to indicate dictionary meaning. For instance, you can say the Dutch word *ja* on a number of different pitch patterns:

```
ja \_     ja \_     ja \_
```

but it continues to mean ‘yes’ and not ‘rare’ or ‘perspiration’. Moreover, we cannot distinguish homophones like Dutch *weer* (‘weather’ or ‘again’) or English *two* and *too*, by means of pitch. Instead, pitch variation takes the form of **intonation**. Intonation tunes operate over an extent greater than a single word, usually over complete clauses or sentences.

In Chapter 24, we shall examine in detail the part played in language by intonation. For the moment, we can say that intonation can be used in the following ways.

1. It can be used to focus on or highlight certain words (**focussing function**).
2. It can reflect the attitude of the speakers to the words they utter (**attitudinal function**).
3. It can provide extra grammatical information in addition to what is provided by the bare text (**grammatical function**).
4. It can help organise the structure of conversations by indicating that the speaker has finished, or that there is more to come (**discourse function**).

Intonation is therefore crucial to human communication adding meaning additional to what is supplied by the words themselves. Think how often you hear people say things like: ‘It wasn’t so much *what* he said, as the *way* that he said it.’

**Marking systems for intonation**

In this book, we employ two marking systems for intonation. The **interlinear system** indicates pitch patterns between an upper and lower line corresponding to the highest and lowest normal pitch range of the voice.\(^4\) Stressed

\(^4\) We have chosen to ignore the effect of *declination*, a term used to describe the tendency in language for there to be a fall and compression of pitch patterns towards the end of each utterance.
syllables are shown by lines (___) and unstressed syllables by dots (.). Thicker lines (——) are used to show stressed syllables with particular prominence, resulting from a marked movement or sustention of pitch; extra loudness; longer duration.

```
I think I locked it away in the cellar.
```

The more economical in-text system, which removes some of the complexity of the interlinear system, allows us to see more clearly the significant elements of intonation structure. Intonation patterns are shown within the text by means of circles, angled marks and arrows, placed before each stressed syllable. In this manner, it is possible to show both sentence stress and intonation simultaneously.

```
I think I ↑ locked it away in the `cellar.
```

### 23.4 The structure of intonation patterns in English

**Intonation group division**

The basic unit of intonation is the intonation group. This is a complete pattern of intonation, often extending over an entire grammatical clause. Intonation group boundaries which have close grammatical connection are indicated by single bars (|); intonation groups which are not closely connected have a boundary shown by a double bar (||), e.g.:

1. The second man sat down | and glared at my companion. ||
2. Darlington was obviously at home | so I rang the bell. ||

However, it is possible for an intonation group to be shorter than the clause. For instance, a noun phrase may have a complete group to itself.

3. The leader of the Liberal party | held a press conference later. ||

Or an adverbial phrase may have its own group:

4. Hopefully | this situation will never arise again. ||

It is also possible for an intonation group to extend over *two brief* clauses:

5. I’ll resign if I have to. ||

An intonation group boundary may be crucial for meaning. Compare:

6. Don’t stop and consider. ||
7. Don’t. || Stop and consider. ||

Where an intonation group boundary occurs, it is possible to pause, though in
actual speech these pauses are as often as not omitted. This intonation variable is often, but not always, indicated in the written language by punctuation, e.g. stops, commas, dashes, brackets.

**The nucleus and nucleus location**

In any intonation group, one of the stressed syllables (sometimes more than one) stands out as being more prominent than the rest. This prominence is derived from the fact that the syllable usually carries a marked change in pitch compared with the syllables surrounding. In addition, it is typically of longer duration and will be perceived as having greater loudness.

Consider this example:

```
Tony kissed his professor’s beautiful daughter.
```

The marked pitch fall on /dɔɹ/, combined with its extra duration and loudness, highlights the syllable, giving the word *daughter* prominence in the sentence. We term this most prominent of the stressed syllables the **nucleus** (henceforth shown in bold).

In English, the nucleus generally falls on the stressed syllable of the last lexical item in the intonation group. This word is frequently the direct object, as in the example above. If the nucleus falls on an earlier syllable, this usually indicates a special *focussing* effect. The function of **nucleus location**, as it is termed, is examined in Chapter 24 (p. 256).

**Nuclear tone**

The pitch pattern carried by the nucleus is termed **nuclear tone**. Unlike the variables considered so far, nuclear tone shows considerable differences both between one language and another, and also between different varieties of one language. Let us consider the possible tones carried by the nucleus in RP English, using the monosyllable *brown* as an illustration.

**Falls**

Falls have been found to be the commonest type of nuclear tone. Research has shown that simple falling patterns account for at least half of all types used in conversation. Falls divide into two broad categories: the **high fall** and the **low fall**.

The **high fall** is one of the commonest nuclear tones. It consists of a swoop down from the highest point of the normal pitch range to the lowest point. It is not infrequently preceded by a very brief upward movement (which we have not indicated on the diagrams). To a Dutch ear, the high fall seems to be a very
extended, perhaps exaggerated, pitch movement, but it is important to imitate its full extent to sound convincingly English. We symbolise the high fall thus: ('). The low fall is more compressed, starting from mid, or slightly below, and moving to a low pitch. It is symbolised as (.)

![High fall 'Brown.](image) ![Low fall .Brown.](image)

Any syllables after the nucleus follow the pitch pattern established by it, and are termed the tail. In the case of falls, the syllables in the tail are all on a low pitch. A stressed syllable is marked with (°); unstressed syllables are unmarked.

![High fall 'Brownish.](image) ![Low fall .Brownish.](image)

![High fall 'Brownish coloured.](image) ![Low fall .Brownish coloured.](image)

**EXERCISE 4**

Say the following words on (1) high fall, (2) low fall:

`Eight; `eighty; `nine; `ninety; `good; `goodness; `hard; `hardness; `speed; `splendid; `win; `winter; `spring; `springtime.

`Eight; `eighty; `nine; `ninety; `good; `goodness; `hard; `hardness; `speed; `splendid; `win; `winter; `spring; `springtime.

**EXERCISE 5**

Say the following as (1) high fall, (2) low fall. Cue sentence: What's her name?

`Jane; `Pat; `Sheila; `Susan; `Judith; `Sally; `Barbara.

`Jane; `Pat; `Sheila; `Susan; `Judith; `Sally; `Barbara.

**Rises**

Rising patterns are considerably less common than falling ones. The most frequent rise is the low rise, which has a pitch movement from low to mid, and is symbolised ('). A much less common variant is the high rise, from around mid to high; it is symbolised as (').

In monosyllabic words, the rise takes the form of an upward glide; in poly-syllabic words the rise in pitch is spread over a number of syllables. Stressed syllables in rising tails are marked (°).

![Low rise .Brown.](image) ![Brownish.](image) ![Brownish coloured.](image)
EXERCISE 6
Say the following words on (1) low rise, (2) high rise. 
Cue sentence: He’s been sent to jail.

Fall-rise
In addition to simple falls and rises, we also find ‘broken’ tones, i.e. the fall-rise and the rise-fall.

The fall-rise nucleus, symbolised (ˇ), moves from high to low to mid. If the fall-rise is spread over more than one syllable, the fall takes place on the first stressed syllable of the nucleus; each of the following syllables is spoken on a low pitch and the rise is on the last stressed syllable. In the in-text marking system, all stressed syllables of the tail are shown by a high circle (°) to indicate that the termination of the pattern is a rise.

EXERCISE 7
Say the following words with fall-rise.
Cue sentence: Jack’s moving to Manchester.
ˇLeeds; ˇYork; ˇSwindon; ˇBristol; ˇPortsmouth; ˇNewport; ˇBirmingham; ˇCoventry; ˇHereford; ˇHalifax.

Rise-fall
The rise-fall, the least common of the nuclear tones considered here, involves a pitch movement from mid to high to low, and is symbolised (ˆ). If the rise-fall is spread over more than one syllable, the patterns are likely to be as shown below:
EXERCISE 8
Say the following words with rise-fall.
Cue sentence: What did you get as a present?
A `kitten; a `puppy; a `camera; a `bicycle; a `radio; a `motor-car; a `pen; a `bike; a `bag.

EXERCISE 9
Compare the following patterns with rise-fall (sounding impressed) and fall-rise (correcting the speaker).
Cue sentence: Young Maxwell is going to be a doctor, I hear.

Compound nucleuses

It is possible for intonation groups to contain more than one nucleus, and a commonly occurring example of this is the separated fall plus rise. This is similar to a high fall followed by a low rise. Intervening syllables, stressed or unstressed, are on a low level pitch. Prominence is distributed over two nucleuses, though the fall is dominant.

The fall plus rise pattern is generally employed where a speaker wishes to focus on an earlier item in the intonation group whilst retaining in addition a prominence towards the end. It is very frequent in colloquial English.

/ I `think I `locked it a `way in the `cellar. /

The head

High heads

When analysing the pitch pattern of an intonation group, we have to take into account not only the nucleus (and tail) but also the pre-nuclear pitch contour. The most significant portion is termed the head.

/ I `think I `locked it a `way in the `cellar. /

In this example, the head extends from the first high-pitched syllable locked to the syllable immediately preceding the nucleus. The first syllable of the head, though not as prominent as the nucleus, is also marked by phonetic features such as change or sustention of pitch, loudness and duration.
The pattern above provides an example of one of the commonest types of head, i.e. the **high (stepping) head**; the high-pitched first stressed syllable (the **onset**) is indicated by an arrow (↑), and each subsequent stressed syllable by a high circle (°). Typically, there is a declining pitch movement over this type of head with a descent in a series of steps on each stressed syllable. (In more rapid speech, the decline in pitch may be somewhat less apparent.)

A second type of high head, termed the **high sliding head**, consists of a series of falling pitches. This head (which is especially common before a fall-rise nucleus) is indicated by an arrow (↓) at its onset and by (°) on the subsequent stressed syllables:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I think I locked it a way in the cellar.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>↓ ° ° ° ° ° ° °°°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Low heads**

These have a low-pitched syllable as the onset. One type is the **low level head**, where the following syllables are low and level throughout. It frequently occurs before a low rise nucleus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I think I locked it a way in the cellar.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>° ° ° ° ° ° °°°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The onset of the low head is shown by an arrow (→); subsequent stressed syllables by a circle on the line (°). Another type of low head, the **low climbing head**, has stressed syllables climbing from an initial low pitch. It is especially common before a high fall.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I think I locked it a way in the cellar.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>↓ ° ° ° ° ° ° °°°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The onset is shown by a rising arrow (?). Each subsequent stressed syllable is shown by a high circle (').

**Pre-head**

The **pre-head** consists of the syllables before the onset of the head. They are typically (1) low-pitched, (2) unstressed or weakly stressed, (3) not more than three in number. Unstressed syllables are unmarked; weakly stressed syllables are shown with a circle on the line (°).  

---

5 We have not considered the (less frequent) high pre-head. See O’Connor and Arnold (1973).
SUMMARY OF INTONATIONSTRUCTURES

The intonation group has an essential element, termed the **nucleus**. This is the most prominent syllable; it is always strongly stressed and usually has a marked pitch movement. In the in-text marking system, the nucleus is always shown by an angled mark, e.g. [\^\^]. The nucleus may be followed by a **tail**, i.e. unstressed or weakly stressed syllables which continue the pitch pattern established by the nucleus. If there are no stressed syllables in the tail, it is left unmarked. Stressed syllables which are part of a rising tune are marked by high circles. Low circles are used to mark low, level stressed syllables in the tail.

The nucleus is generally preceded by a **head**; the initial syllable of the head is the second most prominent syllable in the whole intonation group and is termed the **onset**. The in-text marking symbols for onset are shown by arrows, e.g. [↑↓]. The remaining stressed syllables of the head are shown by either high or low circles.

Before the head, there may be a brief **pre-head** consisting of low-pitched syllables lacking strong stress. If unstressed, the pre-head is unmarked; if (weakly) stressed, it is indicated by a low circle.

We can now return to our first example to indicate the various parts.

![Diagram of intonation structure]

**Table 23.1 In-text marking system for intonation English**

| Pre-head | Weakly stressed syllables: (◦) |
| Unstressed syllables are unmarked |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heads</th>
<th>Onset</th>
<th>Subsequent stresses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High stepping</td>
<td>(!)</td>
<td>(◦)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High sliding</td>
<td>(◦)</td>
<td>(◦)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low level</td>
<td>(→)</td>
<td>(◦)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low climbing</td>
<td>(?)</td>
<td>(◦)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nucleus type</th>
<th>Nucleus</th>
<th>Tail</th>
<th>Nucleus type</th>
<th>Nucleus</th>
<th>Tail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High fall</td>
<td>(◦)</td>
<td>(◦)</td>
<td>Low rise</td>
<td>(◦)</td>
<td>(◦)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low fall</td>
<td>(◦)</td>
<td>(◦)</td>
<td>High rise</td>
<td>(◦)</td>
<td>(◦)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rise-fall</td>
<td>(◦)</td>
<td>(◦)</td>
<td>Fall-rise</td>
<td>(◦)</td>
<td>(◦)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In addition to *intonation* as such, other factors provide in a similar manner information additional to the bare content of the words uttered by the speaker. These features, both phonetic and non-phonetic, are often brought together under the heading of *paralanguage*. Of the phonetic paralinguistic features, we may instance four.

(1) **Pitch range and key**
*Pitch range* refers to the extent of pitch employed by a speaker on a particular occasion, and *key* to the portion of the pitch range (high — mid — low) used. Greater emotion is often indicated by speakers extending their normal pitch range, and also possibly employing higher key. On the other hand, barely controlled fury may be associated with low key and restricted pitch range.

(2) **Variation in loudness**
Greater loudness is associated with anger, excitement, etc.

(3) **Tempo**
A drawled, slow rate of delivery may indicate boredom; drawl, combined with exaggerated intonation (and, in English, often with creaky voice) is also often used to indicate superior attitude. Proficient public speakers, especially politicians, manipulate tempo variation with great skill in order to build up and hold the attention of their audience.

(4) **Phonation types**
Breathy voice (especially from females) is often correlated with ‘sexiness’. A harsh voice quality, produced at the front portion of the larynx (anterior voice) may indicate anxiety, or the desire to impose authority (one type of ‘school-master voice’). See also Chapter 10.

Non-phonetic paralinguistic features include such factors as facial expression, gesture and other body movements (sometimes brought together as *body language*). In addition, context is crucial to our interpretation of a speaker’s words and intonation patterns. For instance, given the surroundings of a railway carriage, the immediate reaction of Dutch-speaking people to someone in uniform saying: ‘Goedemorgen’

```
   .   .
Goe de mor gen
```

is not to reply to the greeting, but to interpret it (correctly) as an instruction to produce evidence that they have paid their train fares.
FUNCTIONS OF INTONATION IN ENGLISH

24.1 Four functions of intonation

Intonation performs four important linguistic functions (see also p. 247):

(1) **Focussing function**, which allows the speaker to focus on the most significant information in an utterance. The location of the nucleus is the most important aspect of the accentual role of intonation, acting as the focus of attention of the speaker/listener. As stated earlier (p. 247), the nucleus is typically to be found terminally in the intonation group and in fact is frequently a syllable of the last lexical item. Any shifting of the nucleus to an earlier syllable normally indicates a desire on the part of the speaker to highlight some information elsewhere in the utterance. This can easily be demonstrated by taking the example given on p. 249 and moving the location of the nucleus to earlier syllables (shown here in **bold** type).

Tony kissed his professor’s beautiful daughter. (Neutral)
Tony kissed his professor’s beautiful daughter. (Not the less prepossessing one)
Tony kissed his professor’s beautiful daughter. (Not the vice-chancellor’s)
Tony kissed his professor’s beautiful daughter. (Not another professor’s daughter)
Tony kissed his professor’s beautiful daughter. (He didn’t engage in any other amorous activity)
Tony kissed his professor’s beautiful daughter. (It was Tony — not Tom or John)

Nucleus location functions similarly in Dutch.

**EXERCISE 1**

Try putting the nucleus on different words in this Dutch sentence:
Ik wandelde gisteren langs de **singel**.
Ik wandelde gisteren langs de **singel**.
Ik wandelde gisteren langs de **singel**.
Ik **wandelde** gisteren langs de **singel**.
Ik wandelde gisteren langs de **singel**.

**EXERCISE 2**

Take a number of sentences out of a Dutch novel and try moving the nucleus around. What sort of words are difficult to focus on in this way?

Nucleus location functions as a focussing device, not only in Dutch and English but also in many other languages, e.g. German, Frisian, Spanish, Italian. However, some languages make relatively little use of this feature; French
almost invariably has prominence on the last syllable of the intonation group, 
and consequently greater use is made of grammar and vocabulary as means of focussing.

(2) **Attitudinal function**, which allows speakers to superimpose an attitude 
on top of the bare semantic content of what is being said.

We can only broadly designate some different attitudinal implications for 
the nuclear tones since the attitude implied by a tone inevitably depends on 
context and on the basic semantic content of the words in the intonation 
group. Nevertheless, it is possible to make the following broad distinctions:

1) Two tones, **high fall** and **low rise**, can be regarded as **neutral**.

2) Two tones, **low fall** and **high rise**, act as **strengthenings**. These tones tend 
to add to, emphasise or exaggerate a speaker’s basic attitude.

3) Two tones, **fall-rise** and **rise-fall**, are **attitudinally marked**, i.e. these tones 
are inherently laden with one or more of the following implications:

**Fall-rise**: doubt, correction, reservation, appeal to the listener to reconsider.

**Rise-fall**: impressed, arrogant, confident, self-satisfied, mocking, putting down.

However, as we shall see, one cannot judge patterns solely in terms of nu- 
cleus but account has to be taken of the combination head and nucleus.

(3) **Grammatical function**, which permits speakers to distinguish certain 
syntactic relationships, e.g. phrase and clause boundaries, question versus 
statement.

One frequent example of the grammatical function of intonation in Eng- 
lish and Dutch is where a statement is distinguished from a question employ- 
ing exactly the same string of words:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Paul’s } \text{going to } \text{morrow}. & \quad \text{Paul’s } \text{going to } \text{morrow}? \\
\text{Paul ver } \text{trekt } \text{morgen}. & \quad \text{Paul ver } \text{trekt } \text{morgen}? 
\end{align*}
\]

Conversely, in English (though not normally in Dutch), it is also possible for 
a question to be turned into an emphatic statement or exclamation, e.g.

(Have you heard about poor old Jack Lawrence?) Isn’t it `awful!
What might also be considered a further grammatical function of intonation is illustrated in Section 24.7 on English tag-questions below.

(4) **Discourse function**, covering such diverse matters as the organisation of conversation between two or more speakers (e.g. signals for turn-taking), the indication of speaker/listener relationship (e.g. in relation to power and authority) and the indication of new versus old information.

In this context, we can broadly allocate the nuclear tones to two categories on the basis of whether they are (terminally) falling or rising:

**Falling tones** (i.e. high fall, low fall and rise-fall) suggest: (1) finality, (2) completion of utterance, (3) unloading of information.

**Rising tones** (i.e. low rise, high rise, fall-rise) indicate: (1) non-finality, (2) incompleteness, (3) information is requested or anticipated, rather than unloaded.

Consequently, we usually find that complete statements and commands involve falling tones, whereas questions and introductory non-final clauses more typically have rising nucleuses, e.g.:

**Statements:** He decided to join the army.

**Commands:** Put your bicycle in the garage.

**Questions:** Are you going to see George?

**Non-final clause:** Since the weather’s so ghastly (I suggest we take a taxi).

However, the above are broad categorisations and there are notable exceptions, often reflecting a combination of discourse and attitudinal function. For instance, commands are frequently given rising intonation, which tends to take the ‘edge’ off them, making them sound warmer and friendlier.

**Yes-no questions**, i.e. questions (like the first question example directly above) which begin with an auxiliary verb and expect the answer yes or no, are indeed normally said with a rise. However, **Wh-questions**, i.e. questions (like the second example above) which begin with a word like what, why, where, how, may be said with one of two patterns: either they are said with a rising pattern, which makes them sound friendly, engaging and leading on to more, or no less frequently, they may be uttered on a falling pattern (in which case they sound more distant, business-like and as if there is a conclusive answer to the question), e.g.:

Who’s the best chap for the job?

The overall correlation of rises with non-finality and falls with finality is well exemplified by the frequent intonation pattern heard in lists, e.g.:
The house has central heating, a telephone, a large garden and a garage.

24.2 Falling patterns

Here we outline the function of intonation based on head-nucleus combinations, which we shall classify under the headings falling, rising, falling-rising and rising-falling.

*High (stepping) head + fall*

This pattern with a high fall is one the commonest for statements.

1. David’s got a new job in Bristol.
2. It’s almost a quarter to three.
3. He decided to join the army.

It tends to give a lively, positive impression. The more compressed low fall is often associated with a degree of coolness and may sound somewhat more deliberate or give the impression that what is said is expected in advance.

4. David’s got a new job in Bristol.
5. It’s almost a quarter to three.
6. He decided to join the army.

In Wh-questions, fall patterns imply a straightforward business-like attitude — in the case of the high fall, this will nevertheless convey interest and often a degree of animation.

7. What’s the make of your pressure cooker?
8. Who’s the best chap for the job?

The low fall loses this animation and is associated with distancing and coolness. It could be considered as routine information gathering, e.g. a police interview.

9. What’s the make of your pressure cooker?
10. Who’s the best chap for the job?
EXERCISE 3  
Practise the following sentences with high head + high fall.
Cue sentence: Where’s your brother?
He's gone to bed. He's joined the army. He's doing his homework. George has got the sack, I'm afraid. He's out with his new girlfriend. He's decided to join a monastery. He's staying in to night. He's decided to do a bit of work for a change.

Commands are also often said with a falling pattern. The high fall sounds energetic and animated.

(11) *Open your books.*
(12) *Put your bicycle in the garage.*
(13) *Be sensible, Charlie.*
(14) *Have a little bit of sense.*

The low fall has implications of coolness, emphasis and deliberation:

(15) *Open your books, etc.*

If Yes-no questions (which are typically said with rising intonation patterns, see below), are uttered on a falling pattern, they take on the force of emphatic statements or commands. Once again, high fall sounds lively and animated whilst low fall sounds distanced with hints of coolness and even hostility.

(16) Will you open that letter?
(17) Could we possibly have a bit of quiet?
(18) Shall we ever get to the root of the matter?
(19) Will you open that letter? etc.

Fall (without head)

Statements
Falls without heads are often found in responses to questions. The high fall sounds lively and involved.

(20) (Where does Susan come from?) Wales, Cardiff, Lancaster, East Grinstead.

Low fall is once again less animated, more detached and routine.

(21) Wales, etc.

Wh-questions
With high fall on the Wh-word, these sound brisk and impatient; such patterns are relatively rare. See p. 258 for contrast with rise.
(22) What’s your name?
(23) Where do you live?

With low fall, they sound even more impatient and possibly hostile.

(24) What’s your name? etc.

**Yes-no questions**

The emphatic statement/command effect of using fall intonation patterns mentioned above is even more apparent if there is no head.

(25) Will you keep quiet?
(26) Aren’t you going to tell her?
(27) Can’t you keep a promise?

It is stronger still with low fall.

(28) Will you keep quiet? etc.

For the use of falls in tag-questions and tag responses, see Section 24.7.

**Commands**

Commands frequently take patterns lacking heads. High fall correlates with emphasis and animation. Low fall adds coolness and deliberation and may sometimes be interpreted as threatening.

(29) Eat up your cabbage, Simon.
(30) Open your eyes.
(31) Don’t treat me like a baby.
(32) Never do that a gain.

Cf.:

(33) Eat up your cabbage, Simon, etc.

24.3 **Rising patterns**

*High (stepping) head + rise*

![Rising pattern diagram]

This pattern with a low rise is very common for Yes-no questions.
(34) Are you going to see George?

(35) Do we really need a second car?

(36) Have you heard anything of old Higgins?

(37) Did you manage to get to Max’s party?

**EXERCISE 4**

Practise the following sentences with high heads + low rise.

Cue sentence: *I went back home this weekend.*

† Did you see Alex? † Did you see Terry? † Bump into Fred? † Did you see anything of Hugh? † Did you get round to the Thompsons? † Did you hear anything of old Higgins?

A high rise adds considerable emphasis, indicating surprise or doubt, and adding prominence to the nucleus.

(38) Are you going to see George? etc.

**Echo-questions**

High rise is common in echo-questions, i.e. questions which repeat the words of the question. These occur fairly frequently in native-speaker English as fillers, being used to give time to think. Cf. Dutch nou, even kijken, wacht even.

(39) (Are you staying the night?) † Am I staying the night? (I hadn’t thought of doing so.)

(40) (Do you know John Hancock?) † John Hancock? (Of course, I know him.)

Low rise, often preceded by low head and sounding less animated, could also be used in all these examples.

(41) Am I staying the night? etc.

**Wh-questions**

Wh-questions are also frequently said on this high stepping head + low rise pattern. If uttered in this way, they sound warmer and more engaging than with falls. There is also often an implication that the questions are introductory to further discourse. The rise pattern makes the questions warmer and gentler in tone — in this case, possibly, the initial stages of courtship.¹

(42) What’s your name?

(43) Where do you live?

(44) What are you doing this evening?

¹ Some textbooks give the misleading impression that Wh-questions are never said on a rising tone.
Said on a fall this sequence of questions sounds more businesslike. With low falls there could be a strong impression of distancing and routine, possibly like a policeman interviewing a suspect.  

(45) ↑What’s your name? etc.

**Commands**

Commands said on a rising nucleus tend to correlate with a gentler, warmer tone than the more neutral falling pattern. The discourse effect given is one of non-finality, i.e. that something will soon follow. Compare:

(46) (I want you to go to sleep now.) ↑Put the light out.

(47) ↑Put the light out. (We’re going to watch some videos.)

(48) (The test’s over now.) ↑Open your books, children.

(49) ↑Open your books, children. (We’re going to read the section on dinosaurs.)

**Low head + low rise**

Low heads are less frequent than high heads, and are here considered only before a rising nucleus. In such cases, the low head tends to add an emphatic, somewhat negative tone. It is heard in questions.

(50) ↑Have you told Nancy yet?

(51) ↑Don’t you think you should tell her?

In these cases, the low head may sound somewhat intimidating, indicating an authority relationship of superior addressing inferior. In yes-no questions one may sometimes infer that the speaker knows the answer before asking the question.

(52) ↑Wasn’t that rather a long phone call, Mr Lewis?

(53) ↑Is there any point in meeting at this stage?

(54) D’you intend to see James next week?

Statements on the low head + low rise pattern sound strong and somewhat aggressive. This is especially true of negative statements.

(55) I find that difficult to believe.

(56) →Hugh isn’t short of money.

(57) →I’m not going out in this weather.

---

2 This effect is even more marked if a low head precedes: →What’s your name? etc.
**Commands**

The low head tends to make the command sound cool and detached, and the rise contributes to a discourse effect of incompleteness.

(58) → Put your _books_ in your _desks_ 'children (And then we can all go home.)

(59) → Leave the _light_ 'on. (We'll be coming back in a moment.)

(60) → Don’t _tamper_ with that e_quipment. (It could be dangerous.)

**Low head + high rise**

The use of high rise is less usual, adding marked emphasis and giving an impression of surprise, sometimes exasperation.

(61) → Don’t you _think_ you should ‘tell her?

(62) D’you in→ tend to see ‘James next ‘week?

(63) → Don’t _tamper_ with that e_quipment.

See pp. 281-82 for the over-use of high rise as a Dutch error.

**Rise (without head)**

Here, there is a more obvious discourse effect of non-finality.

**Wh-questions**

Placing the nucleus on the Wh-word adds emphasis with an impression of impatience.

(64) _Who’s_ re_sponsible for this mess?

(65) _Why_ can’t we_ ride our_ bikes, Mummy?

**Yes-no questions**

Placing the nucleus on the auxiliary verb adds sharpness.

(66) _Aren’t_ you ‘going to_ tell Nancy?

(67) _Didn’t_ Sheila ‘telephone after all?

**Statements**

(68) _Hugh_ isn’t ‘short of_ ready cash.

(69) _Jim’s_ a ‘decent_ sort of_ fellow.
Commands

Low rise is often found in short commands. Not only does this take the harshness away from them, but it also has a discourse effect of indicating that more is to come.

(70) *Mind! (You’ll knock that jug over.)*

*Wait! (There’s a car coming.)*

*Stop! (The lights are red.)*

*Slow! (There’s something coming round the corner.)*

A high rise is sometimes used to change a statement into an echo-response indicating surprise or doubt.

(71) (Josephine’s had twins.) *Josephine’s had ‘twins?*

(Mike’s won the pools.) *Mike’s ‘won the ‘pools?*

24.4 Falling-rising patterns

Within this category, we may consider (1) *fall-rise*, (2) *high sliding head + fall-rise*, (3) *separated fall + rise*. As has already been stated, falling-rising patterns are heavily attitudinally laden, conveying an impression of doubt, correction, reservation, or an appeal to the listener to reconsider. Furthermore, they have a discourse effect of non-finality.

Fall-rise

The above attitudes are clear in fall-rises without a head. Such patterns are often used as a way of guardedly disputing information.

(73) (Robert’s moving to Plymouth.) *Bath. ‘Sheffield. ‘Newcastle.*

Fall-rise tunes also occur in questions, and once again the implication is reservation and doubt.

(74) (The room’s thirteen metres long.) *Is it?*

Short questions of this kind (*tag-type responses*) are discussed in more detail on p. 272-73.

*Sliding head + fall-rise*

The fall-rise is often preceded by a *high sliding head*. In this case, a certain amount of emphasis is imparted to the syllables of the head, in particular the first. The effect of reservation and contradiction is similar, with the sliding
head adding somewhat to the strength of this. There is often a discourse effect of ‘more to come’.

(75) (What a pity Norman’s so gullible.) I wouldn’t call him gullible.

(76) (Feel like painting the attic?) I can’t say I’d be exactly thrilled.

(77) (That woman Edna’s cooking’s ghastly.) Well, she’s not the best cook in the world (though I’ve tasted worse.)

(78) (Have you read War and Peace?) I didn’t manage to read it all (though I did read quite a lot of it).

Separated fall + rise

This pattern with compound nucleus serves a special focussing function, allowing two nuclear syllables to be highlighted. It is employed where the speaker feels that two elements of the intonation group should receive focus, with the main prominence on the first nucleus. Since the final nucleus is a rise, there can also be a discourse effect of non-finality:

(79) (Getting there by plane, are you?) I can’t afford to go by air. (So I’m taking the train.)

(80) (Who’s got the room?) Nancy’s place is big enough for a party. (So we don’t need to look any further.)

(81) (There was no need for concern.) Stan seemed awfully worried about it. (So you’d better have a word with him.)

(82) (Isn’t that Lou Cohen over there?) I wouldn’t mind having a chat with Lou. (I haven’t seen him for ages.)

Wh-questions

The fall is frequently (though by no means invariably) on an auxiliary verb, thus allowing it to be stressed.

(83) (It’s gone midnight.) What time is it, actually?

(84) (I’ve paid all the bills.) How much did we owe after all?

Yes-no questions

Similarly, here the fall is often (though not invariably) on an auxiliary verb.
(86) (It’s a bit of a problem.) *May I offer some advice?*

(87) (That’s the phone.) *Would you answer it, Emma?*

**Commands**

This pattern is frequent, serving again to highlight two elements, the first often occurring early in the intonation group.

(88) *Shut the door, David!*

(89) *Don’t answer me back, Howard!*

(90) *Please leave the dog alone!*

### 24.5 Rising-falling patterns

In the rising-falling patterns, we include (1) (High head +) rise-fall, (2) (Climbing head +) high fall. As stated earlier, the rise-fall — like the previous pattern — is heavily attitudinally laden: impressed, arrogant, confident, self-satisfied, mocking, ‘putting down’.

**Rise-fall and High head + rise-fall**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
/ \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

This nuclear tone is not as frequent as the others we have discussed and is even absent from some regional varieties, e.g. much of the north of England. Nevertheless, in many accents, including RP, it is by no means uncommon. It is always strongly marked, giving an impression of complacency, at times antagonism, and may often sound patronising. Because of these socially perilous implications, it is undoubtedly more important for foreign learners to learn to *recognise* the tone when it occurs rather than to learn to use it themselves.

(91) (How many did you get for the test?) ^Nine. ^Ninety. ↑Nine and a ^half.

(92) (Who’s the letter from?) My ↑old ^girl-friend. ↑My M.^P.

(93) (How fast can it go?) ↑Over a ^hundred.

**Wh- and Yes-no questions**

(94) (He’s moved to Fressingfield.) Where’s ^that?

(95) (I’ve given in most of my essays.) How ^many exactly?
(96) (Have you heard about poor old Jack Lawrence?) \upstep Isn’t it \textit{awful}?

(97) (I wonder what’s happened to Peter.) \upstep Haven’t you \textit{heard}?

\textit{Commands}

(98) (I’ll get it replaced). \textit{Don’t} \textit{bother}.

(99) (I forget.) Well \upstep \textit{try to re\textit{member}}.

\textit{Climbing head + high fall}

\begin{tikzpicture}
\draw[stealth-] (0,0) -- (1,1);
\draw[stealth-] (1,1) -- (2,0);
\end{tikzpicture}

If preceded by a climbing head, a high fall also produces an overall rising-falling pattern. In fact, this type of tune appears to occur more frequently than the rise-fall nucleus and lacks the brittle overtones of the latter. The attitudinal effect is weaker and more restrained than the rise-fall nucleus discussed above with an implication more of protest than of arrogance. Compare the following examples with the examples above.

(100) My \textit{old girl}-friend. (Implying: why do you ask?)

(101) \textit{Even a \textit{little} child} could \textit{use it}.

(102) \textit{Isn’t it \textit{awful}?}

(103) Well \upstep \textit{try to re\textit{member}}.

Whilst not essential, this can be a useful pattern for the learner to imitate and has far fewer dangers than the rise-fall nucleus.

\section*{24.6 Intonation group sequences}

Up till now we have concentrated on the isolated intonation group. In this section, the types of pattern employed in certain intonation group \textbf{sequences} are discussed.

\textit{Non-finality}

As has already been stated, rising nucleuses (i.e. high rise, low rise, fall-rise) have a discourse implication of non-finality. Consequently, such patterns are often used as lead-ins to further information.

(104) After \upstep hypnotising the \texttt{subject}, \upstep I \upstep question him about \texttt{childhood}. 


(105) Since the weather's so ghastly I suggest we take a taxi.

(106) If you really must go | hurry up a bout it.

**Lists**

As mentioned in Section 24.1, lists provide a very clear illustration of the discourse divide of finality versus non-finality. Here, a very frequent pattern is for all the items, except the last, to have a series of rises. The last is said on a fall.

(107) You have to take English, maths, chemistry and a foreign language.

(108) Scandinavia consists of Iceland, Sweden, Norway and Denmark.

(109) The house has central heating, a telephone, a large garden and a garage.

(110) (What languages are spoken in Belgium?) Dutch, French and German.

**Parenthetic intonation**

Another discourse effect is exemplified by parenthetic intonation. Certain intonation groups may be said on a sustained low pitch, if they contain information which could be regarded as additional and possibly enclosed in brackets. The intonation pattern frequently used in these cases is a low head with a low rise, the rise having very little pitch movement.

(111) In this situation | and you all know what I mean | we must be extra cautious.

(112) In addressing the music lovers here | and I presume that means everyone | I feel confident of your support.

(113) He began lunch | it was an almost automatic reflex | by ordering smoked salmon.

Parenthetic intonation is especially common in more formal registers, e.g. speeches, lectures, broadcast talks, and in reading aloud.

### 24.7 Tag-questions and tag-type responses

This is one of the most important areas for the Dutch student. The system follows regular patterns and mastery of these is essential for the command of colloquial English intonation.
**System of tags**

**Tag-questions** are short questions of the yes-no type, attached to the main statement. They duplicate the information in the main statement by means of an appropriate auxiliary verb and pronoun.

Barbara’s moving house, isn’t she?
Trevor hasn’t got a new car, has he?

Nothing corresponds to this structure in Dutch, where the equivalents are normally monosyllabic exclamations, e.g. *hè, niet, hoor, toch,* which are most commonly said on a rising pattern. They lack both the syntactic and intonational complexity of the English tags.

**Balanced and unbalanced tags**

The examples so far given show the typical pattern for a tag-question, i.e. if the main statement is positive, the tag is negative and vice-versa. These we term *balanced tags.*

Barbara’s moving house | isn’t she?
(positive) | (negative)

Trevor hasn’t got a new car | has he?
(negative) | (positive)

A less common type is the *unbalanced tag,* i.e. either *positive/positive:* Maureen’s going round later, | is she?

or, more rarely, *negative/negative:*
Evans didn’t acknowledge my letter, | didn’t he?

**Nucleus location in tags**

In all tags, the nucleus *invariably* falls on the verb and *never* on the pronoun. An intonation pattern such as the following with the pronoun as the nucleus, is completely unacceptable in English, but is sometimes produced in error by learners:

\[ * \uparrow \text{Barbara’s moving house, isn’t she?} \]

**Intonation in balanced tag-questions**

Balanced tags can be said on two main intonation patterns, giving two different meanings. The difference can be viewed as an example of the grammatical function of intonation. If the tag rises, e.g.

\[ (114) \uparrow \text{Barbara’s moving house, isn’t she?} \]
the implication is that the speaker is not certain of the statement. It is, in meaning terms, equivalent to a true question.

If the tag has a fall pattern, e.g.

(115) ↑ Barbara’s *moving, house, isn’t she?

this indicates a far greater confidence in what the speaker is saying. Despite the conventional question mark, the falling tag is here not so much a true question as a means of inviting confirmation of the statement.

The system can be summarised as follows:

- Tag with rising nucleus: a true question.
- Tag with falling nucleus: a request for confirmation.

**Intonation in unbalanced tag-questions**

Unbalanced tags can always be said on low rises. The positive/positive type are used to respond to recently acquired information.

(116) So, ↑ Ted’s *failed a gain, has he?

(117) ↑ William’s *down with chicken-pox, is he?

The rare negative/negative tags sound forceful and may be associated with hostility. The statements tend to be preceded by so.

(118) So ↑ Evans *didn’t ac knowledge my letter, didn’t he?

(119) So ↑ Andy hasn’t paid up, hasn’t he?

**Tags in commands**

Tags using would you, will you, could/can you, etc. are often added to commands. These are usually rising. They soften the command semantically into the equivalent of a request.

(120) ↑ Go and *get me the paper would you?

(121) ↑ Lean a little this way will you?

(122) ↓ Open the door a bit wider can you Ian?

Negatives (mostly with won’t you, can’t you) sound rather more insistent.

(123) ↑ Lean a little this way won’t you?

(124) ↓ Open the door a bit wider can’t you Ian?

**Types of nucleus used in tags**

Whilst rising versus falling nucleuses are employed for the grammatical distinction in tag-questions, the attitudinal function is reflected in the type of
nucleus used, i.e. high or low fall, low or high rise, etc. The main variation is in types of fall. The most frequent variety is the high fall.

(125) It’s ↑ rather `interesting | `isn’t it?

The low fall, which is far less common, sounds less animated. It often follows a low fall in the main statement.

(126) It’s ↑ rather ,interesting | ,isn’t it?

Rise-fall is also possible, sounding extremely emphatic, almost arrogant, especially if preceded by a rise-fall in the main statement.

(127) It’s ↑ rather ^interesting | ^isn’t it?

Rises exhibit some variation, the low rise being overwhelmingly the commonest pattern; however, a high rise may be used to indicate doubt.

(128) → That’s „not „really sig nibicant | `is it?

Tag-type responses

A very frequent feature of native-speaker conversational English is the occurrence of brief responses of a similar structure to the tags just discussed. These tag-type responses are of special interest since, because they lack any real semantic content, they allow the attitudinal function of intonation to be displayed most clearly.

(129) (Lucy’s growing her hair long.) ↓ Is she?

(130) (It’s getting difficult to make ends meet.) ↓ Is it?

(131) (Ian shouldn’t mix with that sort of person.) ↓ Shouldn’t he?

(132) (I’ve got a gold sovereign.) ↓ Have you?

Both low and high rises have a discourse effect of inviting continuation. However, a difference is discernible between low and high rises. Low rises indicate a neutral acknowledgement of what has been said. A high rise shows a stronger reaction, of surprise or doubt.

(133) ↓ Is she? ↓ Is it? ↓ Shouldn’t he? ↓ Have you?

Tags with falling nucleuses indicate acceptance of what has been said. High falls give a far more sympathetic acceptance than the low falls, which may have undertones of hostility and lack of interest. Compare:

(134) → ↓ Is she? → ↓ Is it? → ↓ Shouldn’t he? → ↓ Have you?

(135) → ↓ Is she? → ↓ Is it? → ↓ Shouldn’t he? → ↓ Have you?
The broken tones have their inherent heavily laden attitudinal function, the rise-fall tags sounding arrogant or mocking.

(136) ...\textbf{Is} she? ...\textbf{Is} it? ...\textbf{Shouldn’t} he? ...\textbf{Have} you?

The fall-rise is employed to indicate doubt, correction or polite disagreement.

(137) ...\textbf{Is} she? ...\textbf{Is} it? ...\textbf{Shouldn’t} he? ...\textbf{Have} you?

\section*{24.8 Other approaches to intonation}

The best overall survey of the field is Cruttenden’s (1986) \textit{Intonation}, from which it will be seen that the brief outline of intonation presented here follows the British tradition, derived from the work of Palmer in his (1922) \textit{English Intonation with Systematic Exercises}. This approach was later developed by Kingdon in his (1958a) \textit{The Groundwork of English Intonation}, and subsequently by O’Connor and Arnold in their (1973) \textit{Intonation of Colloquial English}. Our scheme is closest to this last named, but it should be noted that there are several differences, both in the marking system and in the interpretation of certain intonation patterns.

Other useful material is to be found in Windsor Lewis’s (1977) \textit{People Speaking}, which provides a segmental and supra-segmental analysis of a corpus of material, for the most part spoken by actors. The same author’s (1969) \textit{Guide to English Pronunciation} has a good set of chain-response intonation drills, similar to the type we use in some of our exercises. Crystal and Davy’s (1975) \textit{Advanced Conversational English} analyses recorded impromptu conversation. Brown’s (1990) \textit{Listening to Spoken English} discusses several features of connected speech, including intonation, drawing on a variety of material, mainly derived from radio broadcasts.

An introduction to a discourse approach to intonation can be found in Brazil et al.’s (1980) \textit{Discourse Intonation and Language Teaching}; a more recent practical course based largely on this theory is Brazil’s (1992) \textit{Pronunciation for Advanced Learners of English}. 
INTONATION IN DUTCH AND ENGLISH COMPARED

25.1 Intonation in Dutch

Taken overall, the intonation systems of English and Dutch show many similarities. Nevertheless, there are a number of significant phonetic differences and certain pitch patterns have different implications.

We have used as our model for Dutch the standard Netherlands variety, (NL) ABN, although much of what we say can also be taken to apply in general terms to (B) AN. Nevertheless, in Belgium, intonation is the realm where the influence of local speech on the standard variety is perhaps most obvious, many local accents showing strikingly different intonation patterns from what is described here. As yet, work on the intonation of such regional varieties could be considered as being in its infancy. In the Netherlands, too, some dialects have intonation patterns which are noticeably different from those of the standard. Two examples which spring to mind are Limburg and, within the Randstad, the accent of Leiden.

An early study of Dutch intonation is Collier and ’t Hart’s (1981) *Cursus Nederlandse Intonatie*, which uses a different analytical system from ours. Another interesting approach has been produced by Van Buuren (1980, 1990). A selection of more specialised studies is to be found in the bibliography.

**In-text marking system**

The restricted outline of Dutch intonation presented here employs the following in-text marking system. Note that although the same term has sometimes been used for Dutch and English intonation features, and the same in-text intonation mark may have been used, this should not be taken to imply that these are phonetically identical.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heads</th>
<th>Onset</th>
<th>Subsequent stresses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Descending head</td>
<td>()</td>
<td>(*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low head</td>
<td>(→)</td>
<td>(_)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climbing head</td>
<td>(?</td>
<td>(?)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 25.1 In-text marking system for intonation in Dutch*
Falling patterns

In Dutch, as in English, falls imply finality and frequently occur in completed statements, commands and WH-questions (i.e. questions beginning with inter rogatives such as wie, wat, waar, hoe).

Statements

\( \overset{\text{. . . . . \( \wedge \)}}{.} \)

1. De → woningnood is → groot.\(^1\)

2. Mijn → auto is → rood.

3. Ma → rijke → woont in → Gent.

4. Ik → lust geen → spruitjes.

WH-questions

\( \overset{\text{. . . . . . \( \wedge \)}}{.} \)

5. Wat `eten we → van → avond?

6. Hoe `laat → kom je?

7. → Waarom heb je → dat niet `eerder gezegd?

8. → Wie van jullie heeft → Ton ge → zien?

Commands

\( \overset{\text{\( \wedge \)}}{\_ \_ \_} \)

9. → Schiet `op → Hans.

\(^1\) Notice that the interlinear pattern indicated in the examples on pp. 275-78 applies in each case to the first example quoted. Subsequent examples have been chosen to indicate possible variation in the nuclear and pre-nuclear patterns.
(10) Blijf \( \nmid \) niet de \textsc{hele} \textsc{avond} \textsc{werk}en.

(11) Doe \( \nmid \) Petra \textsc{groe}ten.

In Dutch, the mid-drop nucleus has less pitch movement than the English high fall. The descent is typically achieved by a step down to subsequent stressed syllables. Compare the Dutch and English patterns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DUTCH</th>
<th>ENGLISH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>_____</td>
<td>_ _ _</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\rightarrow Schiet \textsc{op, }Hans.</td>
<td>\rightarrow Hurry \textsc{up, }Jack.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rising patterns**

Again, like English, rises are associated with non-finality and tend to be used for incomplete statements, Yes-no questions, and also often WH-questions. The Dutch mid-rise nucleus starts on a higher pitch than the English low-rise.

**Yes-no questions**

(12) \( \nmid \) Weet je \textsc{h}oe je \textsc{daar} moet \textsc{k}omen?

(13) Is \( \textsc{Jan} \) al aan\textsc{we}zig?

(14) →Kan ik \( \textsc{U} \) \textsc{help}en?

**WH-questions**

(15) Hoe \textsc{laat} \textsc{k}om \textsc{je}?

(16) Wat \textsc{et}en we van\textsc{av}ond?

(17) \( \nmid \) Waarom heb je dat \textsc{\textquotesingle} niet \textsc{\textquotesingle}eer\textsc{der} ge\textsc{z}egd?

(18) \( \nmid \) Wie van \textsc{j}ullie heeft \textsc{\textquotesingle}Ton ge\textsc{z}ien?

**Incomplete statements**

(19) \( \nmid \) Toen hij de \textsc{\textquotesingle}krant \textsc{had} ge\textsc{le}zen \textsc{(gaf hij \textsc{\textquotesingle}m aan Lex)}

(20) Hoe →\textsc{wel} ik het met je \textsc{\textquotesingle}eens \textsc{\textquotesingle}ben (moeten we toch doen wat Peter zegt).

(21) Als →\textsc{dat} zou ge\textsc{\textquotesingle}beuren (zou ik me geen raad weten).
Here again, although the total pitch contour in Dutch in some ways parallels that of English, there are significant realisational differences. Dutch generally has a rise from mid to high; in English, the rise is from low to mid.

Compare:

**Dutch**

\[\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{\_\_\_\_} & \text{\_\_\_\_} & \text{\_\_\_\_}
\end{array}\]

∧ Toen hij de 'krant had ge 'lezen (gaf hij 'm aan Lex)

**English**

\[\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{\_\_\_\_} & \text{\_\_\_\_} & \text{\_\_\_\_}
\end{array}\]

↑ Once he’d ’read the paper (he passed it over to Alex)

The phonetic realisation of the rises in incomplete clauses is a significant area of difference between Dutch and English. The following patterns are common in Dutch:

\[\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{(high rise)} & \text{(high level)}
\end{array}\]

ge 'lezen ge 'lezen

These can be regarded as variants of the same basic pitch pattern.

In all these rising nucleuses, the syllables are noticeably prolonged. This, together with the level or step-like pitch rise, may be one reason why the intonation of English, as spoken by Dutch learners, is so often stigmatised as ‘monotonous’ by English native speakers. Another tone used in incomplete statements is the **drop-rise** (see below), which exhibits the same prolongation of the nuclear, and post-nuclear, syllables.

**Drop-rise**

A **drop-rise**, in some ways phonetically similar to the English fall-rise, is frequently heard in Dutch. It tends to be associated with mild correction, disagreement, contradiction, and non-finality. In fact, it has many attitudinal similarities with the English fall-rise tone. The pitch contour is possibly less extended than the English fall-rise and may be more prolonged. Compare:

**Dutch**

\[\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{\_\_\_\_}
\end{array}\]

Ik ‘weet ’t niet, | maar ...

**English**

\[\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{\_\_\_\_}
\end{array}\]

I’m not ‘certain, | but ...
The drop-rise is frequently heard on *ja* and *nee* where these are followed by contradictions, e.g.:

(22) \[\text{\textit{Ja}}, \ | \text{maar} \ | \text{volgens} \textit{mij} \ldots\]

(23) \[\text{\`{N}ee, |} \text{wat} \ `\textit{ik be°doel...}\]

**Sharp drop**

Another, but less common type of nucleus, which we shall term the *sharp drop*, consists of a high level pitch, followed by a low level. If said on a single syllable, it is connected by a downward swoop in pitch.

(24) \[\text{\textit{Ik zei}} \ \textit{\textbackslash zout} \ | \text{(niet suiker)}\]

(25) \[\text{\textit{Ik zei} \ `\textit{thee} \ | (niet koffie).}\]

Here again, the nuclear syllable tends to be drawn out. A pattern of this type is associated with exasperation, irritation, correction, impatience. It is often the communication of something which is patently obvious to the speaker, but not to his or her listener.

(26) \[\text{\textit{Wat} \ `\textit{doe} \ `\textit{jou?}}\]

(27) Maar dat \rightarrow\textit{heeft toch \~{}{\textit{geen} \ `\textit{zin?}}

(28) Maar dat \rightarrow\textit{was toch \~{}{\textit{niet de be\~{}{doo\~{}{ling}\~{}}}？

Note this is an example of a Dutch intonation pattern which is likely to strike an English ear as exaggerated and over-emotional.

**Separated drop + rise**

The *separated drop + rise* is commonly employed (in a manner similar to English) to focus on two elements of an intonation group.

(29) \[\text{\textit{Men} \rightarrow\textit{kan de re `\textit{gering} \ `\textit{niet ver \ `\textit{wijten, | dat}} \ldots\]

(30) \[\text{De proce`\textit{dure die \~{}{hier ge\textit{volgd is...}}}

(31) \[\text{De`\textit{weersver \~{}{wachting tot \~{}{morgen \~{}{avond...}}}

\[\text{INTONATION IN DUTCH AND ENGLISH COMPARED}\]
Pre-nuclear patterns

Descending head
A frequent type of pre-nuclear pattern in Dutch, here termed a descending head, starts at a mid pitch (i.e. not as high as the onset of the English high heads) and descends in a gradual drop in pitch on each of the following syllables. Each strongly stressed syllable is marked by a small step up before the resumption of the descent, e.g.

\[\text{Het \_eerste col \_lege was een \_beetje saai}\]

This, which might be considered the neutral pre-nuclear pattern for Dutch, bears a strong resemblance to the English high sliding head (used before fall-rise) described above. Note that the pitch range (the distance between the highest and lowest syllables) is usually considerably smaller than in English high heads.

Low head
This low head, also commonly found in Dutch, has an overall contour which is low and level; the strongly stressed syllables step up slightly in pitch:

\[\text{Is er \rightarrow iets \_voor de \_rondvraag?}\]

In statements, low heads are associated with a more detached, less animated attitude. When followed by a rising nucleus, the low head is a very common way of forming questions (especially Yes-no questions).

Climbing head
Here, each strongly stressed syllable after the onset is marked by an upward step in the intonation pattern.

\[\text{Maar \_hooe ben je \_daar naar \_toe ge \_komen?}\]

The climbing head is emotively marked, and may be associated with impatience, surprise, etc.
In a contrastive analysis of Dutch and English intonation, the following areas are most significant:

(1) **Intonation group division.** This is, in general, similar in Dutch and English. Nevertheless, particularly in reading and formal speaking, Dutch learners often tend to have over-long intonation groups, which may have the effect of sounding monotonous (see p. 284).

(2) **Nucleus location.** If allowance is made for differences in word order, the systems in the two languages are quite similar.

Nucleus location functions similarly in all varieties of English. It does not, for the most part, give rise to problems for Dutch learners even though the grammatical structure of Dutch, which often involves a verb at the end of a clause, means that the nucleus does not fall as frequently at the end of an intonation group. Compare:

1. I lent him the **cash.** \(\rightarrow\) Ik leende hem het **geld.**
2. I’ve lent him the **cash.** \(\rightarrow\) Ik heb hem het **geld** geleend.

Another interesting difference between Dutch and English is that English far more readily places the nucleus on prepositions. This effect is particularly noticeable where there is a contrast implied or stated, usually in a sentence containing a negative. A selection of examples is given below:

1. (Have you done your library research?) Actually, there aren’t any books **in** the library **on** this topic.
2. (I hear you’re working in the same section as Dan Jones.) No, I do work **with** Dan, but not in the same department.
3. (Is it true you’re a bit of a music expert?) In fact, I know very little **about** music, but I’d like to learn.
4. (I don’t see why Charles should go to Spain on his own.) You’re right, you should go to Spain **with** Charles.

Note that it is always possible to produce utterances such as the above with the nucleus on a word other than the preposition, e.g. ‘In fact, I know very little about **music,** but I’d like to learn’, etc. Consequently, no problems will arise for the Dutch learner. Nevertheless, it is useful to appreciate this tendency of English and to realise the emphatic implications of this aspect of nucleus location.

(3) **Nuclear tone.** Here, more differences are apparent, though perhaps it is wise to remember that even these are not any greater than the difference be-
between RP and many English varieties, e.g. Geordie (North East), Birmingham, South Wales, Scottish, Southern U.S.A., to name a few examples.

(4) **Pre-nuclear pitches** (pre-head and head). This is probably the area where Dutch and English are most at variance, though once again, dialects of English also show considerable differences.

Differences in nuclear tone and pre-nuclear pitch contours include choice of a particular pitch pattern; the particular attitudinal, grammatical and discourse association of the chosen pitch pattern; the phonetic realisation.

**Pitch range and voice quality**

The general range of pitch in RP English is noticeably greater than in Dutch. In particular, one finds that English reaches lower pitches, and regularly on descents employs creaky voice phonation; this is true of women as well as men. In Dutch, creaky voice is relatively rare and probably more an idiosyncratic feature of voice quality. In general, Dutch pitches do not reach the low level which is typical of English.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Dutch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![- - - - - - - - - - creak]</td>
<td>![- ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Creaky voice is very characteristic of RP, but is also heard in several other varieties of English; it is very common, for example, in educated General American. The use of creaky voice (both by men and women) is one of the most convincing ways of obtaining a good command of English intonation and voice quality.

Dutch has a higher and somewhat more restricted voice range, together with raised larynx setting, which often gives the impression of an excessively high-pitched, tense, sometimes almost strangulated quality for English — an effect which is particularly noticeable with some male voices. Again, a conscious effort to lower pitch range and in addition to employ creaky voice quality can improve performance considerably.

**Distribution of pitches**

Both Dutch and English reach high intonation peaks, but there is a significant difference in the distribution of these. In English, high pitches are commonly found towards the beginning of the intonation group, functioning as the onset of a high head. Later in the pattern, high pitches occur mainly as the beginning of a high fall nucleus, or the mid point of a rise-fall. Rises are for the most part from low to mid; high rises are comparatively rare and attitudinally marked.

In Dutch, the onset of the descending head begins on a lower pitch than the
English high head. Furthermore, low heads are commoner in Dutch than in English. On the other hand, in Dutch, high rise, high level, and fall-rise nuclear tones are frequent — all being found at the end of the intonation group. Recurring prolonged high tones at the termination of pitch contours, may, if transferred to English, strike the English native speaker as ‘monotonous’.

**Extent and duration of pitch movements**

One of the most significant differences between English and Dutch is the extent and duration of otherwise similar pitch movements. In English, the nuclear tones generally have pitch changes which are **rapid, extensive, sweeping falls or rises**; in addition, considerable use is made of **sharply changing pitch movement** in the fall-rise and rise-fall.

In Dutch, the nuclear tones tend more often to be levels, or less extensive pitch movements than in English. In particular, there is less use of **high fall to a very low pitch**. Rises tend to be steps up to a prolonged high pitch from mid, and not from the very low pitch characteristic of the beginning of the English low rise. Even though falling-rising tones are frequent in Dutch, the use of changing nuclear pitch movement appears more restricted than in English and there is no equivalent to the English rise-fall.

Perhaps the rapidity of the English pitch movements is even more striking than their extensive range. This is what frequently calls forth the description ‘exaggerated’ from Dutch learners. It is important to realise that this is not the feeling of English speakers, who find Dutch imitations of English dull and drawn out.

**Head contours**

The typical contour of the English head is different from that found in Dutch. English regularly employs steps **down** in the high stepping head, which is used extensively both in statements and in questions. The typical pattern of Dutch is an even, sliding descent, broken only by short steps **up** at stresses. In addition, Dutch makes greater use of the low head than does English.

**Overview of head/nucleus patterns**

Many English intonation patterns are of the following type:

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Pre-head)</td>
<td>(High stepping head)</td>
<td>Nucleus (Tail)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Rapid, low     | Rise to very high pitch; descent in steps | 1) Rise to high pitch, followed by extensive sweep down to very low pitch. End in creak.  
| pitches        |                 | 2) Low fall ending in creak. |

---
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Dutch students should practise in particular the use of the following English features: (1) high stepping heads; (2) high fall nucleus, imitating the extended, rapid downward sweep of the fall; (3) low rise nucleus, making sure that the beginning of the nuclear tone is on a truly low pitch with an appropriate rise rather than a step upwards; (4) forms of the Dutch drop-rise and drop + rise, which, with modification, can be transferred to English. The sharp drop (see p. 278) should be avoided, since it tends to sound exaggerated and over-emotional to an English ear.

Finally, Dutch learners need to be able to **recognise** the English rise-fall, though its powerful emotional associations mean that a learner should use it with caution, if at all.

---

**Tag-questions and tag-responses**

Dutch lacks completely any system of tags or tag responses. It is essential for any learner past the beginner stage to learn the main features of the English tag-question/response system both for recognition and performance. It is an area of English intonation which is (1) most crucial for meaning; (2) of very high frequency in colloquial English. It is necessary to remember that the nucleus always falls on the verb component of the tag.

---

**Discourse features in conversation and reading/formal speaking**

There is very considerable overlap between Dutch and English intonation with respect to the discourse function in conversation. This should not, on the whole, prove to be an area of difficulty for the student of English as far as normal colloquial language is concerned.
Nevertheless, in certain speech registers, e.g. formal public speaking, or reading texts aloud, it is a good idea for the student to have conscious control over certain aspects of discourse and it is advisable to devote time to practising these matters. It is also worth mentioning, in passing, that training in speaking in front of a group of people and reading aloud are both useful strategies for achieving good intonation.

Significant areas for students to concentrate on are the following:

1. Intonation groups should be kept short, the text should be divided up accordingly, and a deliberate attempt should be made to make the nuclear and onset syllables as prominent as possible.

2. Use of English rises and fall-rises as non-finality indicators, for instance for introductory, non-final clauses (see pp. 268-69). This is particularly effective in narrative and elucidating an argument. Note that the rising tones should be a faithful imitation of the sharply sweeping patterns characteristic of English.

3. Use of list intonation patterns, where a sequence of some sort is involved. These can be employed to add variety.

4. Use of parenthetic intonation. Although it would appear to be a dull, level pattern, nevertheless, paradoxically, it adds variety because it allows the speaker to set off a small portion of the text.

As in all other aspects of language learning, it is essential not to have inhibitions. The English accusation that Dutch intonation sounds dull and monotonous is matched by the Dutch feeling that English patterns are ‘exaggerated’ and ‘affected’. Imitation of English native speakers (using specialist language lab drills, or audio recordings of books read by authors or professional actors) and constant listening to English radio programmes are good ways to get accustomed to the ‘feel’ of English intonation patterns.
ERROR ANALYSIS

In this section, a survey is given of the main errors produced by Dutch-speaking learners, followed by an indication of the significance of these for the English native speaker/listener.

Note the following abbreviations: BLPS = Beginners/Less proficient speakers; ADV = Advanced learners. NL and B imply errors typical of Netherlands and Belgian students.

Consonants: general difficulties

1. The most important general error is confusion of the fortis/lenis contrast, especially where this causes word-final lenis consonants to be replaced by fortis. This error is particularly significant in stressed syllables.

2. Associated with this is the over-shortening of vowels preceding lenis consonants. Note that /ai/ is over-long before fortis.

3. BLPS lack glottalisation with final fortis consonants. ADV extend the use of glottal stop incorrectly, employing it to replace or reinforce final lenis stops, e.g. good morning *[gu? 'mɔːŋŋ], big car *[bɪʔ 'kaʔ].

4. Dutch assimilation patterns are employed, which contribute to the confusion of the lenis/fortis contrast at syllable boundaries, e.g. iceberg */'arzβəɡ/. Sequences of plosives are often reduced to a single plosive after the Dutch pattern, e.g. night dress */'naɪdres/.

5. The Dutch learner typically has problems connected with setting. This affects the alveolar consonants /t, d, n, s, z, l/, which are articulated with the blade/front area of the tongue rather than the tip/blade as in English. Connected with this is the fact that stops generally have a tenser articulation in Dutch compared with English, whilst fricatives are tenser in English than they are in Dutch (particularly in the Netherlands). Effects of setting produce sounds which are ‘dull’ to the English ear.

Consonants: specific errors

/p t k/ Lack aspiration in stressed syllable-initial context; lack glottalisation in syllable-final context (see above). Medial /l/ is replaced by /d/, e.g. better */'bedə/.

/b d g/ Confused with /p, t, k/ in syllable-final position. BLPS (especially NL) tend to replace /g/ with /k/ in all contexts.
/tʃ/ Dutch sequence /tʃ/ in *beetje* (realised as alveolo-palatal affricate [tʃ]) is substituted. Lacks lip-rounding. In syllable-final position, BLPS replace /tʃ/ (especially NL) by /ts/, e.g. *lunch*/lunts/.

/dʒ/ Dutch sequence /dʒ/ in loanword *jazz* (realised as alveolo-palatal affricate [dʒ]) is substituted. Lacks lip-rounding. Initially, BLPS use D /tʃ/. In syllable-final position, BLPS (especially NL) replace by /ts/, e.g. *hedge*/hets/.

/l/ Confused with E /v/ in medial context, e.g. *if*/ɪv aɪ/.

/v/ Final /v/ is replaced by /l/. In addition, because D /f – f/ is unstable for many Dutch speakers (especially NL), there is a strong tendency to confuse E /f – v/ in initial position.

/θ/ NL: replaced by /s/ or /t/.
B: replaced by /l/ (or, word-finally, /fl/).
BLPS may not realise that orthographic th may represent two phonemes, i.e. unawareness of /θ – ð/ contrast. See Table 15.2, p. 142.

/ð/ NL: when initial, replaced by /d/. Medially, replaced by /d/ (or /z/).
In final position, replaced by /t/ or /s/.
B: when initial and medial, replaced by /d/. In final position, replaced by /l/.
BLPS may not be aware of contrast /θ – ð/.
See Table 15.2, p. 142.

/s/ (1) (Especially NL) Setting problems give possible confusion with E /ʃ/. (Some dialects, e.g. broad Amsterdam, may lack a D /s – sj/ contrast.)
(2) Spelling gives rise to confusion E /s – z/. See Chapter 18, pp. 184–85.
(3) The sequence E /sj/, e.g. *assume*, is replaced by D [c], which English speakers interpret as E /ʃ/. BLPS extend this error to words like *suit, super*, etc.

/z/ Final /z/ is replaced by /s/. Spelling problems lead to confusion with /s/ in other contexts (see Chapter 18, p. 184). The sequence E /zʃ/, e.g. *presume*, is replaced by D [z], which English speakers interpret as E /ʃ/.

/f/ Substitution of D [c] is generally successful, but a minority of learners produce too palatalised and over-sharp E /ʃ/ before close front vowels (e.g. *she, sheer*). Insufficient lip-rounding and protrusion. In syllable-final position, BLPS (especially NL) replace by /s/, e.g. *wish*/wɪʃ/.
/z/ Gives little difficulty. Substitution of D [z] in *genre* is generally successful.

/h/ Gives little difficulty except for certain regional accents which lack D /h/ (Zeeland, extensive areas of Belgium, especially West Flanders).
Incorrect omission of /h/ in sequence /hj/, e.g. *huge* */ju:d3/.

/m/ Gives little difficulty.

/n/ (Especially B) Excessive nasalisation on preceding vowels (notably open vowels), e.g. *dance* *[dʌns]*.
(Especially NL) Preceding /e/ lowered to /æ/.

/ŋ/ Gives little difficulty.

/l/ (Especially NL) Syllable-final /l/ is over-dark (pharyngealised). May lack tongue-tip/alveolar contact, giving an unacceptable back vowel type articulation. After open back vowels (e.g. *doll, hall*), /l/ appears to be completely elided to an English ear.
A preceding /e/ vowel may be incorrectly lowered to /æ/.
Some learners wrongly treat initial and medial /l/ as dark [h]. Almost all learners produce incorrect dark [h] before /l/, e.g. *million* */mɪljən/*.
Syllable-initial /pl, kl/ lack the devoicing and friction typical of English, e.g. *plan* [plæn], *clue* [klju:].

(B) Belgian /l/ transfers well into English. Some speakers incorrectly use clear [l] in medial and final positions.

(Both B and NL) BLPS insert /ə/ between /l/ and any following /p, f, m, k/ (especially in words having a Dutch counterpart, e.g. *help, self, film, milk* */heləp, seləf, fɪlm, mɪlk/*).

/r/ D /r/ has many types of articulation (see pp. 199-201). Substitutions of front or ‘retroflex’ types are usually not unduly distracting. Uvular articulations (‘brouwendere’r’) are completely unacceptable.
One of the most persistent distributional errors is r-insertion, i.e. using /r/ whenever it occurs in spelling instead of only before vowels. See also general vowel difficulties below.

/j/ Gives little difficulty apart from /hj, sj, zj/ mentioned above.

/w/ (NL) Replaced by D /v/, lacking essential lip-rounding, and with labio-dental articulation. Confused with E /v/. In clusters /tw, kw/ (e.g. *twice, queen*), it may sound like E /l/ to an English ear.
(B) Fewer difficulties provided lip-rounding is adequate.
**Vowels: general difficulties**

1. Dutch learners find it difficult to imitate the complex variation of length in English vowels, especially the lengthening of vowels before lenis consonants, compared with shortening before fortis consonants.

2. RP (like most types of English spoken in England and Wales) is non-rhotic. Dutch learners almost invariably insert /r/ whenever this is indicated in the spelling, which results in a completely false concept of the English vowel system. The vowels affected are /æː, ɔː, ɔː, ə, ə, ə, ə, ə, ə, ə, ə/. The result is distracting to an English ear and may give an impression of dialectal pronunciation.

**Vowels: specific errors**

/ɪ:/ Too close and tense. Sometimes too short. Certain ADV learners have as over-compensation too long a vowel, or an exaggerated diphthong of an [ɛi] type, which sounds dialectal.

/ʌ/ Final /ʌ/ too close in happy words (p. 90). Some NL speakers (especially from the Randstad) and B speakers (e.g. Antwerp) make /ʌ/ too close in all contexts. It is generally not enough to cause confusion of E /ˈtɹæp/ (kit – fleece), but often sounds dialectal. Others (both B and NL) have too open a vowel (see p. 91), resulting in confusion with E /ɛ/.

/e/ Confused with /æ/. Southern Netherlands and some B learners make /e/ too open. Students from all NL areas tend to make /e/ too open before /n, l/. Some NL (Randstad) and B (Antwerp) students have a centralised, closer quality which can be confused with E /ɛ/.

/æ/ Almost invariably replaced by the Dutch zet vowel (D /ɛt/), giving a vowel which is too close and causing confusion of E /e – æ/ (dress – trap). This is a major and persistent error.

/ɑ:/ With certain speakers (often of prestigious forms of Dutch) too fronted. Problems arise through r-insertion, e.g. *car* /kɑːr/. Confusion with trap vowel /æ/ in bath words (see pp. 119-20).

/ɔ:/ Replaced by the Dutch zot vowel (D /ɔt/), which is (1) too close (2) over-tense, (3) pharyngealised, (4) excessively lip-rounded. These problems vary from one individual to another. Spelling causes uncertainty in distribution of /ɔ – ʌ/ (lot – strut) in the worry words (see pp. 122-23) and /ɔ – ɔ:/ (lot – thought).

/ɔ:/ Main difficulty is r-insertion. Some ADV speakers have an over-close quality; others use D /ɔt/, as in zot, which may be too short and pharyngealised. Spelling causes uncertainty in distribution of E /ɔ – ɔ:/ (lot – thought).
/ʊ/ Contrast /ʊ – ʊ/ (FOOT – GOOSE) is lost. (Especially NL) /ʊ/ is replaced by (l) D /u/ (BLPS), (2) ADV Dutch learners regularly replace with an extended glide which is based on the Dutch vowel in NUT moving towards the NU vowel, i.e. /uy/, e.g. good */guyd/. (B) The problems for Belgians are similar, but the effects are less conspicuous.

/ʌ/ Loss of contrast /ʊ – ʊ/ (FOOT – GOOSE). BLPS use D /u/, as in MOE, which is too short, close and tense. ADV use glide /uy/ (see above), which sounds dialectal.

/ʌ/ BLPS replace by D /u/, as in NUT, which is too close and lip-rounded. Spelling results in confusion with /o/ in the ‘worry words’, e.g. front, wonder, nothing, lovely.

/ɜ:/ Replaced by Dutch sequence in deur, which is incorrectly lip-rounded instead of spread/neutral. A major problem is r-insertion.

/ə/ Main difficulties concern the replacement by vowel in the spelling. A major problem is r-insertion in words containing orthographic r (e.g. better).

/eI/ (NL) Replacement by D /e:/, as in ZEE, normally gives few problems. Dialect speakers outside the Randstad may have too narrow a glide; dialect speakers in the Randstad may have too extended a glide. (B) Too narrow a glide.

/e/ Replaced by D /o/, as in zo. (NL) Normally gives few problems except in some dialect areas outside the Randstad, where there is too narrow a glide. (B) Too back and too narrow a glide. More ADV students substitute an exaggerated front diphthong, similar to the Dutch vowel sequence /e:u/ in MEEUW. This sounds unpleasantly ‘affected’ to an English ear.

/aI/ Typically over-long before fortis, giving the impression of a following lenis, e.g. twice */twartz/, light */laId/, quite */kwaid/.

/aI/ Gives little difficulty. Imitation of fronted and raised starting-point, e.g. [eI], may sound dialectal. Some (mostly B) have too rounded and too close a starting-point.

/ɔI/ Often has too close a starting-point.

/ə/ Main difficulty arises through r-insertion. Starting-point over-close.

/eə/ Main difficulty is r-insertion. Confusion with /æ/ and /e/.

/ʊə/ Main difficulty is r-insertion. Starting-point too close.
Hierarchy of error in pronunciation

We can now make a tentative classification of errors on a scale, ranging from most to least significant.

**Most significant** *Level 1.* Errors causing a breakdown in intelligibility (often involving the loss of a phonemic contrast).

**Significant** *Level 2.* Errors involving a distortion of sound, sufficient to cause distraction, irritation or amusement on the part of the native speaker.

**Least significant** *Level 3.* Errors which are easily detectable, but which do not distract, irritate, or amuse the native speaker.

We may also distinguish between errors in terms of (1) those which are common to a majority of learners and which are difficult to eradicate, (2) those which are produced by beginners, but which are generally non-persistent (BLPS). Certain errors are, paradoxically, commoner with more advanced students (ADV).

Table 26.1 is based on the above categorisation. Level 1 has been split into two categories: (a) persistent errors which are common to most learners and not easily eradicated and (b) non-persistent errors heard mainly from BLPS and only a small minority of ADV students. In this table, no division has been made into Netherlands and Belgian errors. For this, see error analysis above.

**Table 26.1 Hierarchy of error in pronunciation**

**Level 1. Most significant**

**Persistent errors**

1. Final fortis/lenis contrast including assimilation errors.
2. Use of [ʔ] with final lenis stops (ADV).
3. Articulation of /ð/.
5. Confusion of /v – w/ contrast.
7. /ai/ over-long before fortis.
8. /u – u:/; articulation of /ʊ/.
9. Lack of weak and contracted forms.
10. False assimilations.
Level 1. Most significant

Non-persistent errors

1. Uvular [ʁ] (general problem in some dialect areas).
2. Initial /g/ confused with /k/.
3. Final /ʃ, ʒ/ replaced by /ts/.
4. /ʃ – s/.
5. /a/-insertion between /l/ and following non-alveolar consonant.
6. /θ/ replaced by /s/, /t/ or /h/.

Level 2. Significant errors

1. r-insertion (vowels /ɑ:, ɔ:, ɜ:, ə, ɛ, ɔ, ɔə/).
2. Aspiration lacking, and over-tense articulation of initial fortis stops.
3. Over-dark (pharyngealised) /l/.
4. Over-rounded and false vowel quality of /ɔ:, ø, ɒ/.
5. Over-fronted starting-point with /ɔu/ (ADV).
6. Exaggerated glide for /u:/.
7. /eɪ, œ/ too narrow a glide.
8. Monotonous intonation owing to restricted intonation range and lack of high heads.
9. Intonation of tag-questions.
10. Over-use of final high-level rise.
11. Stress in compounds.

Level 3. Least significant

1. /l/ over-close.
2. /ɑː/ over-fronted.

Some criteria for evaluating the pronunciation of the more advanced learner of English

Native/near-native speaker

Excellent

Has virtually full sound system of the native speaker. Complete range of genuine sounding vowels. Contrasts such as /æ – e, u: – ɔ/ are well maintained. Has vowel length under good control. Good consonant articulation and hardly any problems with fortis/lenis (F/L) or with aspiration and glottalisation. /θ/ causes no difficulty. No Dutch-type F/L assimilations. Hardly ever makes a stress error. Weak/contracted forms (WFs/CFs) are no problem. Pitch range is wide with varied, convincingly English-sounding intonation patterns.
Overall impression: few traces of a foreign accent; can sometimes sound similar to a native speaker.

Good
Speaker has most vowel contrasts available but lapses at times with /æ – e/, whilst both /u:/ and /ʊ/ may be replaced by an extended diphthong based on D /a/, as in nut, gliding towards /ɪ/, as in nu, i.e. /aɪ/ (esp. NL). Vowel length occasionally gives rise to difficulties, e.g. over-long /aɪ/. Even if vowels are not spot-on, they are easily intelligible. Few problems with vowel gradation in unstressed syllables. Final F/L well maintained but glottalisation may be too frequent, being used wrongly for lenis stops (more characteristic at this level than with less competent speakers who make little use of [ʔ]). A few false Dutch-type assimilations, e.g. */əθfəiz/ for ‘advise’. /ð/ poses a problem at times. [l] may be over-dark (NL) or over-clear (some B). Only occasional evidence of incorrect /r/ distribution. Few stress errors, but some slips with compounds may occur. An obvious awareness of WFs/CFs. Intonation more restricted than that of the native speaker; pitch range reduced but not unduly monotonous. Evidence of incorrect voice quality and setting as detailed in the section below.
Overall impression: a noticeable but generally unobtrusive foreign accent.

Satisfactory
Uncertain of vowel contrasts, e.g. /æ – e, u: – ʊ/. Many vowel realisations sound unconvincing, e.g. /ʊ/. Monophthongal /eɪ, əʊ/. Vowel length is often inaccurate, especially /aɪ/. Vowel gradation in unstressed syllables is inconsistent. /ð/ is a recurring problem. Lapses with initial /v/ (esp. NL). Final F/L is a noticeable stumbling-block and Dutch-type assimilation occurs from time to time. Frequent problems with aspiration; glottalisation is largely absent. Problems with distribution of /r/. Word stress on the whole accurate but frequent lapses with compounds. WFs/CFs are present but inconsistent. Intonation is noticeably restricted in pitch range and patterns lack variety, making speaker sound somewhat monotonous (especially when reading). Voice quality/setting may not be appropriate, e.g. over-tense, pharyngealised and high-pitched (D); ‘husky’, nasalised (B).
Overall impression: an obvious foreign accent but easy to follow and only rarely distracting.

Borderline
Most vowels sound non-English and contrasts such as /æ – e, u: – ʊ/ are not attempted; /ɜ:/ is rounded. Vowel length is a constant problem. Vowel gradation in unstressed syllables is largely absent. /ð/ is overwhelmingly replaced
by /d/. Constant problems with initial /v/ and /θ/. Final /ʃ, tʃ, dʒ/ pose a problem (esp. NL). Occasional problems with /g/; and /h/ (some B). Final /l/-clusters may occasionally have inappropriate /ɔ/-insertion, e.g. film /filəm/. F/L is very inconsistent. No attempt at glottalisation; aspiration, if present, is hit and miss. Assimilations are for the most part on Dutch lines. There is little attempt at correct /tʃ/ distribution, /tr/ being pronounced in all contexts. Far too few WFs; CFs are rarely used. Inaccurate word stresses hinder intelligibility from time to time. Intonation is restricted and monotonous and may be distracting. Voice quality and setting obviously inappropriate. 

**Overall impression:** a very noticeable foreign accent which can be distracting, requiring extra attention on the listener’s part.

**Unsatisfactory**

Little attempt at vowel contrasts — uses Dutch vowel system with only minor modification. Unable to articulate consonants such as /w, v, dʒ/ (esp. NL), /h/ (some B) and /θ, g/. Final /l/-clusters may show inappropriate /ɔ/-insertion. F/L is haphazard and assimilation is entirely of Dutch type. /tr/ in all contexts. Very few WFs and virtually no CFs. Word stress is frequently incorrect. Intonation along Dutch lines with little attempt at an English pattern. One may sometimes need repetition to understand what is being said. 

**Overall impression:** a strong Dutch accent which is irritating and occasionally blurring the message. Sometimes slips into a classic Dutch-speakers’ accent (see below).

**Poor**

No attempt at vowels or consonants. Speakers merely transfer the Dutch system. Stressing is haphazard, often leading to lack of intelligibility. Effectively no use of WFs/CFs. Stress, rhythm and intonation all transferred from Dutch. Virtually every sentence will contain numerous significant pronunciation errors which may be enough to reduce intelligibility.

**Overall impression:** a classic Dutch-speakers’ accent, with no apparent attempt by the speaker to modify. Often very difficult to understand.

**Intelligibility breaks down**
A BRIEF LOOK AT OTHER ACCENTS OF THE BRITISH ISLES

27.1 Major British and Irish accents

In this chapter, we provide an overview of a number of regional varieties of English to be found in the United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland. In order to make you aware of the English with the widest currency, we have chosen the accents which are spoken in the larger cities and conurbations.

The accompanying audio cassette provides samples of the types of speech discussed, which have been produced in each case by genuine speakers of the variety concerned. Transcripts of each sample are available in the workbook Working with the Phonetics of English and Dutch (1996).

Certain of the accents have nicknames which are in common usage, i.e. Cockney, Geordie, Scouse, Brummie. The ‘core area’ of the accent is shown in brackets. Numbers of speakers are only approximate estimates.

1. ‘Cockney’ (Greater London and adjacent conurbations): more than 10 million
2. West Country (Bristol and Bath): nearly 4 million
3. ‘Brummie’ (Birmingham and West Midlands including Coventry): 3 million
4. North (Greater Manchester, Leeds-Bradford, Sheffield): nearly 7 million
5. ‘Scouse’ (Liverpool and Merseyside): 1.5 million
6. ‘Geordie’ (Newcastle and Tyneside): nearly 1 million
7. Scots (Glasgow, Edinburgh and Central Lowlands): 4 million
8. Ulster (Belfast and surrounding area): 1 million
9. Dublin (Greater Dublin): 1 million
10. South Wales (Glamorgan and West Gwent): 2 million

Apart from the varieties discussed above, we have included three further samples on the audio cassette: Southampton (showing similarities to Bristol and other West Country accents), Cardiff (related to other South Wales accents) and Hartlepool (related to North Eastern accents such as Geordie).

English reference vowels

The set of reference vowels (p. 89) is not adequate to deal with all the features of regional accents. For this purpose, four additional keywords are required: bath, juice, force, north. Our full list of keywords is printed below:
27.2 Types of variation found in accents

When discussing varieties of a language, linguists generally distinguish between the terms dialect (covering pronunciation, grammar and vocabulary) and accent (where only the pronunciation differences are considered). In our survey, we have deliberately restricted ourselves to pronunciation differences, i.e. accents rather than dialects.

It is usual to classify pronunciation variation between accents along the following lines.

1) Systemic variation: where one accent possesses more or fewer phonemes than another accent in a particular part of the sound system, e.g.

(a) Northern English and many Southern Irish accents lack the contrast /ɪ - ʊ/ in strut/foot; such varieties have no phoneme /ʊ/ as found in other types of English.

(b) Most broad accents in England and South Wales are h-less, i.e. lack consistent /h/.

(c) South Wales has an additional contrast in goose/juice with an extra phoneme /u/ not found in other accents.

2) Lexical-incidental variation: where the phoneme chosen for a word or a specific set of words is different in one accent as compared with another, e.g.

In the BATH words, e.g. bath, pass, dance, sample etc., Northern and Midland accents select the TRAP vowel; Cockney and RP select the PALM vowel.

---

1 Adapted from Wells (1982: 120); see Wells for details of corresponding lexical sets; JUICE is additional to Wells’s categorisation.
3) **Distributional variation:** where the occurrence of a particular phoneme is distributed according to a different pattern in one accent as compared to another, e.g.

RP and most varieties of England English and Welsh English are non-rhotic, i.e. /r/ is pronounced only where it is followed by a vowel; see p. 178. Other accents, e.g. Scots, Ulster, Southern Irish, West Country, are rhotic, i.e. pronounce /r/ in all phonetic contexts. Distributional variation operates ‘across the board’ and is not restricted to a particular set of words; it is therefore predictable by rule.

4) **Realisational variation:** all variation which is not covered by any of the three categories above will relate to the realisation of a phoneme, or set of phonemes, in one accent as compared with another, e.g.

(a) *FACE* and *GOAT* are narrow glides in Scots, Irish, Welsh and Northern English accents but wide glides in Cockney and Birmingham.

(b) Initial /p t k/ are unaspirated in Lancashire, aspirated in RP, and are often affricated in Scouse and Cockney.

Although realisational variation functions within phoneme categories, this does not imply that patterning is necessarily absent. Most realisational variation will involve factors such as the symmetry of the vowel system, or articulations triggered by specific phonetic contexts. Related patterns of variation will often be found to affect more than one phoneme, as in the examples above.

### 27.3 Features of the selected accents

#### Some significant variables in British English accents

1. **Rhotic or non-rhotic distribution (distributional)**

RP and most English and Welsh varieties are non-rhotic. Scots, Irish, West Country and parts of Lancashire are rhotic (see pp. 178-79).

2. **/h/ (systemic)**

Most accents in England and Wales are *h*-less, and so potentially lose contrasts such as *hit* – *it*. This is one of the best-known phonetic social markers in English, and is severely stigmatised. Consequently, many *h*-less speakers strive to acquire /h/ and at least to use it in formal speech.
3. Replacement of medial /t/ in bottle by [ʔ] (realisational)

Certain accents have more extensive glottalisation than that described for RP (see pp. 152-54). In particular, these varieties have glottal replacement of medial /t/, e.g. letter, bottle [ˈleʔə, ˈboʔ].

4. /l/ realised as dark [l]; vowel-like; or clear [l] (realisational).

RP has clear [l] before a vowel or /l/, and dark [l] before pause or a consonant (e.g. milk, hill [mɪk, ʰɪl]). Certain accents have only clear [l], or only dark [l], which is used in all contexts. The realisation of dark [l] may be darker than in RP, often like a back vowel or approximant of an [u]-type without any alveolar contact. This is labelled ‘vowel-like’ in the table.

5. [ŋ] or [ŋ] in singer, song (systemic or distributional)

In many Midland and some North Country accents, medial ng invariably has sounded /ŋl/, e.g. singer is pronounced as ['sɪŋɡə]. A few varieties extend this to all contexts, thus lacking a true phoneme /ŋl/. Consequently, [ŋ] in these accents must be regarded as an allophone of /n/ occurring before velars. (Note that almost all working-class accents in Britain will in any case realise final -ing as /mŋ/, e.g. playing /ˈpleɪŋ/, ceiling /ˈsiːlin/.)

6. Vowel /ʌ/ or /æ/ in the STRUT words (systemic)

Northern and some Midland accents in England have no contrast /ʌ/ – /æ/ in words like pull – gull. /æ/ is lacking from the system in these accents, and /ʌ/ is used in all cases, giving gull /ɡʊl/, blood /blʊd/, strut /strʊt/ etc.

7. TRAP or PALM vowel in the BATH words (lexical-incidental)

RP, Cockney and other South Eastern accents have the PALM vowel in a set of words which have been termed the BATH words (most of which are spelt with the letter a followed by a fricative or nasal, e.g. craft, bath, pass, chance, plant). Here, most other accents have the TRAP vowel. (See also pp. 119-20.)

8. Narrow or wide diphthongs in the FACE and GOAT words (realisational)

RP is used here as a yardstick to indicate whether the realisation of the diphthongs /eɪ/ and /əʊ/ tends to be narrow (possibly steady-state) or wide.

9. Final vowel in happy (distributional)

The final vowel in words such as happy, parties, coffee has the FLEECE vowel /iː/ in some accents where other accents (including RP) have the KIT vowel /u/. (See pp. 90-1.)
**TABLE 27.2** Distinguishing features of selected accents of English together with RP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accents</th>
<th>Rhotic order</th>
<th>[h]</th>
<th>[ʔ]</th>
<th>[l]</th>
<th>[ŋ] singer</th>
<th>STRUT/ BATH</th>
<th>FACE/ GOAT</th>
<th>happy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cockney</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>ð</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>clear/dark</td>
<td>different</td>
<td>PALM</td>
<td>wide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(vowel-like)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FLEECE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Country</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>clear/dark</td>
<td>different</td>
<td>variable</td>
<td>mid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(vowel-like)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FLEECE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birmingham</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>clear/dark</td>
<td>different</td>
<td>TRAP</td>
<td>wide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FLEECE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>clear/dark</td>
<td>variable</td>
<td>TRAP</td>
<td>narrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>same</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scouse</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>clear/dark</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>TRAP</td>
<td>mid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FLEECE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geordie</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>clear</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>TRAP</td>
<td>narrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FLEECE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scots</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>dark</td>
<td>different</td>
<td>TRAP</td>
<td>narrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belfast</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>variable</td>
<td>clear/dark</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>different</td>
<td>TRAP</td>
<td>narrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dublin</td>
<td>variable</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>clear/dark</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>TRAP</td>
<td>narrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FLEECE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Wales</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>clear</td>
<td>different</td>
<td>variable</td>
<td>narrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FLEECE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>clear/dark</td>
<td>different</td>
<td>PALM</td>
<td>mid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KIT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 27.1.1 The vowels in **FACE** and **GOAT** realised (1) as narrow diphthongs or steady-state vowels (South Wales), (2) as wide diphthongs (Cockney).

Figure 27.1.2 Dialect variation in the English **PRICE** vowel. (1) Tyneside [ɛɪ]; (2) Northern [aɪ]; (3) Cockney [aɪ]; (4) Birmingham [ɔɪ]; (5) South Wales [ɔɪ].
1. Cockney (Greater London)

Cockney is h-less and non-rhotic.

Initial /p, t, k/ are strongly aspirated/affricated; when final/medial, they are strongly glottalised, with replacement of /t/ by [ʔ], e.g. what a lot of bottles = [ˈwʌθ ə ˈlʊθ ə ˈbɒθəz]. Many speakers replace /θ, ð/ by /f, v/, e.g three feathers = [ˈfræθ ˈfəvəz]. Post-vocalic [l] is very dark, sounding like [u], e.g. milk = [mɪlk].

Systemically, Cockney is very similar to RP but the realisation of vowels is very different. Front checked vowels kit, dress and trap tend to be closer: [i, e, ɛ]. The strut vowel is very fronted and open = [a]. Fleece and goose vowels are extended diphthongs [œi] and [əu]. Vowel glides are wide in face, price and goat so that Cockney day, try, no sound like RP die, troy, now (cf. Birmingham). The mouth vowel is fronted, often raised, and ends unrounded, [a:] or [ɛə].

2. West Country

The accent is h-less. It is strongly rhotic with /r/ being realised as a retroflex approximant [ɻ] with accompanying vowel colouring (rather similar to General American). There is extensive glottalisation with much consonant assimilation and elision in connected speech. /t/ is often replaced by [ʔ] (as in Cockney).

Strut is close and not regularly contrasted with /ɜ/. A number of bath words contain the trap vowel. The palm vowel is more front than in RP, giving a contrast with trap which is of length rather than of quality.

Much of the South West has similar features to the above but Bristol itself is unique in that words ending in orthographic a, ia have very close final /ə/ (i.e. [ɨl]), which gives the impression of an ‘intrusive-l’, commonly known as ‘Bristol l’ e.g. sofa, Austria = [ˈsəʊflə, ˈɔ:stɹɪvl].

3. Birmingham/West Midlands

The accent is h-less and non-rhotic. Medial ng typically has sounded /ɡ/ (cf. Lancashire, Scouse).

Front checked vowels tend to be closer. Kit sounds very close = [ɪ], similar to RP fleece, whilst both fleece and goose are extended glides [œi], [əu]. The vowels of strut and foot are very similar; a potential contrast exists notwithstanding what is stated in many books, but it is certainly difficult for a non-Midlander to recognise. Strut is present, with a realisation very similar to an unrounded [o], i.e. [ɨ]. Foot is closer and more rounded than RP. Nurse is front and lip-rounded [ɛə]. There are wide glides in face, goat. The price vowel is more back (cf. Cockney). Broad speakers may even
have no price/choice contrast, with the result that tie and toy are homophones. Mouth is raised and fronted [ɛu] (cf. Lancashire).

Midlands English is notable for its extended intonation patterns with sharp falls or rise-falls.

4. North

The North is here taken to include most of Yorkshire and Lancashire (excluding Merseyside).

Northern accents are all h-less and most are non-rhotic (but see below). /p, t, k/ have very weak aspiration. The definite article the is realised as /t/, which is often glottalised or elided, e.g. I saw t’ book in t’ cupboard [a: ‘sɔ: ?t ‘buk in ?t ‘kubɔd]. The happy vowel is a very open [e]-like version of kit, e.g. mucky [moke]. Dress is more open and trap is retracted, giving [e, ə]. Old-fashioned speakers have fleece vowel in price words like right = [rɪt]. Other price vowels have a very narrow glide (or even a steady-state vowel) [æ:].

In Lancashire, some areas have sounded /g/ for medial ng, i.e. /ŋg/, e.g. singer = [ˈsɪŋɡə]. Quite an extensive area to the north of Manchester (but not the city itself) is rhotic. The mouth vowel glide starts raised and fronted, i.e. [æu].

Yorkshire is notable for assimilation from lenis to fortis, e.g. Bradford City [bratfɔt ‘sɪte].

5. Scouse

As a result of a massive influx of Irish and North Welsh migrants to Liverpool over the last two hundred years, this accent sounds strikingly different from the rest of the North.

The accent is h-less and non-rhotic. There is relatively little glottalisation, but /p, t, k/ are heavily aspirated or, more commonly, affricated [pʃ, ts, kʃ], e.g. pet cat [pʃɛtς ‘kʃæts]. Medial /ŋ/ frequently has sounded /g/. Typically, /r/ is a strong tap [ɾ]. Intervocalic /l/ may also be realised as [ɻ], e.g. get it [ɡeɻɨt], matter [‘maɾə]. Many speakers replace /θ,  tháng by /t, d/ they’re thin = [dɛ: ‘tɪn] (cf. Dublin).

Like other northern varieties, Scouse lacks the strut – foot contrast. Furthermore, there is another systemic gap in that there is no contrast of square and nurse, so that fair and fur sound identical. palm is very fronted [æ:].

Intonation is characterised by rise-fall intonation patterns.

6. Geordie

Geordie has very great phonetic/phonological differences from the standard
language and is in some ways similar to Scottish accents. It is, for instance, the only large conurbation in England (or Wales) which has an h-pronouncing accent. On the other hand, unlike Scots, it is non-rhotic.

Glottal stop [ʔ] frequently reinforces /p, t, k/, e.g. better, paper [ˈbetʔa, ˈpepʔa]. /l/ is invariably clear. Broader speakers (generally of the older generation and outside Newcastle itself) sometimes realise /r/ as a uvular fricative [ʁ].

Both final /ɜ/ and the second element of the centring glides near and cure are very open, e.g. better [ˈbetʔa], beer [biə], cure [ˈkjuə]. Certain PALM words, namely those spelt ar (e.g. start), have a very back vowel, sounding rather like RP thought. An extra vowel /a:/ exists for thought words spelt with al, e.g. walk = [wa:k]. This means that talk and yawn contain different vowels /tæk – jɔ:n/. In broad accents, nurse and north words are merged, e.g. both shirt and short are pronounced [ʃɔ:t] and, in some words, mouth may be replaced by /ʌt/, e.g. house /hʌs/ (cf. Scots). The PRICE vowel has a very close glide, e.g. Tyneside [ˈtEInsEId]. FACE and GOAT are realised either as steady-state vowels [æ, ə] or as opening diphthongs [tæ, ʊə].

Geordie is well known for its extended ‘lilting’ intonation with a preponderance of rising tunes.

7. Scots

Scots is h-pronouncing and /hw/ occurs in words spelt wh, e.g. which, wheel = [hwitʃ, hwil]. An extra phoneme /x/ exists, e.g. loch /lox/. Initial voiceless plosives have little aspiration but there is considerable glottalisation of final/medial /p, t, k/ with glottal replacement of /l/. /l/ is relatively dark in all contexts and may sound vowel-like in final position, especially after back vowels, e.g. little [ˈlɪtʃ], full [fuː].

Scots is rhotic, generally with a strongly tapped /r/ = [r]; some varieties have types of fricative /r/. There are important systemic differences in the vowel system, far greater than in any other form of English, with, for instance, no contrast of GOOSE/FOOT vowels (both being realised as [y]) and frequently no opposition between LOT/THOUGHT so that cot – caught are homophones. On the other hand, RP /ɔ:/ may be represented by /ʌt/ as in sir, /æt/ as in burn, word, /ɛt/ as in stern. The kit vowel is very open, sounding similar to [ɔ]. In broader varieties, the incidence of many vowels may be radically different from the norm, e.g. good = kit [ɡid]; house = goose [hus]; home = face [hem]; dead = fleece [did]. There is a split of words which in RP have /ɔ:/ into two sets force and north, the first set having the GOAT vowel and the second the THOUGHT vowel, e.g. force /fɔːs/ and north /nɔːθ/ (see p. 105). Vowel length also operates quite differently from most other accents of English.

There is an interesting East-West difference in intonation. Glasgow is notable for terminally rising tunes which are largely absent from the speech of the Edinburgh region.
8. Belfast

As a result of massive immigration from Scotland in previous centuries, the accents of Northern Ireland sound quite different from those of the Irish Republic, being similar to Scots in many ways. The information below applies particularly to the area around Belfast. Many Ulster rural accents (some of which are termed ‘Scotch-Irish’) show even more Scottish features.

Ulster is **h**-pronouncing with many speakers retaining /hw/ in wh words. The accent is rhotic, with /r/ usually being realised as retroflex = [ɻ]. Fortis stops are heavily glottalised, and in rural accents (but not usually in Belfast) intervocalic /t/ may be replaced by [ʔ], e.g. *pretty* [ˈprɪʔɪ].

Broader varieties have deviant incidence of vowels compared with most accents of England, e.g. *bag* = DRESS [be], *doll* = THOUGHT [dɔː]. There is also noticeable realisational variation. KIT, especially when final, is particularly open [ɛ]. STRUT is retracted [ɐ]. The MOUTH glide has a very fronted and lip-rounded realisation [œy]. GOOSE is very fronted.

Ulster is noted for its characteristic intonation with more rising than falling tunes.

9. Dublin

Dublin is **h**-pronouncing with some use of /hw/ in wh words. Irish accents are overwhelmingly rhotic, with /r/ realised as a weak tap or fricative. Working-class Dublin is exceptional, being for the most part non-rhotic, as can be heard from the speakers on the tape. /θ, ð/ are replaced regularly by dental [t, d] or affricated [θ, ð] (cf. Liverpool) and with many speakers the contrasts /θ – t/ and /ð – d/ are lost. Final /t/ is very often fricative, e.g. *late* [leɪθ]. The sequences /rm/ and /lm/ may be realised with /ɜ/-insertion, e.g. *arm, film* = [ɑːrm, ˈfɪlm].

The Dublin vowel system is somewhat closer to RP than is that of Ulster, but there is still much significant variation. The STRUT vowel is close and back and the contrast with FOOT is often absent. Furthermore, for some speakers, the contrast LOT/FOOT may also be uncertain with a vowel of an [ə]-type being employed. Broader speakers may replace the vowel in certain FLEECE words by the FACE vowel, e.g. *feet, sea* = [feɪt, seɪ]. The contrast CHOICE/PRICE may be absent. TRAP and PALM differ in length and are both about [a] in quality. GOOSE is a wide glide [uː]. MOUTH is fronted [eʊ].

Rural Irish accents have characteristic ‘lilting’ intonation patterns. Dublin has similar patterns but these are much less extended in pitch range.

10. South Wales

The Welsh language was very widespread in this area until well into the present century (and still holds out in some districts). As a result of this influence, Welsh English is very different from most English varieties.

The accent is **h**-less and (except for older-generation native Welsh speak-
ers) non-rhotic. /t/ is realised as a light tap [ɾ]. Plosives lack any glottalisation. Medial consonants may be lengthened, e.g. pretty = [prɪtɪ]. /l/ is always clear.

Welsh English has two extra vowel contrasts. Words with goose in other kinds of English split systemically into goose /uː/ (e.g. goose, blue, mood, do) and juice /uː/ (e.g. juice, blew, nude, include), e.g. through – threw [θruː – θruː]. Like Scots, there is a north/force split /ɔː – ʌə/. Strut is often more front than open: [ɛ], while nurse may be closer and rounded [ɔː]. The trap vowel is open and retracted whilst palm is fronted, and the contrast may be only of length, e.g. black car [ˈblæk ˈkaː]. Face and goat are typically steady-state vowels [ɛː, ɔː]. Price and mouth have central first elements, giving [ɔɪ, ʌu], e.g. lighthouse [ˈlɔɪtəus].

South Wales English has extremely extended ‘lilting’ intonation patterns, similar to those of the Welsh language. Sharp rise-falls are particularly common.

The Cardiff/Newport area (about half a million population) is less influenced by Welsh, and sounds quite distinct from the remainder of South Wales. Cardiff has less extended intonation; bath words are variable; the palm vowel is fronted and raised = [æː]; goat and face are diphthongs. There are no force/north or goose/juice splits; /l/ has clear/dark patterning similar to RP; and there is some glottalisation of fortis stops.
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SOME DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AMERICAN AND BRITISH ENGLISH

28.1 Introduction

This chapter provides a brief summary of the main differences between RP and General American, henceforth GA. For more detailed descriptions of GA, see Kreidler (1989) and Wells (1982).

28.2 Vowels

Many of the vowels in GA are the same as (or at least similar to) their counterparts in RP. They are also, with a few exceptions, shown here with the same symbols. For GA the ‘length mark’ for free vowels has been omitted since there is not the close connection between length and free vowels as there is in RP (see p. 13). Other important differences are listed below:

1. GA is a rhotic variety (see p. 178). When r occurs in the spelling, RP /ɑː, ɔ, æ, ə, ɛə, ʊə/ correspond in GA to a vowel followed by /r/. See Section 28.3 on consonants below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RP</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hard</td>
<td>/haːd/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>born</td>
<td>/bɔːn/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work</td>
<td>/wɜːk/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>summer</td>
<td>/ˈsʌmə/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clear</td>
<td>/klɪə/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bear</td>
<td>/bɛə/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cure</td>
<td>/kjʊə/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bath</td>
<td>/baːθ/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. In GA, the GOAT vowel traditionally began more back and is thus represented here by /ou/, e.g. Boat Show /ˈbou/ (i.e. Boat Show /ˈbou/). However, increasingly, younger Americans pronounce a more central vowel similar to RP /ɔʊ/.

3. In GA, the TRAP vowel is closer and lengthened, sounding rather like the RP SQUARE vowel. It occurs in BATH words (see pp. 119-20), where RP has PALM /ɑː/:
Note that in American English certain foreign names and loanwords spelt with a are said with /a/ rather than /æ/, e.g. pasta, mafia, macho, Picasso, Parmesan.

Many Americans (away from the eastern seaboard) make no difference between words such as merry, marry and Mary — pronouncing all three as /mAIR/. 1

4. The strut vowel is generally closer — more like /ɔ/ than in RP. Before /r/, in words where RP has /ɔ/, GA uses /ɹ/, e.g. worry: GA /wɔɻ/.

5. Words which contain RP lot may have one of two possibilities in GA.

(a) GA /ɒ/ (similar to RP /ɑː/)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RP</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rock</td>
<td>/rɒk/</td>
<td>/rɒk/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rob</td>
<td>/rɒb/</td>
<td>/rɒb/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nod</td>
<td>/nɒd/</td>
<td>/nɒd/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Before /g, ŋ, s, f, θ/, GA usually has /ɔ/ (similar to RP /ɔː/), but note that usage varies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RP</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dog</td>
<td>/dɒg/</td>
<td>/dɔɡ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long</td>
<td>/lɒŋ/</td>
<td>/lɔŋ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cost</td>
<td>/kɒst/</td>
<td>/kɔst/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soft</td>
<td>/sɒft/</td>
<td>/sɔft/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cloth</td>
<td>/klɒθ/</td>
<td>/klɔθ/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Many words ending in -ile have /aɪəl/ in RP, and /ɪ/ in GA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RP</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>reptile</td>
<td>/rɛptɪl/</td>
<td>/rɛptɪl/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>missile</td>
<td>/mɪsɪl/</td>
<td>/mɪsɪl/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

28.3 Consonants

The basic consonant systems of RP and GA are the same and are shown here with the same symbols. However, note the following points about the occurrence of consonants in GA.

1 In happy words (see p. 90) GA has neutralisation of /i/ and /ɪ/. Since most Americans seem to consider the vowel as fleece, we have transcribed /i/.
1. In RP, /r/ is said only before a vowel. GA speakers pronounce /r/ wherever it occurs in the spelling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RP</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>worker</td>
<td>/ˈwɜːkər/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mirror</td>
<td>/ˈmɪrər/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The /r/ is often syllabic (see p. 17), giving : /ˈwɜːrkər, ˈmɪrər/. ‘Dropping /r/’ (i.e. non-rhotic speech) is nowadays regarded by Americans as characteristic of dialects or old-fashioned pronunciation. Americans do not use the intrusive /r/ (see p. 178).

2. GA /t/ is generally voiced [t̪] in medial position; for the vast majority of Americans, in anything other than careful speech, the contrast /t - d/ may be neutralised in this context, so that /t/ and /d/ in writer and rider are identical. This is termed T-Voicing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RP</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>writer</td>
<td>/ˈraɪtər/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thirty</td>
<td>/ˈθɜːtɪ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pretty</td>
<td>/ˈprɪtɪ/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many GA speakers also reduce medial /nt/ to /n/.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RP</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>twenty</td>
<td>/ˈtwentɪ/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Many American speakers (not all) make a contrast between words spelt with w and wh. This sounds affected or old-fashioned in RP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RP</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>where, wear</td>
<td>/ˈweər, ˈweə/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>which, witch</td>
<td>/ˈwɪtʃ, ˈwɪtʃ/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Most Americans (not all) omit /j/ before /u/ after the following dental and alveolar consonants /θ, t, d, s, z, n, l/.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RP</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>student</td>
<td>/ˈstjuːdnt/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tune</td>
<td>/ˈtjuːn/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>due</td>
<td>/ˈdjuː/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>news</td>
<td>/ˈnjuːz/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In RP, some words have a less common alternative form without /j/. In GA, this is the usual form.
enthusiastic /ɪnθəˈzuːstɪk/ /ɪnθəˈzuːstɪk/
consume /kənˈsjuːm/ /kənˈsjuːm/
presume /prəˈzjuːm/ /prəˈzjuːm/

5. Many GA speakers (not all) produce /l/ with strikingly darker realisations than those found in RP. Some Americans have dark [ɬ] in all contexts. American /l/ can strike a speaker of British English as very similar to /w/, so that life sounds like wife.

28.4 Stress and stress-related features

There are some significant differences between RP and GA in (1) allocation of stress, (2) the pronunciation of unstressed syllables.

1. Words ending in -ary and -ory take a secondary stress on that syllable, and the vowel is not reduced to /ə/.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RP</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>momentary</td>
<td>/məʊməntərɪ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or</td>
<td>/məʊməntri/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secondary</td>
<td>/sekəndərɪ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or</td>
<td>/sekəndri/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>territory</td>
<td>/terətɔrɪ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or</td>
<td>/terətrɪ/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Words from French are generally stressed on the first syllable in RP. They often have final syllable stress in GA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RP</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ballet</td>
<td>/bælɛt/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buffet</td>
<td>/bʊfet/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>garage</td>
<td>/ɡærəɡ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernard</td>
<td>/bəˈnɔrd/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

28.5 Frequent individual words

The following is a short select list of individual words not covered by the above. The pronunciations listed are those which appear to be found most commonly either side of the Atlantic. Note that in some cases a minority of GA speakers may use forms which are more typical of RP speakers, and vice versa. Words of this type are indicated by †.
Note also the following prefixes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RP</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>anti-</td>
<td>/ænti/</td>
<td>/æntai/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multi-</td>
<td>/mʌlti/</td>
<td>/mʌltai/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semi-</td>
<td>/semi/</td>
<td>/semai/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
28.6 Place-names

The pronunciation of similarly spelt place-names frequently varies between Britain and the USA, with a tendency for American versions to be more influenced by the orthography:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>RP</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Berkeley</td>
<td>/bækli/</td>
<td>/bərkli/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birmingham</td>
<td>/bə:mnəm/</td>
<td>/bərmənhaem/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derby</td>
<td>/də:bi/</td>
<td>/dərbi/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford</td>
<td>/ɔksfəd/</td>
<td>/aksfərd/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterborough</td>
<td>/pi:əbrə/</td>
<td>/piərbərou/ or /piərbəroU/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwick</td>
<td>/wɔrık/</td>
<td>/wɔrk/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

28.7 Differences in setting, rhythm and intonation

Setting

One of the most noticeable differences between GA and RP setting is that GA vowels are influenced by r-colouring, affecting adjacent consonants as well as vowels. For example, in partner, not only the vowels are affected but also the /t/ and the /n/. The body of the tongue is bunched up to a pre-velar position and the root of the tongue is drawn back to the pharynx wall.

American English is also coloured by nasalisation running throughout speech. This is sometimes referred to disparagingly as a ‘nasal twang’.

Intonation

Much of what has been said about RP intonation applies to GA intonation with this important difference: GA intonation tends to have fewer of the rapid pitch changes characteristic of RP, and rises and falls are more spread out over the whole tune. A very typical pattern, for instance, is this sort of rising tune for questions.

```
... . . . . — . — . — • •
```

Did you ‘manage to ‘get to ‘Max’s ‘party?

Because of these differences, American English can strike a British ear as monotonous. British English intonation can sound ‘exaggerated’ or ‘affected’ to Americans.
Rhythm

A second difference concerns rhythm. American English, because of a tendency to lengthen stressed vowels, and a generally slower rate of delivery, strikes a British ear as ‘drawled’. British English, because of the general tendency to eliminate weakly stressed vowels, and a somewhat more rapid rate of delivery, strikes an American ear as ‘clipped’.
GUIDE TO THE Technique OF PHONEMIC TRANSCRIPTION

Transcription may either be from a text in conventional orthography or from actual speech (e.g. a dictation or dialogue recorded on tape).

1. TRANSCRIPTION FROM A TEXT

1.1 Read the passage aloud several times.

1.2 In transcribing, you must take account of the forms of connected speech, and not consider the text as a string of isolated words. Your next step should be to mark off the intonation groups (see p. 248). An intonation group boundary can sometimes be recognised by a brief pause. However, though there is often no break in the flow of speech, the intonation group boundary will occur at the point where a pause could potentially be made. The boundaries of intonation groups which have close grammatical connection are marked by single bars ( | ); intonation groups which are not closely connected have a boundary shown by a double bar ( || ), e.g.:

The Guardian newspaper | is famous for its misprints ||

Note that for any written text there are usually several different possibilities for division into intonation groups.

1.3 Next, still using the orthographic text, mark the stressed syllables as found in connected speech (i.e. sentence stress). This stressing is different from the potential stresses of the isolated word as indicated in the dictionary (word stress). Sentence stress is most likely to fall on a syllable of lexical words (i.e. nouns, main verbs, adjectives, most adverbs). Grammatical words (except for demonstratives, e.g. this, those, and Wh-words used in questions, e.g. what, where, who) are far less likely to carry stress. Mark sentence stress by a small vertical stroke [ ’ ] before the stressed syllable, e.g.

The ‘Guardian’ newspaper | is ‘famous for its ‘misprints ||

1.4 Now begin your transcription into phonemic symbols. If you are in doubt about certain words, attempt to transcribe them and once you have got to the end of the text, go back and look up any doubtful items in a pronouncing dictionary. Remember that there may be some small differences between the transcription system used in your dictionary and the one which we employ in
this book. Your dictionary may also show a number of alternative pronunciations, possibly by means of superscript or italic letters. Don’t indicate these variant pronunciations in your transcription but choose one of the possibilities.

2. **Transcription from an Audio Recording**

2.1 Listen to the whole passage several times.

2.2 Mark intonation group boundaries. Then concentrate on one intonation group at a time.

2.3 Mark sentence stress.

2.4 In a spoken passage, there is no possibility of choosing between a variety of interpretations of intonation group division and sentence stress placement. Nor is there room for a choice of different pronunciations for words, as is the case with transcription from a written text. All these variables must represent faithfully what has been produced by the speaker.

3. **Writing the Symbols**

3.1 Always use the forms of print rather than handwriting, e.g.

\[ \textit{misprints} \text{ not: misprints} \]

3.2 Note the \textit{shapes} of the following symbols: \( E /\varepsilon \backslash \circ \, \backslash \circ \, \varepsilon \, \varepsilon \, \varphi \, \varepsilon \, \varepsilon \, \varepsilon \, \varepsilon \, \theta \, \delta \, g/, \, D /\varepsilon \, \varnothing \, \varnothing /. \)

3.3 Make sure that you distinguish these from each other:

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\varepsilon & \varepsilon & \varphi & \varepsilon & \varepsilon & \varepsilon \\
\varepsilon & \varepsilon & \varepsilon & \varepsilon & \varepsilon & \varepsilon \\
\varepsilon & \varepsilon & \varepsilon & \varepsilon & \varepsilon & \varepsilon \\
\end{array}
\]

3.4 The symbol \( \varnothing \) is like \( \beta \) without an ascending stroke.
\( \theta \) is written as \( 0 \) with a cross-stroke (not as \( \theta \) which can be confused with \( \delta \)).
\( \delta \) is like a reversed 6 with a cross-stroke.
\( f \) does not descend below the line.
\( a, \varepsilon, \varphi \) and \( \varepsilon \varnothing \) are best tackled as shown below:
3.5 Don’t use any capital letters.

3.6 Don’t confuse orthography and phonemic representation. Make sure you avoid gross ‘spelling transcription’ errors such as */written, næturælly/ for written and naturally.¹

3.7 Don’t include symbols which are used in orthography but which are not part of the transcription system (e.g. c y q x o for English).

3.8 Don’t use phonetic symbols, e.g. [?, ʃ, ɬ], in a phonemic transcription.

3.9 Remember to use appropriately the weak forms and contracted forms of the grammatical words. The WF/CFs are approximately twenty times more frequent than strong forms in connected speech.

3.10 Mark syllabic consonants by a small stroke beneath the symbol: bottle */bɒtl/, written */rɪtn/. Note that in RP the most frequent syllabic consonants are /l, n/. Syllabic /m/ and /ŋ/ are also found.

3.11 Don’t enclose each word in slant brackets. These are necessary to mark off phonemic transcription occurring in the body of a text in conventional orthography. However, slant brackets are quite unnecessary and incorrect in a transcription consisting exclusively of phonemic symbols.

3.12 It is not necessary to show any punctuation. Nevertheless, if you wish, you may use question marks and exclamation marks.

3.13 Numbers or abbreviations that occur in a passage should be transcribed in their full spoken form, e.g.

17 */sevnˈtiːn/
B.B.C. */biː biːˈsiː/
R.S.V.P. */ær əs viːˈpiː/

Note that the stress always falls on the last item of abbreviations.

¹ Correctly */rɪtŋ, ˈnætʃræli/.
4. SOME REMINDERS

4.1 /ə/ always occurs in unstressed syllables. In stressed syllables you will generally find /ɛ/ or /ɜ/, e.g. butter /ˈbʌtər/, burglar /ˈbɜːɡlər/.

4.2 In RP, /r/ only occurs before a vowel, e.g. fairy /ˈfeəri/, but far /fɑːr/, farm /fɑːm/. Note that to indicate the possibility of linking-r (see p. 178), e.g. far off /fər ˈɒf /, many dictionaries transcribe words with a superscript r, e.g. /fəˈɑːr/.

4.3 The happy words (see p. 90), i.e. those ending in y, ie or ee, are traditionally regarded as having /ɪ/ in RP, and you are recommended to keep to this convention. The same applies to inflexional -ies and -ied, e.g. silly /ˈsɪlɪ/, coffee /ˈkɒfɪ/, fairies /ˈfeərɪz/, married /ˈmærɪd/. (Note that very many dictionaries indicate the neutralisation of /ɪ – i:/ by a special symbol: i.)


4.5 The pronunciation of s in plurals and verb endings, and ’s found in possessives and the weak forms of has and is, is governed by the preceding sound.
   a) Following the fortis consonants /p, t, k, f, θ/, s → /sl/, e.g. sits /sɪts/, Jack’s /dʒækz/.
   b) Following /s, z, ʃ, ʒ, dʒ/, s → /z/, e.g. horses /ˈhɔːziz/, bushes /ˈbɒʃiz/, matches /ˈmætʃiz/.
   c) In all other cases, s → /z/, e.g. seeds /sɪːdz/, Doug’s /dɛɡz/, seems /siːmz/, sees /siːz/.

4.6 The ending ed → /t/ following fortis consonants (except /t/). Following /t/ or /d/, ed → /d/. Following all other consonants or vowels ed → /d/, e.g.:
   looked /lʊkt/, laughed /ˈlɑːft/.
   seemed /sɪːmd/, pleased /ˈpliːzd/, saved /ˈseɪvd/, saved /ˈseɪvd/, barred /bɑːd/.
   folded /ˈfɔldɪd/, waited /ˈweɪtɪd/.

4.7 Several verbs ending in n or l have two pronunciations and spelling forms, e.g. spelled, spelt; burned, burnt. In British English, the pronunciation with /t/ is far more common.
4.8 Certain adjectives have forms with /ld/, e.g. *crooked* /krʊkɪd/; *naked* /neɪkɪd/. Some other examples are: *ragged*, *aged*, *jagged*, -legged (as in *four-legged*, *bow-legged*), *rugged*, *wicked*, *crabbed*, *learned*, *cursed*, *blessed*, *beloved*.

4.9 If transcribing from speech (dictation or a recording), you must show all assimilations and elisions you can hear. When transcribing from a written text, it adds interest to show assimilations and elisions where these are possible.

5. Passages for phonemic transcription (English)

Transcribe phonemically, marking stress and intonation group boundaries, and *using weak forms and contracted forms whenever appropriate*. Keys to the transcriptions are to be found in the accompanying workbook to this course.

**Passage A**

Algernon: Do you know it is nearly seven?
Jack: Oh! It always is nearly seven.
Algernon: Well, I’m hungry.
Jack: I never knew you when you weren’t.
Algernon: What shall we do after dinner? Go to a theatre?
Jack: Oh, no! I loathe listening.
Algernon: Well, let us go to the club?
Jack: Oh, no! I hate talking.
Algernon: Well, we might trot round to the Empire at ten?
Jack: Oh, no! I can’t bear looking at things. It is so silly.
Algernon: Well, what shall we do?
Jack: Nothing!
Algernon: It is awfully hard work doing nothing. However, I don’t mind hard work where there is no definite object of any kind.

**Passage B**

Jack: Well, will you go if I change my clothes?
Algernon: Yes, if you are not too long. I never saw anybody take so long to dress, and with such little result.
Jack: Well, at any rate, that is better than being always over-dressed as you are.
Algernon: If I am occasionally a little over-dressed, I make up for it by being always immensely over-educated.
Jack: Your vanity is ridiculous, your conduct an outrage, and your
presence in my garden utterly absurd. However, you have got to catch the four-five, and I hope you will have a pleasant journey back to town.

Passage C
‘What — is — this?’ he said at last.
‘It’s a child! We only found it to-day. It’s as large as life, and twice as natural!’
‘I always thought they were fabulous monsters!’ said the Unicorn. ‘Is it alive?’
‘It can talk’ said the Messenger.
The Unicorn looked dreamily at Alice, and said ‘Talk, child.’
Alice couldn’t help her lips curling up into a smile as she began: ‘Do you know, I always thought Unicorns were fabulous monsters, too! I never saw one alive before!’
‘Well, now that we have seen each other,’ said the Unicorn, ‘if you’ll believe in me, I’ll believe in you. Is that a bargain?’

Passage D
‘When I use a word,’ Humpty Dumpty said, in rather a scornful tone, ‘it means just what I choose it to mean — neither more nor less.’
‘The question is,’ said Alice, ‘whether you can make words mean so many different things.’
‘The question is,’ said Humpty Dumpty, ‘which is to be master — that’s all. They’ve a temper some of them — particularly verbs. They’re the proudest. Adjectives you can do anything with, but not verbs. However, I can manage the whole lot of them!’

Passage E
Cecily: Sugar?
Gwendolen: No, thank you. Sugar is not fashionable any more.
Cecily: Cake or bread and butter?
Gwendolen: Bread and butter, please. Cake is rarely seen at the best houses nowadays.
Cecily: Here you are, Miss Fairfax.
Gwendolen: You have filled my tea with lumps of sugar, and though I asked most distinctly for bread and butter, you have given me cake. I am known for the gentleness of my disposition, and the extraordinary sweetness of my nature, but I warn you, Miss Cardew, you may go too far.

Passage F
‘Well, in our country,’ said Alice, still panting a little, ‘you’d generally get to somewhere else if you ran very fast for a long time as we’ve been doing.’
‘A slow sort of country!’ said the Queen. ‘Now, *here*, you see, it takes all the running *you* can do, to keep in the same place. If you want to get somewhere else, you must run at least twice as fast as that.’

‘I’d rather not try, please!’ said Alice. ‘I’m quite content to stay here — only I *am* so hot and thirsty!’

‘I know what *you’d* like!’ the Queen said good-naturedly, taking a little box out of her pocket. ‘Have a biscuit?’

**Passage G**

‘Crawling at your feet,’ said the Gnat (Alice drew her feet back in some alarm), ‘you may observe a Bread-and-Butter-fly. Its wings are thin slices of bread-and-butter, its body is a crust, and its head is a lump of sugar.’

‘And what does it live on?’

‘Weak tea with cream in it.’

‘Supposing it couldn’t find any?’ Alice suggested.

‘Then it would die, of course.’

‘But that must happen very often,’ Alice remarked thoughtfully.

‘It always happens.’

**Passage H**

Lady Bracknell: Good afternoon, dear Algernon, I hope you are behaving very well.

Algernon: I’m feeling very well, Aunt Augusta.

Lady Bracknell: That’s not quite the same thing. In fact the two things rarely go together...I’m sorry if we’re a little late, Algernon, but I was obliged to call on dear Lady Harbury. I hadn’t been there since her poor husband’s death. I never saw a woman so altered; she looks quite twenty years younger. And now I’ll have a cup of tea, and one of those nice cucumber sandwiches you promised me.

**Passage I**

‘The time has come,’ the Walrus said,

‘To talk of many things:

Of shoes — and ships — and sealing-wax

Of cabbages — and kings —

And why the sea is boiling hot —

And whether pigs have wings.’

**Passage J**

Lady Bracknell: Do you smoke?

Jack: Well, yes, I must admit I smoke.

Lady Bracknell: I am glad to hear it. A man should always have an occu-
pation of some kind. There are far too many idle men in London as it is. How old are you?

Jack: Twenty-nine.

Lady Bracknell: A very good age to be married at. I have always been of opinion that a man who desires to get married should know either everything or nothing. Which do you know?

Jack: I know nothing, Lady Bracknell.

Lady Bracknell: I am pleased to hear it. I do not approve of anything that tampers with natural ignorance. Ignorance is like a delicate exotic fruit; touch it and the bloom is gone. The whole theory of modern education is radically unsound. Fortunately in England, at any rate, education produces no effect whatsoever. If it did, it would prove a serious danger to the upper classes, and probably lead to acts of violence in Grosvenor Square.

Passage K
‘It’s a poor sort of memory that only works backwards,’ the Queen remarked.
‘What sort of things do you remember best?’ Alice ventured to ask.
‘Oh, things that happened the week after next. For instance, now, there’s the King’s Messenger. He’s in prison now, being punished, and the trial doesn’t even begin till next Wednesday. And of course the crime comes last of all.’
‘Suppose he never commits the crime?’
‘That would be all the better, wouldn’t it?’

Passage L
Gwendolen: Mr. Worthing, there is just one question I would like to be permitted to put to you. Where is your brother Ernest? We are both engaged to be married to your brother Ernest, so it is a matter of some importance to us to know where your brother Ernest is at present.

Jack: Gwendolen — Cecily — it is very painful for me to be forced to speak the truth. It is the first time in my life that I have ever been reduced to such a painful position, and I am really quite inexperienced in doing anything of the kind. However, I will tell you quite frankly that I have no brother Ernest. I have no brother at all. I never had a brother in my life, and I certainly have not the smallest intention of ever having one in the future.

Passage M
‘I can’t believe that!’ said Alice.
‘Can’t you?’ the Queen said in a pitying tone. ‘Try again: draw a long breath, and shut your eyes.’
Alice laughed. ‘There’s no use trying,’ she said: ‘one can’t believe impossible things.’
‘I daresay you haven’t had much practice.’ said the Queen. ‘When I was your age, I always did it for half an hour a day. Why, sometimes I’ve believed as many as six impossible things before breakfast.’

Passage N

Jack: Is this the handbag, Miss Prism? Examine it carefully before you speak. The happiness of more than one life depends upon your answer.

Miss Prism: It seems to be mine. Yes, here is the injury it received through the upsetting of a Gower Street omnibus in younger and happier days. Here is the stain on the lining caused by the explosion of a temperance beverage, an incident that occurred at Leamington. And here, on the lock, are my initials. I had forgotten that in an extravagant mood I had had them placed there. The bag is undoubtedly mine. I am delighted to have it so unexpectedly restored to me. It has been a great inconvenience being without it all these years.

Jack: Miss Prism, more is restored to you than this handbag. I was the baby you placed in it.

Passage O

‘I don’t understand you,’ said Alice. ‘It’s dreadfully confusing.’
‘That’s the effect of living backwards,’ the Queen said kindly. ‘It always makes one a little giddy at first.’
‘Living backwards!’ Alice repeated in great astonishment. ‘I never heard of such a thing!’
‘But there’s one great advantage in it — that one’s memory works both ways.’
‘I’m sure mine only works one way,’ Alice remarked. ‘I can’t remember things before they happen.’

Passage P

Jack: Pray excuse me, Lady Bracknell, for interrupting you again, but it is only fair to tell you that according to the terms of her grandfather’s will Miss Cardew does not come legally of age till she is thirty-five.

Lady Bracknell: That does not seem to be a grave objection. Thirty-five is a very attractive age. London society is full of women of the very highest birth who have, of their own free choice, remained thirty-five for years. Lady Dumbleton is an instance in point. To my own knowledge she has been
thirty-five ever since she arrived at the age of forty, which was many years ago now. I see no reason why our dear Cecily should not be even still more attractive at the age you mention than she is at present. There will be a large accumulation of property.

Passage Q
F.E. Smith used to make fun of Lord Chief Justice Hewart’s corpulence. Once he came up to him, patted Hewart’s ample stomach, and asked: ‘What are you going to call it?’
Hewart retorted: ‘If it’s a boy, I’ll name it George, and if it’s a girl, Elizabeth. But if, as I suspect, it’s merely a large quantity of wind, I’m going to call it F.E. Smith.’

Passage R
‘That’s another thing we’ve learned from your Nation, map-making. But we’ve carried it much further than you. What do you consider the largest map that would be useful?’
‘About six inches to the mile.’
‘Only six inches. We very soon got to six yards to the mile. Then we tried a hundred yards to the mile. And then came the grandest idea of all! We actually made a map of the country, on the scale of a mile to the mile!’
‘Have you used it much?’
‘It has never been spread out, yet. The farmers objected: they said it would cover the whole country, and shut out the sunlight! So we now use the country itself, as its own map, and I assure you it does nearly as well.’

Passage S
A story is told of the way one old professor of medicine used to train his students. Holding a sample of urine in his hand, he would tell them that he was going to test for the presence of sugar. Then he’d proceed to dip his finger in, and lick it. The students would then, very unwillingly, follow his example. ‘My friends, you have now discovered for yourselves a most important principle of diagnosis. Attention to detail.’ The students would be mystified. ‘I shall explain. You’ll note that I put my index finger in the test tube, but I licked my middle finger. Unlike you people.’
Passage T
Het volgende waar gebeurde verhaal maakt duidelijk wat het risico is dat je loopt, als je een land bezoekt waarvan je de taal helemaal niet kent. Een Engelse familie vertelde aan een Nederlandse vriend wat de moeilijkheden waren die ze ondervonden hadden, toen ze probeerden een bepaalde stad in Holland te vinden. Ze wisten dat de stad tamelijk groot en belangrijk moest zijn, omdat ze de naam ervan op zoveel borden hadden zien staan. Toch kwam de naam op geen van hun kaarten voor. Ze vroegen zich af of het wellicht een van die Nederlandse steden was zoals Den Haag of Den Bosch; een van die steden met twee namen om een buitenlander op een dwaalspoor te brengen. De Nederlander vroeg hun om de naam op te schrijven van de stad waarnaar ze hadden gezocht. En deze was: ’Doorgaand verkeer’.

Passage U
In Rotterdam achter de Boompjes,
daar ligt een Engels schip.
De Fransen zijn gekomen,
ze zijn zo rijk als ik.
Zij dragen hoeden met pluimen,
rokjes van perkament.
De ganse stad moet ruimen
voor zulk een rijke vent.

Passage V
In Den Haag daar woont een graaf
en zijn zoon heet Jantje,
as je vraagt waar woont papa,
dan wijst hij met zijn handje.
Met zijn vingertje en zijn duim,
on zijn hoed draagt hij een pluim.
Aan zijn arm een mandje.
Dag mijn lieve Jantje.

Passage W
’Is ’t al drie uur, Barend?’ vroeg de moeder.
Barend keek op zijn horloge, en antwoordde: ’Dat scheelt niet veel.’
’Dan moet ik zo langzamerhand aan het eten denken,’ zei de moeder weer; en d’r bewegingen werden wat vlugger van tempo.
’En ik zal eindelijk ook ’es naar binnen gaan,’ zei de zoon, opstaand.
Passage X

‘Ik ben dol op koffie, en je vader ook,’ sprak de moeder. ‘Trouwens jij houdt er ook wel van. Henk niet zo.’

‘Ja,’ antwoordde Wels. ‘Koffie wekt op. Weet u, wat lui doen, als ze bijvoorbeeld een hele nacht moeten werken?’

‘Nou?’ vroeg zij, en ze liet zich ongemerkt op ’n stoel glijden. ‘Als ze om ’n uur of twaalf ’s avonds wat sufferig worden, en slaperig, ziet u. Ja, dat word je; dat kan je gebeuren, als je ’n beetje zwaar gestudeerd heb. Ik ben dan altijd zo wijs om maar naar bed te gaan...’

‘Ja, natuurlijk,’ viel de moeder in.

‘Maar als ze dan met alle geweld op willen blijven, dan zetten ze sterke koffie; verschrikkelijk sterk, ziet u. En dan nemen ze een of twee koppen daarvan, en dan is alle slaperigheid en sufheid weg... Dan kunnen ze desnoods de hele nacht doorwerken...’

‘Dat vind ik toch overdreven hoor.’

‘Ja,’ gaf Wels toe, ‘het is stom.’

Passages W and X have been taken from Barend Wels by Theo Thijsen. Slight adaptations have been made.
GUIDE TO THE TECHNIQUE OF ALLOPHONIC DESCRIPTION

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The aim of allophonic description is to enable the student to describe in a concise and systematic manner the allophonic variation that is likely to occur in the realisation of any utterance.

1.2 The conventional brief two or three-term labels for consonant sounds (e.g. alveolar lateral, fortis bilabial plosive) are useful aids to memory but are often somewhat imprecise. The realisation of a phoneme in a particular phonetic context may deviate considerably from the phonemic norm implied in the label. To give some familiar examples: /l/ in wealthy is likely to be dental [l] rather than alveolar; /p/ in cupful typically has a labio-dental articulation and is also pre-glottalised; /k/ in key is fronted; in core, it is retracted and labialised. Similarly, the brief description of vowels, and their ‘normal’ places on vowel diagrams does not take account of variation of tongue and lip shape as a result of phonetic conditioning.

2. PROCEDURE

2.1 Provide a phonemic transcription of the utterance, marking stress.

2.2 Give a phonetic transcription, marking in detail any allophonic variation.

2.3 Directly beneath the phonetic transcription, draw lines to represent the state of the glottis:

\[\begin{align*}
\text{(voiceless)} & \quad \text{(voiced)} & \quad \text{(glottal stop)}
\end{align*}\]

2.4 Beneath this, place another line to indicate the raising or lowering of the soft palate. Note that the soft palate is lowered at the outset and returns to a lowered position upon the completion of the utterance.

2.5 Draw a vowel diagram and place on it the vowels in the utterance, taking account of allophonic variation. Indicate lip shape thus:
See section 8.4. Tongue movements in diphthongal glides should be represented by arrows. See Section 8.6. Remember that the glides of the consonants /j/ and /w/ should also be shown on vowel diagrams.

2.6 Now each segment of the utterance should be described in a systematic and economical manner, using a neutral type of RP as a model. See Section 1.3, p. 7.

3. Description of consonants and vowels

3.1 The information for consonants should include the following:

(a) Fortis/lenis contrast (where applicable).
(b) State of the glottis.
(c) Place of articulation.
(d) Manner of articulation.

In addition, mention features such as the presence of aspiration and secondary articulation of any type.

3.2 The information for vowels should include the following:

1. The height of the tongue (open, open-mid, etc.)
2. Part of tongue that is raised (front, centre, or back).
3. The shape of the lips.
4. Whether the vowel is steady-state or a diphthong.
5. An indication of vowel length.
7. In the case of diphthongs, describe the starting-point and the estimated movement of the tongue. State also whether the glide is *diminuendo* or *crescendo*.
8. Finally describe the vowel in terms of the Cardinal Vowel system (with the addition of [ɔ], [ɨ], [ʊ] and [ɐ]).
4. Example

*milktrain*

/ˈmilktrɛɪn/

[ m ɨ ɪ k t ɨ n ]

VF

SP

[m] Voiced bilabial nasal.

[ɨ] Unrounded; front-central; below close-mid; checked; steady-state vowel. Short. Lowered and centralised before dark [l]. (Lowered [ i ].)

[l] Voiced alveolar lateral approximant. Velarised in pre-consonantal context. /l/ is not prolonged before fortis /k/.

[k ʰ] Voiceless (fortis) velar plosive. Inaudible release owing to overlap with following /l/. Pre-glottalised.

[t ɾ] Voiceless (fortis) post-alveolar affricate. Lacks audible approach owing to overlap with preceding /k/.


[n] Voiced alveolar nasal.

5. Allophonic description exercises

Provide allophonic descriptions on the same lines as in the example above for the following:


Keys to these examples are to be found in the accompanying workbook.
GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS

No attempt has been made here to provide precise, elegant, formal definitions but rather to give the meanings of the terms in language which is reasonably easy to understand. The use of terms in phonetics varies from one writer to another. The meanings given here are those we have used in this course. In some cases we have added the terms commonly employed in other textbooks.

Words in bold type are explained elsewhere in the glossary.

ABN
Algemeen Beschaaft Nederlands. The prestige dialect of Dutch as used by educated speakers in the Randstad conurbation (the built-up area of Zuid-Holland, Noord-Holland and Utrecht) and to an extent throughout the Netherlands.

ACCENT
The phonological/phonetic features characteristic of the speech of a group of people. Cf. dialect.

ACTIVE ARTICULATOR
The articulator which moves in the production of a speech sound, e.g. the tongue-tip/blade in English /t/.

ADVANCED
Articulated further forward. Diacritic [₃], e.g. E /k/ in key [kʰi:]. Opposed to retracted.

AFFRICATE
A manner of articulation where there is a complete closure in the vocal tract which is released relatively slowly, giving rise to the corresponding homorganic friction, e.g. E /tʃ/.

AIRSTREAM
A flow of air. An airstream of some sort (usually pulmonic) is necessary to produce any speech sound.

ALLOPHONE
A phonetic realisation of a phoneme. The allophones of a phoneme form a set of sounds which are usually phonetically similar to each other and occur either in complementary distribution or free variation.

ALVEOLAR
A place of articulation with the tip/blade of the tongue as the active articulator and the alveolar ridge as the passive articulator, e.g. E /t/.
ALVEOLO-PALATAL
A place of articulation with the blade/front of the tongue as the active articulator and the rear of the alveolar ridge and the hard palate as the passive articulator, e.g. D /tʃ/ → [tʃ] in beetje.

AN
Algemeen Nederlands. The term in current use for the prestige dialect of Dutch in Northern Belgium (Flanders). In its written form it is virtually identical to ABN. Although the pronunciation has a distinct character of its own, it is in fact structurally very similar to ABN.

ANTERIOR
Referring to the front. Cf. posterior.

APPROACH
The first stage in the articulation of stop consonants when the articulators are coming together (also called closing stage).

APPROXIMANT
A manner of articulation (normally applied to consonants) where the articulators are sufficiently far apart for the airstream to pass through without producing audible friction, e.g. E /j/.

ARTICULATION
The movement made by the speech organs of the vocal tract so as to produce a speech sound.

ASPIRATION
A delay in voicing after the release of a voiceless stop, often described as a brief ‘puff of air’ or an [h]-like sound, e.g. English pin [pʰɪn].

ASSIMILATION
The replacement of one phoneme by another under the influence of a third as a result of phonetic conditioning, e.g. if treatment is said as /ˈtriːpmənt/, then /t/ is said to assimilate to /p/ under the influence of the following /m/.

BACK VOWEL
A vowel with the back of the tongue as the highest part, e.g. E /uː/.

BILABIAL
A place of articulation involving both lips, e.g. E /p, b, m/.

BREATHY VOICE
A phonation type in which the vocal folds are vibrating but the arytenoids are held apart, so that a large amount of air escapes through the open glottis, e.g. Hindi [bʱ].

CARDINAL VOWEL SYSTEM
A scheme of reference vowels independent of any language.
CENTRAL VOWEL
A vowel with the centre of the tongue the highest part, e.g. [ɔ].

CENTRALISED
A vowel which is articulated towards the centre of the vowel diagram.

CHECKED VOWELS
A phonological class of vowels found in certain Germanic languages. The checked vowels in English are those which do not occur finally in a stressed open syllable, i.e. /i, e, æ, ã, o/. Given similar phonetic contexts, checked vowels are generally shorter than free vowels. In this course, /ɔ/ is considered together with the checked vowels (see Section 11.2, p. 90). Cf. free vowels.

CITATION FORM
The realisation of a word when pronounced in isolation.

CLEAR-L
A type of /l/ with slight palatalisation, e.g. E /l/ in leaf, French /l/ in style, German /l/ in Milch.

CLOSE
Articulated with the tongue raised near to the roof of the mouth.

CLOSED SYLLABLE
A syllable which ends in a consonant, e.g. English bat.

CLUSTER
A sequence of two or more consonants in the same syllable, e.g. /sp/ in English sport, /str/ and /ks/ in Dutch straks.

COALESCENCE
Reciprocal assimilation of two underlying phonemes resulting in a third, e.g. /d/ + /j/ → /dʒ/ in did you.

COMPLEMENTARY DISTRIBUTION
Where the allophones of a phoneme are distributed in such a manner that the occurrence of any one is predictable, given the phonetic context, e.g. the allophones [l, ʟ, ɻ] of the phoneme E /l/. Cf. free variation.

COMPOUND
Words used in combination to form a new lexical item, generally with a change of meaning.

CONSONANT
One of a group of sounds occurring at the margins of syllables in a given language.

CONTOID
A speech sound involving a stricture which is sufficiently narrow either
to block the airstream partially or completely or to produce audible friction. This class therefore includes all manners of articulation apart from the approximants and vowels.

**CONTRACTED FORM**
A form which is derived from the compression of two grammatical items, e.g. won’t derived from will not.

**CREAK**
Low frequency vibration of the front part of the vocal folds. In language, almost always found in combination with voice as creaky voice.

**CREAKY VOICE**
A phonation type often heard in English in which the arytenoids are firmly together with the forward part of the vocal folds vibrating slowly and the rear portion more rapidly.

**CRESCENDO DIPHTHONG**
A diphthong which has more prominence on its second element, e.g. English yes /jes/ [jes] (also termed rising diphthong). Cf. *diminuendo diphthong*.

**DARK-L**
A realisation of /l/ which is velarised, e.g. English fill, or pharyngealised, e.g. Dutch stil. Symbolised as [t].

**DENTAL**
A place of articulation involving the tip of the tongue and the front teeth, e.g. E /θ, ð/ in thin, this; Spanish /t, d, n/ [t, d, n] in tonto, donde.

**DIACRITICS**
Small marks added to phonetic symbols so as to give additional information, e.g. [~] added to a vowel [o] indicates that it is nasalised [õ].

**DIALECT**
The language variety of a group of people, defined geographically and/or socially. Note that dialect applies to all linguistic features, e.g. grammar, lexis and pronunciation. Cf. accent.

**DIMINUENDO DIPHTHONG**
A diphthong which has more prominence on its first element, e.g. eye /at/ [aɪ] Cf. crescendo diphthong.

**DIPHTHONG**
A vowel articulated with an obvious change in tongue or lip shape. Also termed vowel glide.

**DISCOURSE ANALYSIS**
Linguistic analysis which examines language in quantities greater in extent than a single sentence, e.g. conversations.
DOUBLE ARTICULATION
A speech sound involving in its articulation two strictures of equal rank, e.g. [kp, gb] in Ewe, as in àkpá ‘part’, àgbà ‘load’.

EGRESSIVE
An airstream which moves in a direction whereby air is pushed out of the vocal tract. Opposite of ingressive.

ELISION
A process by which a phoneme is deleted, e.g. /l/ in English last week ['laːs 'wiːk].

ENERGY OF ARTICULATION
Another term to cover the fortis/lenis contrast.

ESSENTIAL DIPHTHONGS
A set of diphthongs (D /ei, œy, au/) which always involve a change of vowel quality. Cf. potential diphthongs.

FORTIS
Label for a class of consonants produced with relatively energetic articulation and without voice, e.g. E /p, t, s/. Opposed to the class of lenis.

FREE VARIATION
When the occurrence of one particular phonetic phenomenon rather than another is not predictable from the context. Cf. complementary distribution.

FREE VOWELS
A phonological class of vowels found in certain Germanic languages which includes all except the checked vowels. In English, free vowels are those which can occur finally in a stressed open syllable, e.g. /iː, eʊ/. Given similar phonetic contexts, free vowels are typically longer than checked.

FREQUENCY
The number of vibrations in a given time; used here particularly of the speed of vibration of the vocal folds.

FRICATIVE
A manner of articulation which involves the airstream being directed through a narrowing in the vocal tract (a stricture of close approximation) so that audible friction is produced, e.g. E /s, z/.

FRICTION
Hiss produced by air turbulence in the vocal tract.

FRONT VOWEL
A vowel articulated with the front of the tongue highest, e.g. E /iː, æ/, as in FLEECE, TRAP, D /y/, as in NU.
GLOTTAL
An articulation involving the glottis, e.g. [h, ?].

GLOTTALISED
A secondary articulation involving the addition of [?] to another articulation, e.g. syllable-final E /p, tʃ/ in stopwatch [stɔpˈwɔtʃ].

GLOTTIS
The space between the vocal folds.

GRADATION
See vowel gradation.

GRAMMATICAL WORDS
Words such as prepositions, pronouns, conjunctions, articles, auxiliary verbs, contributing to the structure of a sentence, rather than giving additional information. Cf. lexical words.

GROOVED
Fricative sounds involving a channel formed along the mid-line of the tongue, e.g. [s, z, j, ʃ]. Opposed to slit.

HEAD
Those stressed syllables in an intonation group which immediately precede the nucleus. The first syllable of the head is termed the onset.

HOLD STAGE
The second stage in the articulation of stop consonants, when the articulators are held momentarily in contact so as to block the passage of the airstream (also termed compression stage).

HOMOPHONES
Two or more words (often with different spellings) which are pronounced in the same way, e.g. English two – too, Dutch Leiden – lijden.

HOMORGANIC
Having the same place of articulation, e.g. /m/ and /p/ in English lumpy /ˈlʌmpi/.

IDIOLECT
The speech of a single individual.

INGRESSIVE
An airstream which moves in a direction whereby air is sucked into the vocal tract. Opposite of egressive.

INITIATOR
The speech organs which start off an airstream mechanism, e.g. the chest muscles and the lungs in the case of a pulmonic airstream mechanism.

INTERLINEAR
A system of intonation marking which indicates pitch by means of lines and dots within two horizontal parallel lines.
A system of *intonation* marking by which *pitch* patterns can be shown within a piece of text by means of stylised marks (e.g. arrows, circles, angled marks) placed before stressed syllables.

**INTONATION**

The *pitch* pattern of connected speech.

**INTONATION GROUP**

A group of words in connected speech which form a complete *intonation* tune. The boundaries of such a group are sometimes marked by a brief breath pause. Other authors also use terms such as sense group, word group, tone group.

**INTRUSIVE */r/*

In non-rhotic English, */r/-liaison* which has no representation by *r* in the spelling, e.g. law and order /'lɔr ən 'ɔrdr/. Cf. *linking */r/*.

**KEY**

The portion of *pitch range* (either high, or mid, or low) used by an individual at any given time.

**LABIAL**

Concerning the lips.

**LABIALISATION**

A *secondary articulation* involving lip-rounding, e.g. E [kʷ] in *queen*.

**LABIAL-VELAR**

A *double articulation* at the labial and velar places of *articulation*, e.g. E /w/.

**LABIO-DENTAL**

A *place of articulation* involving the upper lip and lower front teeth, e.g. E /f, v/.

**LATERAL**

A *manner of articulation* in which the airstream escapes over the lowered sides of the tongue, e.g. English and Dutch lateral *approximant* /l/.

**LATERAL APPROACH**

A *homorganic* sequence lateral/stop for which the stop has an *approach* stage which involves the raising of the lowered sides of the tongue, e.g. English sold, belt.

**LATERAL ESCAPE**

An *articulation* which involves the passage of the airstream over the lowered sides of the tongue following a non-*homorganic stop*, e.g. English apple.

**LATERAL RELEASE**

The *release* of a *plosive* by means of lowering the sides of the tongue following a *homorganic stop*, e.g. English bottle.
LENIS
Label for a class of consonants said with relatively little energy and having potential voice, e.g. E /b, d, z/. Opposed to the class fortis.

LEXICAL WORDS
Words such as nouns, main verbs, adjectives, adverbs, which have a high information load. Cf. grammatical words.

LIAISON
The insertion of an extra consonant in order to facilitate the articulation of a sequence, e.g. French ses /se/, amis /ami/ but ses amis /se z ami/.

LINKING /r/
In English, a liaison found in non-rhotic accents involving the pronunciation of post-vocalic /r/ when it occurs before a vowel, e.g. far away /fɑːr əˈwei/. Cf. intrusive /r/.

MANNER OF ARTICULATION
The way in which the active and passive articulators affect the airstream at a particular place in the vocal tract, resulting in either a complete blockage, or a stricture of close or open approximation.

MARGINAL PHONEME
A phoneme which is found only within a highly restricted set of items in the sound system of a language, e.g. loanwords. For instance, D /ā/ and /ē/ in enfin, E /x/ in Loch.

MINIMAL PAIR
A pair of words in a given language distinguished by a single phoneme, e.g. English bag – back.

MINIMAL SET
A set of words in a given language distinguished by a single phoneme, e.g. English bag – back – ban – bat.

MONOPHTHONG
See steady-state vowel.

NARROW TRANSCRIPTION
Transcription which shows considerable phonetic detail.

NASAL
1) Concerning the cavity within the nose. 2) A manner of articulation involving the lowering of the soft palate so that the airstream escapes through the nose, e.g. E /m, n, η/. Cf. oral.

NASAL APPROACH
A homorganic sequence of nasal/stop for which the stop has an approach stage which involves the raising of the soft palate, e.g. English send, lamp.

NASALISATION
A secondary articulation involving the addition of nasal resonance to an oral sound, e.g. the vowel in English pan [pæn].
NASAL RELEASE
The release of a **plosive** by the lowering of the soft palate allowing the airstream to pass out through the nose e.g. [dɲ] in *gladden*.

NATIVE SPEAKER
A person who speaks a language as his or her mother tongue.

NEUTRALISATION
In certain phonetic contexts, it may not be possible to allocate an **allophone** to one **phoneme** category rather than another. The phonemic opposition is thus neutralised; e.g. the plosive following /s/ in *spy* could be regarded as either /p/ or /b/, as its **realisation** shares features of both these phonemes.

NON-RHOTIC
Those varieties of English where orthographic *r* is pronounced only before a vowel, e.g. RP, most forms of English spoken in England and Wales, Australian and South African.

NUCLEUS
(1) The most prominent **syllable** in an **intonation group**. Other writers also use the term tonic; (2) See **syllable nucleus**.

ONSET
See **head**.

OPEN SYLLABLE
A **syllable** which does not end in a **consonant**, e.g. English *boy*. Opposed to **closed syllable**.

OPEN VOWEL
A **vowel** which is articulated with considerable space between the upper surface of the tongue and the palate, e.g. E /ɑː/, D /æ/. Opposed to **close vowel**.

ORAL
1) Concerning the cavity within the mouth. 2) A **manner of articulation** involving the raising of the soft palate so that air escapes via the mouth. Cf. **nasal**.

OVERLAPPING STOPS
A sequence of **stops** which involves one or more stages being inaudible.

PALATAL
A **place of articulation** involving the front of the tongue and the hard palate, e.g. D and E /j/.

PALATALISATION
A secondary articulation involving the raising of the front of the tongue, e.g. English *news* [njuːz].
PALATO-ALVEOLAR
A place of articulation involving the alveolar ridge and the front of the hard palate, e.g. E /ʃ, ʒ, tʃ, dʒ/.

PARALANGUAGE
Vocal features or body movements which convey meaning but in a less structured or systematic way than phonemic sequences or intonation patterns, e.g. voice qualities, gestures, facial expressions. Adjective: ‘paralinguistic’.

PASSIVE ARTICULATOR
The articulator which does not move in the production of a speech sound, e.g. the alveolar ridge in E /t/.

PHARYNGEAL
A place of articulation involving the root of the tongue and the pharynx wall, e.g. Arabic [ʕ]. Also spelt ‘pharyngal’.

PHARYNGEALISATION
A secondary articulation where the tongue root is drawn back towards the pharynx wall, e.g. D [ɐ] in hel. Also spelt ‘pharyngalisation’.

PHONATION
The vibration of the vocal folds in order to produce voice.

PHONEME
One of a set of minimal abstract units which together form the sound system of a given language, and through which contrasts of meaning are produced.

PHONEMIC NORM
The most frequently occurring allophone of a phoneme.

PHONEMIC TRANSCRIPTION
An alphabetic system for showing the sounds of a language, which allots one symbol to each phoneme. Phonemic transcription is placed between slant brackets / /.

PHONETIC CONDITIONING
A term used to cover the way in which speech sounds are influenced by adjacent (or near-adjacent) segments.

PHONETICS
The science of speech sound.

PHONETIC TRANSCRIPTION
Transcription which shows articulatory detail by means of representing the allophones of phonemes. Phonetic transcription is placed between square brackets [ ].

PHONOLOGY
The branch of linguistics that deals with the system and patterning of sounds in a language or languages.
PITCH
The quality of a sound (related to frequency) which enables a listener to perceive it as high or low. Although there is not a precise correspondence, in rough terms, the higher the frequency, the higher the pitch.

PITCH RANGE
The extent of pitch employed by any individual speaker.

PLACE OF ARTICULATION
The point in the vocal tract at which a sound is articulated.

PLOSIVE
A manner of articulation which involves a complete closure of the vocal tract, without nasal escape, followed by a rapid release, e.g. E /p, t, k, b, d, g/.

POSTERIOR
Referring to the rear. Cf. anterior.

POTENTIAL DIPHTHONGS
A set of diphthongs (D /e/, ø, ο/ which typically involve a narrow glide movement, but may also have steady-state allophones. Opposed to essential diphthongs.

PRE-HEAD
The unstressed (or low-pitched weakly stressed) syllables which may preceed the head.

PRIMARY ARTICULATION
The articulation of the highest rank in cases where a sound involves two simultaneous strictures. Rank is defined by two factors: (1) narrowness of the stricture (narrow strictures rank higher than more open strictures) and (2) location of the stricture (oral strictures are ranked higher than those located elsewhere). Cf. secondary articulation.

PROMINENCE
A combination of such properties as stress, pitch, duration and loudness, which renders a particular sound (or group of sounds) more obvious than others to the listener.

PULMONIC
Involving the lungs. A pulmonic airstream is the airstream used for almost all sounds in all languages.

REALISATION
The process by which the abstract phonemic unit becomes physical reality in the form of sound. Loosely, the way in which a particular phoneme is said on a given occasion.

RELEASE
The final stage of stop articulations in which the articulators part and the compressed airstream is allowed to escape.
RETRACTED
Articulated further back. Diacritic [·], e.g. E /k/ in *cork* [kɔ:k]. Opposed to advanced.

RETROFLEX
A place and manner of articulation which involves the tongue-tip being curled back to articulate with the rear of the alveolar ridge, e.g. [ɾ, ɾ̅, n̄] in Indian languages (e.g. Hindi), many types of American /r/ [ɾ].

RHOTIC
Those varieties of English where orthographic *r* is pronounced wherever it occurs, e.g. most forms of American English, Scottish and Irish English. Cf. non-rhotic.

RHYTHM
Patterns of timing of the occurrence of syllables in speech analogous to rhythmic patterns in music. See stress-timed and syllable-timed.

Γ-COLOURING
Adding a retroflex quality to vowels, e.g. typical General American /ɜːr/, as in *bird*.

ROLL
See trill.

RP
Received Pronunciation. The ‘prestige dialect’ of British English heard from BBC news announcers and used as a model for most students learning a British form of English.

SAGITTAL
An anatomical term for a plane of the body running from front to back. Used in phonetics with particular reference to the stylised cross-section of the vocal tract.

SECONDARY ARTICULATION
An articulation lower in rank than the primary articulation and with either a more open degree of stricture or with a stricture located elsewhere than in the oral cavity. Secondary articulations include palatalisation, velarisation, labialisation, pharyngealisation, glottalisation, nasalisation.

SEGMENT
Consonant and vowel speech sounds which can be represented by means of a phonetic alphabet. Adjective: ‘segmental’.

SEGMENTATION
The process of splitting up an utterance into speech sounds.

SEMI-VOWEL
A term formerly used to denote an approximant which is a type of brief
vowel functioning as a consonant. For instance, E /w, j/, which are similar to brief forms of [u] and [i] respectively.

SETTING
A term used to cover the way in which the speech organs are held throughout the speech process, and which varies from one language to another, and from one accent to another.

SHWA
The central vowel /ə/, as in English about, Dutch gemakkelijk. Derived from the Hebrew name for the sound in that language. Most writers use the German spelling schwa.

SLIT
Fricative sounds which do not involve a channel along the mid-line of the tongue, e.g. E /θ, ð/, D /ʃ/, German [ç]. Cf. grooved.

SONORITY
The relative loudness of a sound compared to that of other sounds which have the same apparent length, stress and pitch.

STEADY-STATE VOWEL
A vowel which is articulated with the tongue and the lips held steady throughout. Also termed pure vowel and monophthong. Cf. diphthong.

STOP
A sound class including plosives and affricates, involving a complete closure in the vocal tract with the soft palate raised.

STRESS
A combination of loudness, pitch, vowel length and vowel quality which makes certain syllables in an utterance appear more prominent than others.

STRESS-TIMED
Languages which have a rhythm based on the recurrence of stressed syllables at roughly equal intervals of time, e.g. English, Dutch, and German. Cf. syllable-timed.

STRicture
The narrowing of a part of the vocal tract by the actions of the articulators.

STRONG FORM
The form which certain words have when pronounced stressed or in isolation. Opposed to weak form.

SUPRA-SEGMENTAL
Phonetic phenomena which cover a length of time greater than the individual segment, e.g. pitch, stress. Opposed to segmental.
SVARABHAKTI
A term borrowed from Sanskrit to describe the inserted [ə] sometimes heard between /r, l/ followed by another consonant, e.g. Dutch melk [ˈmɛlək], Irish English film [fɪlm].

SYLLABIC CONSONANT
A consonant which functions as a syllable nucleus, e.g. E /ŋ/ in button /bʌtn/. 

SYLLABLE
A linguistic unit consisting of a peak of sonority. A syllable can be considered as ranking between the phoneme and the word.

SYLLABLE NUCLEUS
The most prominent, sonorous element of a syllable, typically a vowel but also possibly a syllabic consonant; also termed simply nucleus; other writers use the term syllable peak.

SYLLABLE-TIMED
Languages which are claimed to have a rhythm based on syllables occupying roughly equal amounts of time, e.g. French, Spanish, Yoruba. Cf. stress-timed.

TAG-QUESTION
A question-like structure consisting of an auxiliary verb and a pronoun attached to the end of a statement, e.g. ‘Jack works in Leeds, doesn’t he?’

TAG-TYPE RESPONSE
A brief question similar in structure to a tag-question. Tag-type responses are used as fillers or rejoinders in discourse.

TAIL
The unstressed (or weakly stressed) syllables following the intonation nucleus and continuing the pitch pattern established by it.

TAP
A manner of articulation where the active articulator (usually the tongue-tip or uvula) strikes the passive articulator once, in a rapid, percussive manner, e.g. some American realisations of little [ˈlɪtə], Spanish caro ‘dear’ [ˈkaɾo].

TONE
Pitch movements that can distinguish word meaning, e.g. Mandarin han (1) [̳] ‘foolish’, (2) [´] ‘cold’ (3) [\ ] ‘rare’, (4) [\] ‘perspiration’.

TONE LANGUAGE
A language which in its standard form, utilises tones as phonemes, e.g. Mandarin Chinese, Yoruba, Thai, Serbian/Croatian.

TRILL
A manner of articulation where the active articulator (generally the
tongue-tip or uvula) strikes the **passive articulator** in a series of rapid, percussive movements, e.g. Spanish *carro* ‘cart’ [kar].

**UTTERANCE**
Any stretch of speech.

**UVULAR**
A **place of articulation** involving the uvula and the back of the tongue.

**VELAR**
A **place of articulation** involving the velum and the back of the tongue.

**VELARISATION**
A **secondary articulation** involving the raising of the back of the tongue towards the velum, e.g. English dark [ʰ].

**VELIC CLOSURE**
A closure made between the soft palate and the pharynx wall during the **articulation** of non-*nasal* sounds.

**VOCAL FOLDS**
The two folds of ligament contained in the larynx that by vibration produce **voice**. Also termed vocal cords.

**VOCAL TRACT**
The passage-ways above the larynx utilised in speech, i.e. the *nasal, oral* and *pharyngeal* cavities (also termed supra-glottal vocal tract).

**VOCOID**
Speech sounds which involve **strictures** allowing a free passage of the airstream (as opposed to the strictures involved in **contoids**), i.e. vowels and approximants.

**VOICE**
Rapid vibration of the **vocal folds**, producing a ‘buzz’ which accompanies almost all **vowel** sounds and certain **consonants**, e.g. all the sounds in English *madder*.

**VOICED**
A sound articulated with **voice**. Opposed to **voiceless**.

**VOICELESS**
A sound which lacks **voice**, e.g. the **consonants** in English *sixths*. Opposed to **voiced**.

**VOWEL**
A sound acting as the **syllable nucleus**.

**VOWEL GLIDE**
See **diphthong**.

**VOWEL GRADATION**
A more extreme type of **vowel reduction**, involving the complete replacement of peripheral vowels in unstressed syllables by E /ə, ɪ, ʊ/ or a syllabic consonant.
VOWEL REDUCTION
The tendency for vowels to become centralised, particularly in unstressed syllables.

WEAK FORM
Certain words — mostly grammatical words — have two or more possible pronunciations. These are (1) the strong forms where the word is stressed or is a citation form; (2) the weak forms where the word is unstressed, e.g. can /kæn/ (strong form) and /kən, kən/ (weak forms).

WHISPER
A technical term for a state of the larynx in which a pulmonic airstream is forced between the arytenoid cartilages.

Key to exercises
Answers to Exercise 4 on pp. 16-17: Knife, spoon, Christmas, captain, cricket, club, programme.

Answer to Exercise 1 on p. 19:
Veronder'stelling, 'klinker, maatschap'pij, 'twijfel, ge'veenganis, be'drijf, 'plotseling, onder'nemer, 'handenarbeid, be'lachelijk.

The following is a select list of the chief works on which we have drawn for this book, together with other works which may prove of interest to the student. (D) indicates books outside section 3 with useful information on Dutch.

1. General Phonetics

2. English

2.1 Description of English


COLLINS, B., S.P. DEN HOLLANDER and J. RODD (1987), Accepted English Pronunciation, Apeldoorn: Van Walraven. (D)

COLLINS, B. and I.M. MEES (1993), Accepted American Pronunciation, Apeldoorn: Van Walraven. (D)


### 2.2 Studies with an emphasis on connected speech and supra-segmental features

3. Dutch


van BUUREN, L. (1990), *The Indispensable Foundation*, Bloemendaal: Vox et Lingua.


4. Pronouncing Dictionaries


5. Specialist Books and Articles


GUSSENHOVEN, C. (1992), ‘Dutch’ [Illustrations of the IPA], Journal of the International Phonetic Association, 22.1/2, 45-47. (D)

’t HART, J., R. COLLIER and A. COHEN (1990), A Perceptual Study of Intonation, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. (D)


WILLEMS, N. (1982), *English Intonation from a Dutch Point of View*, Dordrecht: Foris. (D)

VOWEL SYMBOLS USED IN VARIOUS SYSTEMS OF TRANSCRIPTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PED</th>
<th>EPD/LPD</th>
<th>DJ</th>
<th>SOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KIT</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRESS</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAP</td>
<td>æ</td>
<td>æ</td>
<td>æ</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOT</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOT</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>æææa</td>
<td>æææa</td>
<td>æææa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRUT</td>
<td>λ</td>
<td>λ</td>
<td>λ</td>
<td>λ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bonus</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLEECE</td>
<td>i:</td>
<td>i:</td>
<td>i:</td>
<td>i:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALM</td>
<td>a:</td>
<td>a:</td>
<td>a:</td>
<td>a:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOUGHT</td>
<td>ε:</td>
<td>ε:</td>
<td>ε:</td>
<td>ε:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOOSE</td>
<td>u:</td>
<td>u:</td>
<td>u:</td>
<td>u:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NURSE</td>
<td>æ:</td>
<td>æ:</td>
<td>æ:</td>
<td>æ:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACE</td>
<td>ei</td>
<td>ei</td>
<td>ei</td>
<td>ei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRICE</td>
<td>ai</td>
<td>ai</td>
<td>ai</td>
<td>ai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHOICE</td>
<td>oι</td>
<td>oι</td>
<td>oι</td>
<td>oι</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUTH</td>
<td>ao</td>
<td>ao</td>
<td>ao</td>
<td>ao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOAT</td>
<td>oυ</td>
<td>oυ</td>
<td>oυ</td>
<td>oυ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAR</td>
<td>ιε</td>
<td>ιε</td>
<td>ιε</td>
<td>ιε</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURE</td>
<td>oε</td>
<td>oε</td>
<td>oε</td>
<td>oε</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQUARE</td>
<td>ηε</td>
<td>ηε</td>
<td>ηε</td>
<td>ηε</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PED  *The Phonetics of English and Dutch* (present volume)
EPD  *English Pronouncing Dictionary* (Jones 1997)
LPD  *Longman Pronunciation Dictionary* (Wells 1990)
DJ   *Jones (1962), Outline of English Phonetics*
SELECT LIST OF DIACRITICS AND PHONETIC SYMBOLS

The following shows the most important diacritics and phonetic symbols used in this book. We have excluded (1) the symbols used to represent English and Dutch phonemes (pp. 12, 14), (2) the primary and secondary CVs (see Chapter 8), (3) intonation marking (see Section 23.5). For a more comprehensive list, see IPA chart on pp. 352-53 (reproduced by permission of the International Phonetic Association).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>β</td>
<td>voiced bilabial fricative, Spanish <em>Habana</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ç</td>
<td>voiceless palatal fricative, German <em>ich</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɲ</td>
<td>labio-dental nasal, E <em>comfort</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɲ</td>
<td>palatal nasal, D <em>anjer</em>, Spanish <em>mañana</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ</td>
<td>voiceless bilabial fricative, Ewe <em>fi</em> ‘bone’; second element in German /pf/ [pf], <em>Pferd</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʝ</td>
<td>post-alveolar approximant, E <em>red</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɬ</td>
<td>retroflex approximant, American E <em>rare</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>uvular trill. Types of D /r/ <em>raar</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>voiced uvular fricative, French <em>rouge</em>, German <em>rot</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʍ</td>
<td>voiceless labial-velar fricative, Scottish English <em>which</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔ</td>
<td>glottal stop, E <em>hot tea</em> [hoʔ ti:]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>alveolar flap, Spanish <em>pero</em>; types of E and D /r/.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɭ</td>
<td>voiced lateral fricative, Zulu <em>dhla</em> ‘to eat’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɬ</td>
<td>voiceless retroflex plosive, Gujarati¹ <em>djad</em> /jaːd/ ‘fat’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɭ</td>
<td>voiceless retroflex plosive, Gujarati <em>chaṭi/chaṭi</em> ‘licked’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɳ</td>
<td>retroflex nasal, Gujarati <em>djan</em> /jaːn/ ‘knew’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɭ</td>
<td>retroflex lateral, Gujarati <em>djal</em> /jaːl/ ‘net’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>χ</td>
<td>voiceless uvular fricative, French <em>train</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>voiceless alveolo-palatal fricative, D <em>sjaal</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z</td>
<td>voiced alveolo-palatal fricative, D loanword <em>genre</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tɕ</td>
<td>voiceless alveolo-palatal affricate, D <em>beetje</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dz</td>
<td>voiced alveolo-palatal affricate, D loanword <em>jockey</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fi</td>
<td>voiced glottal fricative, D <em>geheim</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>enclosing phonemic transcription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; &gt;</td>
<td>enclosing orthographic representations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Gujarati, spoken in India (Gujarat province) by over 40 m. speakers.
hypothetical or unattested form

| intonation group boundary
| intonation group boundary without close grammatical connexion.

a: full length
 a' half length
ā, aī brief. Also to show less prominent element of diphthong
ō, ō more open
 ā, ā closer
 ō, ū more front
a, ūk more back
 ā more central
ē mid and centralised
ā, ā more open
 ā closer
 ŏ, ūk more front
a, ūk more back
 ā more central
ē mid and centralised
ō, ō more open
 ā closer
 ŏ, ūk more front

SELECT LIST OF DIACRITICS AND PHONETIC SYMBOLS

p pre-glottalised
p lack of audible release
 ā creaky voice
 ā breathy voice
pb aspirated
p unaspirated
n syllabic consonant
 kp simultaneous articulation
á high tone
à low tone
'a primary stress
,a secondary stress
THE INTERNATIONAL PHONETIC ALPHABET (revised to 1993, corrected 1996)

**CONSONANTS (PULMONIC)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bilabial</th>
<th>Labiodental</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Postalveolar</th>
<th>Retroflex</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Uvular</th>
<th>Pharyngeal</th>
<th>Glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plosive</td>
<td>p b</td>
<td>t d</td>
<td>t q</td>
<td>c j</td>
<td>k g</td>
<td>q g</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td>m m̞</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n̞</td>
<td>n̞</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trill</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tap or Flap</td>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricative</td>
<td>φ β</td>
<td>f v</td>
<td>θ ð</td>
<td>s z</td>
<td>j ñ</td>
<td>x y</td>
<td>h h̞</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral fricative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximant</td>
<td></td>
<td>u</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>l j</td>
<td>u̞</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral approximant</td>
<td></td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>α l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where symbols appear in pairs, the one to the right represents a voiced consonant. Shaded areas denote articulations judged impossible.

**CONSONANTS (NON-PULMONIC)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clicks</th>
<th>Voiced implosives</th>
<th>Ejectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bilabial</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>p'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palatal</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>t'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velar</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uvular</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VOWELS**

Where symbols appear in pairs, the one to the right represents a rounded vowel.
### OTHER SYMBOLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Voiceless labial-velar fricative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>Voiced labial-velar approximant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>Voiced labial-palatal approximant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Voiceless epiglottal fricative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Epiglottal plosive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SUPRASEGMENTALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Primary stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>Secondary stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Half-long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Extra-short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Minor (foot) group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Major (intonation) group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Syllable break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Linking (absence of a break)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DIACRITICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>Voiceless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>Voiced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‹</td>
<td>Breathy voiced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‹</td>
<td>Apical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‹</td>
<td>Dental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‹</td>
<td>Aspirated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‹</td>
<td>Creaky voiced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‹</td>
<td>Apical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‹</td>
<td>Dental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‹</td>
<td>Labialized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‹</td>
<td>Lingual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‹</td>
<td>Nasalized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‹</td>
<td>Labialized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‹</td>
<td>Palatalized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‹</td>
<td>Volarized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‹</td>
<td>Volarized or pharyngealized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‹</td>
<td>Pharyngealized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‹</td>
<td>No audible release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‹</td>
<td>Retracted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‹</td>
<td>Centralized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‹</td>
<td>Mid-centralized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‹</td>
<td>Syllabic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‹</td>
<td>Lowered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‹</td>
<td>Advanced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‹</td>
<td>Rhoticity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TONES AND WORD ACCENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extra high</td>
<td>Rising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Rising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>Rising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Rising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra low</td>
<td>Rising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downstep</td>
<td>Global rise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upstep</td>
<td>Global fall</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Examples: "= voiced alveolar fricative"; "= voiced bilabial approximant")
# ENGLISH PHONEMIC SYMBOL CHECKSHEET

## Vowels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>Additional frequent spellings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>KIT</td>
<td>pygmy passage carries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>DRESS</td>
<td>dead friend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æ</td>
<td>TRAP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ə</td>
<td>LOT</td>
<td>wash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>FOOT</td>
<td>put could woman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʌ</td>
<td>STRUT</td>
<td>love young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ə</td>
<td>bonUs</td>
<td>surrender numerous tomato zebra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iː</td>
<td>FLEECE</td>
<td>seat these unique relief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uː</td>
<td>PALM</td>
<td>hard heart pass chance half Shah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɔː</td>
<td>THOUGHT</td>
<td>cord caught call rawpour soar war</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɑː</td>
<td>GOOSE</td>
<td>rude chew juice soup prove true do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɑː</td>
<td>NURSE</td>
<td>heard first serve worse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʌɪ</td>
<td>FACE</td>
<td>laid ray weigh they break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɑɪ</td>
<td>PRICE</td>
<td>try tie eye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɔɪ</td>
<td>CHOICE</td>
<td>boys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>əʊ</td>
<td>GOAT</td>
<td>wrote know though cold toe solo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɑʊ</td>
<td>MOUTH</td>
<td>drown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɪə</td>
<td>NEAR</td>
<td>queer mere easier India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʊə</td>
<td>CURE</td>
<td>tours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɛə</td>
<td>SQUARE</td>
<td>scares scarce bear fair there their</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Consonants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Word 1</th>
<th>Word 2</th>
<th>Word 3</th>
<th>Word 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>pipe</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>bob</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>tight</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>died</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>cake</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>gag</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tj</td>
<td>church</td>
<td>dʒ</td>
<td>judge</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>fife</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>verve</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʒ</td>
<td>thirteenth</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>they breathe</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>sauce</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>zoos</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʃ</td>
<td>shortish</td>
<td>ʒ</td>
<td>pleasure</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʒ</td>
<td>shortish</td>
<td>ʒ</td>
<td>pleasure</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued on next page)
Notes

1. Syllabic consonants are indicated by , placed beneath the symbol, e.g. *rattle* /rætl/, *rotten* /rətn/, *rhythm* /rɪðm/. 

2. Primary stress is indicated by ' before the stressed syllable, e.g. *bicycle* /baɪsəkl/, *between* /bɪˈtwiːn/, *impulsive* /ɪmˈpʊlsɪv/. Secondary stress (if indicated) is shown by , before the syllable, e.g. *participation* /pɑːtɪsˈpeɪʃən/. 

3. Consonants are shown in initial and final position except where underlined.
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# INDEX

| ABN 4ff | Assimilation 204ff |
| Accents 4ff | Dutch 212ff |
| Accents (The English of the British Isle) 301ff | English 207ff |
| Acoustic phonetics 4 | historical 206ff |
| Acoustic vowel/consonant 72f | Attitudinal function of intonation 247, 257 |
| Active articulator 36 | Auditory phonetics 4 |
| Advanced vowel 72, 326 | D /a:/, see 1A |
| Affected speech 7 | E /aI/, see PRICE |
| Affricates 41, 149, 154f, 163 | E /aI/ 116f |
| Airstream 26, 326 | E /aU/, see MOUTH |
| Algemeen Beschaafd Nederlands, see ABN | E /aU/ 116f |
| Algemeen Nederlands, see AN | D /aI/, see SAAI |
| Allophone and allophonic variation 9ff, 76ff, 203 | E /a/, see PALM |
| Allotone 244 | D /aU/, see KOU |
| Alveolar 31f | D /a/, see ZAT |
| fricatives 190f [Dutch], 144 [English] | E /æ/, see TRAP |
| nasals 167f, 196 | (B) AN, 5 |
| plosives 161f | Back of tongue 34f |
| stops 161f, 193 | Back vowel 62, 327 |
| tap 162, 177, 199 | Backing diphthongs 107 |
| trill 42, 199 | Balanced tags 270f |
| Alveolar ridge 31 | BATH (-words) 103f, 119f, 288, 294, 295ff, 304 |
| Alveolo-palatal 31, 37 | BEIGE 92, 115f, 127, 137f |
| fricative 191 | Belfast, see Ulster |
| nasal 196 | BEU 14, 127, 133f |
| AN 5, 327 | Bilabial plosives 160f, 193f |
| Angled brackets 1 | Birmingham 294, 299f |
| Anterior 85, 327 | Blade of tongue 33ff |
| Apex of tongue 34 | Body language 255 |
| Approach stage 149ff | BOEI 14, 127, 136f |
| Approximants 43ff | bonus 14, 89, 98, 295 |
| Dutch 197ff | Breathy voice 87f |
| English 168ff | Bristol, see West Country |
| Articulation 327 | Broad transcription 19 |
| Articulatory phonetics 4 | Brouwende r 179, 287 |
| Articulatory setting, see setting | BRT-Nederlands 5 |
| Articulatory system 28ff | D /b/ 192f, 194 |
| Articulatory vowel/conanant 74f | E /b/ 160, 192f |
| Arytenoid cartilages 81ff | Cardinal Vowel System 63, 327 |
| Ash 68 | Cardinal Vowels 63ff |
| Aspiration 51, 150ff, 194 | primary 65f |
secondary 67f
Central approximant 44, 74
Central vowel 68, 328
Centralised vowel 72, 328
Centring diphthongs 107, 113
Checked vowels
Dutch 12f, 128ff
English 12f, 89ff
Choice 14, 68, 89, 101fn, 111f, 170, 295ff
Citation form 19, 53, 203
Clear [l] 57, 76f, 168f, 197, 297
Climbing head 268, 274, 297
Close approximation 40
Close-mid 66
Close vowel 62, 328
Cluster of consonants 16, 328
Coalescence 204, 328
Cockney 294, 299
Complementary distribution 76ff
Complete closure 40
Compound 234ff, 328
Compound nucleus 253
Consonants
Dutch 189ff
English 139ff, 149ff, 167ff, 182
Consonant cluster 16
Continuum 8
Contoid 74f
Contour tone language 246
Contracted forms 20ff
Creak 85
Creaky voice 85f, 153, 281
Crescendo diphthongs 108, 113, 114, 172ff
Cure 14, 89, 114f, 295ff

Dark [l] 76f, 91, 129, 133, 169ff, 196, 297f
Dental 31
fricatives 141ff
Descending head 274, 279
Descriptive label 36
Devoicing
initial 51
final 51
Devoicing 51ff, 140ff, 149ff, 189ff, 194
Diacritics 52, 329
Dialects, see also accents 4f

Diminuendo diphthongs 108, 136
Diphthongs 13, 69f
Dutch 127f, 133ff
English 107ff
Discourse analysis 329
Discourse function 247, 258
Discourse function of intonation 258
Distributional variation 296
Dorsum 33f
Double articulation 60, 173
Dress 14, 89, 92, 124, 288, 295ff
Drop-rise 275, 277f, 281f
Dublin 302
Duration 71
D /d/ 160, 164, 192ff
E /d/ 160ff, 164
E /d3/ 163f, 154, 159
E /d/ 141ff
D /dj/ 261ff
E /dj/ 162, 173
Echo-questions 262
Egressive 26, 330
Elision 206f
Dutch 216f
English 210ff
Historical 266f
of /v/ in Dutch 201
Energy of assimilation 205, 210, 212ff
Energy of articulation 12, 45ff
Epiglottis 28
Error analysis 285
Essential diphthongs 127f, 135f
Exhalation 26
Extensive closing diphthongs 110ff
D /ei/, see Zee
E /ei/, see Face
E /e/, see Dress
D /e/, see Zet
D /e/, see Beige
D /ei/, see Mei
E /e/, see Square
D /e/, see Meeuw
E /æ/, see Nurse
D /ə/, see Wereld
E /ə/, 91, 98f
E /oʊ/, see Goat

Face 14, 68, 89, 101fn, 108f, 170, 295ff
Falling patterns in Dutch 275f
Fall-rise 251, 265f
Feedback link 4
Final devoicing 51
First element stress 234ff
Fleece 14, 89f, 100f, 101fn, 170 fn, 288, 295ff
Focussing function of intonation, 256
Focussing function 247, 249, 256
Foot 14, 89, 97, 102, 125, 289, 295ff
Force 105, 294, 295ff
Fortis/lenis contrast 11f, 45ff, 139ff, 149ff, 164ff, 189ff, 205
Free variation 77f
Free vowels
  Dutch 12f, 132ff
  English 12f, 100ff
Free vowel sequences 13, 136f
Frequency 83, 245
Fricatives 43f
  Dutch 189ff
  English 139ff
Friction 41, 330
Front of tongue 33ff
Front vowel 62, 330
Fronting diphthongs 107ff
D /f/ 140f, 190
E /f/ 139ff
D /f/-f/ contrast 140f, 189

Geordie 294, 300f
Glasgow, see Scots
Glide 69
Glottal
  affricate 148fn
  fricative 148, 192
  reinforcement 50, 161ff, 152f, 155, 159
  replacement 153f, 159
  stop 50, 58f, 84f, 194
  tone 83
Glottalisation 58f
Glottis 27, 82ff
Goat 14, 68, 89, 109f, 295ff, 304
Goose 14, 89, 101fn, 102, 125, 289, 295ff
Gradation, see vowel gradation
Grammatical function of intonation 257f
Grammatical words 19, 142, 238
Grave friction 145f, 190
Grooved fricative 144, 145f, 146f
D /g/ 192, 193, 201f
E /g/ 162f

‘Happy words’ 90, 288, 295ff
H-Dropping 192, 296f
Head 252f, 253
Heads
  Dutch 279
  English 252ff
Hierarchy of error 290f
High fall 249f, 259ff, 275
High rise 250f, 261ff, 272, 274, 275
High sliding head 252, 265f, 279
High (stepping) head 252, 259f, 261f, 267, 282f
Hold stage 149ff
Homophone 48, 331
Homorganic friction 41, 149, 154, 155, 162
Homorganic stops 159
Huig-r 9, 18, 199
D /h/ 148, 189, 192
E /h/ 148, 192
E /hj/ 173
Ideal form 204
Idiolect 10, 331
Inaudible
  approach 158
  release 157f
Incomplete statements 276f
Ingressive 26f, 331
Inhalation 26
Initial devoicing 51
Initiator 25, 331
In-text marking system 248, 274, 332
Inter-dental 141f, 143
Interlinear marking system 247f
In-text marking system 248, 274, 332
Intonation
  Dutch 274ff
  English 256ff
Intonation groups 248f
Intrusive-n 179
Intrusive-r 178f, 181
D /l/, see zit
E /l/, see kit
E /l/, see near
D /l/, see near
E /l/, see fleece
D /ui/ 136f, see nieuw
D /i/ 173, 198
E /i/ 172ff
Juice 294, 295ff

INDEX 359
Key 255, 332
Keywords 13f, 89, 295
Kinaesthetic sense 33
KIT 14, 89f, 288, 295ff
KOU 14, 68, 112, 127, 135
D /k/ 192f
E /k/ 162f
LA 14, 93ff, 103f, 127, 132, 133
Labial 29f
Labialisation 57
Labial-velar approximant 173ff
Labio-dental
approximants 139f, 174
fricatives, Dutch 140f, 190
fricatives, English 139ff
Lagging assimilation 204, 209, 212f, 214
Lamina of tongue 34
Larynx 27ff
Larynx setting 71f, 81ff, 224
Lateral 44f
approach 157, 195
approximants, Dutch 170ff, 196ff
approximants, English 168ff
escape 156f, 195
fricative 45
release 156, 195
Leading assimilation 204, 207f, 213f, 214
Lenis, see fortis/lenis contrast
Lexical-incidental variation 295f
Lexical words 19, 238
Lexis 4
Liaison 179, 333
Linguist 3
Linguistics 3
Linking-n 179
Linking-r 178f, 181
Lip compression 151
Lip-rounding 30, 57, 67, 135f, 145, 176f, 222
Lip-shape 66f
Lip-shape indicator 68
List intonation 269
Liverpool, see scouse
LOT 14, 89, 95f, 131, 288, 295ff
Low drop 275
Low fall 249f, 259, 263, 272, 275
Low head 253, 263f, 269, 274, 279, 282
Low climbing head 253, 268
Low level head 253
Low rise 250f, 261ff, 269, 271, 272, 275
Lowered vowel 72
LUI 14, 68, 107, 127, 135
D /l/ 170f, 196f
E /l/ 168ff
Manchester, see North
Manner of articulation 40f, 205
Marginal
consonants 201f
phoneme 13, 70, 193
vowels 127, 137f
Margins of syllable 15
MEEUW 14, 109f, 127, 136f, 289
MEI 14, 68, 127, 135
Mid drop 275
Minimal pair 8, 333
Minimal set 8, 333
Model 6
MOE 14, 97f, 102f, 127, 132
MOOL 14, 111f, 127, 136f
Monophthong, see steady-state vowel
Monosyllabic words 48
MOUTH 14, 89, 112, 295ff
murmur, see breathy voice
murmur vowel, see shwa
D /m/ 196
E /m/ 167f
Narrow diphthongs 108f
Narrow transcription 19, 333
Narrowing 43
Nasal
approach 157, 195
cavity 28f, 32
consonants, Dutch 196
consonants, English 167f
release 155f, 195
vowels 70f, 138
Nasalisation 59, 168, 224
Native speaker 334
Native speaker intuition 78
NEAR 14, 89, 113, 170fn, 295ff
Neutral speech 7
Neutral lip-shape 30
Neutralisation 78f
Newcastle, see Geordie
NIEUW 14, 127, 136f
(NL) ABN 5
Non-finality 263, 268f
Non-rhotic 178, 296, 334
NORTH 105, 294, 295ff, 300
Pharyngeal friction 148
Pharyngealisation 58, 148, 171, 169f, 224
Pharynx 28f, 63
Phonation 81ff, 335
Phonation types 255
Phonatory system 27f
Phone 8ff, 76ff
Phonemic transcription 9, 18, 335
Phonetic conditioning 203
Phonetic norm 9, 11, 335
Phonetic similarity 76
Phonetic transcription 9, 18, 335
Phonetician 3
Phonetics 1, 3, 335
Phonological rules 77
Phonological vowel/consonant 73f
Phonologist 3
Phonology 3, 335
Pitch 226ff, 245ff
Pitch range 255, 336
Place assimilation 205, 207f, 214f
Place of articulation 36ff
Plosive 40, 149
Plosives 40
  Dutch 192ff
  English 160ff
  fortis, Dutch 151
Post-alveolar
  affricates 162
  approximant 176ff
  Post-dental fricative 141f, 143
  Post-palatal affricate 155, 193
  Post-vocalic 78
  Post-vocalic /r/ insertion 244
  Posterior 85, 336
  Potential diphthongs 127f, 133ff
  Pre-fortis clipping 50
  Pre-glottalisation, see glottal reinforcement
  Pre-head 253, 254
  Prestige dialect 4ff
  Pre-velar approximant 199, 200
  Pre-vocalic 78
PRICE 14, 89, 101fn, 110f, 170, 295ff
Primary articulation 56, 336
Primary stress 229f
Productive prefix 91
Prominence 249, 336
Prominence of elements 108
Psycholinguistics 4
Pulmonics 26, 336

NU 14, 103, 127, 132, 292
Nuclear tone 249ff
Nucleus of intonation group 249ff
Nucleus location 249
Nucleus of syllable, see syllable
nucleus
NURSE 14, 89, 105f, 295ff
NUT 14, 95, 98f, 103, 127, 128, 131, 180, 289, 292
D /n/ 129, 196
E /n/ 167f
D /ŋ/ 196
E /ŋ/ 167
D /p/ 196
D /n/ 130
D /nt/ 130
D /ns/ 130
Oesophagus 27
Old-fashioned speech 7
Onset 252f, 254
Open approximation 40
Open-mid 66
Open syllable 16
Open vowel 62, 334
Oral cavity 28, 29ff, 62, 66
Orthographic symbols 1
Overlapping stops 157f, 194f
D /ɔ/, see ZOT
E /ɔ/, see LOT
D /ɔː/, see ROSE
E /ɔː/, see THOUGHT
E /ɜ/, see CHOICE
D /ɔː/, see ZO
D /oʊ/, see MOOI
D /ʊ/, see BEK
D /oʊː/ 137f
D /oʊ̯/, see LUI
Palatal 31
  approximant, Dutch 196ff
  approximant, English 172f
  fricative 172f
Palatalisation 57, 147
Palato-alveolar 32, 146, 164
  affricates 163f
Parenthetic intonation 269
PALM 14, 89, 103f, 159, 295ff, 304
Paralanguage 255, 335
Paralinguistic 255
Partial closure 44
passive articulator 36

INDEX 361
Pure vowel, see steady-state vowel
D /p/ 192f, 194f
E /p/ 160f

Questions
(Wh) 258, 259ff
Yes-no 258, 260ff

/r/ colouring 181
/r/ distribution 180f, 287, 291, 292f
Radix of tongue 34
Raised vowel 72
Realisation 11, 336
Realisational variation 296
Realised 9
Received Pronunciation (RP) 5ff
Reciprocal assimilation 204, 208f
Reference vowels 89, 295
Regional dialect 4
Register tone language 246
Release stage 149ff
Respiratory system 25f
Retracted vowel 72, 337
Retroflex 39, 200f
Rhotic accents 178f, 296, 298, 299
Rhoticism 180f, 288
Rhythm 209, 210ff, 241ff
Rise-fall 251, 267ff, 272, 273
Rising patterns in Dutch 276ff
Roll, see trill
ROSE 105, 112, 127, 137f
RP, see Received Pronunciation
ruw 14, 127, 136
Rijkere systeem 13
D /r/ 130, 179, 199ff
E /r/ 176ff, 180f

saaï 14, 110f, 127, 136f
Sagittal 28, 337
Sagittal cross-section 28
Schwa, see shwa
Scots 294, 301
Scouse 294, 300
Secondary articulation 56ff
Secondary stress 229f
Second element stress (SES) 234f
Segment 8, 337
Segmentation 8
Semi-vowel, see approximant
Sentence stress 19, 238f
Separated
fall + rise 266

drop + rise 278
Septum of tongue 34
Setting 145, 221ff
Sharp drop 275, 278
Sharp friction 145, 147
Shwa 13, 89, 129
Slant brackets 9
Slit fricative 141, 143, 144
Smoothing 116
Social dialect 4
Soft palate 29, 70f, 244
Sonority 73f, 338
South Wales 294, 302f
Speech chain 3
Spelling/pronunciation guidelines 182ff
SQUARE 14, 89, 115, 124, 295f, 304
Square brackets 1, 9
Stages of a stop 149
Stage whisper 87
Steady-state vowel 13, 62, 69, 115
Stød 86
Stops 40f
    Dutch 192ff
    English 149ff
Stress 19f
    in compounds 234ff
    guidelines 231ff
    timing 241ff
    in Dutch 233f
Stricture 40, 338
Strong forms 20ff
strut 14, 89, 94, 98, 288, 295f, 305
Supra-glottal vocal tract 28
Supra-segmental 226
/o/ insertion (Svarabhakti) 171, 172, 197, 201, 243
Swansea, see South Wales
Syllabic consonant 17
Syllable 14ff
    structure 15ff
    timing 242ff
Syllable nucleus 15, 73, 339
Systemic variation 295
D /s/ 145f, 190
E /s/ 141, 144ff
D /s - z/ contrast 139, 189
D /sj/ 130, 147, 180, 191
E /sj/ 146, 147
E /ʃ/ 145f, 146f

Tag
INDEX

question 269ff
response 272ff
Tail 250, 254
Tap 42f
Tempo 255
THOUGHT 14, 89, 104f, 114, 222, 288, 295ff
Tip of tongue 33ff
Tone 246, 339
Tone languages 246f
Toneme 246
Tong-r 9, 18, 199
Tongue 33ff, 62f
Tongue height 62
Trachea 27
Transcription 18ff, 311
TRAP 14, 89, 93, 119, 124, 131, 288, 295ff, 304
Trills 42ff
D /t/ 164, 165f, 192, 193, 194ff
E /t/ 161, 164
D /ts/ 130, 154, 164, 165, 193
E /tʃ/ 162, 172f
E /tʃ/ 163, 164
E /θ/ 141ff

Ulster 294, 302
Unbalanced tags 270
Utterance 8, 340
Uvular 33
fricative 199ff
trill 33, 199ff
D /ɑː/ see NUT
E /ʌ/ see FOOT
D /uː/ see GOOSE
D /uː/ see MOE
D /ʊː/ see BOEI
E /əʊ/ see CURE

Velar 32f
closure 32
fricatives 191f
nasal 196
plosives, English 162f
plosives, Dutch 192ff
Velarisation 58, 224
Velic closure 32
Velum, see soft palate
Vocal folds 81ff
Vocal tract 28
Vocoid 74f

Voice 27, 340
Voiced 2, 51ff, 82f, 150ff
Voicing in stops 149ff, 194
Voiceless 2, 83, 150ff
Voiceless /ɻ/ 76, 169
Voiceless vowels 71
Vowel duration 48ff, 71, 228, 243
Vowel gradation 247, 257f, 340
Vowel reduction 227, 341
Vowel quality 66
Vowels
Dutch 127ff
English 89ff, 100ff, 118ff
Vowel limit 63f
quadrilateral 65
D /u/ 137, 140, 174ff, 198f
E /v/ 139ff
E /ʌ/, see STRUT

Weak forms
Dutch 239ff
English 20ff
werk:luuk 14, 98, 106, 127, 128f
West Country 294, 299
Wh-questions 258
Whisper 86f
gap 86
triangle, see whisper gap
Word stress 19, 229ff
‘Worry’ words 95, 122f
E /æ/ 173ff, 199
E /æ/ 174
D /s/ 189, 191f
D /ʒ/ 189, 191f
D /x/-y/contrast 139, 189f, 191f

Yes-no questions 258
D /ɪ/ see NU
D /ɥ/ see RUW

zat 14, 95, 96, 127f, 128, 131
zee 14, 108f, 127, 133, 289
zet 14, 92, 127, 128, 131, 288
zie 14, 101, 127, 132
zit 14, 90f, 113, 127, 128, 131
zo 14, 109f, 127, 133f, 289
zot 14, 96, 105, 127, 128, 132, 134, 288
D /əz/ 145f, 190
E /əz/ 141, 144ff
D /zʃ/ 180, 191, 201f
E /zʃ/ 146f
E /ʒ/ 146f